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.- THE SCIENCE OF BEAUTY? 

Theories of Proportion from the 16th to the 20th century 

Desmond Cheuk Kuen Hui 

A Summary 

This thes is attempts to eluc idate the relationship between science and beauty by examining 

theories of proportion in art and architecture from the 16th to the 20th century. It follows the 

hypothesis that these theories reflect the intellectual conflict between phenomena and spirit (or 

sense and substance, appearance and essence) as postulated by Eric Voegelin as the result of 

the rise of modern mathematics and physics since the second half of the 16th century , leading 

ultimately to "sc ientism" (or the bias accorded to the mathematized study of natural 

phenomena as the only means of comprehending reality, even to the extreme of denying the 

reality of spiritual substance itself) in the 19th century. It begins by reviewing the concept of 

proportion (a word translated by Cicero from the Greek analogia) since its transformation 

from Greek philosophy to the Vitruvian interpretations, and continues with exposition of the 

major theoreticians since the 16th century, di vulging connections of the problem with various 

scientific (or pseudo-scientific) practices which include anatomy, astrology, physiognomy, 

science of expression, craniometry, biological morphology , statistics and music. The thesis 

al so tries to situate these work within the main-stream theoretical debates in art and 

architecture, exploring their significance in the philosophical shaping of the concepts of 

decorum, character, taste and eventually the 'science' of aesthetics. It illustrates in its 

entirety, therefore, the evolution of the struggle over the question whether a science of beauty 
)i': 
.',r. 

is possible with regard to proportion, which might serve to explain not only the crisis 

condition in art and architecture at present (the fact that some of these proportional theories 

were determined by human or natural scientists in the 18th and 19th century rather than altists 

and architects is evidence of this crisis) but would contribute also to the understanding of the 
>.~ 

history of human civilisation put at peril by scientism. 



To my beloved parents, 

in particular my father who passed away on February 5 this year ... 

"Man is the measure of all things." 

Pythagoras 
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ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

"There is no science of the beautiful, but only a Critique." 

Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgment, Second Book, § 44. 

I start with Kant's remark because I think the problem of a science of beauty was first 

critically revealed in his analysis of the judgement of taste. He does not believe in a 

science of the beautiful, for that would require determination by concepts susceptible to 

proofs. To Kant, the judgement of taste relies on genius - through which nature supplies 

its own rules of art. In a very elaborate exposition, he wrestles with the idea of the 

possibility of a critique of this antinomy. I It is not my intention to reinterpret Kant in the 

present context, though I will refer to his argument at some point in my thesis. But if the 

quotation with which I begin, and which is composed in two phrases, could be divided, 

my concern in this study is perhaps more about the former than the latter. For 

establishing a critique of this kind is really the business of the philosopher, while the 

burden of proof as to why beauty (hence the disciplines that deal with this matter - in my 

case, art and architecture) cannot be a science rests largely with practitioners of the several 

arts which have beauty as an aim or a criterion. 

Kant indeed offers no substantiation of his claim regarding a science of beauty, as 

though the fac ttthat study of the beautiful cannot be scientific is self-explanatory . 2 There 

is of course the subtlety in the German concept of Wissenshaft (more properly equated to 

lef. Second Sectifiln, "Dialectic of Aesthetic Judgement" and in particular §57 , "Solution of the 
Antinomy of Taste" . Kant(1952): 204-227. 

2Kant recognizes however the necessity of 'science' for the perfection of fine art: the knowledge of ancient 
languages, acquaintance with classical authors, history, antiquarian learning, etc. which he refers to as 
"elegant (schOne) sciences". Kant (1952): 165, §44. 



the Latin Scientia) covering branches of knowledge beyond our modern understanding of , 
the concept of science.3 But it would be safe to presume Kant's usage in this context as 

the latter, viz. knowledge ascertained by observation and experiment, critically tested, 

systematised and brought under general principles.4 We could perhaps draw the 

distinction between this meaning and the traditional idea of scientia with the birth of 

modern science in the second half of the 16th century. The "new science", as it was first 

called by the Italian mathematician Niccolo Tartaglia, would soon dominate the whole 

European thinking with the certainty of knowledge offered by the advancement of 

mathematics. s In art and architecture, there was no exception to this influence. The 

history of architectural production understood in this mathematized and scientific culture 

has well been documented by Alberto Perez-G6mez (1983). But the specific and 

fundamental confrontation between science and the question of beauty remains to be 

elucidated. 

My thesis is an attempt to construct such an account by concentrating on one 

important aspect of the history of art and architecture - the idea of proportion. As I shall 

try to demonstrate, this is also a crucial problem in the study of the intricate relationship 

between science and beauty . Proportion indeed illustrates perfectly the dichotomy of 

which Kant wrote and reveals the epistemological relevance of beauty in the experience of 

art and architecture. The concept of proportion as an ordering device lends itself readily 

to instrumental operation with numbers and geometry - the indispensable elements of the 

'new science'. But mere reduction of entities numerically and geometrically does not 

necessarily qualify these operations as scientific. And more importantly, what is scientific 
;2 

~ .r. 

3There is a distinction , for example, between die exakten Wissenschaften (the exact sciences) and die 
klassische (humanities), philologisch-historische (arts) or schonen (the polite learning, or the French 
belles lettJ'es) Wissenschaften. 

4rhis is the definiJ,.Jon of science given by Chambers English Dictionary (1988) . 

SNiccolo Tartaglia (1537) . Tartaglia's contributions in mathematics include solving third degree 
equations , calculating volume of a tetrahedron from the lengths of its sides and inscribing three cirles 
tangent to each other within a circle (also known as Malfatti's problem). 
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may not necessarily be a guarantee of truth. The problem of truth in prQPoltion and 

indeed in art and aesthetics generally are part of the problems which Hans Georg 

Gadamer examines in relation to the human sciences.6 Gadamer recognizes that it is not 

possible to give a coherent account of the human sciences if these are accounted for 

entirely on the inductive method; they are after all not strictly parallel or analogous to 

experiential science that is concerned with establishing similarities, regularities and 

conformities to a law which would make it possible to predict individual phenomena and 

processes. Theories of proportion (or the majority of those that claim to be scientific) also 

use induction to establish laws which are to be applied generally in all design situations. 

But as Gadamer points out, the transference of this inductive methodology from the 

natural to the human sciences is problematic. He explains that as follows: 

"But now the real problem that the human sciences present to thought is that one 
has not properly grasped the nature of the human sciences if one measures them 
by the yardstick of an increasing knowledge of regularity. The experience of the 
socio-historical world cannot be raised to a science by the inductive procedure of 
the natural sciences. Whatever 'science' may mean here and even if all historical 
knowledge includes the application of general experience to the particular object of 
investigation, historical research does not endeavour to grasp the concrete 
phenomenon as an instance of a general rule. The individual case does not serve 
only to corroborate a regularity from which predictions can in turn be made. Its 
ideal is rather to understand the phenomenon itself in its unique and historical 
concreteness. However much general experience is involved, the aim is not to 
confirm and expand these general experiences in order to attain knowledge of a 
law, e.g. how men, peoples and states evolve, but to understand how this man, 
this people or this state is what it has become - more generally, how has it 
happened that it is so. "7 

To rephrase this in aesthetic terms, it would mean that beauty likewise cannot be 

measured in terms of regularity since our experience of the beautiful is not subject to 

scientific ind~.ction. Our understanding of beauty is really possible only in terms of its 
~ .r. 

specific historical context; our aim is not to generalise this understanding through a law of 

proportion. 

'~ 

6Hans Georg Gadamer (1975). Interestingly, Gadamer begins his investigation of the problem of truth in 
the human sciences with those in art and aesthetics. 

7Ibid. : 6. 
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Eric Voegelin has already analysed the origin and implications of this symptomatic 

'scientism' which constitutes the blurring, even of the intellectual attitude today, between 

phenomena and spiritual substance.8 He regards the failure to distinguish sense from 

substance, or appearance from essence is due to three principal dogmas of this scientistic 

creed: (1) the assumption that the mathematized science of natural phenomena is a model 

science to which all other sciences ought to conform; (2) that all realms of being are 

accessible to the methods of the sciences of phenomena; and (3) that all reality which is 

not accessible to sciences of phenomena is either irrelevant or, in the more radical form of 

the dogma, illusionary . The consequence of this has been disastrous. Voegelin shows 

that the social effectiveness accorded to the prestige of mathematized science has been 

responsible for the anti-spiritual revolt and civilisational destruction. The tool of his 

theoretical examination of the problem is the idea of absolute and relative space which has 

been one of the most important questions since Hellenic philosophy. Similar analyses 

could be pursued over the categories of time and substance which would include also the 

problem of beauty and proportion. Indeed, situating the latter within the bigger 

philosophical pic ture outlined by Voegelin, it is not difficult to comprehend its 

transformation under scientism and the delicate relation between science and beauty which 

is also manifest in art and architecture today. An impending problem in the building 

profession, for example, is the increasing domination by the other design-related 

professions - the planners and project managers - who will suppress the poor architects 

with their latest computer programmes and mathematical modelling and are making 

priority decisions over the more "spiritual" issues of the design.9 

8Eric Voegelin (1948), "The Origins of Scientism," Social Research (XV, 4: 462-494). I am indebted to 
David Leatherban:£"w who first introduced this reference to me. 

9Thus although I fully agree with Alberto Perez-G6mez's thesis, I tend to read the title of his book 
otherwise - not Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science but "Modern Science and the Crisis of 
Architecture. " 
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Thus in what follows I will investigate the transformation of ,theories of 

proportion from the 16th to the 20th century according to the conflicting demands 

between phenomena and spirit; and to explain their significance as sciences or theories of 

beauty. I should point out that though I try to cover as much ground as possible, my 

survey is by no means comprehensive, particularly in the 19th century when numerous 

studies on proportion were produced. I 0 My intention is to pursue a thematic study and I 

have therefore restricted the scope of my research to theories of proportion that address 

the human body in one way or another. This is not only to maintain continuity from 

traditional theories but the idea of microcosm - building (hence proportion) as mediation 

between our body and the world - is also an indispensable element in our understanding 

of the scientistic schism. I I The absence of this reference in recent theories only confirms 

that proportion has become increasingly utilitarian and technical in the modern era. Where 

I introduce some of these theories in my study, they are admitted to form significant 

parallels with, or supplement other theories that do refer to the human body. In limiting 

my study to theories of human proportion, I have also left out those that deal with the 

proportion of the ' classical orders which is by itself a large, important and complicated 

subject. 12 My concern is primarily the theoretical dimension of the problem of 

proportion, and I would only refer to actual application in art and architecture as the case 

may require. 13 Although music and colour had a strong bearing on proportional theories, 

again I do not consider them individually in my study and would only deal with them as 

IOSee for exampfe the list by Hermann Graf (1958): Part I, von 1800 bis zur Gegenwart; and also Franco 
Borsi (1967): Appendix 1, Bibliografia sulle proporzioni (1801-1965). 

II But even the subject of human proportion is a huge one and it is equally unrealistic to try to cover 
everything. See the bibliography by L. Choulant (1945) and a more recent compilation on the history of 
the human body by Barbara Duden (1989): Part 1,471-575. 

12Cf. Joseph Rykwert (1996) . Nor is my interest in the representation of the human body as "somatic 
metaphors" : cf. B~;bara Maria Stafford (1991). 

13proportional studies by Aures (1862), Henszlmann (1860), Bambidge (1920), Lund (1921), Mbssel 
(1926), Pennethorne (1844), Penrose (1851) and etc. which deal with detailed derivation from actual 
examples fall under this secondary category of my concern. 
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they arise in the theories of human proportion I have chosen. The above parameters , 

would differentiate my study from the general approach adopted by Scholfield (1958) or 

the specific elucidation in western architecture by Naredi-Rainer (1982). Though similar 

studies along my line of investigation also exist which include Speich (1957) and more 

recently Zollner (1987), they are all confined, however, before the 16th century. My 

study takes the 16th century as the point of departure to examine the problem up to its 

recent development. 

An outline of my investigation is thus as follows: in the next chapter I shall 

examine the concept of proportion, both in classical and medieval philosophy and its 

etymological transformation in art and architecture. Taking architecture and the "fine" arts 

as a complex system of signification, I shall then derive in Chapter Three and Four the 

significance of human proportion within this system as exemplified by the classical 

tradition of architecture since Vitruvius. I propose to study relevant ideas in Vitruvius and 

Alberti, followed by a detailed examination of various authors on proportion of which 

four from the 16th century are significant for the different approach each represents - Luca 

Pacioli, Albrecht Dtirer, Vincenzo Danti and Giovan Paolo Lomazzo. The latter two will 

be studied in the fifth Chapter in connection with other sources of ideas which contributed 

towards the general cultural context of 16th century: ideas of astrology and physiognomy 

which had a considerable impact on art and architecture. The sixth chapter will consider 

the key philosophical concepts of decorum, character and taste which were developed in 

relation to theories of proportion since the 17th century. The seventh chapter will look at 

these new theories as attempts to borrow from the scientific studies of man in the relation 
f' 

between bod/and mind. The eighth chapter will focus on theories of human proportion 

in the 19th century as scientific theories of aesthetics and to show the various approaches 

and different sources of their inductive formulation . This will be followed by a chapter 

on the development of theories of proportion in the 20th century as informed by the 

connection of iJeas among some important figures in the Modern Movement. I will end 

6 



with an examination and critique of COl'busier's Modular and the recent proportional 

theory of Hans Van der Laan. 
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TWO 

PROPORTION AND ANALOGY: 

The Meaning of Proportion 

2.1 The Philosophical Tradition of anaiogia 

Before I turn to 16th century theories of proportion, it is worthwhile to note that debate 

between phenomena and substance, though not of the same nature with the rise of modern 

scientism, was already present in the Greek philosophical discussion about proportion. 

The word 'proportion' (proportio) is in fact a Latin translation by Cicero from the Greek 

word analogia.1 "The Greek prefix ana- expresses comparison, relationship or repetition; 

logos means idea or term expressing an idea; hence etymologically, analogia or analogy is 

taken to mean the mutual relationship or proportion of ideas or terms. "2 It was originally a 

mathematical concept but was developed philosophically by Plato and Aristotle until it 

became a theological notion with Thomas Aquinas. 3 When the word analogy was first 

used in Greek Mathematics, it was rather ambiguous because it could designate all the three 

proportional phenomena pointed out by Archytas, viz. harmonic, arithmetic and 

geometric.4 But in fact only geometric analogy corresponds to the true concept of analogy 

as proportionality.5 The metaphysical significance of the geometrical analogy lies in its 

lTimceus, IV, n~. "id optime adsequitur quae graece analogia, latine (audendum est enim, quoniam haec 
primum a nobis novantur) comparatio proportiove dici potest." See also K.C. Reiley (1909) : 13, 
"comparatio proportiove" (Tim . IV). Varro in his De Lingua Latina reads the word 'proportion' as pro
portio in relation to division and ratio. He also acknowledges it as equivalent to the Greek word analogia. 

2Cardinal Cajetan (Thomas de Vio) (1959): 11, note 8. 

3Cf. Hanssler (1927): 30-83. 

4 '~~ 
Hampus Lyttkens (1953): 16, note 7. 

5Cf. Vitruvius (Pierre Gros, 1990): Commentary, 58. Gras even proposes that the original meaning of 
analogia in the Platonic and EuC\idean tradition implies the golden section as the most satisfactory relation 
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connection with the discovery of such irrational numbers, which could only be 

comprehended through geometrical figures. Now as proportionality made it possible to 

relate irrational to rational numbers, so it also made possible, by analogy, the relation of the 

unknown to the known. Consequently, subsequent Greek philosophies and medieval 

theologies borrowed repeatedly from this analogical concept. 

2.1.1 Plato's Analogy of Idea 

Plato used the concept of analogy in the Timaeus when he speaks of the relations 

among the four cosmic elements being proportioned to form one single world (Tim. 31 b-

32c). In the Republic, he uses analogy again to explain the relations in terms of clarity 

between different kinds of knowledge and spheres of reality. He summarizes the 

discussion as follows: 

"At any rate, we are satisfied, as before, to have four divisions; two for intellect and 
two for opinion, and to call the first division science, the second understanding, the 
third belief, and the fourth perception of shadows, opinion being concerned with 
becoming, and intellect with being; and so to make a proportion:- As being is to 
becoming, so is pure intellect to opinion. And as intellect is to opinion, so is 
science to belief, and understanding to the perception of shadows. "(Rep. 533d-
534a) 

However, Plato makes it very clear that this analogy can only portray what is like, but 

cannot be identical with, the Idea. Just as the sun effects the analogies of light and sight, 

the good entails analogies of truth and knowledge (Rep. 508a-509c). In other words, the 

Idea is the ultimate cause of all analogies, which could only be arrived at through reasons 

and not senses. For Plato, analogies which concern the visible and material - all arts in 

general and in certain sense mathematical sciences including geometry - are shown to be 

inferior to dial~tic which deals with the invisible and the intellect alone (Rep. 532a-533d). 

Plato's cosmology is constructed upon a specific analogy - a mathematical one - but 

this mathematization of nature he tells in a mythological tale. He alerts his readers to the 

of all geometric progression. But he also recognizes that the root of the word is in fact more philosophical 
than mathematical. 

9 



.-
speculative nature of his theory that the universe he describes is only an imperfect copy of 

, 
the idea1.6 Mathematical entities - measures and numbers - mediate between eidos and 

aisthesis and partake of both. The world 'soul' in the Timaeus thus mediates between 

immutable ideas and changeable matter by connecting the pure ideas of 'sameness', 

'difference' and 'existence'. In a later account, Plato proposes the concept of 'eidetic 

numbers' which go across and connect all ideas, generating their order (taxis)7. Unlike the 

Pythagoreans who claim that the universe is numbers or figures, Plato translates it into 

another medium. Nature is only a metaphor for reality and resists a thoroughgoing 

mathematization. This provides the cause for Aristotle to discard the programme of 

thorough mathematization of the cosmos. He not only objects to Plato's metaphoric usage 

of mathematics but even maintains that the 'eidetic numbers' and the going across of genera 

involve a category-mistake: metabasis eis allo geros (Physics n. B. 2).8 To Aristotle, 

mathematics is of little use in physics because mathematical entities are only abstractions 

from the main physical property - which is change. His major concern, instead, is to 

provide an unequivocal description of nature. To accomplish this task, he also utilizes the 

mathematical too! of analogy (proportionality) which allows comparison of differences 

across the genera. He develops this into an analogy of categories. 

2.1.2 Aristotle's Analogy of Being 

In De Partibus Animalium, Aristotle classifies animals according to their analogous 

attributes into species and genera: for example, the wings in birds correspond to the fins in 

fishes . The basis of this analogy is a similarity of function. Aristotle takes this formal 

conception of ~halogy a step further into the transcendental sphere of first principles which 
~ .f. 

cut through the diversity of genera by means of an analogy of a general conception, thus 

6Plato recognizes "qualitative proportion" as distinct from "mathematical" (Polit. 284e). 

7 '~~ 
For a discussion on the analogy between knowledge of the ideas and the generation of numbers, see 

Gadamer (1980): "Plato's Unwritten Dialectic," especially 149 f. 

8See Amos Funkenstein (1986): 303-307. 
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marking his divergence from Plato's view that reality is only a dim reflection of Idea. He 

illustrates this in the Metaphysics with an example. The thing which is healthy is related to 

the idea of health in many ways: it either preserves or produces health; is a symptom or is 

capable of health. Similary, that which is medical is related to the medical art in various 

means: it can either possess, adapt to, or is a function of the medical art. Thus a thing can 

be described in many senses but they all refer to one starting-point.9 This constitutes 

Aristotle's famous principle of 'ontology of being' which developed into the medieval 

concept of analogia entis. To Aristotle, science deals chiefly with what is primary arid 

therefore, investigation of things having one common notion or related to a common nature 

belongs to one science. His analogy according to first principle hence does not work by 

equivocation. The word 'medical' has different meanings when applied to a patient, an 

operation or an instrument and yet refers to one and the same thing. However, it is used 

neither ambiguously nor in the same sense. Its meaning is sustained by its reference in the 

different cases to a common end,1O which spells out what is at the heart of the philosophy 

of Aristotle - an unequivocal ontology - in contrast with Plato's univocal theology in his 

analogy of the Idea. 11 

It is also interesting to note the close connection between Aristotle's metaphysics 

and mathematics - the latter serves as a prototype for the former. Hampus Lyttkens in his 

thesis The Analogy between God and the World points out that not long before Aristotle, 

Greek mathematicians had discovered that the middle terms in a proportionality may change 

places, i.e. if A:B=C:D, A:C=B:D. Aristotle utilises the alternating principle in 

proportionality to formulate his thesis of different and identical causes. 12 Moreover, he 
)10 

also borrows from mathematics for his proportionate distribution in ethics, where he uses 

9 Aristotle, Metaphysics, Bk. IV, 11, lO03a 35-b 8. 

IOIbid., Bk. VII, L¥, 1030a 31-b4. 

IISee Paul Ricoeur (1978): 259-272. 

12Lyttkens (1953) : 43 . 
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arithmetical analogy to distribute justice between two parties - wrong is measured by how 

the larger portion exceeds the smaller, i.e. what makes them unequal (Eth. Nic. 1132a)-

and geometrical analogy to distribute justice according to individual's virtue - e .g. the 

advantages of a citizen are proportionate to his services to the community (Eth. Nic. 

1131 b) . Aristotle stresses in many places the importance of analogy over the analogical 

terms themselves (Metaph ., Bk. IX, VI, 1048a 35-b 6). A comparison between Plato's 

and Aristotle's critique of the Pythagoreans' study of harmony will illustrate their difference 

in this regard. Plato denounces the Pythagoreans' endeavour as they only investigate the 

numerical properties embodied in the harmonies like astronomers, but they never rise to the 

level of formulating problems and inquiring which numbers are inherently harmonious and 

which are not, and for what reasons (Rep. 530c-531c) . Aristotle, on the contrary, refuses 

any essential character to numbers (Metaph ., Bk.xIV, V, 1092b 6-15). He attributes 

significance only to their proportion, saying, "Evidently the numbers are not the essence 

nor the causes of the form; for the ratio is the essence, while the number is the 

matter. "(Metaph., Bk. XIV, V, 1092b 16) In the last chapter of Metaphysics, he attacks 

most severely the Pythagorean-Platonic tradition of number symbolism, 

"One might also raise the question what the good is that things get from numbers 
because their composition is expressible by a number, either by one which is easily 
calculable or by an odd number. For in fact honey-water is no more wholesome if 
it is mixed in the proportion of three times three, but it would do more good if it 
were in no particular ratio but well diluted than if it were numerically expressible but 
strong."(Bk. XIV, VI, 1092b 26-29)13 

Although Aristotle regards the attributes of numbers in things as accidents and 

believes the objects of mathematics are not separable from sensible thingsl4, he postulates 

that there is a p,pssible order among them through proportion: 
~ .f . 

13What Aristotle means by 'in no particular ratio' must be 'in no particular ratio numerically', otherwise it 
would contradict his previous statement on the essence of form. For the essence of honey-water is still in 
its ratio , as there is so much of honey to so much of water, even though it may not be numerically 
particular. 

14"For the seasons and a particular number go together; and the other agreements that they collect from the 
theorems of mathematics all have this meaning. Hence they are like coincidences."(Metaph., Bk. XIV, VI, 
1093b 15-16) 
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"For they are accidents, but the things that agree are appropriate to one another, and 
one by analogy. For in each category of being an analogous term is found - as the 
straight line is in length, so is the plane in surface, perhaps the odd in number, and 
the white in colour. "(Metaph., Bk. XIV, VI, 1093b 17-20) 

Aristotle does not explain what actually constitutes this analogy, as what is the relation 

between odd and white; but the main idea is clear - the equivocability of being makes 

analogy possible, an analogy of reference ad unum, a theme to be developed by Thomas 

Aquinas into Christian theology fifteen hundred years later. 

2.1.3 Thomas Aquinas' Analogy of God 

The problem which confronts Aristotle in the unity of the categories of being is the 

dilemma between the generic unity of being and the dispersion of its meanings. He 

resolves this difficulty by a median solution - analogous reference to a primary term. 

Aquinas faces a similar problem in theology: between the univocal and equivocal 

attributions to God and creatures - the former leads to the destruction of divine 

transcendence and the latter, agnosticism - he has to encompass in a single doctrine the 

horizontal relation of the categories of substance and the vertical relation of creatures to 

God. A third modality of attribution equidistant from both extremes - analogous attribution 

- is the answer (S. T., I, Q. 13, Art. 5). Aquinas summarizes three types of analogy in the 

commentary of the Sentences of Peter Lombard (l Sentent. dist. 19, Q.5, a 2, ad 1): 

Analogy of Attribution, Inequality and Proportionality.15 Aristotle mentions all three 

15Cajetan (1959) : 12, note 16, 
f:' 
~ f . 

"There are three ways in which something may be said by analogy . [In the first place,] according to 'to be.' 
This happens when one intention refers to several things according to priority and posteriority , but has a 'to 
be' in one only. For example, the intention health refers to animal, urine and diet, in a different manner 
according to priority and posteriority, but not according to a diversity of 'to be,' because health has a 'to be' 
only in animals. 

[In the second place,] according to 'to be' and not according to intention. This happens when several are 
considered equal tn the intention of something they have in common, but this common element does not 
have a 'to be' of tlfe same kind in all. For example, all bodies are considered equal in the intention of 
corporeity . Hence the logician, who considers only intentions, says that the name body is predicated 
univocally of all bodies. However, the 'to be' of this nature is not of the same character in corruptible and 
incorruptible bodies. Hence for the metaphysicist and the philosopher of nature, who consider things 
according to their 'to be,' neither the name body nor any other name is predicated univocally of corruptible 
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correspondingly in different places. 16 However, the sixteenth century philosopher 

Cardinal Cajetan, an ardent follower of Aquinas, comments in his book De Nominum 

Analogia that only the last mode constitutes analogy, and the second one is entirely foreign 

to the concept. 17 Aquinas himself has made it very clear that the analogy of proportionality 

is not only the manner in which God and creatures are predicated, but also the means by 

which the latter can know the former (S. T., I, Q. Xii, Art. 2, ad. 4). The distinction 

between proportio and proportionalitas enables what cannot be directly proportionata by the 

former, i.e. creatures and God, the finite and the infinite, to be proportionabilia through the 

latter (De Veritate, Q. 23, Art. 7, ad. 9) . Aquinas' contribution to the concept of Analogy 

is that, having reconciled the differences between Plato and Aristotle, he uses analogy to 

combine both Greek philosophy and Christian theology. Analogy becomes a means to 

resolve the conflict between reason and faith. 18 

I have briefly outlined the philosophical development of analogia from Plato, 

Aristotle to the onto-theology of Aquinas. It can be seen that its embodiment of the concept 

of proportion was essential for the establishment of knowledge of the world. It can also be 

seen that this knowledge does not discriminate the cognitive validity of beauty from that of 

reason and that it is identical to goodness as regards 'form'. Aquinas' words may well 

summarize these issues: 

and incolTuptible bodies, as is clear from the Philosopher and the Commentator in X Metaphysics [Ch. 10 
(1059a 7ff.)]. 

[In the third place,] according to intention and according to 'to be.' This happens when a thing is considered 
neither equal in a ,common intention nor equal in 'to be.' Por example, being is predicated of substance and 
accident in this Way. In such cases the common nature must have a 'to be' in each of those things of which 
it is predicated, but this 'to be' differs according to a higher or a lesser degree of perfection. In this manner I 
say that truth, goodness and all other similar terms are predicated of God and creatures by analogy." 

16Por example, Analogy of Attribution can be found in Eth. Nic. , I, 6 (1096b 26ff), Inequality in Physics 
VII, 4 (249a 22ff) and Proportionality in Topics I, 17 (108a 6ff). 

17Cajetan (1959): 1l. 

'->t~ 

18The idea of universal analogy was also central to the theology of Aquinas' contemporary St. Bonaventure. 
But while Aquinas insists upon the distinguishing than upon the unifying signification of analogy , 
Bonaventure seeks the connecting and uniting resemblances of kinship between God and creatures. See 
Gilson (1965): 185-214. 
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"Beauty and goodness in a thing are identical fundamentally, for they are based 
upon the same thing, namely, the form; and this is why goodness 'is praised as 
beauty. But they differ logically, for goodness properly relates to appetite 
(goodness being what all things desire), and therefore it has the aspect of an end 
(the appetite being a kind of movement towards a thing). On the other hand, beauty 
relates to a cognitive power, for those things are said to be beautiful which please 
when seen. Hence beauty consists in due proportion, for the senses delight in 
things duly proportioned, as in what is like them - because the sense too is a sort of 
reason, as is every cognitive power. Now, since knowledge is by assimilation, and 
likeness relates to form, beauty properly belongs to the nature of a formal 
cause."(S. T., I, Q. 5, Art. 4 , ad. 1) 

Two implications seem to emerge from this passage. First, the intrinsic nature of 

proportion as instrumental to knowledge provides also a justification of the claim to truth by 

architecture and art. Second, proportion encompasses both the sensual as well as the moral 

dimensions. Aquinas has articulated their relationship in his Summa Theologica by refuting 

the idea in Genesis I, 26 on man's image after God as referring to corporeal likeness. It is 

man's intellect and reason which are incorporeal, he maintains, that make him analogous to 

GOd. 19 Aquinas' concept of proportion includes even a wide range of relationships. 20 He 

says: 

"When we say one thing is in proportion to another we can either mean that they are 
quantitatively related - in this sense double, thrice, and equal are kinds of proportion 
- or else we can mean just any kind of relation [habitual] which one thing may have 
to another." (S.T., I, Q. 12, Art. 1, ad 4) 

Umberto Eco has analysed different types of proportion entailed by this "habitual" relation 

of things as suggested by Aquinas. They include the suitablility of matter to receive form, 

the proportion between essence and existence, a sensible relationship among a multitude of 

fixed items, a rational fit between thoughts, the adequacy of a thing to itself, a complex 

intension and a dense network of relations, ontological as well as psychological aspects and 

19"Man is said to be in the image of God, not as regards his body, but as regards that whereby he excels 
other animals. Hence, when it is said, 'Let us make man to our image and likeness', it is added, 'And let 
him have dominion over the fishes of the sea.' (Gen. I, 26) Now man excels all animals by his reason and 
intellect; hence it is according to his intellect and reason, which are incorporeal, that man is said to be in the 
image of God." (S:;;., I, Q. 3, Art. 2, ad 2) 

20For a more detailed discussion of proportion as one of the three formal criteria of beauty in Aquinas' 
aesthetics (the other two are integritas and claritas), see Umberto Eco (1988): 82-98. See also Eco (1986): 
Ch. 3, 28-42 for a discussion of proportion in Medieval aestheti(cs. 
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a dynamic unity that combines various living forces. 21 Aquinas' concept of proportion as 

a formal criterion of beauty encompasses two senses of the term - both quantitative and 

qualitative - which reflects a culmination of the theoretical struggle between the two 

dialectical ideas in Medieval philosophy of beauty, exemplified perhaps for the first time in 

St. Augustine's De Quantitate Animae.22 Augustine's deduction of the circle as the most 

beautiful of all geometrical figures by reason of its aequalitas, or evenness, would force 

him to conclude that the point therefore is more beautiful than the circle, a contradiction of 

beauty based on a system of relations by one based on a system of non-relation. The 

contrast between the measurable and the intuitable and the fusion by Aquinas in his 

theology of Analogy gave rise to a revived notion of proportion which spiritual 

interpretation became ever more important since the Middle Ages. 

2.2 Eurythmia, Symmetria, Porportio 

The philosophical resolution of the dialectics in proportion did not seem to find its 

equivalent in art and architecture. Indeed usage of the term caused confusion right from the 

beginning when Vitruvius tried to explain the notion in De Architectura Book I, Chapter n, 

"Architecture depends on Order (in Greek taxis), Arrangement (in Greek diathesis), 
Eurythmy, Symmetry, Propriety, and Economy (in Greek Oeconomia)."23 

The meaning of these terms as given by Vitruvius are rather obscure. Many commentators 

seem to take, for example, eurythmia and symmetria to be slightly different accounts of the 

same thing. Frank Granger (1931) is bold enough in his English translation to substitute 

'proportion' for the word Eurythmia. Erwin Panofsky (1955), however, taking the phrase 

"venusta spectes commodusque aspectus"(Bk. I, c. n, 3) to mean operations which please 
~ ,f . 

21Eco (1988): 83-98. 
' J;:, 

22St Augustine, De Quantitate Animae: ch. 8-11. See Eco (1986): 107-108. 

23V· Itruvius (Morgan, 1960): 13. 
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the sense of sight, interprets eurythmia as the optical refinements to give the work of art "a 

pleasing appearance and a suitable aspect. "24 

To me, "venusta species commodusque aspectus" does not necessarily refer to 

optical refinements since the following statement: "this is found when the members of a 

work are of a height suited to their breadth, of a breadth suited to their length, and, in a 

word, when they all correspond symmetrically, "25 seems to agree with the definition of 

proportion given in Book Ill, Chapter I. If eurythmia refers only to optical refinement, it 

would be difficult to explain the meaning of the term when Vitruvius says, 

"Thus in the human body there is a kind of symmetrical harmony ("symmetros est 
eurythmiae qualitas It) between forearm, foot, palm, finger, and other small parts ." 
(Bk. I, c . 11, 4) 

Here eurythmia clearly refers to the innate beauty of human proportion which does not 

depend on any outside temperance. In either case, symmetria seems to be the goal to 

achieve which contains within itself the idea of beauty - "a graceful semblance; the suitable 

display of details in their context. "26 J.J. Pollitt (1974) interprets the word rhythm os as 

'form' or 'shape' a,nd as individual details produce eurhythmia when assembled. Hence 

eurhythmia, according to him, refers to the "quality of being well formed or well 

shaped. "27 Moreover, he believes it does not necessarily refer to movement which in 

music is conceived as a pattern of repetitions. Eurhythmia in the visual arts thus refers to 

the 'form' which retains its original connection with space and mass. Pollitt's interpretation 

of symmetria from the ciassical texts is in all cases the "commensurability of parts" in a 

work of art. 28 

24E. Panofsky (1955) : 96, note 19. 

25y' . ItruvlUs, op. cit.: 14. 

26y ' . ItruVIUS (Gran!!er, 1931): 27. 
~~ 

27J.J. Pollitt (1974): 169-180,218-228. 

28Ibid. : 256-8. 
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A survey on some of the major Vitruvian commentaries seems to r~inforce the 

above view.29 The 1521 edition by Caesare Caesariano gives the following translation, 

"Ma la Eurythmia e una venusta specie: & comodo aspecto i le co[m]positione de li 
me[m]bri: Questo si effice quando li membri del opera son convenienti: cioe quilli 
del altitudine a la latitudine : & de la latitudine ala longitudine: & che tute 
correspondeno a la summa de la sua symmetria. Item la symmetria e uno 
conveniente consenso de li membri de quella opera: & de le parte separate ala specie 
de la universa figura: un responso de la rara parte. Si como in un corpo de homo: 
dal cubito: dal pede: dal palmo: dali[ ]digiti: Et da le altre particule. La Symmetria si 
e la qualita de la Eurythmia. "3D 

Instead of saying "symmetric quality of eurythmy" (symmetros est eurythmiae qualitas) , 

Caesariano here asserts that "Symmetry is itself the quality of Eurythmy." The difference is 

that while the former interpretation still allows symmetry and eurythmy to be separate 

domains which intersect, the latter makes symmetry a subset of eurythmy. He explains 

eurythmia and symmetria as follows, 

"Et di Eurythmia questo vocabulo si e graeco & dicitur ab eur latine bonum 
significat & rhtmos i numeratio... Et de Symmetria cosi questo vocabulo graeco 
quale licet non sia in uso apud latinos come dice Plynio: tamen significa la 
comensuratione nata da la Eurythmia: questo vocabulo non solum in questa lectione 
significa numeratione comensurabile ma etiam epso Vitruvio nel tertio libro & capo 
primo 10 explicara. "31 

In other words, according to Caesariano, eurythmia etymologically means 'good 

numeration' while symmetria means the commensurable numeration born from eurythmia. 

He further gives two illustrative examples. The first is the number 100 divisible by 2, 4, 5 

and 10 to give 50, 25, 20 and 10, which demonstrates the conjunctions between the major 

or minor quantities with the small numbers (the factors).32 The second example is the 

number 28 which is divisible by 2,4,7, 14 and 28 (all possible factors) to give 14,7,4, 2 

29Cf. Yitruvius (Fleury, 1990): commentary . Joseph Rykwert (1996: 227), by quoting Silvio Ferri 
(Yitruvius: Ferri, 1960), also distinguishes symmetry or commensuration as related to posotes, or quantity 
and number; while eurythmy determines the poiotes, or the quality of the building. 

30Yitruvius (Caesariano, 1521): XVI. 
".~~ 

31 Ibid.: XIII. 

32The number 100 is also the sum of the cube of the tetractys : 1 +8+27+64. 
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and 1, the sum of which interestingly gives 28 again. Caesariano considers this - the 

additive property of the quotients from the factors - to be the true symmetry where the 

members and the small numbers correspond to the sum "commodiously and conveniently." 

And he adds that to get a greater satisfaction, one should study Euclid from Book X to XV. 

To sum up, Caesariano's concept of eurythmia is 'good numeration' and symmetria, which 

arises from eurythmia, is what renders this numeration commensurable. 

Daniel Barbaro in his 1567 edition of Vitruvius accords a similar meaning as 

Caesariano to eurythmia, although he translates it as bel numero which is different from 

bonum numeratio. He says, 

"ll bel numero detto Eurithmia, e aspetto gratioso, & commoda forma nelle 
compositioni de i membri. Questa si fa quando i membri dell'opera sono 
convenienti , come dell'altezza alla larghezza, della larghezza allo lunghezza, & in 
fine ogni cosa responda al suo compartimento proprio. "33 

The replacement of 'good' by 'beautiful' and of 'numeration' by 'number' represents 

perhaps a shift from the final to the formal cause and from the relation to the thing itself. 

Barbaro translates symmetria as compartimento and explains that, 

"ll compartimento, & rispondenza delle misure detto simmetria, e convenevole 
consentimento da i membri dell'opera, & dalle parti separate alla forma di tutta la 
figura, secondo la rata, proportione come si vede nel corpo humano, il quale con il 
cubit, col piede, col palmo, col dito, & con le altre parti e commisurato. "34 

He translates "symmetros est eurythmiae qualitas" by "proportione ... , il quale con .. . e 

commisurato" without getting into the confusing relationship between symmetria and 

eurythmia. However, he does try to distinguish between the two in the commentary by 

referring to symmetria as the beauty of 'order' and eurythmia as the beauty of 'disposition'. 
iI.f 

He says, "La Simmetria e la bellezza dell'ordine, come e la Eurithmia la bellezza della 

dispositione. "35 This correlation has now found wide concurrence among Vitruvian 

33Vitruvius (Barbar)§, 1629): 33 . 

34Ibid.: 34. 

35Ibid.: 34. 
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scholars who regard the three paired concepts ordinatio-symmetria, dispositio-eurythmia, 

economia-decor refer to the effects (the second term) produced by the actions (the first 

term).36 But Barbaro does not clarify how 'order' relates to 'disposition'. In summary, 

his concept of eurythmia and symmetria, like Caesariano's, is based upon numbers, which 

seems to be equivalent to that of 'proportion'. 

Claude Perrault was the first Vitruvian commentator who tried to differentiate the 

archaic meanings in these ancient terms from their contemporary or modern significations. 

But in so doing, he seemed to have forsaken some of the fundamental aspects in the 

terminologies. In his edition of Vitruvius in 1673, he remarks that 'eurythmy' is a word 

which comes from music and dance to signify the proportion of measures in the former and 

steps in the latter. His interpretation of venusta in 'eurythmy' is basically temporal and he 

therefore leaves out the visual element implied by species in his translation: 

"L'Eurythmie est la beaute de l'assemblage de toutes les parties de l'oeuvre, qui en 
rend l'aspect agreable, lorsque la hauteur repond a la largeur, & la largeur a la 
longueur, le tout ayant sajuste mesure."37 

Whereas Panofsky's radical interpretation of eurythmia stems from the optic idea in the 

word species, Perrault suppresses the concept of appearance by substituting assemblage for 

what might have been a more appropriate word - ressemblance . (But it would be fair to 

note that the concept of species is already absent in Barbaro. Of the three commentators, 

only Caesariano has preserved the concept by retaining the term venusta specie in his 

translation.) According to Perrault, eurythmia and symmetria are basically the same thing, 

"the one and the other, by an equally confusing discourse, are only speaking of 

'convenance" f~'correspondence' and 'proportion' that the parts have to the whole."38 
~.'. 

36Yitruvius (Fleury, 1990): 105, Commentaire I1, 1, 2, "ordinatione." 

37Yitruvius (Perrl'llllt, 1684): 11. 
~ 

38Ibid.: 11, note 8, "Tous les Interpretes ont cru que l'Eurythmie & la Proportion que Yitruve apelle 
Symmetria, sont icy deux choses differentes, parce qu'il semble qu'il en donne deux definitions: mais ces 
definitions ales bien prendre, ne disent que la mesme chose; l'une & I'autre ne pari ant, par un discours 
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Perrault thereafter translates symmetria as proportion because, as he points out, the 
, 

contemporary sense of 'symmetry' which denotes "the relationship of left and right, upper 

and lower, front and back, in grandeur, in figure, in height, in colour, in number, in 

situation, and generally in everything which renders semblance of one to the other" is 

different from its Greek and Latin meaning which "Vitruvius understands as the relation 

that the grandeur of one whole has with its parts, when this relation is similar in another 

whole as regards also to its parts, where the grandeur is different. "39 Perrault gives an 

example of symmetria between a statue of eight-foot(pied)-height and another of eight

thumb(poulce)-height when they both have the same proportion. In conclusion, Perrault's 

concept of eurythmia and symmetria is basically the same as 'proportion'. 

The word proportio, in fact, is more problematic. Vitruvius describes it in Book 

Ill, Chapter I, on the planning of temples, as follows, 

"The design of a temple depends on symmetry, the principles of which must be 
most carefully observed by the architect. They are due to proportion, in Greek 
analogia. Proportion is a correspondence among the measures of the members of 
an entire work, and of the whole to a certain part selected as standard. From this 
result the principles of symmetry. Without symmetry and proportion there can be 
no principles in the design of any temple; that is, if there is no precise relation 
between its members, as in the case of those of a well shaped man. "40 

Caesariano's translation reads, 

" ... . Ma questa [Symmetria] si aparturisse da la proportione: quale graecamente 
analogia si dice. La Proportione si e de la rata parte de li membri in ogni opera & 
del tuto la commodulatione. da la quale si effice la ratione de le symmetrie. "41 

egalement embrouille, que de la Convenance, de la Correspondance & de la Proportion que les parties ont au 
tout. " 

39Ibid. : 11, note 9, "Bien que le mot Symmetrie soit devenu fran~ois, je n'ay pu m'en servir icy, parce que 
Symmetrie en fran~ois ne signifie point ce que Symmetria signifie en Grec & en Latin, ny ce que Yitruve 
entend icy par Symmetria, que est le rapport que la grandeur d'un tout a avec ses parties, lorsque ce rapport 
est pareil dans un autre tout, a l'egard aussi de ses parties, oll la grandeur est differente .. . mais on entend 
autre chose par le mot de Symmetrie en Fran~ois; car il signifie le rapport que les parties droites ont avec les 
gauches, & celuy que les hautes ont avec les basses, & celles de devant avec celles de derriere, en grandeur, 
en figure, en hauteur, en couleur, en nombre, en situation; & generalement en tout ce qui les peut rendre 
semblables les unes aux autres." 

' 4'~ 

40Yitruvius (Morgan, 1960): 72. 

41 Yitruvius (Cesariano, 1521): XL YIII. 
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He does not explain further the concept of proportio in the commentary. His energy is 

spent instead on the exposition of "le ratione de la symmetria." Barbaro's version of the 

same passage, however, goes as follows, 

" ... .il compartimento si piglia della proportione, che Grecamente e detta analogia. 
La proportione e convenienza di moduli, & di rnisure in ogni opera si dell a rata parte 
dei membri, come del tutto, dalla quale pro cede la ragione dei compartimenti. "42 

He emphasizes the importance of numbers in the concept of proportion as he carries on in 

his commentary, 

"Et perche ogni proportione e nata da i numeri, pero egli si ha servato il nome 
predetto in ogni cos a, dove sia proportione, & perche la larghezza, altezza, & 
lunghezza delle opere, deve esser grata allo aspetto, & questo non si fa senza 
proportione, & dove e proportione, e necessario, che si truovi numero; pero il nome 
di Eurithrnia e stato pigliato. "43 

Perrault, having used up the word proportion for symmetria, now faces the problem 

of how to translate proportio. He calls it rapport. His translation in French reads, 

" ... Or la Proportion depend du Rapport que les Grecs appellent Analogie . Car 
Rapport est la convenance de mesure qui se trouve entre une certaine partie des 
membres & le reste de toute le corps de l'ouvrage, par laquelle toutes les 
proportions sont reglees. "44 

Perrault argues that since Vitruvius has used symmetria and proportio to mean the same 

thing, he has to find two words in French which also signify the same thing. And because 

symmetrie in French has a different meaning from proportion, he has used proportion for 

symmetria and rapport for proportio . In fact, he thinks it is perverse not to translate 

proportio as proportion but justifies himself in doing this by quoting Cicero: "audendum est 

aliquid quoniaw haec primum a nobis novantur."45 By jumbling eurythmia, symmetria and 

42Vitruvius (Barbaro, 1629): 108. 

43Ibid.: 33. 

44Vitruvius (Perrault, 1684): 56. 

45Cicero, TinuEus: IV. See note 1 above. 
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proportio together to mean the same thing, i.e. 'proportion', Perrault manages to avoid the , 

ambiguity in "symmetros est eurythmiae qualitas" in Vitruvius' description of the harmony 

in the human body (Bk. I, Ch. 11, 4), and he simply says, fOil y a un rapport entre le coude, 

le pied, la paume de la main, le doight & les autres parties. "46 The irony in this is that the 

person who proposes to unify the diverse aesthetic concepts in proportion is also the same 

one who challenges its canonic authority in his book Ordonnance de Cinq Especes de 

Colonnes ten years later.47 

Thus the question remains, what does proportio mean? Panofsky's analysis seems 

to offer an answer here. He expounds the difference between symmetria and proportio as 

norm-definition to norm-realization, identifying the fOlmer as the aesthetic principle and the 

latter only a technical method which does not determine beauty. Quoting Kalkman (1893) , 

he says, 

"Proportio affects only the construction with the aid of the module, the rata pars. 
Symmetria is an additional factor: the members must be beautifully and suitably 
related to each other, a postulate not as yet raised by proportio. "48 

The silence of Caesariano on this word in contrast to his exuberant explication of 

symmetria, and Barbaro's numerical attribution to its meaning both seem to support this 

interpretation. There seems then to be a dilemma between proportion as eurythmia and 

proportion as proportio. But since symmetria is the aesthetic criterion for both, I propose 

to distinguish eurythmia as proportion which attains symmetria, while proportio stands for 

proportion which does not. The former becomes an end while the latter remains a means. 

In Panofsky's interpretation which excludes eurythmia from the concept of proportion, the 

whole burdeTh7:of rational method is laid upon the principle of symmetria. In my 

formulation, this is shared by both eurythmia and symmetria, allowing perhaps a further 

46Vitruvius (Perra~Jt, 1684) : 11. 

47Claude Perrault (1683). 

48Panofsky, op. cit.: 96, note 19. 
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articulation: that the former - proportion as eurythmia - is concerned more with perceptual 
, 

factors (venusta species) while the latter - symmetria - is concerned more with the 

conceptual. It is the separation of these two elements - symmetria and eurythmia - within 

the total concept of proportion which has led to its impoverishment, leaving it as 

comprising only the technical proportio. This divorce became obvious in the 16th century 

interpretations which I will look at next. 
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THREE 

CLASSIC AND DIVINE: 

Luca Pacioli and the Vitruvian Tradition of Human Proportion 

3.1 Language and Architecture 

Vitruvius' explanation of the concept of proportion was muddled by the incomplete 

transmission which happened when he borrowed the concepts from rhetoric. In order to 

comprehend more fully the significance of this borrowing, it is necessary to examine the 

linguistic aspect of his theory which would help us understand better the relation between 

propOltion and beauty. For hermeneutical understanding, according to Gadamer, ultimately 

grounds itself in our linguistic experience.! Therefore, in reconstructing the idea of truth in 

the human sciences, he investigates the concept of language as a necessary model of our 

consciousness. The fundamental connection between understanding and language is also 

apparent in architecture when Vitruvius first suggests in the beginning of his treatise that 

architectural discourse, like any other discourse, is linguistic (De Architecture I, i, 3). 

Vitruvius divides discourse and especially architectural discourse into two parts: that 

which signifies and that which is signified (quod significat et quod significatur) . That 

which is signified is the proposed subject of which he speaks (significatur proposita res, de 

qua dicitur), that which signifies is the demonstration unfolded and explained in systems of 

teachings or irtStructions (demonstratio rationibus doctrinarum explicata). It is not quite 

clear what Vitruvius actually means by res, but interpreting from the context, it is fair to 

'~ 
!Oadamer (1975): :f41, "Just as one person seeks to reach agreement with his partner concerning an object, 
so the interpreter understands the object of which the text speaks. This understanding of the object must 
take place in a linguistic form; not that the understanding is subsequently put into words, but in the way in 
which the understanding comes about - whether in the case of a text or a conversation with another person 
who presents us with the object - lies the coming-into-language of the thing itself." 
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assume that the thing signified is the practice and the handy execution of a design, for he 
, 

says (I, i, 1) that the science of the architect consists of both jabrica and ratiocinatio (or 

'how' and 'why'). Fabrica, as Vitruvius explains, is the constant and grinding practice 

through which material is given whatever shape is required by the design; while ratiocinatio 

demonstrates and accounts for how things were to be made according to theory and a 

predetermined concept. Vitruvius goes on to say that an architect needs experiences of both 

kinds - of quod significat and of quod significatur - and that he must have both a natural gift 

(ingenium) and also readiness to learn (disciplina). He also demands of the architect skill in 

craft as well as familiarity with mathematics, history, philosophy, music, medicine, law 

and astronomy. 

Vitruvius goes on to explain how an architect draws on various disciplines. As an 

example, he shows how the use of caryatids may be justified historically by the humiliation 

of Caria by the Greeks for their conspiracy with the Persians (I, i, 5). Similarly the 

Spartans, having conquered the Persians, built a Colonnade in which they placed statues of 

their captives to support the roofs and the architraves to signify the merit and courage of 

their citizens (I, i, 6). Vitruvius' concern here is not the problem of signification but how 

an architect can apply historical knowledge in justifying designs. A general education, he 

says, is put together like a body from its members, so that those trained in various studies 

recognise the same characters in all the arts and see the intercommunication of all disciplines 

(I, i, 11). For all arts, he continues, are composed of two things - craftsmanship (opus) 

and theory (ratiocinatio); craftsmanship is specific to the singular art and theory is shared 

among the educated persons (I, i, 15). 

Vitruvius' series of opposites: signijicat/signijicatur, jabrica/ratiocinatio, 

opus/ratiocinatio, seem to be mere reiterations of the same idea.2 Later commentators have 

tried to articulate the meaning further in different ways. Cesare Cesariano points out that 

2Cf. Vitruvius (Ferri, 1960): Commentary I, i, 3, 34-35. See also Vitruvius (Fleury, 1990): Commentary, 
66-70. 
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Vitruvius restates the same idea at the end of Book VI, where he compares the architect's 

and the layman's abilities to conceive and to perceive: all men, not only architects, can 

approve what is good;3 but the difference between the architect and the layman is that while 

the latter only comprehends what is already done, the former, once he has formed his plan, 

has a definite idea how the design will turn out in reality. Cesariano extends this, by saying 

that the thing signified is the designation of ideas in plan and elevation and that therefore, 

the architect himself is the agent who signifies.4 This interpretation offers a two-fold 

articulation of the problem. In the first place, the plan (ichnographia) and elevation 

(orthographia) which Vitruvius speaks about in I, 2 as dispositio, one of the three ordinatio 

of architecture, are signs (significat) themselves in relation to the actual building 

(signijicatur). By introducing the architect as the one who signijicat, dispositio becomes 

significatur. S 

Daniele Sarbaro elucidates the problem on a more general level. He begins with a 

reflection about the semiotic nature of various disciplines. Among the arts, he says, there 

are some whose aims do not pass beyond the consideration of what is contained within the 

subjects, such as mathematics; there are others whose operation will leave nothing behind, 

such as the playing of musical instruments; yet others leave some relic of their process, 

such as the arts of making; others which requires learning and acquisition of skills, like 

hunting; still others which do not consider, nor finish, nor take intentions but correct and 

amend the errors and the harm of things already done, an example being medicine. 

Architecture, according to Bat'baro, calls on all of them. He generalises: the thing signified 

is the effect, the work of all the arts, and conclusions of all the sciences; while reasons, 

proofs and caJ~es are that which signifies, because "the sign refers to the thing signified: 

3Vitruvius, VI, viii, 10. Alberti expresses the same idea in the preface to his De re aedificatoria. 

' ", 

4Vitruvius (Cesaria:'no, 1521): Commentary I, i, 3. 

SOne might almost say that Cesariano has here anticipated Peirce's introduction of the interpreter between 
the signifier and the signified. See lames K. Feibleman (1969). 
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the effect to the cause, the conclusion to the proof. "6 Bat'baro sees every work to be the 

outward expression, the material sign, of a corresponding form conceived in the intellect, 

and considers that this is particularly true in architecture. He further holds that every art is 

to signify, that is, to represent the things according to their properties, which concur 

principally to form the concept according to its intention. Lastly, he differentiates some 

signs as closer to the things while others as more superficial and feebly connected. The 

architect must leave it to the orator, the poet and the dialectician to engage in a more 

fictitious discourse.7 

Barbaro's observation that architecture, as well as the other visual arts, is a system 

of signs closer to the signification of matter than some other arts, such as rhetoric, poetry or 

dialectic, was made shortly after the major dispute in the cinquecento among the artists 

regarding which art was greatest, summed up by the famous paragone conducted by the 

great humanist, Benedetto Varchi, later published as Della Maggioranza delle Arti in which 

Varchi ranks architecture second only to medicine. 8 Barbaro's interpretation of 'the 

signifier' and 'the signified' as 'cause' and 'effect' was echoed again by Claude Perrault. 

In fact, the latter speaks of 'appearances' rather than effects. The thing signified is what 

6Vitruvius (Barbaro, 1629): Commentary I, i, 3, " ... Con tutte le predette Arti anzi sopra tutte e 
l'Architettura, come giudice, chella e di ciascuna. La onde e necessario, che in essa si consideri a1cuna cosa 
fatta, oda esser fatta, & la ragione: Et pero due cose sono, I'una e la significata, & proposta opera, I'altra e la 
significante cioe dimostrativa ragione. Tutti gli effetti adunque, tutte le opere, 0 lavori delle Arti, tutte le 
conc1usioni di tutte le scienze sono le cose significate; ma le ragione, le prove, le cause di quello sono le 
cose significanti . Et questo e, perche il segno si riferisce alla cosa significata: 10 effetto alla causa: La 
conciusione alla prova ... " 

,I{'/ 

7Ibid. : " ... perciocne 10 Artefice opera prima nello intelletto, & concepe nelle mente, & segna poi la materia 
esteriore, delle habito interiore. [specialmente nell'Architettura]. Percioche ella sopra ogni arte significa 
cioe rappresenta le cose alla virtu, che conosce, & concorre principalmente a formare il concetto secondo la 
sua intentione: & questo proprio significare. Ma I'esser significato e proprio esser rappresentato al sopra 
detto modo, De i segni a1cuni sono cosi adentro, che veramente sono come cagioni delle cose. A1tri fanno 
una soperficiale, & debile istimatione di queUe. Lo Architetto lascia questi ultimi segni all'oratore, & al 
poeta, & insieme con la Dialettica, che e modo dello artificioso discorso abbraccia quelli , perche sono 
necessarii, intime, & conc1udenti. Donde adiviene, che chi fa Professione di Architetto pare, che nell'una, & 
ne I'altra parte esser debbia essercitato." 

~~ 

8B. Varchi (1858-59). The dispute concerning which art is greater had begun earlier in the 15th century. 
The first part of Leonardo da Vinci's Book of Painting, "Paragone", compares painting with the other arts. 
Cf. Leonardo da Vinci (1949). See also Chapter 5 on Danti and Varchi for more details. 
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appears to be; and the reasons for its appearance is that which signifies.9 Such novel 

interpretations of the semiotic idea of architecture - the close association with matter and the 

reduction of the concept to appearance where meaning is sought only in the visible and 

superficial - were the major arguments taken up by the 19th century philosophers who 

ranked architecture and the fine arts lower than the other endeavours,1O thus reversing the 

original intention of Vitruvius. 

3.2 Body and Building 

Vitruvius' use of the body as a simile for the structure of general knowledge and 

theory (I, i, 11) is echoed again in Leon Battista Albelti who set out to rewrite a new theory 

of architecture for the Renaissance. In the preface to De re aedificatoria, Alberti considers a 

building a kind of body consisting, like all other bodies, of lineaments (lineamenta) and 

matter (materia): the first produced by thought, the other taken out of nature; so that one is 

the result of mental process and the other of preparation and choice. Following Vitruvius' 

account of the mimetic origin of architecture as of art from nature, Alberti considers the art 

of building to have begun in Asia (the Near East and Egypt) and goes on to describe its 

improvement in Greece, where it was refined by the observation of nature (VI, iii). On 

arriving in Italy, the art of building was brought to perfection by the conclusion that the 

members in buildings ought to be contrived in the same manner as in animals; as, for 

instance, in a horse, whose limbs are generally most beautiful when they are most useful 

for service. I I On compartltion (partitio) and on the origin of building, Alberti also says that 

part should relate to part in buildings just as members relate to members in animals (I, ix). 

The members ~t a building should have such proportion among each other that the whole 
~ .'l. 

building might appear to be an entire and perfect body. 

9Yitruvius (Perrault, 1684); Commentary I, i, 3, note 4. 

' ''-" 
IOSee Chapter 6 on Kant and Hegel. 

IIThis functional view of proportion was developed by Michelangelo's pupil Yincenzo Danti. See Chapter 
5. 
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Alberti might have been deliberate in defying Vitruvius, but it is rather curious that 

he would have used the analogy of an animal (a horse) instead of a human body for 

building. 1 2 It is also strange that he says this is the conclusion made only in Italy when 

evidence would have us believe that Greek architecture already embodies the 

anthropomorphic idea. The 'definitive' canon of proportion for the human body - a text 

demonstrated by the statue - has been attributed to the fifth century sculptor Polyclitus. 1 3 

Vitruvius, when talking about the planning of [Greek] temples, describes the principle of 

symmetry in buildings that it must have an exact proportion worked out after the fashion of 

the members of a finely-shaped human body (Ill, i). From the body, proportionate 

dimensions are extracted for the building operations: the finger or inch, the palm, the foot, 

the cubit. These are then grouped into perfect numbers, of which Vitruvius mentions three: 

six , ten and sixteen 0+2+3=6,1+2+3+4=10,1+2+3+4+3+2+1=16). The body moreover 

is seen to embody two perfect geometries derived from the square and the circle. For a man 

lying on his back with hands and feet outspread and the centre of a circle placed on his 

navel will have his fingers and toes touching the circumference; the height of a man with his 

arms outstretched form a square. 14 

Vitruvius' passage had been quoted in several medieval manuscripts, especially in 

the vast encyclopaedia, the Speculum, compiled by Vincent of Beauvais . 1 5 But such 

references were not accompanied by any image or illustration. The first illustrated Vitruvius 

120f the Renaissa.p.ce artists , Leonardo was said to have composed a book on the anatomy of horses which 
was for preparatiQn of the huge equestrian statue he was to make for Ludovico Sforza. See Vasari (1965): 
264. See also the connection with Diirer's studies on horse proportion in the next chapter. 

13We know of Polyclitus' canon largely through Galen and other classical authors such as Pliny the Elder. 
See Galen, Placita Hippocratis et Platonis: V. 3; Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis : XXXIV, 55 . For a 
recent study on Polyclitus, see Hans von Steuben (1973). Cf. Gregory Leftwich (1988): 37-78 and also 
Polyklet: Exhibition Catalogue (Liebiehaus) (1990). 

14This can be conU2 cted with Chalcidius and especially Macrobius whose writings influenced the Medieval 
conception of homo~ quadratus. Cf. Eco (1986): 35 . See also note 18 in Chapter 5. 

15Bibliotheca Mundi ... (Sive) Speculum Quadruplex (1624): Vol. I, col. 1994. For a discussion of Vincent 
of Beauvais and his Speculum, see H. O. Taylor (1911): I1, 315-22. 
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appeared in 1511 but illustrations of the human figure in square and circle were a little 

earlier. The first, probably done about 1430, is to be found in Mariano Taccola's treatise 

De Ingeneis (Fig. 1).16 The next appeared about 1470 in Taccola's pupil Francesco di 

Giorgio's treatise on architecture and engineering. The third, some twenty years later, is 

the famous one drawn by Leonardo da Vinci in the Academia in Venice. A newly 

discovered Vitruvian manuscript in Ferrara also contains illustrations of the homo bene 

Jiguratus which is dated about the end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth 

century.17 From the sixteenth century on, a profusion of similar drawings appeared in the 

various Vitruvian commentaries and a few major treatises on art, architecture and 

philosophy.18 

Vitruvius sets the centre of the body at the navel when the figure is circumscribed 

by a circle. He sets it on the genital when the same figure is inscribed within a square (as 

illustrated by Fra Giocondo, Cesariano, Leonardo and Perrault)19. This shift was a subject 

of debate since the Roman times. Varro, for example, speaks about the centre of the human 

body being the genital instead of the umbilicus.2o Cesariano's illustration of the two 

positions by two figures seems to differentiate between an Apollonian and a Dionysian 

type: the square figure calm and stable; the cicular one tensed and excited.21 Vitruvius sets 

16Mariano Taccola (1382-1485?), also known as "The Sienese Archimedes", was author of the treatise De 
Ingeneis (On Engines) dated '1433. He never mentioned Vitruvius and his knowledge about the Vitruvian 
work probably came indirectly from late ancient and early medieval sources. The microcosm man (I, 36v) 
was shown among mills, siphons, bellows for air blast chimneys, war machines etc. and described with the 
following note: "He who knows all created me. I have all measure with me, of upper heavens, earth and 
those below, He who understands himself understands much: the book of angels and of nature is in his 
mind [and that] ctf hidden things. Infra, etc." See F.D. Prager and G. ScagJia (1972): 42. 

'," 

l7e. Sgarbi (1993): 31-5l. 

I8Cf. Rykwert (1996): Ill, "The Body and the World", 68-95. 

I9The genital-centred figure is also in Taccola and Ghiberti. However, Taccola's near contemporary 
Cennino Cennini describes a navel-centred figure. See J. von Schlosser (1915) and Cennini (1932): 46. 

20 '~~ 
VaITo, De Lingua Latina: VII, 17. 

2IThe shifting from the genitals to the navel and the erection of the penis in the latter Cesariano drawing 
and in some other Vitruvian figures arouse many interesting speculations on its meaning. Sgarbi (1993), 
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the height of the body at 8 heads (from the chin to the crown) or 10 faces (from the chin to 

the top of the forehead and the roots of the hair)/palms (from the wrist to the top of the 

middle finger)22. However, different Renaissance theorists and commentators have 

adopted different measures . Diego del Sagredo and Philander attribute a parallel formula to 

Varro, now known as the 'pseudo-Varronian' canon and probably of Byzantine origin, 

which gives the body 9-face-height.23 Later artists including Cennini , Pomponius Gaurius 

and Leonardo (but not Alberti), have somehow incorporated this version or its variations in 

their proportional schemes.24 An obvious example is Francesco di Giorgio Martini who 

uses both 7 heads and 9-1/3 faces in his treatise.25 

3.3 Luca PacioIi 

The first 16th century treatise that devotes itself soleI y to the study of proportion is 

Luca Pacioli's De Divina Proportione (On Divine Proportion).26 As a piece of theoretical 

work, it had not been valued favourably until the 19th century, not only because Pacioli is 

accused of plagiarizing Piero della Francesca27 and Leonardo da Vinci28 but also because 

for example, interprets the shift as suggesting the possible squaring of the circle. He also suggests that the 
two modes of the "homo bene figuratus" in the Ferrara manuscript present a moral predicament, offering 
two kinds of bodies as exemplars for the sacred and profane buildings. 

22Taccola also adopts 8-head-height. 

23Diego del Sagredo (1976). 

24R. Klein, "Le Systeme des Proportions" in Pomponius Gauricus (1969). 

25Francesco di Giorgio Martini (1967). Ghiberti adopts 9-112-head-height. 

26Pacioli (1509) ",. I use Winterberg's edition (1889). Major chapters are included in Bruschi (1978). Ct. 
also 1982 edition;' 

27Luca Pacioli was born in Borgo San SepoIcro in Umbria which was also the home town of Piero dell a 
Francesca, twenty five years older than Pacioli, who was believed to have instructed the young Luca. This 
association was the lead which Vasari took up in the Vite where he accused Pacioli of plagiarism at the 
beginning of Piero's biography. Giorgio Vasari (1897): 21,28. Vasari was not alone in attacking Pacioli. 
Jerome Cardano (1539) devoted one whole chapter to Pacioli's defects titled "De erroribus F. Luca equos vel 
transferendo non diligenter examonavit, vel describendo per incuriam praeterict, vd inveniendo deceptus est." 
in his Arithmeticay;~ For other mathematical historians' opinions, see Morison (1933). See also note 57 & 
58 below. 

28From 1496 to 1499, Pacioli was with Leonardo da Vinci at the court of Duke Ludovico Maria Sforza in 
Milan. It was there that he finished his work De Divina Proportione with Leonardo's collaboration in the 
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his section on architecture and proportion of the body seems a mere paraphrasing of 

Vitruvius. However, this prejudice aside, it would be unfair to deny Pacioli any originality 

in his work. His significance today lies in the fact that he was the first to expound the 

qualities of the Golden Section.29 The reason for my choice of examining Pacioli's work 

in detail at the beginning of my study will become clearer later in my examination of 

modern theories of proportion where the idea of the Golden Section constantly recurs to 

occupy a central position in the investigation of the subject. Pacioli's study of the Golden 

Section represents a symbolical understanding of the mathematical phenomenon at the turn 

of the 16th century (1509) - before spiritual and phenomenal understanding of mathematics 

was differentiated. This association between mathematics and symbolism also 

distinguishes it from other proportional theories that develop the concept of signification in 

architecture and art from quite different perspectives. 

De Divina Proportione was named after the mathematical expression known as the 

Golden Section. It was discovered by Greek mathematicians and recorded by Euclid in his 

Elements (Book 2, Proposition 11).30 Euclid calls it "extreme and mean ratio" (Book VI, 

Proposition 30). ' Its uniqueness lies in that any straight line divided according to it will 

have the proportion between the smaller segment and the larger one equal to that between 

the larger one and the whole. Pacioli must have found this mathematical phenomenon so 

inspiring that he names the whole treatise (consisting of three parts) after it. The first part, 

composed of seventy-one chapters , is the actual part of the treatise that deals with the 

golden section and its effects (although from Ch. XXXI onwards, Pacioli's investigation is 

illustrations of the geometrical solids. He was said to have helped Leonardo in return in calculating the 
weight and volume of bronze for the equestrian statue to be made for Ludovico. See note 12 above. 

29Pacioli is also regarded as father of modern accounting. His book Summa de Arithmetica, Geometria, 
Proportione, et Proportionalita (Venice, 1494) contains a section on double-entry book-keeping which is 
now hailed by accountants as their founding text. The section is translated into English and published by 
the London Society of Chartered Accountants in 1924: An original translation of the treatise on double
entry book-keepi'#5' But even this recognition is arguable as some have suggested that Pacioli merely 
recorded a systematic practice quite common then within the Venetian business community. See Morison 
(1933). 

30Pacioli also published an edition of Euclid's Elements in 1508. 
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on the geometrical properties of the five regular bodies and the relation of the subject matter , 
.- with the 'divine proportion' becomes less apparent). The second part, composed of twenty 

chapters, is a treatise on Architecture which has no bearing on the golden proportion. The 

third part, titled "De Quinque Corporibus Regularibus," again of twenty chapters, is a 

separate treatise on the five regular bodies. This is the part which Pacioli is alleged to have 

plagiarized from Piero della Francesca. Again, it has no direct reference to the golden 

section. The illustrations at the end of the book include geometrical drawings of the regular 

solids (drawn by Leonardo) and constructions of the alphabets, which have nothing to do 

with the golden section either. 31 

The first part was dedicated to Ludovico 11 Moro.32 Following a lengthy 

introduction, Pacioli explains in chapter III the importance of mathematics. Having said 

that the original Greek word for mathematics means 'teachable' (disciplinabile) he then 

refutes the traditional view that regards arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music as the 

four primary subjects on which the other arts depend. 33 Pacioli thinks that the primary 

subjects should either be three or five. Admitting arithmetic, geometry and astronomy as 

the three, he argues that music and perspective are equivalent since one pleases the ear and 

the other the eye. His exposition of the golden section actually begins in Ch. V which is 

also the most interesting chapter of the whole book. He starts by explaining the idea of 

311t is known that there were three sets of manuscripts of the treatise. Neither of the two existing copies 
contain all the parts I mentioned. The copy for Giangaleazzo de San Severino (now in the Ambrosian 
Library at Milan) has only the first two, while the copy for Lodovico Sforza (now in the University Library 
at Geneva) contaiwi only the first one. The third copy for Pietro Soderini has never been recovered. It is 
therefore quite prooable that the title of the treatise referred only to the first mathematical part. The other 
parts were perhaps only added in when the book was published in 1509. 

32The Milanese court of Ludovico (known as 'lI Moro') was the liveliest cultural centre in Italy in the last 
decade of the fifteenth century. See F. Malaguzzi Valeri (1913-1923). As Pacioli points out in the preface 
of De Divina Proportione, he was in the company of learned scholars, famous medical doctors, astrologers 
and philosophers . See Valeri and also F . Gabotto (1889) . Pacioli was in addition also in the circle of 
important artists and architects: Bramante, Francesco di Giorgio, Luca Fancelli and Giuliano da Sangallo. It 
is therefore not surpY.i;>ing that he might have been influenced by these people. 

33These are the four mathematical disciplines (quadrivium) that during the Middle Ages constituted the 
higher division of a university course in the seven liberal arts. The trivium (grammar, rhetoric and logic) 
constituted the lower division. 
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convenienza to be found in the divine proportion. There are five kinds: "The first is that it 

is one only and not more, whose unity is the supreme epithet of God. "34 This statement 

refers to the fact that there is only one such ratio as the golden section which is unique and 

not discoverable in any other types of proportion. "The second convenienza is of the 'Holy 

Trinity': that is, as in the divine, one same substance is among three persons - Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit - so one same proportion of this kind always comes to be found among 

three terms. "35 This statement reflects the idea that since three terms are required to form a 

proportionality and the three terms in the golden section can all be contained in one whole, 

the divine proportion seems to conform to the 'one God, three Persons' analogy of the 

Trinity concept. "The third convenienza is that just as God can neither be properly defined 

nor understood by us in words, the divine proportion can never be assigned by 

comprehensible numbers nor expressed by some rational quantity, but always remains 

secret and occult and is called by the mathematicians as irrational. "36 With this, Pacioli 

identifies the golden ratio as an irrational number (the golden ratio involves the term --./5 

which cannot be expressed as a rational number). "The fourth convenienza is that just as 

God can never ch£!.nge and is all in all and all in every part, so the divine proportion is 

always continuous and discreet in every quantity, big or small, always the same and 

invariable; and truly if it can change it cannot be apprehended otherwise by the intellect. "37 

This statement simply expresses the notion that the divine proportion is an invariable 

34Pacioli (1509) : "la prima e che lei sia una sola e non piu, e non e possibile di lei asegnare altre specie ne 
differenze, la quale unita sia el supremo epiteto de esso Dio, secondo tutta la scola teologica e anche 
filosofica. " 

35Ibid., "La seconda convenienza e de la Santa Trinita: cioe si comma in divinis una medesima sustanza sia 
fra tre persone, Padre, Figlio e Spirito San to, COSI una medesima proporzione de questa sorte sempre conven 
se trovi fra tre termini, e mai ne in piu ne in manco se po retrovare, comma se dira." 

36Ibid., "La terza convenienza e che SI comma Idio propriamente non se po diffinire, ne per parolle a noi 
intendere, COSI questa nostra proporzione non se po mai per numero intendibile asegnare, ne per quantita 
a1cuna razionale esprimere, ma sempre sia occulta e secreta e da li matematici chiamata irrazionale." 

... ~:s 
37Ibid., "La quarta convenienza e che SI comma Idio mai non se po mutare e sia tutto in tutto in ogni parte, 
COSI la presente nostra proporzione sempre in ogni quantita continua e discreta, 0 sienno grandi 0 sienno 
picole, sia una medesima e sempre invariabile; e per verun modo se po mutare ne anco per intelletto 
altramente apprendere, comma el nostro processo demostrara." 
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constant (equal to 112 x (1 +--./5)). The fifth convenienza is less straightforward. Pacioli 

,- here draws the example from Plato's Timaeus and says that just as there is a fifth element to 

the four (earth, water, air and fire) and a fifth regular body - the dodecahedron of 12 

pentagons - to the four (tetrahedron, cube, hexahedron and octahedron), which God uses to 

embroider the whole heaven, the fifth convenienza is the essence (hence quint-essence) 

which God confers to being with the celestial virtue. 38 What Pacioli seems to be getting at 

is that without the divine proportion, it is not possible to form the other four regular bodies. 

The subsequent chapters in the first part are concerned with the mathematical 

properties contained in a line divided according to the divine proportion. They have been 

explained and commented by Winterberg in 1889. There are many redundancies in the text. 

Ch. XVII, for example, simply repeats the ideas in Ch. XVI. It is interesting to note that 

each effect is given a unique adjective, e.g. 'ineffable effect' (XIII), 'admirable effect' 

(XIV), 'unnamable effect' (XV), 'supreme effect' (XIX), 'most excellent effect' (XX), 

'somewhat incomprehensible effect' (XXI), etc. They are supposed to correspond to 

different propositions in Euclid. It will be enough to illustrate with just one example here. 

Pacioli has used one numerical example many times for his elucidations: a line of 10 

measures with the golden proportion of --./125 -5 for the major part and 15 - --./125 for the 

minor part. 39 The so-called 'admirable effect' (XIV) is that the sum of the square of the 

minor part and the square of the whole equals three times the square of the major part, i.e. 

(15 - --./125) x (15 - --./125).+ 10 x 10 = 3 x (--./125 -5) x (--./125 -5). Pacioli says that this 

corresponds to the geometrical effect in Euclid XIII, 5, which in fact does not quite tell the 

38Ibid" "La quinta convenienza se po non immeritamente a le preditte arogere: cioe, SI comma Idio I'essere 
conferesci a la Virtu Celeste per altro nome detta quinta essenza, e mediante quella a li altri quatro corpi 
semplici, cioe a li quatro elementi (terra, aqua, aire e fuoco) e per questi I'essere a cadauna altra cosa in 
natura, COSI questa n~tra santa proporzione I'esser formale da, secondo l'antico Platone in suo Timeo, a esso 
cielo, atribuendoli la flgura del corpo detto duodecedron, altramente corpo de 12 pentagoni, el quale comma 
de sotto se mostrara senza la nostra proporzione non e possibile poterse formare," 

39 Another number is 12 whose golden mean divides between .JlSO - 6 and IS -.J1SO. 
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same story.40 However, a complete evaluation of all the examples shows that Pacioli's , 

contribution to the problem of the golden section lies not in its geometrical applications but 

rather in his algebraic formulations with numerical expressions, reflecting once again his 

interest and strength in algebra. He was, after all, not a visual artist; and despite his 

inclination towards practical applications, his knowledge of mathematics tends towards the 

abstraction of algebra which benefits businessmen more than artists. And that is indeed 

how he is now commemorated with his books. 

The second part of Pacioli's treatise on architecture is dedicated to his disciples. He 

divides architecture into three categories: public buildings, military structures and private 

dwellings. In the introduction, he recounts stories of famous soldiers, including his uncle 

Benedetto Baiardo, and emphasizes the importance of fortifications. He summarizes the 

problem of all kinds of architecture to consist mainly of proportion, citing several times the 

authority of Vitruvius and Roman Buildings. He begins in Chapter 2 by describing the 

propositions that relate the human body to architecture. Pacioli's major source of ideas on 

this was Vitruvius. He said he was in touch with two Vitruvian scholars with the name of 

Jacomo Andrea da Ferrara and Onofrio de Paganini da Brescia (whose works are 

unknown). Another important source of influence on Pacioli was apparently Francesco di 

Giorgio whom Gustina Scaglia believes Pacioli plagiarized. She points out the possibility 

that Pacioli might have seen a copy of Trattato /, such as codex Ashburnham 361, which 

includes marginal notes by Leonardo who was very close with Pacioli in Milan. Moreover, 

she says they might even have met in Urbino if not in Rome when Pacioli was staying with 

Alberti (1471-72) where, though Pacioli did not mention it, Francesco was in fact also 
p 

there. 41 Scaglia's accusation is quite possible. Pacioli's work shows similarity to 

40Euclid, XIII,S: "If a straight line be cut in extreme and mean ratio, and there be added to it a straight line 
equal to the greater~§egment, the whole straight line has been cut in extreme and mean ration, and the 
original straight line is the greater segment." V, 13 does not fit the picture either: it says in a:b:c:d, if 
c:d>e:f, then a:b>e:f. 

41Gustina Scaglia (1985) : 54-55 and note 86. 
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Francesco's treatise: for example, he opens his discussion in Ch. 1, like Francesco's 

Trattati, by comparing the body with the city, describing "the head in the summit as 

similitude to the fortress in the city. "42 But his emphasis on the proportion of the head is 

perhaps something unique among Renaissance theorists. 

Pacioli follows Vitruvius in dividing the height of the head into three equal parts 

(Vitruvius Ill, c. 1, 2). However, his division of the depth of the head in three equal parts 

is unusual. He also inscribes an equilateral triangle on the side profile of the head (Fig. 

2).43 Pacioli attributes this nevertheless to Euclid, saying that the equilateral triangle is the 

first figure formed in straight lines, therefore appropriate to stand for the noblest exterior 

member, i.e . the head.44 Eugenio Battisti has verified the exact application of Pacioli's 

scheme in the portrait of Federico da Montefeltro (now collected in the Uffizi) by Piero 

dell a Francesca and he believes that Pacioli derived this from Piero (Fig. 3) .45 In 

designating points on the profile for the divisions, Pacioli recognizes some are not quite 

precise, e.g. the location of the chin and the distance from the roots of the hair to the angle 

m (Fig. 4). Therefore, he says, "And this is a kind of irrational proportion which is not 

possible to name by number. .. but nature has reserved to the excellent painters the grace 

and arbitrariness of the eye. "46 This statement perhaps anticipated the guidizio dell'occhio 

from Michelangelo, but Pacioli never seemed to depart from the abstractness of 

42F. di Giorgio, TraUato I, f. 3, Tav. 1. 

43 A possible source of this is Villard de Honnecourt which Pacioli probably knew through oral 
transmission. Hon'riecourt's geometrization of the head and other figures have been interpreted by Roland 
Bechmann (1991) as mnemonic techniques. The inscription of the side of the head within an equilateral 
triangle appears also in Firenzuola's 1548 treatise on the beauty of women. See Firenzuola (1892). The 
scheme of inscribing the head on its side within a nine square grid was also to appear in Diego del Sagredo. 
See note 23 above. 

44Euc1id, Elements, I, def. 20. 

45Eugenio Battisti ~1 071): 357. 
~ 

46Pacioli, op. cit.: Trattato dell'architettura, cap. I, "la cui quantita a noi non e nota precise, ma solo quella 
li egregii pittori I'hano da la natura reservata a la grazia e albitrio de I'ochio. E questa sia una specie de le 
proporzioni irrazionali, qual per numero non e possibile a nominare." 
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mathematics in his discussion. Quoting Euclid's definition of a point, "Punctus est cuius 

pars non est" (Elements, I, def.1), he says, "and though we call them point, line etc., we 

do so because we have no vocabulary more appropriate to express such concepts etc. "47 

For the rest of the treatise, Pacioli has nothing really new to offer. He generally 

paraphrases Vitruvius and in many places simply quotes him directly at great length. After 

discussing the human body up to Ch. Ill, he turns to the proportions of columns and 

orders48 (from Ch. IV to the end) (Fig. 5), inserting in between a chapter on the origin of 

letters of every nation (XI). Pacioli's section on the proportioning of alphabets is another 

area liable to accusation of plagiarism.49 This was in fact the first among all plagiaristic 

contentions raised as early as 1529 by Geofroy Tory. Pacioli's treatise on the geometrical 

construction of alphabets was one of the earliest of its kind.50 After Pacioli, many printed 

versions of lettering began to appear, including Sigismondo dei Fanti of Ferrara in 1514, 

Francesco Torniello of Milan in 1517, Giambattista Verini in 1526 and Dtirer's 

Unterweysung in 1525 (the frist one printed outside Italy - in Nuremberg). None of them 

mentioned Pacioli. It is very likely that Dtirer had met Pacioli either in Venice or in 

Bologna. He went from Venice to Bologna in October 1506, "to learn", as he says, "the 

secrets of the art of Perspective from a man who is willing to teach me. "51 Thausing 

suggests that man was probably Luca Pacioli.52 Nevertheless, when Geofroy Tory 

47Ibid.: "E COS! diciamo de tutti li altri principii matematici e figure, doverse intenderle astratte da la 
materia, e benche noi li diciamo ponto, linea etc ., 10 faciamo perche non abiamo vocabuli piu proprii a 
esprimer lor concetti et cetera." 

48Pacioli equates o~pers with temperaments: Ionic = Melancholy; Corinthian = Delight; Bk. 2, VII, Bruschi 
(1978): 118. . 

49See Morison (1933): 1-25. 

50There were only two known sources before him: one was Felice Feliciano of Verona who produced a 
manuscript around 1481 which has never been published and is now in the Vatican Library; the other one 
was by Moille (Damianus Moyllus), printed probably after 1483, a booklet discovered only in 1924 by L. 
S. Olschki. Ibid .: 16. 

'ol'~ 

51 See the next chapter on Diirer. 

52Diirer (1958): 208-9. 
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published his Champ Fleury in 1529 in Paris, he had very different opinions on the two 

men. Regarding Diirer, he says, "the noble German painter, who is greatly to be praised," 

for he has "so well set forth his art of painting by drawing the figures of Geometry, 

Fortifications and the Proportions of the Human Body. He is worthy to be held in 

immortal memory." However, on Pacioli, he says, 

"Frere Lucas Pacioli of Bourg Sainct Sepulchre, of the order of Freres Mineurs, 
and a theologian, who has written in vulgar Italian a book entitled Divina 
Proportione and who has essayed to draw the Attic letters, says nothing about them, 
nor gives explanations, and I am not surprised, for I have heard from some Italians 
that he purloined the said letters from the late Messire Leonardo da Vinci, who died 
recently at Amboise, and who was a most excellent philosopher and admirable 
painter and, as it were, another Archimedes. This Frere Lucas has had Leonardo's 
Attic letters printed as his own. In tmth, they may well be his, for he has not drawn 
them in their proper proportions, as I shall show hereafter in treating of the said 
letters in their order. "53 

Tory's objection to Pacioli's rules, as well as those of his predecessors, is in the 

thickness of the mainstroke as a fraction of the height of the letter. He believes it should be 

1110 instead of Pacioli's prescription of 119. (Fig. 6) Moille gives 1112 while both 

Feliciano and Diirer have the same as Tory, i.e. 1110.54 Feliciano explains, "the ancient 

usage was to mak~ the character A from a circle and a square, the height of which ascends 

to LII (sic), whereof is formed the perfect number, which is X; and thus the thickness of 

the letter must be the Xth part of its height. "55 Tory, however, believes that the reason for 

one-tenth is that Apollo and the Nine Muses make a tenth . He plays on the allegorical 

properties of the letter-forms throughout his treatise and relates them to different parts of the 

body. Pacioli's method, on the other hand, seems to be based on perceptual rather than 

metaphysical or mythological reasoning. Considering the fact that it addresses the stone-

53 Quoted in Mori~on (1933): 20. 
~~ 

54Ibid.: 21. 

55Ibid. 
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cutters, builders and wall painters, the strokes perhaps ought to be bolder for the large scale 

letter sizes.56 

Pacioli dedicates the last part of the treatise on the five regular bodies to Pietro 

Soderini. Concerning its originality, while Muntz affirms that Vasari was right, many 

people including Giuseppe Bossi57 , Luigi Pungileone and Milanesi have defended 

Pacioli.58 Jordan and Winterberg's verdict is that Piero's manuscript contains no original 

contributions anyway, but only a series of practical applications based on Euclid's 

propositions, and Pacioli simply translates the Latin into ltalian.59 In any case, this part is 

not important in assessing Pacioli's contribution to proportional theory and despite the 

many faults associated with his treatise, there are still elements of originality in it that 

warrant our examination . His influence on 16th century theorists seemed immediate. 

Cesariano, for instance, mentioned him with Albert of Saxony in his commentary on 

Vitruvius. 60 This association perhaps suggests a general esteem for Pacioli comparable 

with that accorded to the medieval mathematical tradition of Bradwardine and Oresme 

transmitted through Albert of Saxony.61 

To sum up, it is clear from Pacioli's exposition of the Golden Section that his 

interpretation of mathematical science was inseparable from religious symbolism. This is 

also evident in his views on human proportion: "therefore from the human body every 

56Pacioli, op. cit. : Architettura, Cap. 2. 

57Giuseppe Bossi ~1 811) . 

58Pacioli did show a lot of respect for Piero in his introduction to De Divina Proportione. He might have 
collaborated with Piero in in the latter's book on linear perspective, a most rigorous treastise on the subject 
to be produced during the Renaissance, De Prospectiva Pingendi, as well as an accomplished work on the 
geometry of the regular solids, Libellus de quinque cOlporibus regularibus . See Margaret Daly Davis 
(1977): 11 and also Piero della Francesca (1984): 64. 

59Yasari (1897): 28, note 22. 
~~ 

60Yitruvius (Cesariano, 1521): xlviii, commentary. 

61Albertus de Saxonia (1512) , also [Facsimile] (1964). N. Oresme (1966). 
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measure with its denomination is derived and in it all kinds of proportion and 

proportionality is discovered with the word of the most High through the intrinsic secrets of 

nature. "62 But when Pacioli mentioned that the Vitruvian canon of measures of the human 

body was always confirmed by the Roman statues and figures,63 a change of attitude was 

beginning to develop among the Renaissance mtists - to seek empirical measurements - first 

undertaken by Alberti in his book 'On Paintings' and slowly extending to the measuring of 

antique monuments by Bramante and Pra Giocondo. Dtirer's Four Books of Human 

Proportion was an arduous attempt to formulate a theory of human proportion based on 

measurement and geometrical construction. 

62Pacioli, op. cit.:Irattato dell'architettura, introduction, " ... peroch6 dal corpo umano ogni mesura con sue 
denominazioni ddfva e in esso tutte sorti de proporzioni e proporzionalita se ritrova con 10 de to de 
l'Altissimo mediante li intrinseci secreti de la natura." 

63Pacioli (1889): 135-6. 
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FOUR 

GEOMETRY AND MEASURE: 

Albrecht Diirer's Empirical Proportion of the Human Body 

Diirer's Vier Bucher van menschlichen Prapartianen represents par excellence the rise 

of empiricism in 16th century Renaissance culture. However, one must be careful to 

distinguish the nature of this empiricism within its humanistic context. As Josef Giesen 

(1930) has shown, there is a subjective aesthetic principle behind Dtirer's empiricism, 1 

a point I shall elaborate later. But while it is fair to acknowledge the presence of both 

the objective and subjective elements in Dtirer's proportional studies, it is difficult to 

deny the fact that Vier Bucher is the outcome of the author's zealous quest for an 

objective representation of the human figure by means of projective geometry. If Luca 

Pacioli's contribution to the theories of proportion is in his numerical symbolism, 

Dtirer's significanc~ lies in his geometrical empiricism. It is important to note the 

relationship between the two authors for there are indeed similarities between both 

treatises which support the view that the former might have been a source for the latter. 

As I have mentioned, when Dtirer wrote to his friend Pirckheimer (who was later the 

editor of Vier Bucher and Dtirer's biographer) that he was going to Bologna to learn the 

'secret perspectives' from someone, this person was most likely Luca Pacioli, and one 

could reckon these 'secret perspectives' might have included studies on proportion.2 

.;,.1 ," 
~ .r. 

IGiesen's thesis is on the contrast of the theories of proportion between North and South. The North, 
he claims, emphasizes objective geometrical measures while the South, sensual aesthetic and organic 
beauty in the human form. He maintains hence that Diirer's 'Four Books' is a synthesis of these two 
approaches. The argument on the intellectual divide between the North and South seems to have been a 
preoccupation in the literary and philosophical circles in Germany since the 18th and 19th centuries, 

. with Goethe's journey to Italy as the more recent point of departure. Seen in this context, Diirer's trip 
to the Romantic co~try in the early 1500's is perhaps a more significant precedent for this North
South comparison. 

2Ibid.: 39, "Zu dieserheimlichen Perspectiva konnen wir auch die Proportionsstudien rechnen, denn sie 
bildetenja damals einen wesentlichen Teil der Theorie." 
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Dtirer's first interaction with the problem of proportion, according to himself, 

was through Jacopo de Barbari, a Venetian painter and engraver, who came to 

Nuremberg in 1500 in the service of the Emperor. 3 He gave the following account in 

the first edition of his treatise on proportion: 

"However I find no one, who has written on human proportion, other than a 
man named Jacobus, born in Venice, [who is] a fine painter. He shows me 
drawings of a man and a woman which he does with proportional construction, 
and at that time I wanted to see more his ideas than [the riches of] a new 
kingdom, and if I had, then I would have published them in his honour, for the 
good of the common use. But I was then still young and had never heard of 
such a thing (study of proportion). I took up the subject of how to make such 
things when I became serious with the art. However, this aforementioned 
Jacobus did not want to show me his reasons clearly. That I could see in him. 
I therefore took up my own study from Vitruvius, who has written a little on the 
proportion of man . Thus from each of the two aforementioned men I have 
taken my start, and thereafter have laboured with my investigation from day to 
day."4 

The relation between Dtirer and Barbari was indeed very delicate and has led to 

a lot of speculation about the latter's work and his influence over the former. 

Conditto's position is perhaps the most extreme by claiming that the majority of Dtirer's 

ideas, including possible transmissions from other sources, came solely through 

Barbari. He argues that Dtirer's engraving of Adam and Eve in the Albertina collection 

in Vienna was influenced directly by Barbari's geometrically constructed man and 

3Dtirer was born in Nuremberg in 1471 to a family with a handicraft tradition. His father was a 
goldsmith. When he was fifteen , he entered the workshop of Michael Wolgemut to learn the techniques 
of painting, sculpt,ure and woodcuts for book illustrations . Bat'bari stayed in Nuremberg between 1500-
1504. See Dtirer (1972): 6; also Giesen, op. cit.: 32. 

4Lange-Fuhse (1893): s. 342, 19, "Idoch so ich Keinen find, der do Etwas beschrieben hatt van 
menschlicher Mass zu machen, dann einen Mann, Jacobus genannt, van Venedig geborn, ein Lieblicher 
Moler. Der wies mir Mann und Weib, die er aus der Massgemacht hatt, und dass ich auf diese Zeit liebr 
sehen wollt, was sein Meinung war gewest dann ein neu Kunigreich, und wenn ichs hatt, so wallt ich 
ihms zu Ehren in Druck bringen, gemeinen Nutz zu gut. Aber ich was zu derselben Zeit noch jung und 
hatt nie van solchen Ding gehort. Und die Kunst ward mir fast lieben, und nahm die Ding zu Sinn, wie 
man solche Ding 1llf;lcht zu Wegen bringen. Dann wir wollt dieser vorgemeldt Jacobus seinen Grund 
nit Klariich anzeigen, das merket ich wol an ihm. Doch nahm ich mein eigen Ding fUr mich und las 
den Fitrufium, der beschreibt ein Wenig van der Gliedmass enies Mannes. Also van oder aus den 
zweien obgenannten Mannen hab ich meinen Anfang genummen, und hab dornoch aus meinem 
Fiirnehmen gesucht van Tag zu Tag." 
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woman.5 He also regards, correctly I think, Dtirer's change to metrical measures in his 

Second Book from the fractional divisions of the whole body length in the First Book 

as inspired by Alberti's exempeda method. But instead of acknowledging the 

possibility of Dtirer's direct contact with Alberti's text, he proposes Barbari as a 

probable intermediary.6 However, it is quite probable that Dtirer had direct access to 

Alberti's ideas because a short treatise based on Alberti's writings was published in 

Nuremberg in 1511 under the title Das Buch von der Malerei. Moreover, Dtirer did 

possess a manuscript copy of Alberti's writings in 1523, originally brought to 

Nuremberg by the astronomer Regiomontanus who had cast Alberti's horoscope.? 

Waiter Strauss therefore speculates this to be the reason why Dtirer withheld his treatise 

. from publication in 1523 (when he seemed to have finished the first book) : most likely 

for improvement after consulting Alberti's manuscript.8 Lastly, Conditto even alleged 

Dtirer's studies on the proportion of the horse to have come through Barbari from 

Leonardo who had made sketches and finally a life-size clay model of a horse for the 

statue of Francesco Sforza in Milan.9 

5Le Comte A. E. de Conditto (1886): 8, "C'est une figure de femme faite au trait d'apres des divisions 
geometriques. Le fond est couvert de hachures vertes, au dos de la feuille la figure est reproduite avec 
les divisions sur une page in-folio jointe au dessin on lit une explication longue de quarante-quatre 
lignes, ecrite de la main memede I'artiste et portant la date de 1500." 

6Ibid.: 324, "Et la preuve que Dtirer a dO copier Barbari, c'est qu' il donne deux systemes pour mesurer 
le corps humain. Dans le premier livre, il indique les mesures, en prenant pour point de comparison 
une fraction de la longueur totale du corps . Dans le second systeme, son echelle se compose de six 
cents degres ou minutes . Or, ce nombre, ce systeme tout en tier appartient a Le6n B. Alberti, le celebre 
artiste fiorentin, rrtort vers 1500, dont les ouvrages n'ont ete publies qu'apres la mort de Dtirer. Bm'bari 
a pu seulles connaltre a Florence ou a Mantoue, peut-etre meme aux le~ons du maltre, ... " 

7Dtirer (1972): 170. 

8Ibid.: Introduction, "There is a fair manuscript of Book I preserved in Dresden, pages no. 1-89. On the 
first page is written: '1523 at Nuremberg, this is Albrecht Dtirer's first book, wirtten by himself. This 
book I improved and handed to the printer in 1528. Albrecht Dtirer.'" 

' '''l; 
9Conditto, op. cit. : 327, "Dtirer paralt aussi avoir etudie le travail de Jacob de Barbari sur les 
proportions du cheval." 328, "11 est done probable que Barbari's etait inspire de ce maltre celebre, et 
Durer avait dO profiter de leurs recherches dans son travail sur les proportions du cheval." For Durer's 
studies on the horse, see O. Pauli «(1913/14): 105-108. See note 12 in Chapter 3. 
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It is hard to assess how much Dtirer had learned from Bar'bari, since almost 

nothing is known on the latter's work on proportion. However, some of Conditto's 

claims and speculations on Barbari's importance seem excessive and far-fetched in the 

light of contrary evidence. Although Dtirer acknowledged Barbari's enlightening role 

in his own pursuit of proportion, he had also relegated the latter's artistic capacity in 

another context. In a letter he wrote to Pirckheimer on February 7, 1506 from Venice, 

he says, 

"Y ou must know too that there are many better painters here than Master J acob 
abroad, yet Anton Kolb would swear an oath that no better painter lives on earth 
than Jacob. The others sneer at him, saying: 'If he were good he would stay 
here."'10 

Conditto may be right in interpreting Dtirer's words as a result of the bitterness he felt 

because of Barbari's refusal to assist him in his proportional studies. And if that was 

the case, it only confirmed the fact that Dtirer had not benefited from Barbari in 

anything more than the two figures he saw. After all, Dtirer went to Italy twice himself 

(1494 and 1505) and certainly had direct contact with the Leonardo circle. If the 
~ 

Leonardo circle had indeed a great bearing on Dtirer's studies, the influence had more 

likely come through Luca Pacioli than Barbari, who might even have been the latter's 

teacher (Fig. 7).11 

In the same year in which Dtirer denounced Barbari, he went to Bologna to 

learn the 'secret perspectives', probably from Pacioli. Just before he left Venice, he 

purchased an edition of Euclid. Pacioli was at that time working on his own edition of 

Euclid. Strau,Ss interprets this coincidence in support of his view that it was Pacioli 
~ .f . 

who induced Dtirer to pursue the subject. 12 Furthermore, he points out Leonardo's 

IOHolt (1957): Vol. I, 330. 

' >'J, 

liThe portrait of Luca Pacioli in the Naples Museum is believed to have been painted by Jacopo de 
Barbari. See O. Benesch (1954) : 203-6. 

12Diirer (1972): 32. 
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influence on Dtirer in his parallel hatching of the contours in the illustrations of the 

figures in Book III.13 He argues that although it has been repeatedly asserted that the 

two artists met in Italy, there exists no positive proof. Thus he believes that Dtirer's 

acquaintance with Leonardo's work was through Pacioli, which is very probable. 

Indeed, Conditto's claim that Leonardo had influenced Dtirer's studies on the 

proportion of the horse propagates the probability of connection between Dtirer and 

Pacioli rather than Barbari. For it was Pacioli who stayed with Leonardo in Ludovico's 

court in Milan when the latter was commissioned to make the horse model. Pacioli 

particularly mentioned this in the first part of his dedication to the Duke in De Divina 

Proportione. He writes not only of the grandness of the statue, on which he had 

probably collaborated with Leonardo in calculating the weight of materials, but also of 

the fact that Leonardo was working on a treatise on painting and the movement of the 

human figure. 14 This might even be the source of inspiration for Dtirer's moving 

figure in his Fourth Book. 

4.1 The First Book 

In the beginning of the First Book, Dtirer gives a vertical line corresponding to 

the total height of the figure to be drawn. He calls this the Teiler which is further 

subdivided into ten fractional parts. It serves as a scale from which different body 

members can be measured accordingly in terms of fractions of the whole length. This 

13Ibid.: 72. 

14Pacioli (1889): 56, "in compagnia de li perspicacissimi architetti e ingegneri e di cose nove assidui 
inventori, Leonardo da Venci nostro compatrioto fiorentino, qual de scultura, getto e pittura con 
ciascuno el cognome verifica: comma I'ammiranda e stupenda equestre statua - la cui altezza da la 
cervice a piana terra sonno bracia 12, cioe 37-4/5 tanti de la qui presente linea ab e tutta la sua ennea 
mass a a libre circa 200.000 ascende, che di ciascuna I'oncia comuna sia el duodecimo, a la felicissima 
invitta vostra paterna memoria dicata, da l'invidia di queIIe de Fidia e Prasitele in Monte CavaIIo al 
tutto aliena - col ligiadro de I'ardente desiderio de nostra salute simulacro nel degno e devoto luogo de 
corporale e spiritua~ refezione del sacro templo de le Grazie de sua mano penelegriato, al quale oggi de 
ApeIIe, Mirone, Policreto e gli altri conven che cedino, chiaro el rendano. E non de queste sazio, a 
I'opera inestimabiIe del moto locale de le percussioni e pesi e de le forze tutte, cioe pesiaccidentali, 
avendogia con tutta diligenza al degno libro de pittura e movimenti umani posto fine, quIIa con ogni 
studio al debito fine attende de condurre." 
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appears to have been derived from Pacioli who also gives a similar line divided into ten 

equal parts on the proportion of the human body in Chapter III of the second part of De 

Divina Proportione. Whereas PacioIi cites Vitruvius who teaches that 1110 of the height 

of the human body equals the length of the face (which also equals the length of the 

palm), Diirer acknowledges neither authors . In fact, Diirer did not mention any source 

or authority for his ideas throughout the entire treatise. The whole First Book is 

concerned with measurements. Diirer gives four types of figures, of 7-, 8-, 9- and 10-

head-heights, iIIustrated in each case with the side-, front- and back-views of both a 

man and a woman. Giesen argues that this, together with the last section of the book 

on the proportion of a child, probably came from Pomponius Gauricus' De Scuiptura, a 

copy of which is found in Prickheimer's library.15 The speculation that Diirer had read 

and borrowed from Gauricus has often been made. Weixlgartner is perhaps the first 

important contributor to this subject in his restored ' account of Diirer's Dresden 

sketchbook. 16 The drawings f.l04r; Br.18, p.1062 and f.123v; Br.1, p.1062 are 

obviously based on Gauricus' scheme, even with the inscription in the latter of an 

equilateral triangle with the side length of one face connecting the base of the throat and 

the level of the bust. I? 

Gauricus' treatise, published in 1504, contains eight chapters. The second 

chapter "De Symmetria" is on the teaching of proportion. Gauricus has followed the 

Varronian canon of 9-face-height instead of the Vitruvian canon of lO-face-height for 

the length of the body. He acknowledges the diversity of the canons by saying, 

"Others have said 8, others, more rarely (it is almost a dissonance as in music), 7, 
)i,' 

others, which IS not rarer, 10. We have taken the mean, which is also more frequent 

150iesen, op. cit. : 42, See also Klein (1969): 75 . See Chapter 5 on Oauricus . 

16Weixlgartner (1906) : 22. 

I?Oauricus (1969) : 98-99. Leonardo has a similar observation. He even adds that the width of the 
shoulders is two faces long. See Barocchi (1960-62): 1728. 
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with the majority of mortals." 18 This pluralism of canons seems to have fostered the 

empirical attitude in the Renaissance such as Gauricus' in adopting either an arithmetic 

or statistic mean as the standard of beauty. Alberti, for example, had already expressed 

in De Statua the convergence of the mean of measures with ideal beauty. Dtirer, 

however, does not seem to be bothered by this plurality. He is more concerned with 

the representation of the different types 19 which is the subject of study in Book Ill. 

Gauricus carries on in the same passage to say that in his canon he has considered 

adults and not children whose measure in length is only 4 faces (Dtirer adopted this in 

his scheme) because he can offer no certainty on the system of proportions that are 

characteristic of each age. Indeed no one in the Renaissance had dealt with this 

difficulty in the changes of proportions with age. It was only in the 19th century that 

the problem was more systematically addressed by Gottfried Schadow.2o Dtirer's 

efforts in the First Book to incorporate the four types of heights in both sexes as well as 

one study on child proportion should, therefore, be considered as the most 

comprehensive of its time. 

Dtirer also includes a study on the proportion of the head in the First Book. 

Again, there are certain similarities with Pacioli. First is the inscription of the side-view 

of the head within a square. Unlike those shown in the rest of the treatise where the 

whole contour of the head is inscribed in a square, the first head in Book I has the back 

profile circumscribe the square. The second similarity is the subdivisions of the square. 

Although Dtirer's net is more complicated, to the extent that it is almost too confusing 

180auricus, op. cit.: 94-95 : "Quamquam alii octo, Alii, quod rarius est, Est enim tanquam in Musice 
dissonum ferme septem, Alii quod et rarum etiam est, decem fecerint, Nos medium et quod in plerisque 
omnibus mortalibus frequentius erat, secuti sumus." 

19For the sources of Dilrer's figural types, see Ludwig Justi (1902) : 5-14. He argues that Dilrer's 
theory has two mo~els - the robust type from Hercules and the slim type, Apollo. This borrowing 
from the sources of Antiquity is confirmed by the hints in Lomazzo whose work on proportion is based 
on Dilrer's First Book. See also A. M. Friend, Jr. (1943): 40-49. 

20See Chapter 7. 
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and tedious to use, it contains some similar basic alignments to Pacioli's, for example 
, 

the level of the eye-brow, the bottom of the nose, the opening of the mouth and the 

depth and width of the ear. Gauricus also divides the face vertically in three parts and, 

rather curiously, designates a symbolic meaning to each. Thus from the root of the hair 

to the level of the eye-brow is the seat of wisdom; from the level of the eye-brow to the 

nose, beauty ; from the nose to the mouth, goodness. Bearing in mind that the 

following chapter in Gauricus' treatise is on physiognomy, it is perhaps not too 

surprising to find comments like this occasionally mixed in the text. But this is not the 

case with Dtirer. There is no mention of such ideas in his 'Four Books'. His 

proportional treatise, like its geometrical counterpart Unterweysung der Messung, is a 

practical manual. His concern is to come up with various geometrical means to 

represent the different types. He assimilates therefore only data or results which are 

useful for his constructions, without considering their symbolic or metaphysical 

interpretation. In the front-view of the face, he keeps the inscription of the square, 

which is different from Gauricus' vertical rectangle of a one to two proportion. But the 

subdivision of the face width into 5 equal parts of one eye-length each seems to be 

taken from Gauricus. Dtirer's preoccupation with projective geometry is revealed in the 

head construction. It is a recurring feature in all his subsequent methods of 

representation. To establish both the front- and the plan-view of the head, he proposes 

a triangular figure called the Ubertrag to transfer the positions of lines from one 

drawing to the other. He also describes methods of drawing the hand and the foot (but 

this inductive approach is too complicated to use). 

There is however one interesting principle which results from Dtirer's 

measures. This is the proportional relationship among the three major divisions he 

assigns to the human body. To quote from Dtirer, 

"Now that I have divided the torso, being the largest member of the human 
body, it is necessary to place the knee at the proper height. We know that the 
stronger'~ill always overpower the weak. Likewise in the human body, its 
hind parts are always longer and thicker than those in front for the sake of 
strength. We shall notice that the arms, hands, fingers , legs, feet, toes are 
always shorter in front than further back. In the same manner I shall compare 
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the three longest parts of the human body. Also here the stongest must be the 
longest. For the first part and the longest is the body from the neck to the waist 
[hip]. It combines in one section the control to activate the other parts of the 
body. The second longest part is the thighs from the hip to the knee. These 
would be shorter than the aforementioned part. The third is the shins between 
knee and ankle. These are the shortest of the three largest parts. You should 
compare the two shorter ones to the longer ones as follows: the first to the 
second is proportional as the second to the third .. . "21 

To facilitate the location of the knee in this principle of progressive proportion, Dtirer 

invents a method called Vergleicher which consists of a ruler marked with intervals 

from the neckfto the hip g and to the ankle h. The ruler is then set against a drawing 

(Fig. 8) of radiating lines from point a to the four equidistant points c, d, e, b on a 

straight line, withfset on c acting as pivot. The knee point i is found by swinging the 

ruler to a position where both g and h are touching the lines ad and ab respectively, i is 

where the ruler meets the line ae. The principle behind this device is quite simple. For 

since ad: de = de : eb, it follows thatfg : gi = gi : ih. It is important to note Dtirer's 

reasoning in his division of the longer and shorter body parts. For him, as we have 

seen, the longer is the stronger, and hence the hind parts are always longer than those in 

the front. Thus the arm is stronger, therefore longer, than the hand. Similarly, the 

hand is stronger and hence longer than the finger. Dtirer tries to justify his 

mathematical empiricism here by an organic-mechanical principle. His brief remark 

foreshadows Vincenzo Danti's approach forty years later, despite Danti's mentor 

Michelangelo's dismissal of his work. 22 

4.2 The Second Book 

The Second Book, called Das Anderbuch (or the other book), records a 
p 

completely different method of measuring the body. He divides the whole body into 6 

Messstabe (f); each Messstab, 10 Zahle ( 1.); each Zahle, 10 Teile ( -L); each Teil, 3 

Trumlein (%). Thus a human body contains 1800 Trumlein. Each Trumlein, then, 

21 Diirer (1972): 112. 

22See next chapter on Danti. 
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equals approximately one millimetre. This switch from the relative fractional measuring 
, 

system to a metrical one was probably influenced by Alberti. 23 Alberti proposes in De 

Statua the ex~mpeda method to divide the body into 6 feet, which is further subdivided 

into 60 inches and 600 minutes. Alberti's departure from the traditional Vitruvian 

canon of analogical measurements is significant. In the Vitruvian system, one part is 

always expressed as fractions of other parts of the body. Alberti's abstract metrical 

scale does away with this comparative idea. The implication of this is perhaps a 

succumb of proportional beauty to empiricism whereby the scale of measure is chosen 

for its own sake than its relation to the subject. The exempeda actually combines both 

ideas - developing a metrical system within the total body height - and therefore 

represents the threshold of this transformation. To Alberti, measuring is an important 

part of beauty, for art consists of dimensio which is "the accurate and constant 

recording of measurements, whereby the state and correspondence of the parts is 

observed and numerically represented, one in relation to another and each to the whole 

length of the body. "24 

If Alberti was more concerned with the process of measurement, Diirer was 

more concerned with the results. In the Second Book, he shows eight different groups 

of figures with varying head heights from 6 Zahle-7 Teile to 8 Zahle-6 Teile, illustrated 

in eighteen different cases. In seven of them, he shows figures with a single raised arm 

in a circular arc, an indication perhaps of influence from Vitruvius. Another notable 

change in this book is the subdivision of the body into five zones, a switch from four in 

the First Book. The first zone (from the top of the head to the neck) and the last zone 
,ofJ 

(from the knee t() the sole) remain unchanged. But instead of taking the neck to the hip 

and the hip to the knee as two zones, Diirer breaks it into three by taking the neck to the 

23~ecil Grayson ar~ues that Dtirer has borrowed the exempeda method in Book III [II]: "having 
eVidently come to know it from Francesco Giorgi's Harmonia mundi totius of 1525." Grayson (1972): 
25 . 

24Ibid.: 125. Besides the exempeda, Alberti also invented the normae to measure diameters of objects. 
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waist, the waist to the bottom of the buttock, and from thence to the knee. As a result, 

the progression of proportions is now reversed with the longest part not in the upper 

torso but in the leg. Dtirer is silent about this change. For the organic justification he 

adopted before would only bring himself to contradiction. This new subdivision is 

based apparently on the external occurence of body forms which do not necessarily 

relate to the internal mechanism of movement. Dtirer's second system of divisions 

suggests once more his borrowing from Alberti, because it resembles closely the 

system employed in the Albertian figure drawing in the Oxford Bodleian Library (Ms. 

Canon. Mise. 172, fo1. 232 verso). Like all Dtirer's front-viewed figures, the Albertian 

figure in front-view is also shown characteristically with only one arm. At the end of 

the book, Dtirer proposes two new methods for drawing the head. What seems more 

prominent in these drawings than those shown in Book I is the use of oblique lines in 

determining the profile of the front face, i.e. the angle of inclination of the forehead and 

the nose, and that of the mouth and the chin (Fig. 9). For Dtirer, these lines were 

probably instrumental for his geometrical construction. However, they were all 

associated with aesthetic and moral meanings by Pierre Camper and other scientists 

three hundred years later. 25 

4.3 The Third Book 

The Third Book is the most interesting of all in the treatise. Dtirer is here 

concerned with the geometrical methods which produce formal variations in the 

representation of different human types and characters. He outlines many classification 

types . For exanwle, there are quantitative categories such as big and small, long and 
~ .r. 

short, wide and narrow, thick and thin. There are also qualitative ones like young and 

old, fat and lean, hard and soft, curved and straight, and etc. To produce and control 

these effects, Dtirer introduces eight kinds of geometrical constructions. The first one 

25See Chapter 7. 
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is called the Ve rkehrer (Fig. 10). The idea is to determine the enlarged or reduced 

figure from the given type according to the radiating lines from a fixed point, as in the 

foreshortening of an optical perspective. The Verkehrer is part of a more general 

scheme called the Wahler (Fig. 11) which allows choice of position for the figure in the 

whole radiating spectrum. 

Gauricus in De Sculptura also talks about the categories of statue sizes and their 

applications to various character types.26 He proposes seven groups altogether: 

'natural size', 'grand' , 'grander', 'grandest', 'small', 'smaller' and 'smallest' . The 

'natural size' is the exact representation of the human figure. Gauricus reserves this 

group for the virtuous and the sages, e.g. Pythagoras and Plato. The 'grand' group is 

1-112 times the height of the natural size and is dedicated to kings and chiefs , e.g. 

Alexander and Cesar. The 'grander' group is 2 times the natural height and is for 

heros, e.g. Hercules and Theseus. The 'grandest' group is 3 or more times the natural 

height - these are colossi. Gauricus also develops a scale to relate all the types, as the 

Wahler by Dtirer. But their difference is obvious. In Gauricus' scale, there is a 

programme specified with different moral types for the variation of dimensions. This is 

absent in Dtirer where application is left to the discretion of the artist. 

The third geometrical method is called the Zwilling (Fig. 12). It consists of a 

horizontal and vertical Teiler forming a right angle as in a coordinate system. The idea 

is that the figure can be varied in width to make it appear fatter or slimmer while the 

height remains unchanged. The fourth is called the Zeiger (Fig. 13) and is used to vary 

the upper or lo~er width of the figure according to convergence to the top or to the 
~! 

bottom. The fifth and sixth are called the Fiilscher and Fiilscher umgekehrten (Fig. 14). 

These are for lengthing or shortening the upper or lower parts of the body, as if the 

figure is tilting back or leaning forward . The last two are called the ander Fiilscher and 

260auricus, op. cit. : 102-107 . 
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umgekehrten Fiilscher. The lines are projected as if through a convex and concave lens 

respectively to produce distorted images of exaggeratively diminished or enlarged body 

parts (Fig. 15). 

Dtirer also inserts a section on the variation of the head types in-between the 

above constructions. From the standard square which inscribes a normal head, he 

develops a scheme to reduce or enlarge its width in proportion to its change in height. 

The procedure is described in Fig. 16. The resulting width w can be expressed as a 

function of r/( x/y) where x is the original dimension of the square and y the altered 

height. If y > x, then y'(x/y) < 1, hence w < x. If y < x, then y'(x/y) > 1, hence w > x. 

If y = x, then w = x, which means the square remains unchanged. Dtirer, of course, 

arrives at this solution geometrically. But its ingenuity becomes more apparent once 

this is expressed algebraically. For a multitude of solutions are possible as long as w 

can be expressed in {x( x/y)lln} form. The simplest geometrical representation of the 

system is when n = 1, as I have shown in Fig. 16. However, the latitude of change in 

w is much greater in this case. But it can be reduced to the desired degree by increasing 

n. What I have done here is in fact another way of stating Dtirer's intention. By 

expressing a geometrical operation in algebraic terms, one can manipulate the 

mechanism to offer a range of solutions. Similarly, by expressing the variations of 

physical types in certain geometrical systems, the artist is able to apply and manreuvre 

them to recreate the type of features to his desired effect. Dtirer produces a whole series 

of head drawings based on different variations of the square grid in trapezoid and 

parallelogram. He also shows that the features in the face can be altered by elongating 

f' 
or reducing the four basic zones of division, viz. from the top to the root of the hair, 

from the root of hair to the eye-brow, from the eye-brow to the nose, and from the nose 

to the chin. He includes later on other oblique lines for the determination of the 

monstrosities of the facial features. Finally, the degree of abnormality in the face can be 

shown by the diSt:lrdered grid lines within the square (Fig. 17). Dtirer's co-ordinate 
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method inspired D'Arcy Thompson's study of organic forms in the 20th century which 

I shall talk about in Chapter 9. 

Unlike Gauricus, Diirer is not interested in the physiognomic interpretation of 

the human form. His effort to develop a geometrical language for the physiognomic 

signs is purely formal. But his work was utilized by later physiognomists. For 

example, Nicolo Pezzana borrowed Diirer's illustrations in his 1668 edition of 

Giambattista dell a Porta's De Humana Physiognomonia (Fig. 18). I shall deal with the 

problem of physiognomy more fully in the next chapter. It is enough to just point out 

the connection here . The limitation of Diirer's geometrical vocabulary seems to be its 

abstractness. The three types of head with straight, convex and concave front-profiles 

(Fig. 19) are given different meanings in physiognomy: the first represents a 

quarrelsome, impolite, envious and foul character; the second, a beastly type and the 

third, a timid coward.27 Diirer does not mention any in his schemes, even though he 

intends them to describe such moral characters as stated clearly in the last part of the 

Book. Exhorting that an artist should be versatile in depicting different styles of figures 

- whether wrathfuror kindly, Saturnine or Martial, he inserts that all kinds of human 

species can be indicated by measurements. However, he left the task of correlating 

temperamental characters with outward measurements to the individual artist. While 

strong and weak characters normally have hard and soft bodies respectively, he says 

that one may use 'soft' or 'hard' figures according to circumstances. 

This idea of depicting characters by measurement is what Giesen has in mind 

when he interp~~ts Diirer's geometrical devices as an attempt to alter representations of 
~ .f. 

the human figure according to his own aesthetic principle.28 But I think he is mistaken 

270. dell a Porta (16(.;8): 104. 
~ 

280iesen, op. cit. : 47, "Nach der Vergrosserung kommt eine kraftige, schlanke Figur heraus , bei der er 
den Kopf nach seinem asthetischen Empfinden andern zu miissen glaubt und somit soch eine als 
asthetisch zu wertende Note in sein rein objektiv mathematisches System hinemtragt. Bei Diirer 
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because this is exactly what Diirer is trying to avoid. Diirer urges that alterations should 

be done according to the individual artist's principle. The weakness in Diirer's system 

may also turn out to be its strength. On one hand, the lack of precise correlation 

between the geometrical language and the temperamental meanings allows flexibility for 

the artist using it. On the other hand, its shortcoming lies in what it intends to be - a 

pattern or guide book for depiction of different character types - since the demand now 

is on the artist himself to acquire this vocabulary of typologies from nature. Diirer duly 

acknowledges that art is embedded in nature and that an artist needs to acquire it 

through much copying from life; he will not be able to create a beautiful figure out of 

his own imagination. Only by pouring forth what he has for a long time gathered 

within him from without will the secret treasure of the artist's heart be openly 

manifested in his work. Diirer did not expose what this 'secret treasure' in the heart 

would be. It was only in the 17th century, with the rise in the scientific studies of 

emotions, that attempts were made by Charles Le Brun and others to unlock this 'secret 

treasure' in the heart to make it into an accessible palette for artists.29 

4.4 The Fourth Book 

The Fourth Book is more concerned with the mechanics of representation than 

the problem of proportion. It deals with the bending and movement of figures (Fig. 

20). Diirer describes six types of bending in the human body: gebogen (bowed or 

arched), gekrummen (curved or bent), gewenden (turned), gewinden (wound), 

gestreckt (stretched) and geschieben (deflected). He represents them by six geometrical 

dispositions. Bj reducing the diversities in all human movements and gestures to these 
~ .r. 

six types, Diirer argues that the artist can use them to represent any figural form. 30 The 

herrscht immer noch trotz versuchter naturwissenschaftlicher Objektivitat ein vorgefasstes odeI' vielmehr 
ein in seineI' Personlichkeit beruhendes asthetisches Prinzip." 

29 '...,~ 
See Chapter Six. 

30The reductive progression from figural typologies to line typologies is worth noting . For this is 
reflected in the development in the late 18th century in the work of Humbert de Superville who reduces 
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rest of the Book is on stereometrics where Diirer shows how organic human forms can 

be built up by individual cubic volumes. He has a practical purpose in mind, for "this 

method may be useful for sculptors beginning to learn this craft who intend to cut a 

figure from wood or stone. In order to copy a figure exactly they can chop away from 

the square surfaces what is necessary, without cutting off too much or leaving too 

much. But an experienced craftsman will not require this in every case, unless his 

project is very large. "31 

It may be interesting to compare this with Alberti's method of recording the 

postures of human figures . Alberti calls itfinitio which is "the means whereby one can 

record with sure and accurate method the extensions and curves of lines, and the size 

and shape and position of all angles, protuberances and recesses. "32 Alberti invents an 

ingenious instrument calledfinitorium to facilitate this measuring procedure by which 

all positions of the body parts can be expressed in terms of horizontal orientation and its 

coordinate distances in space with reference to the fixed point of measurement - the 

centre of the instrument. Diirer's principal concern, however, is pictorial 

representation. He generates different postures by means of the geometrical system 

deduced from the human body and with the powerful tool of stereometrics he can 

project any view he wants like an architectural drawing (Fig. 21) .33 Indeed, Dtirer 

even cuts the body in different sections to show their horizontal view as if they were 

different floor plans in a building (Fig. 22). 

4.5 Summary 

all expressiveness of lines to three types : the horizontal, the up-sloping and the down-sloping which 
correspond to the notions of the calm, the gay and the sad. Dtirer, however, never mentions this kind 
of expressive connotations in his lines . 

32Grayson, op. cit. : 129. 

33Cf. Gauricus' remark: "Eum longe aliter quam Architectus." Gauricus, op. cit. : 92-93 . 
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Dtirer's Four Books on Human Proportion represents the beginning of 

proportional studies inspired by the mathematical tradition. Indeed the spirit behind the 

treatise seems so much more technical than "aesthetic" that it can almost be seen as a 

work on applied geometry, with its illustrative subject matter on organic human form. 

Dtirer's enthusiasm for geometry is so great that he even denies the validity of human 

judgment against geometrical truth. In the "Aesthetic Excursus" in Book Ill, he says 

that it is our perception which fails us in our judgment of proportion and any theory 

must be demonstrated by geometry for its fundamental truth. Dtirer's method has 

nothing to do with that of Villard de Honnecourt thirteen years earlier (whose 

geometrical symbolism dominates the organic structure of the human body) where the 

geometrical figures are chosen more for their own symbolic .value than their actual 

relations with the body parts; thus heads and bodies are made to fit triangles, squares, 

and pentagons.34 Dtirer's geometrical schemes, on the other hand, are inductively 

derived from the body. He pays no homage to their symbolism or metaphysical 

meanmgs. 

Although Dtirer began his study on proportion with Vitruvius, the Vitruvian 

tradition of symbolism of numbers and measurements within the human body has lost 

its foothold in his system. For the Vitruvians, the hand and the inch, the palm and the 

foot, the divisions of body parts in 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, etc. are all symbolically 

meaningful. Six, ten, and ' sixteen are considered perfect numbers. The body is a 

microcosm which relates to musical and celestial harmonies. Dtirer makes no reference 

to these in his rrwasurements. His figures are like compilations of a statistical survey. 
~ .~ 

But unlike the anthropometric statistics in the 19th century or Alberti's qualified 

statistics of the beautiful and the ideal, Dtirer's statistics serve as demonstrations of 

diverse human types. He does not extol highly the proportions which he has set down 

34See note 43 in Chapter 3. 
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nor does he believe them to be the worst. 35 The statistics can even be isolated after 

each body member to constitute another typology. They can then be chosen and 

recombined to form a beautiful figure, as in the classical story of Telecles and 

Theodorus. 36 He also believes that one must search through hundreds of human 

figures to discover useful points of beauty. 

Diirer's selective attitude of beauty also stems from his disbelief in a single ideal 

proportion, either in the living being or in concept. He holds that no single man can be 

taken as a model for a perfect figure, for no man on earth is endowed with complete 

beauty; neither could there be any man on earth to give a final judgment upon what the 

most beautiful shape of a man should be, since only God knows that. 37 For Diirer, the 

concept of beauty is also moral. He says, 

"'Good' and 'better' in respect of beauty are not easy to discern, for it would be 
quite possible to make two different figures, neither of them conforming to the 
other, one stouter and the other thinner, and yet we scarce might be able to 
judge which of the two may excel in beauty. What Beauty is I know not, 
though it adheres to many things ... There is a right mean between too much and 
too little; strive to attain this in all your works. In calling something 'beautiful', 
I shall here apply the same standard as is applied to the 'right'. For as what all 
the world prizes as right we hold to be right, so what all the world esteems 
beautiful that will we also hold for beautiful and strive to produce. "38 

Diirer's 'moral' solution to beauty perhaps explains why he adopts typology as his 

method, and also his reluctance to adapt his abstract geometrical language to any 

specific moral interpretation. 

35Drafts for the Introduction to the Book on Human Proportion (1512-1513) in Con way (1889): 176 f. 

36This story was told by Diodorus of Sicily: Telec1es and Theodorus were two brother sculptors who 
each executed half of the statue of the Pythian Apollo in different locations which, when brought 
together, appeared so perfect that it seemed to be done by one man. See Ioannis Tzetzae (1826): 295-
296. 

37Conway (1889) : 176 f. 

38Ibid. 
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Numbers and measurements are important to Dtirer, but he is n6t totally 

unsympathetic to those who rely on the eye. He believes that if one learns the theory of 

measurements and attains understanding through practice, one can create with free 

certainty of hand and does not always need to measure everything. Dtirer stresses the 

importance of the free hand, for the prerequisite of an artist, after all, is his ability to 

draw. He says that even if someone had set down a good measurement before, and 

someone not knowing how to draw were to follow it, the latter would very likely spoil 

what he desires to make with his unskilled hand; while someone who has 

understanding in drawing could improve upon a well described figure before him.39 

Thus the role of measurement, the free hand and geometrical construction all 

complement each other in the art. Hence Dtirer concludes, 

"But if you lack a true foundation it is impossible for you to make aught aright 
and well, although you had the greatest practice of the world as to freedom of 
hand. For this is rather a slavery when it leads you astray . Wherefore, as there 
must be no freedom without art, so is art lost without practice. Hence, as 
aforesaid, the two must go together. It is therefore needful that a man learn to 
measure most artfully. He that can do so well makes wonderful things. The 
human figure cannot be outlined with rule or compass, but must be drawn from 
point to point, as above explained; and without true measurement no one can in 
any wise accomplish anything good. "40 

To sum up, Dtirer has broken away from the Pythagorean-Platonic-Vitruvian 

tradition to advocate both a geometrical and numerical empiricism. He has tried to 

formulate a formal language void of any symbolic and spiritual content for the study of 

human proportion. But the lack of a proper relationship between the signifier 

(geometry) and the signified (spirit) in the human body has led to two directions of 

developments. lOhe first is an organic empiricism based on the concept of function and 
~ r. 

usefulness which Dtirer has already endorsed by his study of the progressive 

proportions and also by saying, "Usefulness is an important part of beauty; whatever 

39Dtirer (1972): 208. 

40Ibid.: 329. 
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therefore is useless in a man is not beautiful."41 The representatives in this camp are 

Michelangelo and Vincenzo Danti (the latter takes his cue from the philosophy of 

Benedetto Varchi). The second is an organic symbolism based on the occult and 

astrological interpretations of temperaments and characters, the representatives being 

Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo (who attempts to synthesize both Dtirer and Cornelius 

Agrippa), Pomponius Gauricus and Giambattista della Porta. While the former relied 

on the physiological studies of anatomy, the latter was largely inspired by the 

metaphysical studies of physiognomy. I shall explain their approaches in the next 

chapter. 

41Drafts for the Introduction (1512-1513), Conway (1889): 176 f. 
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FIVE 

ANATOMY AND ANIMA: 

Theories of 'Qualitative' Proportion in the 16th century 

5.1 Vincenzo Danti and the Anatomical Theory of Perfect Proportion 

The organic and empirical development of proportional theory in the 16th century was a 

result of the Renaissance interest in anatomy, which examines the body as an exemplar for 

the manifestation of the cosmic order. The termfabrica - which was much in currency to 

describe the make-up of the body and the world - implies a metaphoric chain from the 

macro- to the micro-cosmos.) It is therefore not surprising that Renaissance artists were 

also among the first practitioners of anatomy: the Pollaiuolo Brothers, Verocchio, 

Signorelli, Bramante, Leonardo and Michelangelo. Indeed the great anatomist Vesalius 

complained that the press of artists at his lecture-demonstrations crowded out the bona-fide 

medical students.2 Their constructive passions led them to investigate the exact relationship 

of bone and sinew and to understand the building of the tissues and the frame of the body 

fabric. This intimate relationship between science and art has characterised the Renaissance 

as a unique period of cultural achievements; and the anatomical understanding of human 

proportion was also the key for the artistic accomplishments of Leonardo and 

Michelangelo, both reputed to have composed treatises on the subject, yet never 

recoverable. The earliest written document (which has survived only in fragment) inspired 
J2 
~ .f. 

1 For an historical a~ount of the idea of 'microcosm', see G. P. Conger (1922). For the meaning of the 
term Fabrica, see Varro, De L. L., VI, 77f. See also Francesco Alunno (1546-48) and Bruno Migliorini 
(1963): 364; cf. Andreas Vesalius (1543). 

2"Epistola Rationem ... Radicis Chynae" in Opera Omnia Anatomica & Chyrurgica (1725): vol. n, 680. 
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by this tradition, however, is a booklet composed by Michelangelo's pu}?il, Vincenzo 

Danti3: the first chapter of a treatise called Trattato delle Perfecte Proporzione. 

Although there is no evidence of direct contact between Danti and Michelangelo, 

some believe that the former went to Rome while still very young and worked under the 

direction of the latter and his pupil Daniele da Volterra.4 It is quite possible that Danti had 

spent some of his early years in Rome but there is no evidence confirming this sojourn and 

some even doubt whether he ever met the master fifty-five-years his senior.5 In any case, 

if they did meet, it would more likely be after 1552 since Danti writes in the Preface of the 

Trattato that, 

"It is infinite sorrow for him not to have more time of his age to practise the resolute 
drawing [after the manner of Michelangelo):since, having already passed twenty 
two years and almost the flower of my youth when, by means of the knowledge 
and greatness of such a great man, to attend to this art and the imitation of him 
[Michelangelo) I resolved, he has not made that profit, which he believes he will 

3Vincenzo Danti was born in 1530 of a long-established family of artists and literati. His grandfather, 
Piervincenzo Ranaldi, was a goldsmith and architect and had translated Giovanni Sacrobosco's (John of 
Hollywood) De Sfera (an important astronomical treatise for the studies of optics in the Quattrocento) into 
Italian . Vincenzo was a namesake from his grandfather and the name Danti was believed to have been 
adopted because of his admiration for Dante Alighieri . (See F. P. Fiore (1986». Piervincenzo's daughter 
(Vincenzo's aunt), Teodora, had written a commentary on Euclid's Elements and a treatise on painting. Her 
brother Giulio (Vincenzo's father) was also a goldsmith, bronze caster and architect by profession, and had 
written treatises on engineering and architectural ornament. (All these treatises are lost. See M. Daly Davis 
(1982): 63-84.). Vincenzo's brother, Carlo Pellegrino (who entered the Dominican order in 1555 with the 
name Egnazio), was perhaps the most prolific writer of all the Dantis and had published, among his work 
on the astrolabe and anemoscope, editions of Euclid's Prospettiva, Vignola's Due regole delta prospettiva, 
Proclo Liceo's Sfera, Latino Orsini's Trattato del radio Latino, and his grandfather's translation of Giovanni 
Sacrobosco's Sfera. 

;if 

4Lione Pascoli (1730): 289; (1732): 138. 

5Danti definitely went to Rome in 1554 to work with Priori on a silver gilded trophy. In Rome he stayed 
with the sculptor Panfilio Marchesi and collaborated with Vignola on two statues. He left for Florence in 
1557 and was apprenticed to Bandinelli to learn the techniques of sculpture in marble. In 1560 he won the 
competition for the Fontana di Netuno with his entry l'Onore ehe vinee l'lnganno (now in the Museo 
Nazionale del Bargello in Florence), a group of grand figures in marble executed for Sforza Almeni, who 
introduced him to the court and thus put him in contact with Vasari and the great Florentine scholar 
Benedetto Varchi. 'HIe most significant moment for Danti which earned him recognition by the ambient 
Florentines was Michelangelo's funeral in 1564, when he prepared a schematic drawing for the catafalque 
erected in S. Lorenzo. Only two months later, Danti was nominated consul to the Accademia Fiorentina del 
Disegno, together with Michelangelo's biographer Ascanio Condivi. The immediate honour to both men 
was perhaps a token of respect for the dead master. See Summers (1981) : 24. 
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never be able to make, that he would have peradventure been able to, if it had 
happened otherwise, imitating him [Michelangelo] of his most beautiful manner. "6 

Danti praises Michelangelo almost as a demigod throughout the piece and attributes all his 

ideas on proportion to the great master. Michelangelo is known to be very critical about 

Dtirer's work on proportion. He advocates instead a more subjective approach which relies 

almost solely on the artist's judgement - the "compass of the eye", as he calls it.? Thus 

unlike Dtirer's empirical investigation which never questions the validity of the classical 

doctrine, the empiricism in Danti perhaps epitomizes the crisis of faith in classical theory by 

adopting a more flexible and subjective approach in human proportion.8 There is moreover 

another source of influence on Danti: the great humanist philosopher Benedetto Varchi, 

who was a good friend of Michelangelo.9 Varchi, as I said before (Chapter 3.1), was a 

great arbitrator in the comparison of the different arts; but his contribution to 16th century 

culture was the popularisation of Aristotelian philosophy resulting in a poetic colouring to 

theories of art. 10 In this regard, Danti's treatise is no exception. 

The Trattato was published in Florence in 1567 and dedicated to the Duke of 

Florence and SieDa, Cosimo de' Medici. 11 It consists of 15 chapters in the First Book. 

6Yincenzio Danti (1567): Prefazione, "E per vero dire, a me duole infinitamente non piu per tempo della 
mia eta essermi di esercitare il disegno risoluto: conciossia che, avendo gia passato ventidue anni e quasi il 
fiore della mia prima giovanessa quando, mediamente la cognizione e grandezza di tant'uomo, ad attendere a 
quest'arti et all'imitazione di lui mi disposi, non ho fatto quel profitto, ne credo di poter fare giamai , che 
averei per aventura potuto fare, se altrimenti fusse aventuto, imitando la di costui bellissima maniera." 

7Por Michelangelo's ideas, see Summers (1981). 

8See R. 1. Clements (1954): 324-336; and Summers (1981). 

)2 
9 It was Benedettb Yarchi who read the funeral oration for Michelangelo. Yarchi died in the following year 
and according to Yasari, Danti occupied the former's cell in the monastery of S. Maria degli Angeli . (Cf. 
Yasari (1906) : YII, 633) As Barocchi points out in her commentary to Danti's Tra ttato , there are many 
similarities between Danti's ideas and Yarchi's critical Aristotelian philosophy. It is very likely that the 
latter was the spiritual guiding force for the former in his formulation of the Trattato . 

IOCf. Mahon (1947) and S. Rossi (1972) : 127-47. 

11 During the follO;lfing five years, Danti had a flourishing career. Besides being a renowned sculptor in 
bronze and marble, he was in charge of a foundry for cannons in 1571 and worked (as reported by his brother 
Egnazio) also on an oval plan for the church of S. Lorenzo of the Escorial (then under construction) which 
was sent direct by Cosimo to Philip 11. Some even believe he went to Spain. While this might be 
doubtful, he was certainly in the commission of the Accademia del Disegno, assembled in June 1572 with 
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The influence of Aristotle is obvious in the title which reads, "11 Primo Libro di Tratatto 

delle Perfecte Proporzioni di tutte le cose che imitare e ritrarre si possano con l'arte del 

disegno." Danti makes a distinction between imitare and ritrarre. 12 The contrast between 

the two comes from Aristotle's comparison between poetry and history in the Poetics. 

Aristotle distinguishes the poet's function so as to describe, not the thing that has 

happened, but a kind of thing that might happen, i.e. what is possible as being probable or 

necessary. The distinction between history and poetry consists in that one describes the 

thing that has been while the other a kind of thing that might be. Aristotle hence considers 

poetry "more philosophic and of graver import than history, since its statements are of the 

nature rather of universals, whereas those of history are singulars" (1451 a-b). Danti 

regards 'poetry' as imitare and 'history' as ritrarre. He says, "Similarly, 'to imitate' and 'to 

portray', which work by these arts, have the same terms: that is, that the things which we 

see to be perfect we will 'portray'; and those which can be imperfect we will 'imitate', not 

making them imperfect as they are, but in that perfection which they would have to be."13 

The idea of rendering a portrait better than its subject had also been entertained by 

Aristotle when he e xplains the idea of the characters in Tragedy as follows, "As Tragedy is 

an imitation of personages better than the ordinary man, we in our way should follow the 

B. Ammannati, A. Bronzino, V. de Rossi, F. Sangallo and Z. Lastricati to express opinion on 22 drawings 
prepared for the church. Their comments were sent to Vignola for a synthesis which was then presented to 
Gregory XIII. 

l2The idea of imitation (mimesis) has a long history in art that goes back to classical philosophy (Cf. 
Koller (1954)) . Plato, for example, regards imitation as a semblance and not a true copy of nature. His 
hierarchical conception of reality - ideal forms , visible objects and images - puts art in a vulnerable position 
as interpretatioljY;:and therefore should be guarded against its possible corruption of the mind (the 
metaphysical fou~ndation of the concept of imitation is explained in the 10th book of the Republic. Cf. 
Verdenius (1953)). Aristotle, however, discusses more positively the importance of the mimetic aspect of 
art in the Poetics where he talks about the origin of poetry (1448 b 4-9). He argues that the delight in 
imitation is shown by experience since one learns from seeing a picture and gathers the meaning with one's 
previous knowledge of the object of imitation and adds, "It was through their original aptitude, and by a 
series of improvements for the most part gradual on their first efforts, that they created poetry out of their 
improvisations." (1448 b 20-24) 

13Danti, op. cit.: ~p. XIII, "Perciocche 10 imitare et il ritrarre intendo io che abbiano tra loro la differenza 
che ha la poesia con la storia ... Parimente I'imitatre et il ritrarre, che per queste arti si fanno , hanno i 
medesimi telmini; cioe, che le cose le quali veggiamo essere perfette ritrarremo, e quello che possono esser 
imperfette imiteremo, non le facendo imperfette come elle sono, ma in quella perfessione che arebbono a 
essere." 
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example of good portrait-painters, who reproduce the distinctive features of a man, and at 

the same time, without losing the likeness, make him handsomer than he is." (1454 b 8-10) 

Aristotle extends this analogy to the moral qualities of characters: "The poet in like manner, 

in portraying men quick or slow to anger, or with similar infirmities of character, must 

know how to represent them as such, and at the same time as good men, as Agathon and 

Homer have represented Achilles." (1454 B 12-14) The inseparable connection between 

'beautiful' and 'good' is also a theme taken up by Danti towards the end of his exposition. 

Danti thinks that the need for art to 'imitate', i.e. to make perfect what is seen as 

imperfect, stems from the idea that things are of three classes: divine, natural and human. 

While divine things are always perfect in proportion, natural and human things may be 

either perfect or imperfect depending on the proportion of their ingredients. While nature 

always intends to manufacture things in a perfect order, they may not be so because of 

accidents or circumstances. Human works, however, with 'the gifts of free will' and 'the 

intelligence from God', augmented with 'the means of experience', can know and avoid the 

elements of disorder and imperfection by imitating the perfect order manifested in the 

perfection of nature. Therefore, with 'the means of art, and in particular, sculpture, 

painting and architecture', human things can be more perfect than those produced by nature 

(Cap. I). Danti proceeds to argue that among the products of nature, man is more perfect 

and more difficult to compose, so in human artificial endeavours i.e. the art of drawing, 

which imitates nature, the human figure is likewise the more perfect and more difficult 

subject (Cap. Ill). The way to know whether the proportions are perfect or imperfect is 

through the knowledge of 'the use and cause of the things' (Cap. IV). 'Proportion consists 
p" 
~ f . 

in their fitness,that is, the efficient cause of corporeal beauty' (Cap. V). And since 

different members in a body are of different qualities, they embody different proportions 

and different beauties. The whole is considered pelfect when all its members come together 

to be perfectly proportioned. In the human body, therefore, 'beauty shines in the members 
'>\':I 

which acquire the fitness nature has given them for their particular purposes' (Cap. V). 

And this fitness is in their movement to perform and operate. Hence it follows that 
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although each age has its own beauty and proportion - the child, the adolescent, the youth, , 

the adult and the aged - the most perfect stage is in the youth, when the members are the 

fittest to acquire their purposes (Cap, VI), In addition to this exterior corporeal beauty, 

Danti argues that there is an interior criterion - grace - which is 'comprehended through the 

intellect and seen by the ingenuity and judgment', because it comes from 'the beauty of the 

mind'. For this reason, it is often seen in men of imperfect composition (Cap. VII). 

Summarizing these arguments, Danti then explains the causes why the well proportioned 

things please more and appear more beautiful. The first and principal reason is that 'by 

instinct from nature, one loves the good and hates the evil'. The second reason is that all 

well proportioned things, according to the proposition in the previous discussion, are 

beautiful, and 'all beautiful things are good' (Cap. VIII). The logic of Danti's argument 

shows his affiliation with Varchi's philosophy and hence with this induction of the 

Varchian 'ordine', he builds up a theory of proportion both functional in character and 

moral in tone. 14 

It is only logical next for Danti to advocate anatomy as the true means to the 

knowledge of the ' perfect proportion of animal bodies, because it enables one to 'acquaint 

oneself and speculate on the use of the different parts of the body' . 'This speculation and 

acquaintance will uncover a stable and precise term, where one can assign to all the parts 

and the whole by a firm rule to compose proportionally, and not less to its point, one can 

resort to the 'compasses of judgement', than to the term of the orders of architecture with 

the 'material compasses': and this will be the purpose of perfect proportions.' (Cap. IX) 

The order on which proportion depends, according to Danti, pertains more to quality than 
}hI 

to quantity. For example, proportion 'divides the things which come before or after, or 

more or less, without regard to how much they contend with each other in quantity', 

Accordingly, 'proportions of the unequal things will always be more artful and will cause 

greater beauty than those equal, because the unequal things bring the difference and variety 

14Cf. Varchi, Opere, especially the section "De amore" and "Sulla generazione del corpo umano" , 
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more integrally which is one of the principal causes by which the compositions appear in , 

greater and rarer beauty.' (Cap. X) This should by no means be taken to suggest total 

rejection of quantity and measurements in proportion. Danti believes that 'proportion is 

principally divided in different parts of quality and different parts of quantity' . He merely 

says that his proposition will serve the proportion in the parts of quality more than that of 

quantity, in painting and in sculpture, 'because [those] in the figures of things held for rest 

have to be better understood than [those] in the quantity of the things'. He compares order 

to proportion as the characters, letters, or syllables to grammar in language. One must learn 

the former before the latter (Cap. X). 

The crux of this discussion is the comparison between qualitative and quantitative 

proportion. In an attempt to free the artist from the fixation of numerical quantities, Danti 

here seems again to invoke Aristotle. In the Poetics, Aristotle compares the 'plot' of 

Tragedy as a prior order before 'diction' and 'characters', drawing also a parallel in 

painting where he says, "the most beautiful colours laid on without order will not give one 

the same pleasure as a simple black-and-white sketch of a portrait." (1450 b) When 

Aristotle comes to the construction of a plot, he draws on the example of the order of 

beauty, attributing the importance of size and magnitude as analogous to the length of a 

plot. He says, "Again: to be beautiful, a living creature, and every whole made up of parts, 

must not only present a certain order in its arrangement of parts, but also be of a certain 

definite magnitude. Beauty is a matter of size and order, and therefore impossible either (1) 

in a very minute creature, since our perception becomes indistinct as it approaches 

instantaneity; or (2) in creature of vast size - one, say, 1000 miles long - as in that case, 
i{~' 

instead of the ~bbject being seen all at once, the unity and wholeness of it is lost to the 

beholder." (1450 b 35 - 1451 a) In other words, there is a right scale in beauty . When 

Danti says his proposition of the order serves the proportion of the parts in quality better, 

he is referring only to painting and sculpture, but not architecture. In fact he admits later on 

that since 'archftecture consists of points and lines, to which one can proceed easily with 

measures', it can be proportioned with rules and orders formulated by them (Cap. XI). 
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At this point, Danti brings up another controversial topic - the dispute concerning 

which art is greater. That 'disputa' had in fact been started in the fifteenth century. Varchi 

was perhaps the first to rekindle the debate around the middle of the Cinquecento with his 

Della Maggioranza delle Arti by ranking medicine first, and architecture second. 15 As 

regards the comparison between painting and sculpture, his position was somewhat 

indifferent. Despite Michelangelo's assertive reply to Varchi in stating the supremacy of 

sculpture, Danti, notwithstanding his own status as a sculptor, sides with Varchi's opinion 

by acknowledging architecture to be 'of much greater artifice and perfection' among 

painting and sculpture 'because it does not imitate in the manner of the other two.' At the 

same time, he tries to draw a balance among the three by attributing to their interdependence 

on disegno. In the course of his discussion, he almost reverts to his former position when 

he argues that the proportions of painting and sculpture are not dependent on quantitative 

measure because of 'the variety of attitudes and movements', but rather on an 'intellectual 

measure' and therefore have no precise rules; while architecture can be proportioned by 

measure and the given rules, 'anyone who can draw two lines can play the architect'. 

Insisting on the importance of movement, Danti refutes once again both ancient and modern 

attempts to compose a rule of measures of the human body: 'those measure in the human 

body has no perfect place, therefore it is mobile from its principal to its end, that is, it has 

no stable proportion itself.' Praising Michelangelo for his command of the knowledge in 

anatomy, Danti affirms thaUt is the hue means to beautiful proportions in the figures. 

Having formulated the framework for a theory of proportion, Danti then applies it to 

other things in n~ture - inanimate bodies (Cap. XII), plants (Cap. XIII) and animals (Cap. 
~ f. 

XIV) - and confirms that the idea of the perfect constituted in 'the fitness to acquire its 

purpose' is valid for all. The biological comparison again shows influence from 

15See Chapter 3.1, note 8. 
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Aristotle. 16 Lastly he turns to the problem of artifice and points out that perfection or , 
imperfection can be generated by two causes: 'that is, by the material of which the thing is 

composed or by the artifice which composes it.' It is necessary that both 'the material is fit 

to receive the perfection of the composition of the figure' and 'the hands of the artificer are 

capable of expressing the concept of the perfect composition' in order to produce an artifice 

of perfect proportion (Cap. XV). This artifice consists of ritrarre and imitare. Danti 

elaborates their difference again in the last chapter (XVI). He advocates the theory 'not 

only to painters and sculptors' but also to 'all men that truly have the natural instinct, with 

the artifice of science, as Michelangelo does, who without doubt would produce great 

fruits, as he has done so above all other men.' Before closing the Prima Libra, Danti 

outlines all the contents of the other fourteen books as follows: 

'2. on bones, and in general a short collection of all the anatomy of the human body; 3. 

briefly on the anatomy of the interior; 4. on muscles of the head; 5. on muscles which 

move the shoulder, the arm and the hand; 6. on muscles which move the back, the thorax 

and the abdomen; 7. on muscles which move the thigh, the leg and the foot, and discuss 

the number, the pface, the figure and the use of all these muscles . And some of these 

books have reproduced drawings and their figures, in principle of every chapter; 8. the use 

of all the members of the human body; 9. the causes of the figures of all the superficial 

parts; 10. on the attitudes and movements; 11. on the signs of the effects; 12. on the 

historical compositions, drapery and other ornaments; 13. on landscapes and animals, and 

all the things which pertain to landscapes; 14. on the proportions of architecture derived 

from the proportion of the human body; 15. on the practice of these arts in general.' 

Unfortunately none of these books have been recovered. There is some doubt whether 

Danti had ever written them (the majority of historians believe he did). Margaret Daly 

16Cf. Aristotle (1992): De partibus animalium, chapter 5, 645b, 20, 19, "Consequently the body too is in a 
way for the sake of the soul, and the parts are for the sake of the functions in relation to which each has 
naturally grown." 
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Davis has tried to reconstruct the contents based on the probable sources of Danti's ideas. 17 

The poetic tinge of Danti's theory is a reflection of the general trend of art theories in the 

second half of the Cinquecento, deriving from both the empirical anatomical knowledge of 

the human body as well as poetical concepts in the humanistic tradition. The balance of 

both aspects in its theoretical composition is unique among Renaissance theories of art. It 

is also the first to argue for a 'qualitative' proportion in the humanistic sense - one that does 

not rely on numbers and quantitative measures of body parts. In the transition from 

humanistic to scientific thinking in the 16th century, Danti's treatise therefore represents an 

attempt to integrate both science and art. 

5.2 Astrology and Physiognomy 

While anatomy seeks definitive knowledge of the human body by direct violation of 

its tissues and organization, there are other methods, inextricably linked with the medical 

tradition since antiquity, which purport to knowledge of the internal working of the body 

otherwise inaccessible to anatomical dissection. These are astrology and physiognomy 

which also had a strong impact on theories of proportion since the 16th century. The 

rationale of astrology, reformulated on Neoplatonic cosmology, is a theory of macro- and 

micro-cos m which find its application in medicine: 18 Man, who represents the world in 

summarized form, is influenced by cosmic forces, which are combined in his make-up in 

the same proportion as the universe; hence astronomical calculations determine the fate of a 

patient. The Greek principle of melothesia prescribes ruling of different zodiacal signs and 

planets over different parts of the body which the physician or surgeon must know in order 

to operate accoJ-dingly. Illustration of this idea could be found as early as the eleventh 
~.f. 

17See Davis (1982). 

18The idea of macroJitosm and microcosm is clearly seen in Macrobius' statement: "The world is man writ 
large and man is the world writ small." See Macrobius (1952): n, 12. The medieval transmission of this 
theory was by way of Boethius and developed by Bernard of Tours (Silvestris) in his De mundi universitate 
libri duo sive megacosmus et microcosmus written between 1145 and 1153. On the relation with medicine, 
see Ernest Wickersheimer (1963): 157-177. 
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century 19 but the most famous picture is the miniature of a zodiacal man illuminated by the 

Limburg Brothers for Jean de France, Duc de Berry, in his Tres Riches Heures done about 

1416 (Fig. 23).20 Representation of the zodiacal man carrying the astro-medical theme 

perhaps culminated in the seventeenth century in Silvestro Giannotti's ceiling carving of an 

array of stellar demigods around the central figure of Apollo (the inventor of medicine) in 

the astronomical theatre of the Archiginnasio at Bologna (Fig. 24). An important doctrine 

in the astrological theory of medicine is on humours and temperaments which are thought 

of as the products of the necessary preponderance of one of the four elements: earth, water, 

air and fire - of which the body, like the rest of the world, is made. The connection 

between astrology and humours is well stated by the Venerable Bede (675-735) in his 

meditations on the calendar: "Man himself, whom the wise call 'microcosmos' (that is, a 

little world) has a body wholly tempered by qualities which surely imitate the individual 

humours of which it is composed, as if it were following the seasons by which it is 

dominated. "21 The elements are kept apart or attracted to each other by the dialectic 

principles of philotis (or eros) and poleimon which sustain the order of the whole world 

fabric effecting bQth its permanence and continuous flux.22 From the four elements are 

composed the four humours of the body - blood, phlegm, choler and melancholy - and 

hence the four temperaments: sanguine, phlegmatic, choleric and melancholic. 

Unlike astrology which seeks correlation between man and the heavenly bodies, 

physiognomy tries to establish the relations between characters and temperaments through 

19Bibl. Nat. , ms. 7028 , fol. 154, reproduced in Fig. 13 of Seznec (1953): 63 . This image pictures the sun 
at the centre of the twelve zodiac signs, each marked with its own name and the name of the body parts 
which it controls . 

20See H. Bober (1948): 1-34. 
~~ 

21"Ven. Beda" in 1. -Po Migne, ed ., PL 90: col. 457. 

22Ibid. 14: col. 164b, Div. Ambro. "Hexam." 
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external bodily signs. 23 Many ancient writers have written on the subject including 

Apuleius (2nd c .), Polemon (3rd c.) and Adamantius (4th c.). The first systematic 

teaching, however, is attributed to Aristotle which became very popular in the Middle Ages 

after Bartolomaeus de Messana (active 13th c.) translated it into Latin.24 The Greco-

Roman tradition emphasizes the zoomorphological aspect of the study by drawing analogies 

between the physical resemblances of man and animal. It was adopted by several medieval 

thinkers, the most influential being Albert the Great.25 According to this doctrine, the 

analogy provides the basis for interpretation of characters: a man is thought to be 

courageous because his face resembles that of a lion; he is timid because he looks like a 

timid animal such as a hare. Another branch of physiognomy, developed from Arabic 

sources, became more popular in the Middle Ages which incorporates astrological and 

occult beliefs. It found wide applications - from choosing ministers to purchasing slaves26 

- and was sanctioned by Michael the Scot (court astrologer of Emperor Fedreric 11)27 and 

several medical books including the Secretum Secretorum28 and the Liber Alamansorius. 

These two trends - the classical and the Arabic - remained separate until Peter d'Abano 

(Petrus da Apono) systematically synthesized them in his Liber Complicationis Phisionomie 

(1295) and the Conciliator (1310).29 The latter influenced Michele Savonarola (physician 

to the Mqrquis Nicolas III d'Este in Ferrara) heavily in his Speculum Physionomiae (c. 

1450), a remarkable work trying to unite physiognomy and medicine. Savonarola adds 

23See Richard Foerster (1893), Lynn Thorndike (1923-58): vol. 3-4, G. Sarton (1927-48), Elizabeth C. 
Evans (1969) and J, Baltrusaitus (1957) . 

}2 

24This pseudo-Ari~totelian text was the source for several ancient texts on the subject which are lost. 

25 This is included in Albertus Magnus' Book IT De Animalibus. 

26Cf. the selection of soldier recruits taught by Vegetius. See Vegetius I, 5-7. 

27Michael Scotus (1477). [De secretis naturae] or libellus de secretis naturae, 1648 in Albertus Magnus 
(1648). 

28Secretum Secretorum (1977). 

29Petrus da Apono (1526), Conciliator (1985), also Decisiones physionomiae ... (1548). 
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animal analogy to the correspondence between elements and complexions, thus: au

sanguine-monkey, water-phlegmatic-lamb, fire-choleric-lion and earth-melancholy-swine. 

The Renaissance saw revived interest on physiognomy with a profusion of reprints of the 

ancient texts. The representative work during this period is the Bolognese physician and 

hermetic philosopher Bartolomeo Cocles' Chyromantie ac Physionomie Anastasis (1503) 

which includes an introduction by the anatomist Alessandro Achillini.30 

The impact of these theories on the artistic productions of the Renaissance can be 

seen in Leonardo's studies for the Trivulzio monument showing some warriors as 

assimilated images of lions or dragons. His 'Adoration' of Karlsruhe has three figures of 

saints with animal attributes. Another example would be Dtirer's woodcuts. Although 

Dtirer had reservations about applying the principle of animal analogy literally - for he says 

when one speaks of someone having the air of a lion or a bear, one judges according to the 

expression rather than a physical resemblance3) - he did not reject the humoral principle in 

physiognomy. Indeed, the characterisation of temperaments purely by physiognomical 

means seems to be an innovation of his. Der VerzweiJelnde (The Desperate Man) (Fig. 25) 

depicts the four humoral temperaments through four figures while Melencolia I (Fig. 26) 

also portrays a similar theme of humoral characters.32 G.P. Gallucci even adds a fifth 

book on expression and character in his Italian translation of Dtirer's Vier Bucher in 

1591.33 

30Cocles' book cites all the usual authorities including Aristotle, Polemon and Savonarola. A major part 
of it deals with astrplogy, divination and other Arabic contributions. Physiognomy was also studied by the 

~ . 
prominent Renaissance philosopher Marsilio Ficino who recorded an entry "Physiognomia" in his catalogue 
of 1474, although the nature of this work remains unclear. 

3 1 Dtirers (1893): Il, 458. 

32For an analysis of Melencolia I, see Klibansky, Panofsky and Saxl (1964). 

33Gallucci quotes various classical authors including Aristotle, Homer, Virgil, Petrarca and Seneca on 
various aspects of de:picting characters: images of strong/weak men etc. In the last chapter he explains the 
concept of beauty and proportion in the human body according to Marsilio Ficino. He says in his 
dedication, "ma li ho aggionto il quinto libro necessarissimo alIi studiosi di questa facolta, nel quale 
s'insegna con l'auttorita de Filosofi, & Poeti con quai colori, & lineamenti si possano spiegare le passioni 
dell'animo degli huomini si naturali, si accidentali: il che a pochi Pittori e manifesto." 
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On a theoretical level, the relation of physiognomy to art is explicitly explained by 

Pomponius Gauricus in the "Physiognomy"34 chapter of his De Sculptura in which he 

says, 

"Physiognomy is a method by which we observe and deduce qualities of the mind 
according to the signs of the body. As the proverb says, one knows the artisan 
from his tools and the nature of the master from his house. Now this rule is 
reversible (antistrophon) and can be taken in another sense. It will be wholly 
indispensable to the sculptor because we will either have to produce the image 
according to the living model. .. or have to imagine the appearance of the dead 
according to their well attested moral characters ... We have seen with pleasure that 
this has been done by Veronius for Catullus, Vitruvius, Macrus, Celsus and Pliny 
whom one thereby assumes as fellow citizens. It is indeed hardly possible to 
express in words all the service which physiognomy renders to the sculptor, and 
not only to the sculptors, but to all mankind. "35 

Gauricus' intention to use physiognomy as a tool to reconstruct the famous dead - his aim 

for art to perpetuate great men - could be compared with Leonardo's fabrication of the ideal 

and the imaginary, who also wrote an essay called De Fisonomia e Chiromanzia. 36 

Leonardo's famous studies of the grotesque heads can be seen as a formal exercise on the 

variations of proportions and types corresponding to the different expressions and emotions 

(Fig. 27).37 

34It may be important to note that Gauricus' brother, Lucas, was an astrologer who re-edited Pomponius' 
chapter of physiognomy later in 1551. He might therefore have some contribution in this part of the 
treatise. Gauricus' acknowledged sources were Aristotle and Adamantius. 

35Gauricus (1969) : Chapter 2, 'De Physiognomonia', 129, "Ea autem est certa quedam obseruatio, Qua ex 
iis que cOl'pori insunt signis, animorum etiam qualitates denotamus, solent enim ut in prouerbio est, 
Artificem instrumenta Dominum qualis sit domus ostendere, Id autem quoniam antistropon est, 
commutacionemque patitur, Erti quidem sculptori quam maxime necessarium, Namque bel ex uiuentium 
cOl'poribus effigiesj mitabimur, ... Vel Mortuorum praesentias ex notissimis eorum moribus imaginabimur, 
, .. et eiusmodi Quetnadmodum a Veronensibus in Catullo, Vitruuio, Macro, Celso, Plinioque, quos sibi 
ciues uendicant, Factitatum ips nos nuper festiue spectavimus . Vix iam certe uerbis explicari posset, 
quantum statuario usum praestet Physiognomonia, nec Statuariis modo sed et omni generi humano," 

36Cf. Jean Paul Richter (1977) : vol. 1,344-345. 

37These experiments attempted to establish the aesthetic and expressive effects appropriate to the different 
physiognomic forms invented by extrapolating from observations of the physiologic and anatomic 
mechanics. As I ha~~ tried to show in Dtirer, his systematic distortion of the human figure is formal and 
geometrical and not anatomo-physiological, i.e. a face is made beautiful or ugly, young or old, laughing or 
weeping by manipulating its measures without accounting for the anatomical and physiological 
mechanisms behind. Now physiognomy permits the plausible and scientific representation of characters. It 
provides a check list which guides the artist in making the appropriate choices to achieve 'decorum'. 
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The connection between physiognomy and proportion has been mentioned in an 

anonymous Latin physiognomic treatise of the third or fourth century. As part of the 

physiognomic study, it recommends measuring the distance from the umbilicus to the chest 

and from the chest to the neck.38 The relation was made more explicit by Michele 

Savonarola who rationalized physiognomic precepts with medical knowledge to establish a 

more scientific base for its relation to the concept of symmetria. One of these connecting 

notions is the doctrine of mediocritas which regards the equilibrium and the means of two 

extreme contrary deformations as the ideal and that perfect forms are always indices of 

commendable qualities. Under this doctrine, people in the north are considered tall, 

choleric and naive, while those in the south are short, dry and crafty. But people in the 

middle, such as the Italians and the Greeks - according to Gauricus (speaking with some 

national pride perhaps) - are most agreeable in their qualities. 39 Gauricus also affirms that 

it is always a good sign that the means are confirmed statistically. Deviations from this 

mean in excess or lack would be considered physical defects. This principle was employed 

in another form of art - caricature - which began to flourish towards the end of the 16th 

century. 

The diffusion of animal physiognomic ideas and its flourishing in various art forms 

were due to the success of another publication: Giambattista della Porta's treatise Della 

Fisonomia dell'Huomo in 1586. Porta's treatise follows the Aristotelian tradition. He 

affirms the principle of correspondence between the body and the soul by saying, 

"Therefore the disposition of the body responds to the power and virtue of the soul. 
Thus the soul and the body with all correspondences entangle between themselves, 
that one js the cause of joy, the other of sorrow. Nature never makes an animal that 
has the bbdy of one and the soul of another animal, that is, a wolf, or a lamb, which 
has the soul of a dog, and a lion, but the wolf and the lamb have the soul of a wolf 

>~ 

38Foerster (1893): If; 85 , "emetiendum quoque est spatium ab umbilico usque ad pectoris finem; item a 
pectoris fine usque ad originem colli." 

390auricus, op. cit.: 133. 
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and lamb. Therefore it follows necessarily that in each such body 'there dwells a 
soul which is proper to its species. "40 

Porta even associates historical figures with animals. He compares Plato with the dog, 

Socrates with the hart, and Vitellius with the owl (Fig. 28). The shared trait between Plato 

and the dog is the high nose which denotes unaffectedness and good sense. The snub nose 

in both Aristotle and the hart, however, reveals luxuriance. Finally, the big head in 

Vitellius and the owl indicates a stupefied spirit and an indocile character. Porta moreover 

depicts different types of human face after different animals: e.g., lion-man or ox-man (Fig. 

29). 

There are two sections in Porta which discuss proportion and beauty. The first one 

deals with the measurements of bodies and is contained in Book IV Chapter X. Porta 

begins by saying that no body is great or small absolutely but only in comparison with the 

mean. There are two factors which affect our judgment. The first is that the mean varies in 

different climates and locations, with taller northern er and shorter southerner. The second 

is that given two bodies of the same height, the stoutness and thinness of the bodies 

themselves affect -their appearances of being great or small. He then proposes to measure 

the body according to a straight line stretched between the summit of the hair to the heel and 

divided in 32 equal parts. This is different from Dtirer's or Pacioli's ten divisions. 

Whereas the tenth in both Dtirer and Pacioli corresponds to the face height, Porta does not 

explain the choice of the number 32. He cites Vittorino in the proportional fractions of 

different members in a well-formed body and speaks later on of a just measure which a 

'square' (quadrato) body should not exceed - 4 (quadrato) cubits or 96 digits (l cubit = 24 

digits). AnyoHe with a shorter measure will be called round (rotondi). He then quotes 
~ ," 

400iambattista dell a Porta (1598): Libro Primo, Cap. Il, 'Della vincedevol corrispondenza, che ha l'anima 
insieme col corpo', "Dunque la disposition del corpo risponde alle potenze, e virtu dell'anima, anzi l'anima 
& il corpo con tanta"corrispondenza s'amano fra loro, che l'uno e cagio del gaudio, e del dolor dell'altra. Ne 
mai la Natura fece un'animal, che hauesse il corpo di uno, & l'anima di un'altro animale, cioe un lupo, 
overo agnello che hauesse anima di cane, e di Leone, ma il lupo, e l'agnello han l'anima di lupo, e di 
agnello; onde per cos a necessaria ne segue, che in tal corpo se gli conviene tal anima convenevole alia sua 
specie." 
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Cornelius Celsus's opinion that a square body is one which is neither thin nor fat. Porta 

also seems to have a curious preference for small bodies. He says that small men are 

precipitous because the distance between the heart and the brain is smaller, therefore 

allowing them to act more quickly. People with short bodies, he believes, are thus more 

gifted and learned than those with long ones. He even supports this with examples from 

animals: the bee, the ant and the spider are more ingenious than the big animals. A vicenna, 

he quotes, says that where nature has given less to the physical body, it supplies with 

ingenuity. Porta also illustrates his argument with examples from historical figures. 

Porta speaks about the beauty of the face in Chapter XI. After comparing different 

philosophical views on beauty, he affirms that according to an old physiognomical axiom, 

the proper disposition of the body parts demonstrates a proper disposition of habits . 

Therefore, what is evident in the body is also shown by the soul. He says, 

"Beauty is a measured disposition of the bodily members, which is the model and 
image of that of the soul. The parts inside have the same composition as those 
outside and those that have a similar action demonstrate a similar form on the 
outside. That is because nature has fabricated the body conformed to the effects of 
the soul. "41 

The correlation between body and soul, according to Porta, is a mark of divine approval 

because "Beauty is said to be a gift from God and those who possess it can be said to have 

possessed a great part of his favour. "42 The moral aspect of beauty becomes even more 

explicit when Porta says there is another kind of beauty which "shows a spirited and 

congruent concordance of parts, as in the symmetry of order, proportion of members, 

temperance and liveliness of well-arranged and combined humours, which display the 

noblest custom.s: and soul; and even though it may not engage the eye with a lascivious 
~ ,f . 

41 Ibid. : Libro Quarto, Cap. XI, 'De belli , e brutti do voHo', 257, "La bellezza e una misurata dispositione 
de i membri del corpo, & che e modello, & imagine di quell a dell'anima, le parti di dentro hanno la 
medesima compositione, che le parti di fuori, e quelli che hanno una simili attione, dimostrano di fuori una 
simil forma. Perci0~he (come habbiamo spesse volte detto) la natura ha fabricato il corpo conforme it gli 
effettti dell'animo." 

42Ibid.: "La bellezza dicono di Dio, e quelli che la possedono si pub dir che possedono gran parte del suo 
favore." 
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beauty, it will at least attract it and hold it with a docile bondage. This beauty is that which 

draws to itself all the virtues and rejects every vice. "43 He then substantiates this by saying 

that Proclo Licio (Proclus) proves that everything beautiful is by nature good and 

everything ugly bad. This is not only true in man, but diffused also in stones, plants and 

flowers. The natural cause for the ugly to be bad, Porta argues, is the distemperance of the 

humours in a body which renders its parts badly composed. The distemperance of the 

humours gives rise to the vices and the bad customs, therefore the bad customs proceed 

from ugliness. Porta's argument is entirely based on the humoral system. This, together 

with the relationship between beauty and the soul, were also the themes taken up by his 

contemporary, the blind Milanese painter and theorist, Giovan Paolo Lomazzo, who 

formulates the most extensive art theory at the end of the 16th century. 

5.3 Lomazzo and the Theory of Proportion of the Soul 

5.3.1. The Trattato 

Lomazzo summarizes his ideas in two closely connected books - Trattato dell'Arte 

della Pittura (1584) and Idea del Tempio della Pittura (1590) - which share a similar theme 

and approach.44 In the Trattato, he begins with a philosophical explanation for the division 

of his work. He says that in all arts and sciences there are two kinds of orderly procedure: 

nature and teaching. Whereas nature begins with the imperfect (or the particular) and 

progresses to the perfect (or the universal), teaching proceeds the other way round because 

the particulars are innumerable and can only be known by God. Therefore he subdivides 

his treatise into two parts. The first part deals with the universals: the theories and 

43Ibid.: 258, 'Belli di Foccia', "E un'altra sorte di bellezza la quale veramente bellezza chiamar si dovria, che 
mostra un'animosa, e concordevol concordanza di parti, e cosi nella simetria dell'ordine, nella proportione 
delle membra, nella temperanza, e vivezza degli humori bene acconcie, & accopiate insieme, che dimostrano 
nobilissimi costumi, & una piu nobilissima anima, e se veramente non da vaghezza lasciva all'occhio, 
almeno 10 tira a se, ,~ 10 trattiene co una do1cilsima catena a mirarla. Questa bellezza e quella che si tira 
dietro tutte le virtu &~Iotana da ogni vitio." 

44For example, the section on 'discretion' in the latter was supposed to fOlm part of the introduction in the 
former. 
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principles of painting which include proportion, motion, colour, light and perspective. The 

second part deals with the particulars: the practice. I will concentrate on the first part. 

Lomazzo compares poetry and painting frequently in his treatise.45 This poetic 

preoccupation, as I mentioned before, was characteristic of Seicento art theories.46 He 

describes poetry as a 'speaking painting' (pittura parlante) and painting a 'silent poetry' 

(poesia mutola) and stresses the importance of proportion in painting which every figure 

must observe. He affirms this with Horace's famous saying "ut pictura poesis. "47 

However, apart from this idea of proportion as a rule in poetry to be applied in painting, 

most of Lomazzo's proportional rules are merely adopted from his predecessors (Durer in 

particular) and often without explanation. His novelty is in his interpretation of the rules by 

contemporary philosophy. For example, when he says Michelangelo advises his disciple 

Marcus of Siena that one should always make a figure pyramidal, serpentine, and 

multiplied by one, two and three,48 he regards this as a precept in which the whole mystery 

of art consists: 

"For the greatest grace and life that a figure can have is that it shows motion which 
the painter calls the 'spirit' (furia) of the figure. And to represent this motion there 
is no form more suitable than the flame of fire, which according to Aristotle, and all 
other philosophers, is the most active of all elements, and the form of the flame is 
more apt for motion than any other. For it has a cone and the acute point with 
which it seems to divide the air and ascend to its sphere. Thus when the figure has 
this form it will be most beautiful. "49 

45See Guido Lodovico Luzzatto (1928): 49-58. 

46See note 10 above. 

47Horace's famo~ simile ut pictura poesis - as in painting so is poetry - has often been read by writers on 
art as "as in poetry so is painting." ef. Horace, Ars poetica 361-5: "Ut pictura poesis: erit quae, si propius 
stes, te capiat magis, et quaedam, si Longius abstes, haec amat obscurum, volet haec sub luce videri, iudicis 
argutum quae non formidat acumen; haec placuit semel, haec deciens repetita placebit." 

48Lomazzo (1968): 'Libro Primo de la Proportione Naturale, et artificale del le cose', Cap. I, 'De la 
definitione de la pittura', 22-23, "Dicesi aduque che Michelangelo diede una volta questo avvettimento a 
Marco da Siena pittore suo discepolo, che dovesse sempre fare la figura piramidale, serpentinata, & 
moltiplicata per uno doi e tre." Hogarth adopted this as the basis for his theory of taste. See Chapter 6. 

¥;~ 

49Ibid.: "Imperoche la miggior gratia, & leggiadria che possa havere una figura e che mostri di moversi, il 
che chiamano i pittori furia de la figura. E per rappresentare questo mote non vi e forma piu accommodata, 
che quella de la fiamma del foco, laquale, secondo che dicono Aristotele, & tutti i Filosofi, e elemento piu 
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Now this cone or pyramid can be placed upwards or downwards. An ' upward cone 

expresses the legs and garments in the lower parts while revealing one shoulder and hiding 

the other in the upper parts. The downward cone does the opposite. But in both cases, the 

body is turned in the form of the letter S - the serpentine figure (or the contraposto in most 

Michelangelo's statues). This is not only observed in the whole body but even in every 

single body part. Regarding the rule to multiply by one, two and three, Lomazzo seems to 

refer this only to the lower torso by saying, "And in this consists the reason of proportion, 

which I shall treat diffusedly in this book. For the diameter of the thickest (part of the leg) 

between the knee and the foot is double the thinnest, and thighs are three times the thinnest 

part. "50 

Lomazzo distinguishes two kinds of proportion: the first is about objects of 

representation and painting; the second relates to the eye and perspective. The former 

expresses the exact and true proportion of the thing to be represented while the latter takes 

optical adjustment into consideration. He further praises the virtues of proportion in 

stirring up piety, reverence and religion in human minds. This moral justification of beauty 
" 

is even more explicit when he refers to the proportions of the order of architecture: 

"It seems that in all natural things beauty cannot stand without goodness, nor on the 
contrary goodness without beauty, so is it not otherwise in fabricated things that 
one cannot give commodity and profit without joining the beautiful which is the due 
proportion . "51 

attivo di tutti, & la forma del la sua fiamma e piu atta al moto di tutte. Perche ha il cono, & la punta acuta 
con laquale par che voglia romper l'aria, & ascendere a la sua sfera. Si che quando la figura havera questa 
forma sara bellissima." 

50Ibid. : "Et in questo consiste tutta la ragione de la proportione, di che trattaremo diffusamente in questo 
libro. Perche pigliando dal gionocchio al piede quella parte che e piu grossa, sta in doppia proportione di 
quella che e piu sottile: & le coscie stanno in tripla proportione in paragone di quella che e piu stretta." 

'~~ 

51 Ibid.: Libra I, Cap. XXII, 74, 'Della praportione de gl'ordini dell'Architettura in generale': "In tutte le 
cose naturalmente pare che senza la bonta non possa star la bellezza, ne per il contrario la bonta senza la 
bellezza, cosi e non altrimenti in ciascuna cosa fabricata non vi si pub dare il commodo ne l'utile, se non vi 
e congiunto i bello cioe se non v'e la debita proportione." 
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Lomazzo follows Dtirer in proportioning a male and female body with ten-,' nine-, eight

and seven-face-Iengths. His novelty is in the interpretation of each type. For the 

proportion of ten faces, he says, 

"This proportion of a long and slender body has to be regulated (with moderation 
however) to the imitation of the form of the body of Mars, the God of War, 
amongst the Gentiles. Thus by reason of the heat and dryness, a body conforms to 
that, long and slender, which also serves to whatever body that follows its nature, 
that is, the impetuous, choleric, cruel, bellicose, quarrelsome, bold, reckless and 
prone to anger. These are all active and strong men, by no other reason than the 
bigness of their bones, lacking much flesh, and therefore must be of a hard body, 
with great joints and big nostrils dilated with heat, and so must be the eyes, the 
mouth and other passages. "52 

Lomazzo divides the body into thirty degrees which are further subdivided into 

three hundred minutes. This might be inspired by Cornelius Agrippa from whom he draws 

most of his astrological references. Agrippa dedicates one chapter in the second book of 

his De Occulta Philosophia to the proportion of man's body. He says, 

"Thence in the past all the ancients numbered by their fingers, and showed all 
numbers by them; and they seem to prove that from the very joints of man's body 
all numbers, measures, proportions, and harmonies were invented. According to 
this measure of the body, they therefore framed and contrived their temples, 
palaces, houses, theatres, also their ships, engines, every kind of artifice and part 
and member of their edifices, and buildings, columns, capitals of pillars, bases, 
buttresses, feet of pillars and all of this kind. Moreover, God himself taught Noah 
to build the Ark according to the measure of man's body, and He made the whole 
fabric of the world proportionable to man's body, from hence it is called the great 
world, man's body the less. Therefore some who have written of the microcosm or 
of man, measure the body by six feet, a foot by ten degrees, every degree by five 
minutes, from hence are numbered sixty degrees which make three hundred 
minutes, to one which are compared so many geometrical cubits ... "53 

52Ibid.: Libro I, Cap. VI, 43, "Questa proportione di corpo lungo & sottile, ha da essere regolata (con 
misura pero) ad imitatione de la forma del corpo di Marte Dio de le battaglie, appresso i Gentili, si come a 
quello che per la calidita & siccita, e di corpo coforme a questo cioe longo, & sottile, la quale ancora servira 
a qualunque corpo che tiene della natura sua, cioe a gl'impetuosi , colerici, crudeli, bellicosi, discordi, audaci, 
temerarii, & pronti all'ira, i quali tutti sono gagliardi, & sorti, non per altro che per grossezza d'ossa, 
spogliate da la moltitudine de la came; e percio debbone essere di corpo duri, aspri di giunte rilevate di nari 
larghissime per lO 'ijlldo che li dilata, & tali debbano essere Ii occhi, la bocca, & gli altri forami, come piu 
minutamente si dira poi al suo luoco, bastando quiui a dire della proportione." 

53 Agrippa (1533): Liber Secundus, Cap. XXVII, 'De humani corporis proportione & mensura harmoniacq', 
CLX. 
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Agrippa then relates this measure with the Ark which God instructed Moses to build (Gen. 

6: 15) for the Ark was 300 cubits long, 50 wide and 30 high.54 (Lomazzo alludes to the 

same reference in Bk. I, C. XXX saying that man's body also measures 300 minutes in 

length, 50 in breadth and 30 in thickness.) Agrippa carries on to say, 

"In like manner the measures of all the members are proportionate, and consonant 
both to the parts of the world, and measures of the archetype, and so agreeing, that 
there is no member in man which has not correspondence with some sign, star, 
intelligence, divine name, something in God Himself the archetype. "55 

This perhaps is the rationale for Lomazzo to classify each type of body for different 

uses. Thus in man, the body of lO-face is for Mars, the 9-head for S. Michael (as in 

Raphael) and Apollo, the 8-head for Christ (as in Leonardo) and all men in general, and the 

7-head for Hercules. In woman, the body of lO-face is for Venus; the 9-face for the 

goddess Juno and queens of middle age, or any other honest, fair and grave woman, and 

most suitable for Virgin Mary; the 9-head for Minerva, Diana, the Nymphs of the rivers and 

the Muses; the 7-head for the goddess Vesta, other goddesses attributed to the Earth, or any 

matron-like figure. Lomazzo thus completes what Dtirer mentions but has left undone: the 

'-correlation of temperamental characters and various body measures. Towards the end of 

the book, he also mentions seven types of proportions (pertaining to the seven planets) as 

shown by seven famous painters: Michelangelo-Saturnine, Raphael-Veneral, Leonardo-

solar, Polidoro Caldara da Caravagio-Martial, Andrea Mantegna-Mercurial, Titiano Vecelio 

da Cadoro-Lunar, and Gaudentio Ferraro da Valdugia-Jovial. 

To put the arts (the seven liberal arts) under the patronage of great men is an ancient 

idea. However, L,omazzo's choice of the seven canonic masters is based not on their arts 
~." 

or techniques nor their fame in the profession, but on the seven artistic temperaments. The 

540n Noah's Ark as a symbol of Chirst and the Church, see Augustine, City of God: XV, 26. 

'~~ 

55 Agrippa (1533): L. II, C. XXVII, CLX, "pariq modo oim membror comensurationes sunt proportionatae 
& consonantes, & cum mundi membris atq archetypi mensuris sic conuenientes, ut nullum sit in homine 
membrum, quod non respondeat alicui signo, aIicui steIIae, alicui inteIIigentiae, alicui diuino nomini in 
ipso archetypo deo." 
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principle of temperaments originates from a theory of expressions and gestures (moti) 

which is the subject of Book II in the Trattato. He explains what 'moti' means in the 

beginning of the book: 

"a correspondence to the nature of the proportion of the form and matter in which 
the spirit and the life of art consist, which painters sometimes call fury, sometimes 
grace and sometimes the excellence of art.. . 'Moto' is none other than a certain 
expression and extrinsic demonstration in the body of those things which the mind 
bears internally, that men know their internal motions not less, or rather more, by 
this means than by words, to operate this from the proper body working neither 
more nor less as what becomes ordered from the rational soul and stirs up the good 
or bad according to the apprehensions."56 

Lomazzo compares poetry and painting again with regard to motion, for as the poet 

must be furnished with certain desire to poeticize, the painter must also be furnished with 

an inborn ability to express the principal motions. In the following chapters, he elaborates 

on the kinds of passions of the mind and how they affect the body. His description of the 

mechanism by which the four elements and the four humours work in the four complexions 

of the body is interesting. Melancholy, for example, is earthy. Therefore the actions from 

such a body are slow, heavy and restrained. The consequences are anxiety, disquietude, 

sadness, stubborness and so on which all tend downwards, thus making the parts of the 

body hang and decline: anxiety, horror and despair therefore appear most forcibly in such 

bodies. Lomazzo's explanation is more symbolic than physiologic. With this principle, he 

arrives at the idea of imitation which he says is a hidden and secret power of similitude by 

which one body induces others to participate in its affections. This invoking power of 

passions and affections he later refers to as a certain natural instinct and inclination which 

proceeds from the superior bodies . He thus concludes that every man is subject to a 

56Lomazzo, op. cit. : Libro II, Cap. II, 108, 'Dell a necessita del Moto', "cioe con qual arte il pittore habbia 
da dar il moto alla figura convenientemente; cioe secondo la natura dell a proportione della forma, & dell a 
materia; perche come hb detto, in questo appunto consiste 10 spirito, & la vita dell'arte; onde i pittori 10 
sogliono di mandarlf~hora furia, hora gratia, & hora eccellenze dell'arte... che si dimandano con questo nome 
di moto, non per altro che per una certa espressione, & dimostratione estrinseca nel corpo di quelle cose che 
patisse internamente I'ammo, che non meno per questa via si conoscono i moti interni delle genti che per le 
parole anzi piu, per operarsi questo dal proprio corpo, il quale ne piu ne meno opera di quello che gJi viene 
ordinato dall'anima rationale rivolta b da, bene, b da male secondo I'apprensioni ." 
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planet's influence and hence his private nature is to be judged accordingly. Thereafter he 

develops the theory of motions according to the seven planets. 

The correlation of the proportions between the body and the soul and likewise the 

soul and the planets is also mentioned by Agrippa (Fig. 30). In Chapter XXVIII of Book 

II of The Occult Philosophy (On the Composition and Harmony of the Human Soul), he 

says, 

"As the consonance of the body consists of a due measure and proportion of the 
members: so does the consonance of the mind of a due temperament, and 
proportion of its virtues and operations - concupiscible, irascible and rational -
which are so proportioned together. For reason to concupiscence has the 
proportion diapason, but to anger diatessaron, and irascible to concupiscible has the 
proportion diapente. When therefore the best proportionated soul is joined to the 
best proportionated body, it is manifest that such a man has received a most happy 
lot in the distribution of gifts, for as much as the soul agrees with the body in the 
disposition of naturals, which agreement indeed is most hidden, yet after some 
manner foreshadowed to us by the wise. But to hasten to the harmony of the soul, 
we must inquire into it by those mediums by which it passes to us, i.e. by celestial 
bodies and spheres; knowing therefore what the powers of the soul to which the 
planets answer are, we shall by those things which have been spoken of before, 
more easily know their agreements amongst themselves. For the moon governs the 
powers of increasing and decreasing, the fantasy and wits depend on Mercury, the 
concupiscible virtue on Venus, the vital on the sun, the irascible on Mars, the 
natural on Jupiter, the receptive on Saturn, but the will as the 'first mover', and the 
guide of all those powers at pleasure. "57 

Lomazzo emphasizes the visible external bodily features in his planetary correlations 

with the motions. He describes in every case the various names given to the planet, the 

nature and effects of its influence and lastly the complexion of the body under its sign. 

This classification ties in again with the models of the seven governors. In the following 

57 Agrippa (l533~ L. n, C. XXVIII, CLXX-CLXXI, 'De animae humanae compositione & harmonia': 
"Sicut consonantia corporis constat debita membrorum mensura ac proportione, sic animi consonantia 
costat debito temperamento proportioneq suarum uirtutu & operationum, q sunt concupiscibilis , irascibilis 
& ratio, quae sic comproportionant: na ratio ad concupiscetiam habet proportionem diapason, ad ira uero 
diatessaron: riascibilis aute ad cocupiscibile habet proportione deapete. Quado itaq cu proportionatissimo 
corpore etiam proportionatissima coniungitur anima, costat tale hominem etiam in donorum distributione 
felicissimam sortiri sortem, prout anima cu corpore in naturaliu dispositioe coueniunt, quae quidem 
conuenientia reconditissima est tamen a sapientibus aliqualiter adumbrata. Sed ad animae harmonia 
properantes, oporter illa nos a mediis illis per quae ad nos transitu habet, inquirere, hoc est, a corporibus 
sphaerisq coelestib~ . Scientes igitur quae animae uires cui planetar respodet, ex his que superius dicta sunt, 
earunde inter se cocentus facile cognosce mus. Luna em crescendi & decrescedi uires regit: phatastica uis atq 
ingenium a Mercurio pedet: concupiscibilis uirtus a Venere, uitalis a Sole: impulsiua quae & irasciblis 
dicit, a Marte: naturalis a Ioue: receptiua omnis a Saturno: ipsa autem uoluntas tanq primum mobile & 
omnium illarum uirium ductrix ad libitum." 
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chapters he explains a long list of motions. Their union and disunion are governed by the 

principles of concord and discord. For example, the first set of motions (anxiety, 

heaviness, sadness, stubborness and roughness) can never be united with the second set 

(temperateness, modesty, graciousness, royalness, clemency and cheerfulness); similarly 

the third set (timidity, simplicity, humility, purity and mercifulness) cannot be combined 

with the fourth (violence, rage, arrogance, audacity, cruelty and fierceness). However, the 

motions in the first set agree with those in the third and may be united with those in the 

fourth while the motions in the second set may accord with those in the third and also with 

the fifth (audacity, fierceness, magnanimity, liberality, comeliness and wantonness). These 

associations or dissociations are not very revealing since there is no clear definition of the 

terms and organization. The imprecision of the scheme stems from the vagueness of the 

language. Nevertheless, Lomazzo's treatise on motions was the first to formulate, using 

Agrippa's words, the 'proportions' of the human soul. Besides motions of the human 

body, Lomazzo also talks about the motions of horses, living creatures in general, trees, 

even hair and cloth. These are not foreign to the body for he continues to say in the Sixth 

Book of practice that there are proportions of the bones as well as proportions of the flesh, 

and to know the proportion of a dressed figure one must know first that of the nude. 

5.3.2. The Idea 

In the Idea del Tempio delta Pittura, Lomazzo structures his theory according to the 

image of a building: a round temple supported by seven columns which symbolize the 

seven planets and governors with a vaulted ceiling and a lantern in the centre. Lomazzo 

says in this he iq:litates Giulio Camillo's idea of the theatre but in a manner more humble 
~l· 

and inferior.58 The use of a building to represent a concatenation of ideas and images could 

58Lomazzo (1974) : Vol. I, Cap. IX, 101 , 'Fabric a del Tempio deIla Pittura, e dei suoi governatori'. On 
Camillo's theatre, see4-'Idea del theatro dell'eccellen. M. Giulio Camillo (Florence & Venice, 1550) in G. 
Camillo (1552). Also see Frances Yates (1966) : chapters VI & VII. The modern equivalent of this is 
Rudolf Steiner's Goetheanum. The Munich Congress Hall of 1907 of the Theosophical Society attempted 
to bridge spiritual research and art. The main decoration of the hall consists of a row of seven columns 
painted on tall, rectangular boards, which alternate with painted 'tondi' (circular pictures) of the seven 
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be traced back to Quintilian (lnstitutio Oratoria, XI, 2-4). Lomazzo follows Camillo in 

using the seven planets to organize seven categories of concepts, except that he replaces the 

theatre with a temple. Inside the temple, different principles are placed on different parts of 

the building. The principle of discretion which embraces all the seven divisions of painting 

is placed on the pavement. The principles of proportions, motions , colours, light and 

perspective are placed on the circular wall immediately above the pavement. The order of 

explication of each category of idea follows also the order of the architecture. 

The most important part of the treatise is Chapter 26 in which Lomazzo summarizes 

the interrelationships among proportions, planets, temperaments and beauty. As Panofsky 

points out, Lomazzo borrows the philosophical theory of ideal beauty from Ficino.59 He 

says that beauty is a living and spiritual grace which, as a divine ray, infuses itself first into 

the angels (seen as the figures of each celestial sphere) which are called exemplars and 

ideas. It then passes into the souls where the figures are called reasons and thoughts, and 

finally into matter where they are called images and forms. The beauty of body - action, 

liveliness and grace - is due to the influence of its idea. This influence does not descend 

into matter unless I t is most fittingly prepared. The preparation is accomplished by three 

things: 'order', 'mode' and 'species'.60 'Order' is the difference or suitable distance of the 

parts. 'Mode' is the quantity or the limit of quantity, which are surfaces, lines and points. 

'Species' are colours and the lines of lights and shadows. All these preparations are 

incorporeal. Lomazzo explains the diversity of the proportions of bodies by the theory of 

f:' 

apocalyptic seals. ~/rhe column capitals correspond to particular planetary stages in the earth's development. 
Cf. also the Malsch Model Building by E. A. Karl Stockmeyer and the colonnade in the Stuttgart House 
(Landhausstrasse 70) . Steiner himself indicates the following in his report on the Mi.inich Congress given 
in Berlin on June 12 of 1907, "Seven column motifs heralded the age when buildings can also be dedicated 
to theosophy." This feature was absent in the design of the second Goetheanum. See Hagen Biesantz-Arne 
Klingborg (1979): 9-20. 

59Erwin Panofsky (1968) : Appendix 1,122-130. 

'~~ 

60Modus, species and ordo (measure or dimension, species or nature, and order) originally came from the 
Book o/Wisdom (numerus, mensura and pondus): "But thou hast ordered all things in measure, and number, 
and weight." (11 : 21) They inspired the Augustinian concepts of aesthetics which is echoed everywhere by 
scholastic writers. 
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temperaments and postulates all forms and types of bodies as resulting from the interaction 

among the four elements. Beauty depends on these qualities and has to be expressed in the 

work with the proportions and form of the members borrowed from the natural example of 

the soul. For example, matter is well disposed for gravity in Saturn, for magnificence and 

joy in Jupiter, for force and courage in Mars, for magnanimity and domination in the Sun, 

for graciousness in Venus, for intelligence and acuity in Mercury and for clemency in the 

Moon. Moreover, the concordance and discordance of the planets also determine the ways, 

gestures, acts, bodies, voice, dispositions of the members and the colours. Therefore one 

can construct proportion according to the nature of the bodies and their functions . The 

beauty of a solar king is his majesty, a martial soldier his force and courage to fight and so 

on. All these, however, must also observe istoria which together form the laws of art. By 

this means Lomazzo proposes to resolve the diversity of beauties and hence tastes and 

judgments. The relative canons of proportions are now submitted to the principle of 

'propriety' (convenienza) and 'decorum' (1 will discuss this more fully in the next chapter). 

Lomazzo differentiates two types of 'decorum' in relation to 'motion' - one natural, 

the other artifical (Trattato, 1, 2). Motion, he says, is the decorum and grace of a figure in 

its position and situation which he also calls the spirit of the figure. Natural decorum 

consists of dimensioning and colouring of the figure which is governed by its place in the 

istoria. Artifical decorum is what the figure ought to be according to its nature and is 

governed by 'propriety' (convenienza). The artist must combine the two and correct the 

defects of nature with the help of art. Proportion must therefore be harmonized with 

motion. This may be contrasted with Danti's adaptation of Aristotle's comparison between 
f! 

history and poetry to the visual arts . For Danti has a similar preoccupation (though 

Lomazzo did not seem to know his work) to render the idea of beauty compatible with 

proportion and the diversity of canons. Danti, as 1 have shown previously, also maintains 

that there are as many beauties as different species and bodies and yet there exists a perfect 

beauty of a non-f(;rmal and non-rational order which displays the exact adaptation of parts, 

propriety and conformity to the type and finality . Danti's concept of beauty is anatomical 
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and Aristotelian. Order, measure and species are objective and controllable. Lomazzo's 

concept of beauty, however, is spiritual and Platonic: the three 'preparations' are not only 

immaterial but also unseizable, since they depend on a divine and supernatural grace. 

5.3.3 . Summary 

Lomazzo's theory seems to epitomize the transition of two aesthetic ideas at the turn 

of the 17th century. In the Neo-Pythagorean conception, quantitative and qualitative 

harmony of numbers and parts constitutes beauty; for Lomazzo, it is only a preparation for 

beauty. In other words, beauty cannot be governed by rules. It is a spiritual grace which 

consists not only in the rational fitting of parts but in the infusion of a supersensible aspect 

of a divine charm. Lomazzo therefore brought a contemporary obsession of his epoch to a 

climax - to see art in the light of magic - with art theories and practices shaped by astrology, 

physiognomy and similar occult sciences. Indeed, he acknowledged more than once 

planetary influences over his own personal fate: attributing his spiritual attachment to the art 

of drawing and the loss of his sight at the age of 33 to his horoscope, as predicted by two 

astrologer friends. , He says, "1 avoid one part and accomplish another, following the 

eternal wish of God, eluding that to which Heaven inclines me by the destiny posed to the 

middle of the sky, which is the sun, Jupiter and Venus. "61 Lomazzo believes that 

astrology enables man to know the nature of his proper inclinations (which is dictated by 

the heavenly bodies to which they pertain) and the nature of astral influences, so that he 

could capture them by means of 'preparations', to benefit from the maximum of celestial 

help and to live in harmony with the cosmos. Similarly an artist must know his proper 

nature as well Sls the different temperaments under the stars so that he could provide 
~ ". 

adequate preparations for the spiritual grace of beauty to dwell in his work. There is an 

inherent conflict in such a view: the individual nature of the artist must inevitably pose 

limitations on his ability to apply his general knowledge of character types. In other words, 

61Lomazzo (1974): Vo!. Il, 446. 
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the particular would restrict the general. Lomazzo's resolution is to subject both to the 

models of masters. The criteria for the creation of beauty no longer emanates only from the 

imitation of nature. The artist must know the beauties as exemplified by the masters . 

Classic examples therefore replace abstract precepts; and the tools to facilitate observation 

of istoria and to reconcile the diversity of tastes are the principles of propriety and decorum. 

These were the implications of Lomazzo's theories within the general context of 17th 

Century art theory. 
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SIX 

MORALITY AND BEAUTY: 

The Ethics of Proportion - Decorum, Character, Taste 

6.1 Decorum 

The idea of 'decorum' so central to Lomazzo was indeed a key concept for the 

development of art and beauty in the 17th century.l Its significance in theory of 

proportion could be traced back to the classical ideal of kalos kagathos2 which denotes 

beauty of the human body both physically and morally. The moral implication in 

decorum was already implicit in Cicero who translated it from the Greek word prepon: 

"What in Latin is called decorum (propriety), in Greek is called prepon. Such is 
its essential nature, that it is inseparable from moral goodness, for what is 
proper is morally right, and what is morally right is proper. The nature of the 
difference between morality and propriety can be more easily felt than 
expressed. For whatever propriety may be, it is manifested only when there is 
pre-existing .moral rectitude. "3 

It is clear from Cicero's definition that there is such an inherent connection between 

ethics and aesthetics that it is meaningless to speak about one in isolation from the 

other.4 Similarly, in Rorace and Quintillian, who were the chief sources cited in later 

discussions of decorum, the poetical principle is always understood within a moral 

context. The Greek concept of ethikos - which Cicero translated as moralis - was quite 

lSee R. W. Lee (1940): 197-269. On "literary decorum", see Wesley Trimpi (1983) : 130-163. 

2This originally denotes a perfect gentleman (Herodotus, Histories 1,30; Aristotle, Politica, 1293b 39, 
etc.) but later in a moral sense, a perfect character (Artistotle, Magna MOI'alia, 1207b 25). 

3Cicero, De Officiis , I, xxvii . 
'~~ 

41 am quite surprised to find the opposite conclusion drawn by Robin Middleton in his introduction to 
David Britt's translation of Le Camus de Mezieres' The genius of architecture; or, the analogy of that art 
with our sensations (1992) : 22, "Cicero was quite clear that propriety, or what is correct, is not 
necessarily concerned with what is right." Cf. Dalibor Vesely (1987): 22-36. 
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different from its etymological descendant 'moral'. Ethikos means 'pertaining to 

character' where a man's character is his predisposition to behave in one way rather 

than another, to lead one particular kind of life. The early use of the word 'moral' 

found its closest meaning in 'practical' and it was only in the 16th and 17th centuries 

that the word began to take on its modern connotations.5 

Vitruvius had indeed mentioned decor as one of the key principles in 

architecture. "Decor", he says, "is the faultless ensemble of a work composed in 

accordance with precedent (auctoritas) of approved details, and is based on convention 

(statio), or custom (consuetudo) or nature (natura}." (I, ii, 5) Decor based on 

convention can be seen in the different kinds of temples built for different gods: for 

example, hypethral buildings to Jupiter of Lightning, to Heaven, the Sun and the Moon; 

Doric temples to the musculine gods Minerva, Mars and Hercules; Corinthian temples 

to the gentle gods Venus, Flora, Proserpine, Fountains and Nymphs; Ionic temples to 

Juno, Diana, Father Bacchus and other gods whose characters are of a middle quality 

between the Doric and the Corinthian. Decor of custom can be seen in the elegant 

vestibules of buildings with magnificent interiors where details from different styles are 

not to be mixed: for example, dentils are not to be carved on Doric entablatures nor 

triglyphs applied over Ionic capitals. Lastly, natural decor is observed if, for example, 

temples to Aesculapius and Salus, gods with medical power of healing, are located in 

the most healthy sites with suitable springs where sick people would recover more 

quickly. The esteem and authority of the divinity will also increase by the healthy 

nature of the site.6 

5See Alasdair MacIntyre (1985): 38. 

6For a discussion on site and decorum, see Leatherbarrow (1993): chapter 4,33-41. 
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The relationship between decor and other principles in Vitruvius is m;vertheless 

very obscure. He mentions this briefly in the context of the discussion on the 

adjustment of proportions according to the judgments of the eye: 

"We must therefore first determine the method of the symmetries, from which 
these modifications are to be correctly deduced. Then the unit of length for the 
site of the future work is to be set forth. When the magnitude of this is once 
determined, there will follow upon it the adjustment of the proportions to the 
decor so that the appearance of eurythmy may be convincing to the observer. "7 

It seems evident from this that decor, though having a certain command over the 

adjustment of proportion, is nevertheless subordinated to the guiding principle of 

eurythmia. Alberti also alludes to the doctrine of decorum in Della Pittura, insisting that 

all body parts have to be fitted to each other so that the limbs express the same 

physiological type and the gestures as well as the movements accord with the character 

depicted. He also introduces decorum in the concept of istoria whereby conventions 

could be set with reference to precedents. The later interpretation of decorum did not 

seem to depart from this ideal which is both aesthetic and moral. In the 17th century 

writings of Dolc~, Boileau or F6libien, there is the same emphasis that art should not 

only be pleasing to the senses but be morally edifying as well. 

6.1.1 Charles Le Brun 

The idea of decorum in the depiction of characters became increasingly 

important with the popularization of history painting in the 17th century which relied on 

the study of expression for the narrative nature of art (Fig. 31). Domenichino, renown J 
for his expres~ive skills, first realized that there was a need for a theoretical study of the 

~~r. 

problem in order to transfer the passions from the artist's mind onto the canvas. His 

pupil, Poussin, next formulated a theory of 'modes' by borrowing from ancient 

7Vitruvius, Book VI, ii, 5. 
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only be pleasing to the senses but be morally edifying as well. 
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The idea of decorum in the depiction of characters became increasingly 

important with the popularization of history painting in the 17th century which relied on 

the study of expression for the narrative nature of art (Fig. 31). Domenichino, renown J 
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~:'. 

problem in order to transfer the passions from the artist's mind onto the canvas. His 

pupil, Poussin, next formulated a theory of 'modes' by borrowing from ancient 

7Yitruvius, Book YI, ii, 5. 
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music. 8 But the systematization of expression into a method of painting was by 

Charles Le Brun who formulated his theory from the contemporary studies of 

pathognomy: the study of expressions and the temporary emotional changes of 

countenance (as different from the study of permanent traits of character by 

physiognomy). A theory of this was first proposed by the theologian Coeffeteau 

(1620). Subsequent investigations, however, became increasingly concerned with the 

scientific relation between body and mind. The physician Marin Cureau de La Chambre 

wrote Les Charateres des Passions between 1640 and 1662 which is physiologic and 

mechanistic in its approach.9 He postulates the heart as the seat of passion, which is 

contradicted by Descartes who asserts that the tiny pineal gland, located at the base of 

the brain and responsible for the transmission of passions and affections, is the actual 

link between the soul and the body. Descartes (1649) regards the face as the most 

accurate index of the mind since it contains the brain and the eyebrows, the latter being 

the most expressive organs of the face because they are closest to the seat of the soul. 

This deduction from a few a priori rules marks a significant change from the pseudo-

scientific physiog~omy of dell a P0l1a and Lomazzo and was assimilated into a theory of 

art by Le Brun. 

Le Brun summarizes both Cureau and Descartes in his treatise on expression. 1O 

He believes that passion is a movement of the soul which induces action in the body. 

Action is movement of muscles induced by the nerves which act by the spirits contained 

in the cavity of the brain. He follows Decartes in his belief that the seat of the soul is 

the brain and not the heart. The soul receives the impressions of passions in the brain 
f;' 

and experience's the effects in the heart. Like Lomazzo, Le Brun also proposes a list of 

80n Poussin's interest in proportion, see Georg Kauffmann (1960). 

;-.;r~ 

9See also M. Cut'eau de La Chambre (1669). 

IOLe Brun (1702) & (1698). See also J, Montagu (1959) & (1994), On the relation between Le Brun 
and Cureau, see Rykwert (1996): 40. 
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'motions'. His description of the passions, however, is more physiological and is 

almost a paraphrase of Descartes. For example, he explains that admiration is a 

surprise which makes the soul consider rare and extraordinary objects with attention. 

This surprise may be so powerful that it sometimes pushes the spirits towards the 

object. While the subject is occupied in considering this impression, there remains no 

more spirit to motivate the muscles, and the body becomes immobile as a statue. An 

excess of admiration thus causes astonishment. 11 He reiterates Descartes' ordering of 

the passions by distinguishing the simple from the complex ones. There are six 

primary passions: admiration, love, hatred, desire, joy and sadness. All other passions 

are either aspects of these six or compositions from them. Estimation and contempt, for 

example, are kinds of admiration. The soul is divided into two sensitive parts: l'appetit 

concupiscible (which houses the simple passions) and l'appetit irascible (the more 

savage types comprising fear, boldness, hope, despair, anger and dread). 12 

Le Brun's understanding of physiognomy is zoomorphological. He seems to 

know della Porta (perhaps through Cureau), but differs from the pseudo-Aristotelian 

tradition in recognIzing that animals of the same species do not all look alike nor 

necessarily have the same characters. He proposes to codify the signs which mark the 

passions of different animals, first by examining them in one species which is 

universally subject to one passion, then comparing them with others which only display 

that passion in particular cases. Furthermore, he suggests that the head is the place 

which most readily shows the inclinations of the body. One must also identify the 

dominant features of a sign responsible for that particular inclination when correlating it 
f' 

to the human fac'e because some people may have some resemblance to a certain animal 

and yet do not possess its characteristic passions. Le Brun's theory is definitely an 

llLe Brun (1982): '46. Cf. Descartes, op. cit., article 70. 

12Cf. Aristotle's classification of pathos into 10 kinds of emotions in the Rhetorics (Il, 2-11): anger, 
mildness, love-friendship/enmity (hate), fear/lack of fear, shame/shamelessness, favour/good will/lack 
of good will, pity, indignation, envy, emulation/contempt. 
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'motions'. His description of the passions, however, is more physiological and is 

almost a paraphrase of Descartes. For example, he explains that admiration is a 

surprise which makes the soul consider rare and extraordinary objects with attention. 

This surprise may be so powerful that it sometimes pushes the spirits towards the 

object. While the subject is occupied in considering this impression, there remains no 

more spirit to motivate the muscles, and the body becomes immobile as a statue. An 

excess of admiration thus causes astonishment. I I He reiterates Descartes' ordering of 

the passions by distinguishing the simple from the complex ones. There are six 

primary passions: admiration, love, hatred, desire, joy and sadness. All other passions 

are either aspects of these six or compositions from them. Estimation and contempt, for 

example, are kinds of admiration. The soul is divided into two sensitive parts: l'appetit 

concupiscible (which houses the simple passions) and l'appetit irascible (the more 

savage types comprising fear, boldness, hope, despair, anger and dread).I2 

Le Brun's understanding of physiognomy is zoomorphological. He seems to 

know dell a Porta (perhaps through Cureau), but differs from the pseudo-Aristotelian 
"-

tradition in recognizing that animals of the same species do not all look alike nor 

necessarily have the same characters. He proposes to codify the signs which mark the 

passions of different animals, first by examining them in one species which is 

universally subject to one passion, then comparing them with others which only display 

that passion in particular cases. Furthermore, he suggests that the head is the place 

which most readily shows the inclinations of the body. One must also identify the 

dominant features of a sign responsible for that particular inclination when correlating it 
;" 

to the human fat e because some people may have some resemblance to a certain animal 

and yet do not possess its characteristic passions. Le Brun's theory is definitely an 

11 Le Brun (1982): ·-~-6 . Cf. Descartes, op. cit., ·article 70. 

I2Cf. Aristotle's classification of pathos into 10 kinds of emotions in the Rhetorics (Il, 2-11): anger, 
mildness, love-friendship/enmity (hate), fear/lack of fear , shame/shamelessness, favour/good will/lack 
of good will, pity, indignation, envy, emulation/contempt. 
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improvement of della Porta's. He also devises a geometrical study of physiognomic 

signs (Fig. 32). By establishing a few key points on an animal head, Le Brun 

superimposes geometrical lines connecting them to form a circumscribing equilateral 

triangle in each case. A line, parallel to the side of the triangle which connects the ear, 

the corner of the eye and the mouth, would indicate that the animal is ferocious and 

carnivo/us. Otherwise it is herbivorous. The same line would also indicate that the 
I 

animal is strong if, by projecting it up, it cuts the brow at a prominence and not at a 

depression. One can also compare intelligence among animals by projecting a line from 

the exterior corner of the eye tangentially to the eyelid towards the forehead . If this line 

cuts the forehead at a prominence instead of a depression, the animal is intelligent. 

According to Le Brun, this intersection on the front of the human face marks the 

location of the pineal gland. (1 will return to the significance of this geometrical study 

in the next chapter.) 

6.2 Character 

The intere,st in the correlation of inner passions with outward signs prompted 

investigation of charater types, not only in their proper dispositions in painting but also 

in architecture - the 'ethos' and 'pathos' of orders and design - which became the major 

concern with theorists since the 17th century.13 The notion of character was first 

borrowed from classical rhetoric I4 but achieved wide circulation at the end of the 17th 

century through Jean de 'la Bruyere's translation of Theophrastus' treatise on character 

l3Cf. M. Narpozzi (1986): 67-71; also W, Szambien (1986). See also Dalibor Vesely, op. cit. 

I4Cicero attributes five tasks to an orator: invention (inventio), disposition (dispositio), style 
(elocutio), memory (memoria) and delivery (actio). He divides inventio into three parts: rational 
arguments (logosJ~ the presentation of the character of the speaker and his client (ethos), and the 
arousing of emotions in the audience (pathos). Thus 'ethos' in its original Greek meaning has a 
positive implication of character while 'pathos' is associated with emotions. However, it is important 
to point out that both Cicero and Aristotle regard rhetoric as morally neutral and the responsibility rests 
with the orator. See Wisse (1989). 
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(to which he added his own 'modern' version). 15 It had a powerful impact on the new 

literary form of the novel, on painting and sculpture and also on architectural thinking. 

A forerunner for a theory of character in architecture was Germain Boffrand who in his 

treatise, which is a deliberate emulation of Rorace, writes, 

"Architecture, though its object seems only to be the use of that which is 
material, is capable of different genres, which render its parts, so to speak, 
animated by the different characters which it can express. A building expresses 
by its composition as if on a stage, whether the scene is pastoral or tragic, 
whether it is a temple or a palace, a public building or a particular house 
intended for a certain use. These different buildings, by their disposition, their 
structure, the manner which they are decorated, should announce their 
destination to the spectators, and if they do not establish it they trespass against 
the expression .... " 16 

This opinion was echoed by J.-F. Blondel who even subordinated the idea of style 

under character. "After all," he says, "it matters little whether our monuments resemble 

former architecture, ancient, gothic, or modern, provided that they have a satisfactory 

effect and a character suited to each genre of edifice." 17 Re also taught that the 

mOUldings could 'signify' the character of a building. Blondel proposes the principle of 

convenance as the means to accord character to a design. ls According to Laugier 

(Essai, Chapter ill, Article 11 and Ill), convenance consists of three things - the 

situation, the planning and the internal communications (degagements) - and is therefore 

related to the functional planning of a building.19 It differs from bienseance which is 

closer to the Vitruvian idea of propriety and decorum.2o 

15Theophrastus, De Signis. It is probable that Cicero also derived his ideas of ethos and pathos from 
Theophrastus' treatise On Style . 

f:' 
~.~ 

16Boffrand (1745) ~ 16. 

17J._F. Blondel (1771-78) : vol. Il, 318. 

lSIbid. : vol. IV, 109-110, "La convenance doit etre regardee comme la partie la plus essencielle de 
toutes les productions de l'Architecte. C'est par elle qu'il assortit la dignite & le caractere, non
seulement du principal edifice, mais aussi de tous les BiHiments qui composent ses dependances ." 

'~~ 

19Ibid.: "EI\e lui enseigne le choix des emplacements; elle lui indique le plus ou moins de pieces 
principales ou de degagements qui doivent entrer dans son plan .. . C'est la convenance qui indique le 
rapport qu'on doit observer entre I'etendue ou le racourcissement des Batiments qui precedent la 
principale habitation, ... C'est encore la convenance, qui, apres la disposition de ces derniers Batiments, 
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6.2.1 Robert Morris 

In England, a contemporary of Boffrand, Robert Morris attempted a character 

study of the orders of architecture, by relating them to the 'character' of the landscape in 

which the buildings were to be situated.21 He acknowledged Ten Kate's idea of Greek 

analogy as a source of inspiration for his theory of harmonic proportion and he also 

borrowed from Shaftesbury's book Characteristicks in formulating his concepts of 

convenience and propriety of situation.22 Morris illustrates the idea of convenience in 

architecture by the counter-examples of little-boy-figures supporting a heavy burden of 

a monument, a Corinthian column set in a fish pond, or a Tuscan order at the entrance 

of a summer house.23 Convenience, in other words, should follow the example of 

nature which pleases our imagination by propriety and appropriateness. It is the 

particular manner required of a particular situation which, when properly applied by art 

and design, would result in beauty. This beauty, springing from the unerring law in 

nature in all objects, Morris calls proportion in architecture.24 Thus in correspondence 

with the seven distinct notes in music, there are also seven distinct proportions - the 

cube, the cube and a half, double cubes, duplicates of 3, 2, 1; 4, 3, 2; 5, 4, 3 and 6, 4, 

3 - which would produce all the harmonic proportions of rooms. 25 Influenced by 

indique le genre de leur decoration, celui de leur structure, leur elevation, enfin la richesse ou la 
simplicite qu'ils doivent avoir relativement au style qui preside dans l'ordonnance du principal corps-de
logis ." Cf. A. Rover (1977). 

20Pranc;:ois Blondel (1617-86) defines bien-seance as 'the beauty governing with nicety the outward 
appearance of a ~pilding' (beaute reglant avec justesse l'aspect d'un ouvrage). Kruft(l994): 132. 

21R. Morris (1736 & 1759), also (1739 & 1971). 

22Herrnanszon Ten Kate, Le Beau Ideal, in J. Richardson and J. Richardson (1728); Shaftesbury (1714). 

23Morris (1759): Lecture V, "On Situation", 67. 

24Ibid.: 78. 

25Ibid. : Lecture VI, 91. Cf. the seven proportions according to Palladio which Morris continues to 
elucidate in Lecture VII, 103: circle, square, diagonal of a square, square and one third, square and one 
half, square and two-thirds and double squares. 
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Shaftesbury, Morris believed that proportion, as taste and the sense of harmony, was 

implanted in man by nature so that a good design and composition would arouse a 

sympathetic force on the affections and passions of the soul with pleasure.26 This 

perhaps anticipated the concept of 'empathy' in the 19th century. 27 

6.2.2 Nicolas Le Camus de Mezieres 

An 18th century theorist, Nicolas Le Camus de Mezieres, argues that a building 

should evoke a suitable emotion by its character.28 He explored how this could be 

achieved by composing architectural forms under the effect of light and shadow. He 

was influenced most probably by the empirical sensationalist philosophy of some of his 

French contemporaries: the Abbe Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, Julien Offray de La 

Mettrie and Diderot. 29 However, unlike Condillac who recognized the plurality of 

associations between different sensations and a particular object, Le Camus took the 

naive view that particular sensations are aroused by particular forms which could be 

manipulated and arranged to specific effect. He thus believed in a science of sensation 

that became fundamental in the formulation of heteronomous theory of aesthetics - an 

aesthetic philosophy which postulates the validity of feeling (and hence subject and 

content) in the appreciation of the beautiful in the arts. This was later to be a subject of 

enormous controversy with the theorists of autonomous aesthetics who argued that each 

26Morris (1971): 18-22. 

27Empathy, translated from the German Einfiihlung, was proposed as a theory in psychology and art by 
Theodor Lipps anp Wilhelm Robert WOITinger. They propounded the theory that the appreciation of a 
work of art deperlded upon the capacity of the spectator to project his personality into the object of 
contemplation. The concept of empathy influenced the theoretical tradition of Schmarsow, Riegl, 
Frankl and Wolfflin. Cf. Wolfflin's remark in his Renaissance and Baroque (1967): 77, "We judge 
every body by analogy with our own bodies. The object - even if completely dissimilar to ourselves -
will not only transform itself immediately into a creature, with head and foot, back and front ; and not 
only are we convinced that this creature must feel ill at ease if it does not stand upright and seems about 
to fall over, but we must go so far as to experience, to highly sensitive degree, the spiritual condition 
and contentment or discontent expressed by any configuration, however different from ourselves." 

.. ~~ 
28Nicolas Le Camus de Mezieres (1780); cf. 1992 ed. 

29Etienne Bonnot de Condillac (1746 & 1756), also (1754); Julien Om'ay de La Mettrie (1748 & 
1750); Diderot (1749 & 1750). 
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art had its own individuality and hence an autonomy in its appreciation of the beautiful 

which admitted no definite interpretation of feelings and sensations. 3D 

Le Camus' treatise was really to establish the 'correct' characters of different 

rooms in the planning and design of the Hotel - the French apartment building of the 

18th century - and he set out his instructions according to the hierarchy and decorum of 

movement through the various types of spaces. In this endeavour, he invoked the 

entire range of the bodily senses through architecture: space, form, light, shade, colour, 

touch, and even smell. But central to his investigation of the correlations of sensations 

to architecture was the notion of proportion and harmony, which he stated quite plainly 

in the beginning of his introduction, 

"No one has yet written on the analogy of the proportions of Architecture with 
our sensations... how many Artists have employed these Orders mechanically, 
without taking the opportunity to combine them into a whole with a character all 
its own, capable of producing certain sensations; they have not been inspired by 
the analogy and relation of those proportions with the affections of the soul. "31 

Le Camus then drew on Le Brun's work on the physiognomic characterization of the 

passions, extendec! the principle from art to its combination with architecture as evident 

in his contemporary painter and architect Servandoni's stage design, and finally related 

the whole thesis to harmony. He referred in particular to the colour-music experiments 

by Father CasteP2, the musical theory of Ouvrard33 and its refutation by Perrault.34 

3DThe argument was taken up most vehemently in 19th century writings on music and was made 
known perhaps most famous of all in the rivalry between Wagner and Hanslick. See Chapter 8. 

f.' 
~ .r. 

31Le Camus de Mezieres (1992): 69. 

32Pere Louis-Bertrand Castel invented a colour organ, the so-called 'c1avecin-oculaire' which coordinated 
the harmony of music and coloured lights. See Louis-Bertrand Castel (1740). Cf. Kastner who was 
later to invent the pylophone colour lights and music. See Der Hang zum Gesamtkunstwerk. 
Europiiische Utopien se it 1800 (1983). 

33Rene Ouvrard (~79) . Ouvrard was inspired by Marin Mersenne (1634). 

340uvrard's ideas were firmly opposed by Claude Perrault in his Ordonnance des cinq especes de 
colonnes selon la methode des anciens (1683), who rejected the traditional belief in applying musical 
proportion to architecture. See also the next section on 'Taste'. 



By invoking the proportional relationship between music and form, Le Camus was 

looking back nostalgically to the idea of universal harmony. He was of course not the 

first to reinstate this article of classical faith - Charles-Etienne Briseux had done so in 

his Traite du beau essentiel dans les arts in 1752 - but his attempt to revive the classical 

canon by the argument of 'character', based on empirical philosophy and the then much 

in vogue science of sensation, was to remain novel and pioneering at his time. 

6.2.3 Quartremere de Quincy 

Quartremere de Quincy, the principal representative of idealist academic Classicism 

of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, also devoted a long discussion to caractere in his Dictionnaire 

historique d'architecture in 1832. By adopting the theory of mutiple origins in language, he 

argued that architecture also had multiple origins in different types of construction, namely, 

the hut, the cave and the tent. Greek architecture was developed chiefly from the hut while 

Egyptian architecture evolved largely from the cave. What holds them together is a 

universal grammar as the common root among different languages. 35 Quatremere 

distinguished further two kinds of languages - natural and artificial - and he identified 

Egyptian architecture to belong to the former while Greek architecture to the latter. Unlike 

natural language which is based on conventions, artificial language is based on reason 

which conveys abstract notions by intellectual imitation and hence carries a greater social 

and moral import. This relationship between language and society therefore also imparts 

social significance to architecture. Quatremere's exaltation of Greek architecture was in fact 

based on his exemplary esteem in the society which it served. By proposing classical 

architecture aSi,an artificial language, he believed it to be a universal language that could 
~t 

express the superior moral and intellectual social development he beheld in classical Greek 

societies. Quatremere's idea of types to integrate the history of architecture and his theory 

of imitation for the transformation of types into styles were contemporaneous with the 

35Cf. Sylvia Lavin (1992). 
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notion that architecture might be considered as a field of signs as maintained by a number of 
, 

architects: most brilliantly by Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, whose elaborately differentiated 

buildings (and even more his unexecuted but widely published projects), outlined a whole 

architecture parlante as his later admirers called it. 

6.2.4 Johann Caspar Lavater 

The study of character had a lasting impact not only on art and architecture but 

also on religion and philosophy. This is reflected in the Physiognomische Fragmente 

by Johann Caspar Lavater, a theologian and protestant minister from Zurich, written 

towards the end of the 18th century. Lavater first published his work on the subject in 

a small booklet called Von der Physiognomik (1772) edited by his friend J.G. 

Zimmermann whom he regarded highly for his expertise on medical semiotics. This 

booklet which contained Lavater's thesis in summary form was later developed into the 

more comprehensive treatise to be published in Leipzig and Winterthur between 1775 

and 1778.36 Goethe, who had contributed to the work, noted that the direction of 

Lavater's research was towards the moral and religious aspects. 37 The treatise is 

copiously illustrated with portraits of famous men. It includes chapters on various 

aspects of physiognomy: for example, on bodily signs of health and sickness, on 

resemblance between parents and children, on differences between the sexes, the young 

and the aged, even the living and the dead (Fig. 33) . But the study on the whole 

concentrates on facial features and includes extracts from many authors ranging from 

Buffon (study on national physiognomy) to Winkelmann (history of art), besides 

Aristotle, della"Porta, Camper (a Dutch anatomist) as well as Lavater's contemporaries 
~," 

Kant and Lichtenberg.38 

36See J .C. Lavater.l I969). 
>;J 

37See H. Funk (1901). 

38Cf. E. H. Gombrich (1963) : 45-55 . 
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The inclusion of Lichtenberg was interesting since he was skeptical ana strongly 

opposed to the study of physiognomy. While his refutation of physiognomy cannot be 

absolute, Lavater's defence of the subject remains apologetic. The debate between the 

two reveals indeed the limitations not only of physiognomy but also of other human and 

social sciences since generalisations drawn from the observation of signs and their 

effects in physiognomy, unlike the laws in physical and natural sciences, can never be 

definite. Like the generalizations in other social sciences, they always coexist with 

counter examples, or at least the possibility of counter examples, yet they still proclaim 

their predictive power. Lavater's view only confirms this predicament. In response to 

Lichtenberg's comment: "Our senses acquaint us only with surfaces, from which all 

deductions are made. This is not very favourable to physiognomy, for which 

something more definite is required, since this reading of the superficies is the source of 

all our errors, and frequently of our ignorance", Lavater replies, 

"So it is with us in nature: we can read absolutely nothing other than 
superficies. In a world devoid of miracles, the external must ever have a 
relation to the internal; were we to prove that all reading of the superficies were 
false, what should we achieve but the destruction of all human knowledge? All 
our inquiries produce only new superficies; all our truth must be the truth of the 
superficies. It is not the reading of the superficies that is the source of all our 
error; for, if it were so, we should have no truth; but the not reading, or, which 
is the same in effect, reading not rightly. "39 

Lavater justifies physiognomy with Christian theology. He believes that an 

ideal physiognomist should also be a Christian, for his knowledge of the heart would 

then be associated with philanthropy. By his physiognomical wisdom, he would 

discern not only the virtues and characters, but also the presence of the divine radiance 
J2 

in man's visage; His philanthropy would then prompt him to minister to his subject's 

needs. Lavater uses scripture to support his ideas. Quoting Matthew 6: 27, 28, 33: 

"Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his statue? - And why take ye 

thought for raiment? - Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all 

39Lavater (1969): Vol. IV, 27-28 . 
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these things shall be added unto YOU," he interprets this as a justification for the 

physiognomical belief that the external is the expression of the internal, that man should 

take care of the internal and a sufficient care of the external will be the result.4o 

6.3 Taste 

The moral implication of character study confirms once again the conflicting 

demands on beauty and proportion: between the inward spirit and the outward 

expression. This dichotomy is reflected in another concept which was also essential in 

18th century art and aesthetics: taste. The importance of taste as a concept in art can be 

traced back to the quarrel between the 'Ancients' and the 'Moderns' at the end of the 

17th century, epitomized in architecture by the debate between Claude Perrault and 

Fran~ois Blonde1.41 By the early 1690's, despite their differences over the authority of 

tradition, both the 'Ancients' and the 'Moderns' seemed to agree on at least one point: 

taste as the test of connoisseurship. Much as Blondel defended the traditional view that 

mathematical proportion had absolute value, he admitted the rule of taste in judging 

works of art. Cla!:lde Perrault, on the other hand, thought taste was formed by the 

knowledge of arbitrary beauty and is what distinguishes true architects from those that 

are not.42 While positive beauty is informed by common sense, arbitrary beauty 

depends on custom (accoutumance) and prejudice (prevention) which originate from 

imagination (jantaisie) . It is custom, he says, and not the literal imitation of nature that 

gives us the idea of beauty. Although Perrault rejects the strict observation of 

proportional measures as the true source of beauty, he maintains the classical analogy 

between the beptlty of a building and the human body by holding this beauty to reside 
\ r. 

40Ibid.: 202. 

41See Joseph Rykwert (1980): Chapter 2, and Alberta Perez-G6mez (1983): Chapter 1. 

'~ 

42Vitruvius (Perrault, 1684): xii, "11 est constant que la cannoissance des beautez arbitraires est la plus 
propre a former ce que l'on appeUe le goust, & que c'est elle seule qui distingue les vrais Architectes de 
ceux qui ne le sont pas; parce que pour connoistre la plGpart des beautez positives, c'est assez que 
d'avoir du sens commun." 
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not in the exact conformity of proportion but in the grace of the form and its agreeable 

modification. Perrault's reformulation of the classical doctrine and his theory of beauty 

raised serious conceptual difficulties and questioned ideas which had been taken for 

granted by previous generations: if architectural proportions do not necessarily 

guarantee harmony and beauty, then what else can the architect rely on in making 

buildings harmonious and beautiful? The one rule he offers - taste - thus becomes ever 

more important in subsequent theoretical investigations. Indeed taste is the only 

possible critical criterion in architectural theory. 

Similar ideas to Perrault's had been voiced earlier by the contemporary 

philosopher Blaise Pascal, particularly about the ultimate basis of our beliefs in custom 

and feeling and their association with positive beauty as a guide of taste and restraint of 

fantasy.43 This separation between reason and faith found its chief expositor in the 

18th century in David Hume, who argues that our knowledge is composed of two 

things: idea and impression, and it is the latter which governs our choice of action.44 

The empiricism of sensation paralleled by Hume's analysis of the human passions 

pointed the way towards an increasingly subjective aesthetic: justifications of the 

beautiful and sublime qualities in an object were by the effects of pain and pleasure in 

the subject. Connoisseurs adopted the principle of je ne sais quoi to account for their 

comprehension of grace.45 Addison and Hutcheson were among the first to contribute 

43Cf. Blaise Pascal (1952). 

44Cf. David Hume Ri 969) and also (1975). 
\ r. 

45 Agnolo Firenzuola (1548) already usedje ne sais quoi to describe grace: "Thus as was said before, we 
very often behold a face which has not features according to the perfect measure of beauty, yet which, 
nevertheless, diffuses this lustre of grace of which we are speaking, as in Madonna Modestina, who is 
netiher tall nor well proportioned as we have described a beauty, and notwithstanding has in that little 
face of hers a wondrous grace, so that it is pleasing to all. Whereas you will see antoher with well
proportioned features who may be deservedly esteemed beautiful by all, and who nevertheless has not a 
certain witchery, as we see in Mona Ancilia's sister. Thus we are fain to believe that this lustre is the 
result of an occult pl1filportion and measure which is unknown to us, nay, and not to be imagined, but 
is, as we say of things we cannot express: we know not what." (1892 translation) Firenzuola admits 
that he only describes beauty of the body and not of the spirit. Je ne sais quoi also appeared in Pascal's 
philosophical discussion on the cause of love. He even postulated that had Cleopatra's nose been 
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significant discussions to the subject.46 The latter developed his theory from 

Shaf &bury and even went so far as to attempt a mathematical calculation for th~ concept 

of beauty and morality.47 

6.3 .1 Hogarth's Serpentine Line of Taste 

By the mid 1750's, there was a general discontent about the lack of fixed and 

determinate meanings to the word 'taste'. The French Academy of Art discussed the 

word on a number of occasions, without reaching any conclusion.48 William Hogarth 

produced his Analysis of Beauty in 1753 which, as the title says, was "written with a 

view of fixing the fluctuating ideas of taste. "49 Hogarth lists among the principles of 

beauty 'fitness', 'variety', 'uniformity', 'simplicity', 'intricacy' and 'quantity'. The 

most important of these is 'variety' which contains the others in the embodiment of the 

idea of grace. 'Fitness' seems to come next which is taken to be the chief ingredient of 

proportion. Hogarth says he discovers the confirmation from antiquity of these two 

principles: 'variety' and 'analogy' (proportion/fitness) as described in the English 

translation of Herrr:!anszon Ten Kate's treatise Le Beau Ideal by James Christopher le 

Blon but he expresses disappointment in not finding a satisfactory explanation for either 

shorter, the whole aspect of the world would have been altered (Pensees 162). Cf. lE. Spingarn 
(1908): c. 

46Joseph Addison (1854), Joseph Addison and Richard Steele (1711-1714) and Francis Hutcheson 
(1725) & (1973) . 

47Hutcheson omitwd the mathematical expressions in the fourth edition of his treatise with a remark 
that "on second thoughts, they appeared useless, and were disagreeable to some readers." (Hutcheson 
(1973) : 29) See also Chapter 8 note 29 regarding his ideas of uniformity and variety. But the idea to 
evaluate beauty in art numerically was proposed by Roger de Piles who ranked the merits of painters in 
composition, drawing, colour and expression each in a scale of 20 points . Among the artists evaluated 
by de Piles were: Le Brun (16, 16, 8, 16), Leonardo (15, 16, 4, 14), Michelangelo (8 , 17, 4, 8), 
Poussin (15 , 17,6, 15), Raphael (17, 18, 12, 18) and Rubens (18, 13, 17, 17). See Roger de Piles 
(1989). 

48The question of.j;.on goat was first discussed in the second session of the Academie Royale 
d'Architecture on 7 J~nuary 1672 and resolved a week later that it meant whatever pleased 'intelligent' 
people. Kruft (1994) : 130. 

49Cf. William Hogarth (1955). 
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term.50 Believing the ancients had kept their doctrines secret and mysterious from the 

non-initiates by means of symbols, he proposes two things which he regards as the 

most expressive figures signifying not only beauty and grace but also the whole order 

of form. These are the serpentine line and the triangular glass (Fig. 34). Both ideas 

seem to have been borrowed from Lomazzo although Hogarth maintains his own 

originality by referring to the former merely as a source of confirmation for the beliefs 

.he has already formed. 

According to Lomazzo, the serpentine line was a precept given by Michelangelo 

to his pupil, the painter Marcus of Siena, that he should always make a figure 

pyramidal, serpentine and multiplied by one, two and three.5) Lomazzo regards this as 

a rule in which the whole mystery of art consists. Hogarth calls it 'the line of beauty' 

and demonstrates how different theorists and artists try to explain or use it. He also 

cites the story from Pliny, about how Apelles and Protogenes communicated with each 

other by merely drawing an expressive line, which he postulates to be something 

similar to the serpentine line. 52 He adds further that most Egyptian, Greek or Roman 

deities have a twisted serpent (or some symbol of this winding manner) to accompany 

them while those of the barbarous and Gothic nations have none. Lomazzo mentions 

the idea of the triangular glass in connection with the Greeks who dedicated it to Venus, 

the goddess of divine beauty. Hogarth, however, does not establish further how the 

figure contributes to his theory of taste and makes very few mention of it in the rest of 

the treatise. 

Hogart;h's obsession with the variety of lines is also shown by his 
~," 

recommendation to imagine every object in a shell-like manner: their surface is made up 

50See note 22 above. 
'~~ 

51See Chapter 5, notes 48-50. 

52Pliny the elder, Natural History: Book XXXV, 81-3. 
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of very fine and closely connected threads so that the imagining eye can see both the 

inside and the outside surfaces alike thus catches the outlines of the figure easily. He 

believes this method helps one appreciate the grace of the serpentine line in beautiful 

objects. Indeed, the bulk of Hogarth's treatise is given over to the demonstration of 

this in nature - about the human body in particular. Echoing Descartes, Mersenne and 

Perrault, Hogarth refutes the idea of deriving visual proportions from music . He 

further denounces the validity of any exact mathematical measurements taken from the 

body because all muscles shift their appearances by movements. He argues that the 

measures from antique statues and buildings are of little use to artists and architects 

since they only serve to copy what has been done before but not in genuine creation. 

Instead, he recommends taking general measurements of the body along its vertical and 

horizontal axes, which form a cross. To appreciate the beauty of the face, he warns 

against laying undue stress on physiognomy, yet credits it as a source of information 

for the expressions of the countenance "written as a language of lineal description." 

Finally, he recommends artists to consult Le Brun's pattern book of the passions which 

by then had become one of the most common art books. 

6.3.2 Burke's Enquiry of Proportion and the Beautiful 

Hogarth's analysis influenced many writers on philosophy of beauty among 

whom Edmund Burke was the most notable. 53 Like Hogarth, Burke believes that taste 

operates by fixed principles in all men. A standard can thus be determined, which 

would operate like the laws of physical sciences. In his discussion on beauty, Burke 

devotes more tl)pn one third of the section to the problem of proportion. Following the 
~t 

teaching of the French masters as well as Shaftesbury, he denies that proportion is the 

cause of beauty in vegetables, animals or the human species. He also attacks the 

analogy between body and building and suspects that this analogy is devised to give 

53Edmund Burke (1757). On the subject of the sublime, see S.H. Monk (1935). 
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credit to works of art by showing their conformity to the noblest work of nature. The 

idea of proportion is transferred to nature artificially and not derived from it. This is 

demonstrated, Burke goes on to explain, in the geometrization of gardens. He believes 

that proportion as the cause of beauty is the result of either custom or utility. 

Burke argues that custom inclines us to think that beauty resides in proportion, 

which is derived from the false reasoning that deformity is the opposite of beauty, 

11 ' . I . b compe mg us to want the complete and normal proportIOn. [True OpposIte to eauty, 
'" 

according to him, is ugliness. Between the two there is a sort of mediocrity in which 

the assigned proportions are most commonly found, which therefore has no effect upon 
I 

the passions. Burke /regards neither the idea of utility as the cause of beauty. For if that 
.. 

were the case, men would be more lovely than women by their sheer strength and 

agility. This confusion of ideas, Burke maintains, is caused by a sophism which makes 

us take what is only a concomitant to be a cause. The real effects of fitness and utility 

(and hence proportion) are approbation and the acquiescence of the understanding 

which judges the works of art by their fitness for their end and purpose. Beauty to 

Burke depends on love and the passions, which are previous to any knowledge of use. 

Its real causes are the following: 'smallness', 'smoothness', 'gradual variation', 

'delicacy' and 'colour'. It would be wrong to interpret Burke as ignoring the 

significance of proportion. He merely regards it as different from beauty and the 

sublime. Although he ad,:ances a sensationist theory of beauty, he recognizes the 

rational validity of proportion and hesitates to dismiss purpose and end in art. His 

argument was taken up by Kant who next looked at the problem of finality in art in a 
}i:-' 

way both subtle and radicaI.54 

6.3.3 Kant's Archetype of Taste 

>~~ 

54Two important pieces of philosophical work on taste should also be mentioned: Archibald Alison 
(1790) and Richard Payne Knight (1808). Alison's and Knight's ideas on taste have informed George 
Hersey's interpretation of High Victorian Gothic as evolution from the aesthetic doctrine of 
associationism. See Hersey (1972). 
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Kant examines the idea of a priori in the judgment of taste in his third critique 

(Kritik der Urteilskraft).55 He builds up his theory in four stages, or moments. The 

first moment is quality which identifies taste as the faculty of estimating an object or a 

mode of representation by means of a delight apart from any interest. The object of 

such a delight is called beautiful which is different from agreeable and good; the latter 

two operate with interests: the first seeks gratification while the second is valued by 

criteria of objective concept. The second moment (one of quantity), is when the 

beautiful is seen to please universally apart from concept. For the judgment of taste is 

subjective: the universality of delight is 'imputed' (angesinnen) to everyone. The 

subjective estimating of the object is antecedent to pleasure and is the basis of this 

pleasure in the harmony of the cognitive faculties. This is again different from the 

agreeable and the good since the former is a private feeling arising from one's own 

senses which claims no universality on others, while the latter claims its universality by 

means of a concept. The third moment relates the ends which determine beauty to be 

the form of finality in an object apart from the representation of an end. Kant 

distinguishes forma finalis (the finality or causality of a concept in respect of its object) 

from nexus finalis (those causes of the form which are not located in the will but 

derived from it). Hence finality may exist apart from an end. The judgment of taste is a 

subjective finality which rests on a priori grounds. Kant distinguishes free beauty 

(pulchritudo vaga) from dependent beauty (pulchritudo adhaerens). Free beauty does 

not rely on the concept of object, e.g. the foliage pattern for framework or on 

wallpapers, or the fantasias in music, and constitutes a pure judgment of taste. 
f' 

Dependent beauty--, on the other hand, presupposes a concept of the end that defines 

what the thing has to be, hence a concept of perfection. This includes the beauty of 

man, horse and building. The ideal of beauty - the archetype of taste or the exemplary 

model - is an idea, and therefore not free but fixed by a concept of objective finality. 

55Cf. Immanuel Kant (1911) . 
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Kant says that this ideal can only be sought in the human figure. The fourth moment 

determines the modality of the delight which concludes that the beautiful is cognized as 

an object of a necessary delight apmt from concept. While judgments of sense entail no 

necessity and judgments with definite objective principles presuppose unconditioned 

necessity, the nature of modality in the judgment of taste is a conditioned subjective 

necessity. This condition is the idea of a common sense (sensus communis) which 

makes the universal communicability of our knowledge possible. 

Kant's concept of art is an extension of his theory of taste. Since beauty is 

subjective, a science of the beautiful is impossible. There is only a science of a critique 

of the beautiful. The beauty of art, unlike the beauty of nature, is mediated through 

concept and hence belongs to dependent beauty. The former refers to the concept while 

the latter to the object itself. As a result, when compared with nature, art is a secondary 

"semiotics" to beauty. The fine (schone) arts, unlike the agreeable arts which represent 

mere sensations and comprising party conversation, entertaining narrative and the like, 

or the mechanical arts which actualize objects according to ends, involve modes of 

representation intrinsically final but devoid of an end, and have the effect of advancing 

the culture of mental powers in the interests of social communication. Fine art is 

possible only as a product of genius which is the medium through which nature gives 

rule to art. As taste is responsible for the estimation of beauty in nature, genius is 

responsible for the estimation of beauty of art. And since the beauty of nature is a 

beautiful thing while the beauty in art is a beautiful representation of a thing, genius is a 

secondary principle in Kant's theory of art. It is a union of imagination and 

,,' 
understanding guided by taste. Therefore, when conflict arises between the two, taste 

should always prevail over genius. Kant also compares the fine arts by ranking poetry 

first and the art of the tone second. However, he says if we rank by the culture the arts 

supply to the mind, then formative arts - sculpture, architecture and painting - should 

rank higher thari·~hlUsic. Among the former, painting is higher than sculpture and 

architecture because it is the groundwork of all the formative arts and can therefore 
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penetrate more into the region of ideas giving a greater extension to the field of intuition 

than the others. 

Kant tries to synthesize both the empiricism of the agreeable and the rationalism 

of the good for the finality of nature and art. But his construction of the a priori for the 

judgment of taste is by no means final. Kant himself acknowledges this incompleteness 

in the idea of the sensus communis when he questions whether it is formed as a 

regulative principle by a still higher principle of reason (in which case taste would not 

be a natural and original faculty but one that is artificial and to be acquired) so that the 

judgment of taste is but a requirement of reason for generating such a consensus. 

Nevertheless, he affirms the basic premise that taste with concept has its ultimate 

reference or archetype in the human body. By announcing that ideal beauty is to be 

found only in the human figure, and that beauty is the symbol of morality, Kant refers 

to taste as a transition from the charm and emotion of sense to the habitual moral 

interest. In the formative arts, charm and emotion are secondary qualities identified 

with colour and sound, and are added to the fundamental form which is the design. 

Now the taste that gove rns this form has its highest model in man who is able himself 

to determine his ends by reason, thus admitting an ideal of beauty. 

Kant does not seem to have resolved the problem regarding which of the two 

beauties - free and adherent - is sovereign. Jacques Derrida argues that the separation 

between the two constitutes a limit which puts them in relation in the mode of 

nonrelation, thus revealing a 'common root' - a telos - of the two beauties.56 This 

common root (as ag,herence) forces us by its irreducibility to a reformulation contrary to 
~ .. " 

the logic of Kant's discourse which seems to favour the pure more than the nonpure. 

He says, 

"If errant beauty entertains a relation of nonrelation to its end, its horizon is the 
announcement - charged with impossibility - of the end, exerting pressure, 

56Jacques Derrida (1987): 15-147, "Parergon". 
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exercising a constraint from its very impossibility, of an end of which only 
pulchritudo adhaerens gives us the example."57 

Hence Derrida concludes that adherent beauty is perhaps less pure but more beautiful 

and more perfect in Kant's terms than free beauty. "It tells us more about what must be 

the accord between the imagination and the understanding which produces the idea of 

beauty... And it would give us the principle of the analogy between the two 

beauties. "58 

Derrida's position seems to be justified by Kant's assertion that the ideal of 

beauty is an idea to be found only in man whose beauty is adherent and not pure. Kant 

describes how one begets this idea by the power of imagination which forms the 

aesthetic nominal idea by a dynamic effect upon the internal sense arising from the 

frequent apprehension of the forms. Thus different races of people would have / 

different nominal idea of the beauty of forms. This nominal idea is not the archetype of 

beauty but only constitutes the correctness or the rule (canon) in the presentation of the 

genus. The ideal, however, is expressed by the human figure because it consists in the 

expression of the moral. He says at the end of his critique that 

"the true propaedeutic for laying the foundations of taste is the development of 
moral ideas and the culture of the moral feeling. For only when sensibility is 
brought into harmony with moral feeling can genuine taste assume a definite 
unchangeable form . "59 

6.3.4 Hegel's Spiritualization of Art 

Kant's exaltation of morality is acknowledged by Hegel, though he criticizes 

Kant for stressing the practical side of the mind over the theoretical, and for relegating 
f' 

the reconciliation of'concept and reality, understanding and sense, universality and 

57Ibid. : 101. 

58Ibid. : 101. 

59Kant, op. cit.: 227. 
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particularity to inference and subjectivity.60 Hegel believes that the ultimate purpose of 

art is to reveal the Idea in sensuous artistic shape, and to represent the antithesis 

between the sensuous particularity and the spiritual universality. It is in overcoming 

this antithesis between impulse and duty, entertainment and instruction, sensuous 

enjoyment and moral improvement, that philosophy furnishes its own reflected truth 

and that of nature and art. For real art (fine art), according to Hegel, also achieves its 

highest task in the same sphere with religion and philosophy and is a mode of revealing 

to consciousness and bringing the Divine Nature (das Gottliche) to utterance. Beauty in 

art, therefore, is born of the spirit (aus dem Geiste), a born again beauty which stands 

higher than the beauty of nature - a view opposite to that of Kant. 

Hegel also criticizes theories of taste as defective in universal principles. He 

refers to taste as the educated sense of beauty which is only directed to the external 

surface about which the feelings play. The profundity of the matter, however, demands 

not only sensibility and abstract reflection but the undivided reason and mind in its full 

vigour. Therefore, he argues that "what is called good taste takes fright at all more 

profound effects of art, and is silent where the reality comes in question, and where 

externalities and trivialities vanish. "61 At the same time, Hegel considers the artist's 

talent and genius, though containing a natural element, is in need of cultivation by 

thought, and reflection on the mode by which it works, as well as training and skill in 

production. This closer association of genius with the mind, therefore, puts it on a 

higher ground than taste, which is yet another view in conflict with Kant's. With 

Hegel, the connoisseur, or scholar of art, has replaced the dilettante, or man of taste. 

Hegel's spiritualization of the idea in art thus provides a formula for evalutaing 

and classifying the different arts. For the task of art is to represent the 'Idea' in 

600.W.F. HegeJ (1905), (1991) & (1993). 

61Hegei (1905): 100. 
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sensuous shape to direct perception. Its value and dignity is in the correspondence and 
, 

unity of both the 'Idea' and its plastic embodiment. "Thus the higher truth is spiritual 

being that has attained a shape adequate to the conception of spirit. "62 And the 'Ideal' 

is the correspondence of the concrete 'Idea' with the true shape it generates. The 

relation of the 'Idea' to its Gestaltung gives three kinds of art: the symbolic, the 

classical and the romantic . The symbolic form of art has the 'Idea' still in the 

indeterminate and non-plastic stage, while objects are thoroughly determinate in their 

shape. The classical form of art has an adequate embodiment of the 'Idea' in the shape 

which is appropriate according to its conception. This shape, which the original notion 

(der ursprungliche Begriff) "invented" and the spirit of art "discovered" and brought 

into accord with free individual spirituality, is the human form. But the Mind which the 

human form depicts is a particular case of mind - the human mind - and not absolute 

and eternal, hence incapable of proclaiming and expressing itself otherwise than as 

intellectual being (Geistigkeit). Out of this defect arises the third kind of art - the 

romantic form - which has the unity of the human and divine nature raised from a 

potential to a conscious level. The true medium for the reality of this content is no 

longer the sensuous immediate existence of the spiritual, the human bodily shape, but 

"self-conscious inward intelligence" (Innerlichkeit). Romantic art is an art which 

transcends itself while remaining within the artistic sphere and in artistic form. But the 

external element (the sensuous externality of concrete form) no longer has its notion and 

significance, as in classical art, in its own sphere and medium, but in the feelings, the 

display of which is "in themselves". 

This ge~eral division of art furnishes a model of hierarchy also for the palticular 

arts. Architecture, since its concrete spirituality does not admit of being realized and 

thus is retained as an inward existence over against the external form, belongs to the 

symbolical form of art. Sculpture is a classical art because the spiritual inward being 

62Ibid.: 173. 
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and its external sensuous shape and matter adapt to each other so that neither is 

predominant. It is also wrought in the ideal form of the human figure. Painting, music 

and poetry have the most intimate connection between their intellectual import and 

sensuous medium and therefore belong to the Romantic forms of art. However, the 

three arts of colour, sound and word also seem to exhibit a hierarchy among themselves 

within such a domain according to the division of the Symbolic, Classical and 

Romantic. Poetry is the most transcendent Romantic form of art because sound is the 

only external matter which it retains but is degraded to a sign void of import. It is a 

sign of the idea which has become concrete in itself and not merely of indefinite feeling. 

For the import of word is in the indication of mind, of ideas and notions, and not in the 

audible aspect of sound or the visible aspect of letter. 

Hegel's spiritualization of art still leaves some difficulty over the significance of 

the sensuous existence. What he says about sound in poetry may be true, yet the role 

of poetical sonority cannot be denied. Mind uses and even needs the sensuous as its 

symbol. Though God is spirit, He exists in the medium of mind which is actual as 

intelligence in the human self-consciousness. Hegel does not seem to be postulating a 

spiritual being whose bodily existence is a kind of thin matter; the spiritualization of the 

natural body is in the gait and gesture, the significance and dignity, that make the body 

of the civilized man the outward image of his soul. The body is moulded as the symbol 

and instrument of the human soul. It is the only sensuous form in which mind could 

attain adequate manifestation. It follows from this that anthropomorphism is a necessity 

in fine art. And even though Hegel draws a distinction between the Greek conception 
;" 

of God in human~ 'form and the Christian conception of God as spirit, he could have 

admitted the symbolization of the Deity to sense only in the image of man. It seems that 

Hegel's spiritual doctrine of the 'Idea' not only has not done away with the sensuous 

bodily medium but even exemplifies its inevitable existence in art. 
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SEVEN 

EXPRESSION AND IMPRESSION: 

Scientific Studies of the Artistic Body 

7.1 Geometrical Induction from Camper to Superville 

The theoretical struggle implicit to beauty and proportion as shown in the concept of 

decorum, character and taste indicates an increasing division between science and art 

since the 17th century leading ultimately to Hegel's pronouncement of the irrelevance (if 

not the total death) of art to the work of the Spirit. As the epistemological basis of art 

became more vulnerable with the onslaught of the Scientific Revolution, many artists 

and theorists turned to science in developing their techniques and theories of 

representation. The result of this was a curious mixture of ideas from both artists and 

scientists in the art culture of the 18th and 19th century. Indeed some of the theories 

formed by this reciprocity were even pivotal to the development of science itself. Le 

Brun's geometrization of the head, as I explained in the last chapter, anticipated an 

enormous interest in the study of the proportion of the skull. The important figure for 

the transference of this idea from art to science was the Dutch physician and anatomist 

Pierre Camper. 1 

Camper's interest in drawing inspired his investigation on the connection 

between anatomy find art. 2 As professor of anatomy, he had dissected many corpses 
~ •• r. 

and had collected skulls of all races from many parts of the world. Following Le 

lCamper was also knoWP as a man of culture. See for example Kant's reference to his thesis on shoes 
in the Critique of Judgment as a demonstration of the difference between art as a practical skill and 
science as theory. Kant (1952) : 163 . 

2Cf. Camper (1794). 
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Brun's method of geometrical reduction, he demonstrates how different sp~cies of 

animals could be transformed from one into another according to a few biomechanical 

rules. His major contribution is the idea of the facial angle which he believes regulates 

intelligence both of animal and of man. The facial angle is formed by the line 

connecting the prominence of the forehead and the tip of the maxilla with the horizontal. 

Camper shows that this angle increases with the progression of intelligence, from 

monkey (42 degrees), ape (58 degrees), negro (70 degrees), European (80-90 degrees) 

to ancient Greek (lOO degrees) (Fig. 35). This hypothesis, though parodied in reverse 

by Grandville, foreshadowed Charles Darwin's theory of evolution in the next 

century.3 It also marked the beginning of the scientific craze to measure man's 

intelligence, epitomized with the 19th century feat of skull measuring,4 a notable 

example being lohann Friedrich Blumenbach from Gottingen. The ethnological 

implication of his work was used by the Nazis to support their pan-Germanic theory. 

Another example was the Italian Cesare Lombroso who extended the idea of body 

measures into criminal anthropology. Despite this unfortunate development into a 

scientific racism and biological determinism, craniology also became an indispensable 

tool in the new study of physical anthropology. 

Camper's reduction of the geometry of the face to a line and his deduction of 

intelligence from it follows an inductive trend since Boffrand in the construction of a 

theory of artisitic and architectural expression. As I mentioned earlier, Boffrand 

pioneered a theory of character in architecture which was also one of the many attempts 

in the context of the new post-Le Brun intellectual atmosphere to revalidate a theory of 
;2 
-, 

the orders. He maintains that it is in the proportions of the orders that one can discover 

'~~ 

3See Grandville's illustration "Apollo descending to the frog" (1844) reproduced in Baltrusaitis (1989): 
54, Fig. 36. 

4See Stephen Jay Gould (1981). 
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the character suited to each type ofbuildings.5 By an analogical comparison with music 

and poetry, he even reduces the analysis of character down to the basic element, the 

lines. He says, 

"These different lines in architecture are as the tones in music, which express on 
different chords joy and sorrow, love and hatred ... Indeed one has employed 
the forms and contours in the mausolea and the churches which suit only the 
theatres ... This disorder comes from the mistake of the knowledge of 
proprieties of these different lines, and the lack of attention to the effects which 
they produce ... "6 

"The profiles of the mouldings and the other parts which compose a building in 
architecture are as the words in discourse. There are only three types of lines 
which form all buildings, the straight, the concave and the convex. "7 

The idea to express characters solely by lines was also echoed by Le Camus de 

M6zieres who says, 

"The more closely I have looked, the more I have found that every object 
possesses a character, proper to it alone, and that often a single line, a plain 
contour, will suffice to express it. The faces of the lion, the tiger, and the 
leopard are composed of lines that make them terrible and strike fear into the 
boldest hearts... The celebrated Le Brun, ... has expressed the various 
affections of the soul, and has rendered joy, sadness, anger, fury, compassion, 
etc., in a single line. "8 

And this doctrine was extended by Jacques-Franr;ois Blondel, who taught after 

Boffrand that the profile of the mouldings could 'signify' the character of a building 

(Fig. 36). Boffrand's reduction from characters to lines and more specifically, his 

tripartite system of lines, found its reverberation in the 19th century from Humbert de 

Superville. 

5Boffrand (1745): "Avant Propos A." 

6Ibid.: 9, "Dissertation sur ce qu'on appelle le bon gout en architecture." 
~ 

7Ibid.: 22, "Principes tires de I'art poetique de Horace." 

8Le Camus de Mezieres (1992): 70. 
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Superville's treatise Essai sur les signes inconditionnels dans ['art, published'in 

Leyden between 1827 and 1832,9 examines those signs in art which convey the same 

emotions and meanings to all men universally (hence 'unconditional'). In other words, 

these signs are absolute: their interpretations are free from any cultural or historical 

context and their justification can only be explained through myth, which is the 

primordial encounter between man and the universe. Superville investigates the 

problem systematically. He starts with lines, of which there are three possible 

directions in relation to a vertical axis: the horizontal, descending and ascending 

oblique. The correlation of these to the human face displays their emotive significance 

as is shown by the movement and change of directions of the various organs (Fig. 37). 

Superville identifies each direction with the three goddesses of the Judgment of Paris, 

seen as the three basic human properties: pleasure, wisdom and power. The ascending 

oblique line associates with Venus, Queen of Cythera, signifying 'passion', 

'movement', 'agitation', 'beauty', 'inconstancy' and 'change'. The descending one 

associates with Juno Ludovisi, representing 'meditation', 'profundity of thought', 

'grandeur of soul', 'gravity' and the 'sublime'. The horizontal, mediating between the 

two, is Minerva, the Pallas of Velletri, which stands for 'order', 'equilibrium', 

'dignity', 'stability' and 'duration'. The transition from the pathognomy of face to their 

physiognomic characterization is theoretically ambiguous, for Superville gives no 

explanation how 'weeping' turns . into 'reflection' or 'greatness'. However, he escapes 

this difficulty by resorting to a physiological principle which does not deal with 

objective character but a subjective judgment of character. Using this tripartite schema, 
if 

Superville also formul~tes a theory of colour, with red and black occupying the ends 

which stand for the agile and the solemn while white takes the centre representing the 

calm. Yellow situates between red and white, azure between white and black. He 

9Cf. Barbara Stafford (1979). 
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projects this category of three onto the plant kingdom: represented by the pine, the oak 

and the fir (Fig. 38). 

Superville next considers the relevance of this principle to the arts. The three 

linear schemes govern three kinds of architecture - Gothic, Chinese and Greek (Fig. 

39). The Gothic church, according to Superville, signifies man's physical and moral 

dignity, hence solemnity and power. Chinese architecture, with its capricious 

construction and expansive colours, conveys a sense of gaiety opposite to the Gothic. 

Superville even draws an analogy between the national physiognomy of the Chinese 

and their characteristic curving roofs, thus relating physio-ethnology to aesthetics. The 

third type of architecture is the Greek Doric temple, which induces a sense of calm and 

tranquility through its predominantly horizontal signs and the whiteness of stone 

construction. Superville, however, prefers Egyptian to Greek sculpture. The latter to 

him embodies no meaning beyond mere formal beauty. But the former, which 

originates from the mummy case that commemorates death and the regeneration of life, 

is a truly open and disinterested production of art. It constantly eludes the limiting 

circle of human imagination and thought with its omission of details and avoidance of 

imitation. Superville gives the highest rank to painting, regarding it as the most 

spiritual of the arts because it is an art of signs devoid of the materiality of architecture 

and sculpture. It is the visible expression of the nonverbal language of the mind - the 

manifestation of the intellectual idea in the form of an external sign. 

Humbert de Superville's theory may seem overly simplistic and, if taken 

literally, could n9~ possibly account for all the richness and complexity of the language 
\ t. 

of form. Nevertheless, it was a major source of influence for the development of 

abstract art from the romantic expressionism of the 19th century. With naive 

reductionism, it emphasizes the importance of myth as the interpretation of signs and 

unites form and meaning on the most elementary level of line and colour. Superville's 
'~~ 

theory of art depends on Kant's idea of the schema and intersubjective communicability 

of the judgment of taste. His basic premise is that all people share more or less identical 
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sets of affective responses in the face of certain fundamental linear and coloristic 

expressions. By abstracting a system of signs from nature and the human body, he 

attempts to link the physical, intellectual and moral dimensions together. But as no 

language is isomorphic with the world, his system remains also only a metaphoric 

approximation. 

7.2 Charles Blanc and the Grammar of Drawing 

Although Superville's book had only limited circulation, his ideas formed the 

basis of Charles Blanc's Grammaire des Arts du Dessein, which was the most widely 

read manual of art of the 19th century. Blanc was director of the Eco1e des Beaux-arts 

and founder of the Gazette des Beaux-arts. He took the first chair of the College of 

France in which aesthetics became an independent subject in the academic curriculum in 

1878. His book was in fact written with the aim of instructing the public on aesthetics . 

Blanc's ideas were a culmination of the French philosophical movement during this 

period, of which the forerunner was Victor Cousin . Cousin synthesized Kant and 

Hegel to formulate the French version of German idealist philosophy. \0 He states that 

all arts should represent the rapport between the sentiment of the beautiful and the 

infinite through the supreme quality of expression. His contemporaries and followers -

Lamenais, Jouffroy and Leveque - all in some degree contributed to Blanc's theories.!! 

Theodore Jouffroy, Cousin's student, developed the concept of art as 'visual signs' (le 

signe visible) . Jouffroy proposes three types of expressive beauty : imitation, 

idealization and invisibility, which correspond to the sensible, intellectual and moral. 

He equates th~ invisible state of mind with certain fundamental expressions or 
~,f. 

physiognomical signs, and distinguishes two categories of signs: one according to the 

association of ideas (linked by mere accident) and the other founded upon nature (the 

' ./'; . 

IOYictor Cousin (l g37). 

llHugues Felicite Robert de Lamenais (1841), Theodore Jouffroy (1863) and Charles Leveque (1861 -
62). 
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visible object reveals to the mind something of an invisible presence). Jouffroy sees 

human visage as a natural sign of the soul and regards human perception as taking in 

only signs which reveal to the mind the existence of the invisible. I2 

There were two possible sources of Jouffroy's ideas. The concept of the two 

types of signs probably owed its origin to Moses Mendelssohn, friend and collaborator 

of Lessing and direct precursor of Kant, who developed a theory of art based on the 

distinction between natural and arbitrary signs. I3 According to Mendelssohn, a natural 

sign has a connection with the thing signified within the latter's characteristics. Thus 

passions are connected with muscular movements, gestures and tones of voice. An 

arbitrary sign has nothing physically or materially in common with the designated thing 

and is assigned only conventionally to it. The articulated sounds of all languages are 

examples of arbitrary signs. Jouffroy's concept of the visible and invisible, on the 

other hand, was probably developed from Schelling's theory of the harmony of the 

visible and the invisible. 14 Jouffroy concluded that the highest definition of art was the 

expression of the invisible by means of the manifestation of physical signs. I5 Cousin's 

abstract idea of expression - all art should represent the relation between the sentiment 

of the beautiful and the infinite through the supreme quality of expression - is thus 

realized in Jouffroy as a form of fundamental sign language. Each of the arts therefore 

possesses its own language of rudimentary signs to symbolize spiritual qualities. From 

Cousin to Jouffroy, there is hence a common basis in a kind of Platonism which exalts 

the importance of expression. This is echoed also in Charles Blanc's theories. 

I2Theodore Jouffroy (1863). 

13Moses Mendelssohn (1819): Ober die Hauptgrundsatze der Schonen Kiinste und Wissenschaften, 2, 
104. 

I4Cf. Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling (1959). Louis Hautecoeur (1942): 90. On Schelling's 
concept of art, see al~o Dieter Jahnig (1966-1969). 

~ 

I5Cf. Dufresnoy (1695) : 32, "Of the Passions" 230 XXIX, "Besides all this, you are to express the 
motions of the spirits, and the affections or passions whose centre is the heart: in a word, to make the 
soul visible, by the means of some few colours; this is that in which the greatest difficulty consists ." 
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Blanc's treatise is divided into two parts. 16 The first part is elucidation of 

principles grouped in the following categories: the sublime and the beautiful, nature and 

art, grandeur and mission of art, imitation and style, drawing and colour, the human 

figure and its proportion, the origin and character of the arts of design. The second part 

consists of three books each on architecture, sculpture and painting. On beauty and the 

sublime, Blanc distinguishes the former as belonging to man while the latter is above 

man. Beau as ideal beauty is innate in man but obscured by his fall, while beaute is the 

real beauty that awakens the notion of the former. On art and nature, Blanc borrows the 

dictum "Homo additus naturae" from Francis Bacon and postulates the evolution of art 

as parallel to that of man and nature. As man imitates, interprets and idealizes, the three 

stages correspond to the three aspects in art: individualite, caractere and beaute ideale. 

Art, therefore, is an all-encompassing aspect of humanity which comprises the 

religious, the moral, the useful and the beautiful. On imitation and style, Blanc adopts 

the Hegelian concept that art is no mere imitation of nature but should rise above and 

transcend it. An artist imitates nature according to his personality thus giving rise to 

different styles. Blanc considers le style as 'beauty' - which has the highest model in 

Greek classical art. He also follows Hegel in recounting the origin and division of the 

arts after the historical evolution of civilization. But unlike Hegel, he places higher 

values on the arts according to their closeness to the origins, not according to their 

degree of dissociation from,materiality. Architecture thus becomes the most elevated 

form of art. It is also superior because it involves creation rather than imitation of 

nature, expressing par excellence the definition of art as interpretation of nature. 
;" 
~.!. 

There is an emphasis throughout Blanc's treatise on the human figure, a kind of 

anthropocentric humanism such that every principle is related to man and his properties. 

The microcosmic concept of man in Blanc is most apparent when he explains the idea of 

16Charles Blanc (1867, 1870); cf. Misook Song (1984). 
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line and geometry as the fundamental aesthetic signs. This anthropocentrism came from 

Jouffroy and L€veque, who sanctioned the idea of an all-embracing aesthetic 

physiognomy of expressive signs as a visual manifestation of the invisible vital force . 

Blanc refers to line and geometry as the symbolic aesthetic signs of ideas and reasons 

while colour is the natural symbol of the soul. However, he gives superiority to 

drawing over colour as justified by biological evolution since in nature, the less 

developed animals are more beautiful in colour. 17 The ideal model of aesthetic 

physiognomy is in man who embodies the perfect proportion. Blanc even draws an 

analogy between the organic members of the body with the forms of nature: 

"His skeleton is the image of those rocks which are bones of the earth. Its bony 
frame is joined by the tendons which are subject to the action of electricity like 
the metals; it is covered with muscles which, for their projections and 
depressions, recall the mountains and valleys, and all his body is watered with 
the streams of blood which transpire through the skin, just as the rivers run 
across the surface of the earth. Finally, the hair which embraces the organ of 
his thought is, according to the poetic expression of Herder, an emblem of the 
sacred woods, where the mysteries were once celebrated. "18 

Blanc's aesthetic shema of line and geometry and its relation to the human body 

was explicitly borrowed from Humbert de Superville. The reference to verticality as the 

sign of man's psychic direction and the three types of human face - the horizontal, the 

expanding and the contracting obliques (with their moral significance) - are almost 

paraphrased from Supel:ville's Essai (Fig. 40). But Blanc's treatment of the human 

head as the model of a geometrical universe is developed from Bernardin de Saint

Pierre's theory of expressive geometrical figures which reduces all shapes to five 

essential types: line, triangle, sphere, oval and parabola.19 Blanc cites Saint-Pierre: 

17The idea of drawing being superior to colour was already expressed by Dufresnoy in the 17th century. 
See Charles Alphonse Dufresnoy (1695) . Cf. Roger de Piles' ranking of painters according to 
composition, drawing, colour and expression (Chapter 6, note 41). This debate also constituted the 
battle between the two schools of painting of Ingres - who emphasized line - and Delacroix - who 
emphasized colour. 

' .o!'$ 

18Charles Blanc (1870); 33. Song (1984): 53 . 

19Jacques-Henri Bernardin de Saint-Pierre (1833) : 278 , "Etudes de la nature." He also wrote Paul et 
Virginie (1799), a novel of moral edification of the young. 
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"The form of the human head comes close to the sphere, which is the form par 
excellence. On its front is the oval of the face, terminating in the triangle of the 
nose, and surrounded by the radiating lines of the hair. The head is then 
supported by a neck which has much less than the diameter of the head, and 
which detaches the head from the body by a concave part. This light sketch 
offers us above all the five harmonic terms of the elementary generation of 
forms. The hair presents the line; the nose, the triangle; the head, the sphere; 
the face, the oval; and the hollow part beneath the chin, the parabola. The neck 
which, like a column, supports the head, offers again the very agreeable 
harmonic form of the cylinder, composed of the circle and the square. "20 

Blanc also extends the associationist theory of lines to architecture 21 (Fig. 41): width 

evokes stability, equilibrium and repose; height, the sentiment of elevation and spiritual 

ascension; depth, mystery and obscurity. He also draws affinity between the Greek 

orders and the divinities of Olympus: thus Doric with its severe austerity represents 

Jupiter, Minerva, Mars and Neptune; Ionic with its delicate grace stands for Venus, 

Prosperpine and Flora; while Corinthian with its melange of pride, virility, elegance and 

graceful charm signifies Juno, Bacchus, Diana and Apollo. This echoes the analogy 

which Paillot de Montabert makes with musical modes in his Theorie du geste dans ['art 

de la peinture in 1813, apparently derived from Poussin and F6libien. 

Blanc's conception of drawing as revelation of thought also qualifies his 

distinction of drawing as masculine and colour feminine. This further substantiates his 

division of the arts in relation to drawing: architecture relies most on drawing for the 

generation of thought and therefore occupies a higher place than sculpture and painting. 

Kant also makes a similar comparison between form and colour but he does not extend 

it to the classification of the arts. To Kant, finality is the raison d'etre for ranking 

painting higher than architecture. Blanc, like Saint-Pierre, also adopts the idea of a 
f' 

harmony that resuits 'from the union of two opposites. The perfect example of harmony 

is the human figure since it displays asymmetry in symmetry, diversity in uniformity 

20Song (1984): 55. Bl~nc (1870) : 28. The sphere as the best form in architecture was already 
exemplified by Boullee and Durand. 

21 As mentioned earlier in Chatper 6, associationism was developed by the Scottish Common Sense 
philosophers Hume, Hutcheson, Stewart, Reid and later on Alison and Knight. See Hersey (1972). 
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and is at the same time the most noble subject for both the painter and sculptor, the 

living image of the great laws of architecture, the model of all proportions, the standard 

of all measurements and the universal mechanism of all movements. 

7.3 Scientific Aesthetics of Impressionism and Post-impressionism 

Charles Blanc's theory had a strong impact on the development of 

Impressionism and Post-impressionism in the later part of the 19th century. The term 

"Impressionist" was derived from Monet's painting Impression, Sunrise (Le Havre) 

(1872). The aim of Impressionism, according to Monet, was nothing but immediate 

sensation. This corresponds to the critic lules Castagnary's comment that the 

impressionist artists rendered not a landscape but the sensation produced by a 

landscape.22 The main concern of this sensation was the appearance of the model as 

conditioned by light. Thus the effect of colour was of paramount importance. 

C6zanne, another representative of this movement, had also said that art was re-

presentation of nature by means of colour. This emphasis of colour over drawing, 

begun with the debate between Delacroix and Ingres, was a constant struggle between 

the impressionist mtists and the academic classicists. 

The idea of art as representation of impression was also reflected in the figure 

paintings of Edgar Degas who was concerned with the expression and feeling of the 

subjects. Degas was influenced by Lavater's study of physiognomy. He once advised 

to do expressive heads with a study of modern feeling, "It is Lavater, but a more 

relativistic Lavater, so to speak, with symbols of today rather than the past... Make 
r.' 

portraits of people in familiar and typical positions, above all, give their faces the same 

choice of expression one gives their bodies. Thus, if laughter is typical of a person, 

22Castagnary: Exposition du boulevard des Capucines - Les impressionnistes, Le Siecle, April 29, 
1874. Quoted by John Rewald (1973): 330. 



make him laugh - there are, naturally, feelings that one cannot render. .. "23 Degas was 

also concerned with proportion in his sculpture. Jean Sutherland Boggs, who has 

studied Degas' notebooks at the Bibliotheque Nationale, observes that Degas' notes on 

proportions and systems of measurements contained in Notebook 14 are based on Jean 

Cousin's Livre de portraiture (1608).24 Although he never seems to have developed a 

system of proportions to be applied consistently in his work, he shows concern for 

relationship in size among various parts of the body.25 (Fig. 42, 43) His view on 

proportion certainly echoes the following description by Charles Blanc, "the fixed 

relationship of the limbs to each other and of each limb to the entire body in such a way 

that given the measurement of a single part, both the measurement of the other parts and 

that of the whole could be inferred from it. "26 

Georges Seurat, one of the representative artists responsible for the creation of 

Post-impressionism, acknowledged Blanc's influence during his early art education at 

the Ecole. The Post-impressionists took upon themselves the task of refining the 

Impressionist concerns with the aid of scientific discoveries. Seurat studied theories of 

colour by various people including Sutter, Blanc, Chevreul, Rood, Bourgeois and 

Delacroix.27 His early interest in colour theories was shown in his Une Baignade (Fig. 

44) in which he applied the principles discussed by Blanc and the others, namely: 

23Edgar Degas, Notebook CII (1869), B.N. carnet 327 d res ., 21, formerly R, in Boggs (1958): 243-
244. Quoted by Nochlin (1966): 62. 

24Boggs (1958): 166, ~ote 7. See also note 44 below. 

25In Degas' study for a figure in the relief Gathering Apples, notebook I1, 15, he notes how many 
heads make up the length of one side of the body and how many fit between the waist and the foot of 
the other side. In another sketch for the Spanish Dance, he delineates the length of the torso almost 
equal to that of the legs. Cf. Millard (1976): 60-61. 

26Blanc (1867): 38 . 

'~ 

27David Sutter (1858), Michel-Eugene Chevreul (1839) and Ogden Nicholas Rood (1879). Bourgeois 
and Chevreul were also the chief sources of Blanc's theory of colour. Blanc's study of Delacroix in the 
Gazette des Beaux-arts inspired Signac (1863-1935) to write a book on the same artist: Paul Signac 
(1939) ; Charles Blanc (1864) : 5-27, 97-129, "Delacroix." 
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optical mixture, modulation and colour harmony.28 Seurat's interest later turned to 

theories of expression which unified colour and lines to convey emotions. This shifted 

emphasis, apart from its direct inspiration from Superville and Blanc, was probably a 

result of his meeting Charles Henry who attempted a synthesis of mathematics, 

physiology and psychology to formulate a scientific aesthetics.29 

Henry maintains that what science offers artists is not the creation of beauty but 

that it could spare the artist useless hesitations and false starts by pointing him to sure 

aesthetic procedures. While art pursues the expression of the physiognomy of things, 

aesthetics deal with "the conditions which these things satisfy when they are 

represented as gay or sad, pleasing or displeasing, beautiful or ugly . "30 He feels that 

science could furnish the critic with rapid means of discerning ugliness, which could 

often be sensed but not expressed. Henry associates direction from light to heavy with 

sadness, the opposite with joy. Similarly, he relates top to bottom with sorrow and the 

reverse with pleasure; right to left as disagreeable, and the contrary agreeable. He 

justifies this with the physiology of the human body: 

"We find in the expression of the physiognomy the law of gesture: it is evident 
that the goal of these movements is, in the case of sorrow, a tendency to place 
the body in a position which demands the least work to produce; in the case of 
pleasure, in a position which demands the most work to produce ... "31 

The independence of this theory from any context of acculturation connects it again with 

the doctrine of unconditional signs of Superville and Blanc. 

280ptical mixture is concerned with the perception of colour at a distance formed by small individual 
neighboring patches . This is the basis of the pointillist method which reduces the patches to small 
dots. Modulation (which Signac terms degradation) is the juxtaposition of hues close to each other -
value contrast - for the creation of illusion of depth . Blanc recommends black and white as a particular 
enhancement in colour harmony. 

29Charles Henry (1885,). also (1889) and (1891); cf. also lA. Argiielles (1972) . 
.,~ 

30Henry (1885): 441-469. 

31 Ibid.: 446-447. 
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Henry's interest in mathematics also led to his invention of the rapp(Hteur 

esthetique - a protractor which he developed by adopting Carl Friedrich Gauss' theory 

to determine what angle or linear directions were rhythmic. 32 By choosing numbers 

which belong to the series 2, 2n, a prime number of the form 2n+ 1, or the product of a 

power of 2 by one or several different numbers of that form, he forms a series 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 24, 30 ... etc. Turning these into fractions as 112, 1/3, 

114, 115, 116, 118 etc., he obtains their angular equivalents from a circle, thus 112 = 180 

degrees, 1/3 = 120 degrees, 114 = 90 degrees etc.33 William Homer, Henri Dorra and 

John Rewald have shown that Seurat had possibly employed these rhythmic angles in 

his last two major paintings Le Chahut and Le Cirque (Figs. 45, 46).34 This is 

confirmed also by Signac who pointed out Seurat's indebtedness to Henry's theory of 

dynamogenie and inhibition, as the two directional extremes in his theory of expression 

which represent gaiety and sadness, corresponding to the spectrums of warm and cool 

colours respectively.35 Dorra also demonstrates that the majority of Seurat's paintings 

are based on the golden section. 

Seurat's work represents the highest Post-impressionist achievements. At first, 

he and his followers believed that by studying the scientific laws governing the 

behavior of colour, they could reproduce nature's mode of operation in painting, thus 

surpassing the Impressionists . This attitude later changed to a concern less with 

naturalistic values and more with the problem of conveying emotions through abstract 

pictorial means - a change from an inductive to a deductive approach, which also 

32Henry was probably also influenced by D.R. Hay's theory. See Hay in the next chapter. 

33Ibid .: 451-452. 

34Henri Dorra and John Rewald (1959), P. c and Fig . 38. William Innes Homer (1978) : 223-234, 
Figs. 68 , 71. 

35Paul Signac (1935) : 16.84-7 - 16.84-10, "If Seurat's Le Chahut and Le Cif'que were not composed of 
dynamogenic lines, hues, and values, they would not be, in spite of their titles , paintings of movement 
and joy." 
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reflected the scientific change in France at the time brought by the experimental 

physiologist Claude Bernard.36 Although the Post -impressionists were scientifically 

inclined (more so than the intuitive and subjective symbolists that followed), they were 

quite aware of the limited role science could play in art and therefore did not become 

slaves to tedious theoretical studies. 

7.4 Anatomy of the External Forms of the Human Body 

The Impressionist and Post-impressionist efforts to derive a theory of 

expression in art by scientific induction were paralleled by those of a group of 

anatomists who sought to establish a "language of art" also by scientific means -

dissection, not for the internal, but for the external sake. A representative was the 

Edinburgh anatomist, Robert Knox, who was student of Cuvier and Geoffroy St. 

Hilaire and had gone in his early years to the Cape for researches on natural and 

geographical sciences. 37 Knox's interest in artistic anatomy led him to write several 

books on the subject, the best known of which is A Manual of Artistic Anatomy (1852) 

in which he rejects th~ use of abstract geometrical figures in the instruction of figure 

drawings . He holds that since these forms are never seen in nature, they are not, 

therefore, easily comprehensible. His empirical training led him to distinguish further 

between the exterior appearance and the interior structure, referring to those who draw 

figures with geometrical constructions as producing images of living corpses. But the 

grand masters in the past, he said, drew what they saw; "they drew the true, that is, the 

exterior forms, masking internal shapes or configurations, and clothed them with that 

36Charles Henry had previously worked in Bernard's laboratory. 

37Robert Knox (l791-'4§62), The Dictionary of National Biography: vol. XI, 331-333. Knox was 
perhaps better known for his scandalous involvement with the notorious 'resurrectionists' Burke and 
Hare who actually murdered for their supply to Knox of fresh anatomical subjects. This incident led to 
Knox's career downfall but entailed however the Anatomy Act of 1832, which remedied the difficulty of 
procuring anatomical subjects. See Isobel Rae (1964). 
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coloured drapery, which Nature designed."38 Knox was influenced by the French 

anatomist Julien Fau whose view against the use of geometry for figure representation 

is well stated in his book Anatomy of the External forms of Man, translated into English 

by Konx himself (1849): 

"For a long time, and more often than once, attempts have been made to include 
the body, and its various parts, within a geometrical analysis; this in my opinion 
is a bad system. The figures adopted are never perfect, and for the most part 
serve only to lead the student into error, giving them routine habits, by inducing 
them to believe that it is possible to substitute, for the study of nature, the use of 
the rule and the compass. "39 

Another anatomist who also studied the external froms of the human body was 

Pierre Nicolas Gerdy40 whose treatise Anatomie des formes exterieures du corps 

humain (1829) was dedicated to both artists and surgeons. On the one hand, he says, 

anatomy shows the artists the exterior of the body by recollecting the parts hidden 

beneath the skin. On the other hand, the exterior visible forms show the surgeon what 

is hidden in the depth of the body.41 Gerdy compares the proportional systems 

between Jean Cousin and Dtirer. He praises the former for being more exact and 

dismisses the latter ,!S prolix and obscure. Cousin's system is indeed relatively simple 

and straightforward (he proposes, for example, a universal system of eight heads for an 

average body height) which makes it more like a guide book for portraiture than an 

exposition of proportional theory.42 Gerdy adopts Cousin's eight-head system and 

even sanctions its modification according to taste and sentiment (or convenance). He 

38Robert Knox (1852): 10-11. 
Ji':' 
\ y. 

39Fau (1849): 74. 

400erdy was Professor of anatomy, physiology and chirurgy in the Faculty of Medicine of the 
University of Paris . 

410erdy (1829) : Intro., xiii, "L'anatomie, venant au secours de nos yeux, donne, pour ainsi dire, de la 
transparence a la peau, et montre, a I'intelligence, de I'artiste, ce qui est a la surface du corps, par le 
souvenir des parties ~chees sous le voile qui les couvre." Intra., xxviii : "Les formes exterieures, par 
leurs relations avec formes interieures, montrent, a l'intelligence du chirurgien, ce qui est cache dans la 
profondeur du corps , par ce qui est visible a sa surface." 

42Jean Cousin (1672), also (1560) and (1608). 
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also borrows from another 17th century theorist Gerard Audran a general system of 

proportion of the different bodyparts.43 

Although Gerdy exhorts studying the body externally, he dismisses however 

the work of his contemporary Franz Joseph Gall on phrenology44 (Fig. 47), saying that 

the value of his method is neither proved nor manifested.45 He illustrates his treatise 

with three drawings of a male figure in frontal, back and side views, identifying all the 

lines of projection and depression on the surface of the body (Fig. 48). The fact that he 

does not illustrate the same on the female body perhaps reveals the limitation of his 

method since the female would present a comparatively smoother exterior with less 

muscular details. Another limitation of this method is its inability to account for the 

changes of muscular lines for a different pose. Gerdy's significance lies in his attempt 

to draw the attention of the anatomical understanding of the body from the interior to the 

exterior: details on the surface of the body become information for the interpretation of 

the physiological functions of the organs underneath. 

Gerdy reg~rds Camper's work on the relationship between the face and the 

cranium not as an evaluation of the intelligence of animals but only a means of 

comprehending their physiognomical differences and discovering an easy and 

convenient method to sketch the head. "If this method is precious to the anatomist for 

its exactness," he says, "it is much less so to the painter because it is not possible to 

perceive with its help the proportions of the cranium and the face of a living man. "46 

For Gerdy, the facial angle proposed by Camper does not signify intelligence but a 

43Gerard Audran (1683). Audran records measurements of statues only. His text was reprinted 
throughout the 18th as well as the 19th century. 

44"A would-be science of mental faculties supposed to be located in various parts of the skull and 
investigable by feeling the bumps on the outside of the head." Paraphrased definition from Chambers 
English DictionalY-

~~ 

45Franz Joseph Gall (1804), (1807) and (1835). 

46Gerdy, op. cit.: 50. 
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convention of taste. He believes that the Greek heads with a facial angle of 100 degrees 

(like their perpendicular noses and the indentation at their roots) and the eyes deeply 

inset in their orbits, result from a caprice of taste and not a calculation of reason. These 

characteristics do not necessarily indicate intelligence. Knox also dismisses Camper's 

facial angle in his Manual as a false postulate for the comparative measure of the human 

intellect. Citing Cuvier, he gives two reasons for this: first, Camper had overlooked the 

frontal sinuses; second, if the objective were really to compare the size of the brain with 

the face, the area of the vertical section of the cavity of the cranium should then be 

compared with the area of the vertical section of the face. Knox extends his rebuke to 

similar kinds of formulae developed from Camper's postulate, including the work of 

the Edinburgh anatomist and artist Charles Bell who proposes a theory of anatomy of 

expression. 

7 .5 Charles Bell's Anatomy of Expression 

Bell's major scientific contribution is his discovery of the role of the nervous 

system in affecting ~motions and expressions. He uses artistic representations by the 

great masters in painting and sculpture to verify his theories and principles,. This 
I 

connection between science and art is unique in his treatise The Anatomy and 

Philosophy of Expression (1805),47 in which he rejects the idea of measuring the 

proportion of the head by comparing the size of the brain with that of the face . He 

considers facial features rather than the form of the entire head and maintains that unless 

there is conformity in every feature to the general shape of the head, merely measuring 

the obtuse facial ~gle of the ancient Greek sculpture will only produce deformity. He 

asks, 
\ r. 

"How is it that we are led to concede that the antique head of the Apollo or of 
the Jupiter is beautiful, when the facial line makes a hundred degrees with the 
horizontal line? In other words, how do we admit that to be beautiful which is 

47The title of the book was changed to The anatomy and philosophy of expression as connected with 
the fine arts in later editions. 
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not natural? Simply for the same reason that if we discover a broken' portion of 
an antique, a nose, or a chin, of marble, we can say, without deliberation, this 
must have belonged to a work of antiquity which proves that the character is 
distinguishable in every part, - in each feature, as well as in the whole head. "48 

A new principle, therefore, must be assumed, i.e. "in the face there is a character of 

nobleness observable, depending on the development of certain organs which indicate 

the prevalence of the higher qualities allied to thought, and therefore human. "49 Bell 

concludes that what distinguishes man from brutes most is speech which corresponds 

to his exalted intellectual and moral endowments. The visible signs of this high 

endowment are the nostrils, jaws, mouth, and lips. Since the capacity of expression is 

in the nostril and mouth, they are the peculiar attributes of the human countenance. 

Bell confirms his belief by devising a method of measuring the skull similar to 

Camper's . He was inspired by his American pupil William Gibson50 by posing the 

skull upon a perpendicular rod passing through the foramen magnum into the interior of 

the skull so that the upper part of the cranium rests on the point. Instead of using the 

horizontal as the reference line as Camper has done, Bell chooses the vertical line 

passing through t!:le condyles of the occipital bone and the centre of the foramen 

magnum to measure the degree of inclination of the face (Fig. 49) . He claims 

superiority for this method in that his facial line (unlike Camper's which only marks the 

inclination of the face) now makes reference to the whole form and proportion of the 

head. By successive comparison of different facial bones, he also discovers that the 

apparent magnitude of inclination in the bones of the Negro skull result from the size 

and form of the jaw-bones alone, while the upper bones of the face and indeed all those 

that have no r(filation to the teeth and mastication are less than those of the European 
\ r. 

skull. These findings affirm Bell's view that the distinguishing characteristics of the 

48Charles Bell (18$8): 27-28 
~~ 

49Ibid.: 28 . 

50William Gibson (1931-32): vol. IV, 258-259. 
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human head depend on its various functions - the organs of mastication, speech and 

expression. 

Expression, according to Bell, is what makes a countenance beautiful. For a 

face that has nothing remarkable in ordinary conditions can become beautiful in 

expression. It is the harmony of the features of expression rather than the permanent 

form of a countenance that constitutes beauty of proportion. Bell regards the organ of 

breathing as the principal apparatus which produces the outward signs of expression. 

His explanation of the different facial expressions is based on a physiological 

mechanism connecting the passions of the mind with the organs of the body through the 

nerves which induce sympathy in the muscles. Bell's approach was taken up and 

developed by G.B.A. Duchenne who passes electric current through muscular nerves to 

simulate and study human expression.51 Duchenne's work also inspired Charles 

Darwin's book The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals.52 But neither of 

them relate their physiological studies to art.53 Darwin even concludes that the 

representation of strongly contracted muscles of extreme emotion would destroy beauty 

in works of art. 54 

7.6 GoUfried Schadow's Theory of Polyclet 

51Duchenne had the good fortune to experiment on a patient who suffered from anesthesia of the face 
which allowed stimulation of his muscular contraction to be independent of his actual emotive 
sensibility. The implication of his work for the artist is that expression has its own exact and precise 
mark which is produced by a single local modification. The contraction of a single muscle is frequently 
sufficient to express a ,Sassion and it is not necessary to change all the features in order to give the face 
a particular sentiment. ~;, 

52Cf. Darwin (1958). Darwin's work is philosophical in nature. He built upon the experimental work 
of Duchenne and sought to explain why one muscle in particular is affected by the expression of this or 
that passion. His aim was to integrate the physio-morphological study of human expression, in 
pursuit of their mode of origin and development, with his general theory of evolution. See Mathias 
Duval (1891): 289-292. 

53Cf. Ernst Kris (1953) ,-.. ~ 
54Contrast this with a recent study by Simon Richter (1992) on the comparison between the Laocoon 
and Duchenne's experiment. The author's conclusion is that the condition for ideal beauty is material 
pain. 
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Another theorist/artist inspired by Camper to produce a theory of proportion 

was the great 19th century German sculptor Johann Gottfried Schadow who duly 

acknowledges the former in the title of his treatise the Polyclet (1834), named after the 

Greek sculptor Polyclitus.55 Schadow's interest in proportion was probably due also 

to the influence of the Italian sculptor Antonio Canova whom he met in Rome while still 

a young man.56 His approach to the problem of proportion in painting and sculpture is 

mathematical. In the Preface to the Polyclet, he lists the following as among the known 

laws of art: 

1. The law of distribution of columns, 

2. Of shading construction, 

3. Of perspective, 

4. Of osteology and myology, 

5. Of the proportions of different ages and sexes. 

Schadow states that he uses lines to clarify the rules which cannot otherwise be defined 

by words . They have been applied to express: the laws of equilibrium (or 

ponderation), expression of the passions, affections and gestures, and costume (or 

drapery). 

Criticising the vast literature on beauty and the related subjects (e.g. grace, 

genius, imagination, style, taste, composition, etc.), Schadow says that a careful study 

of them scarcely leads to any definite knowledge. Therefore, a fundamental principle -

55Schadow (1834): "Polyclet odeI' von den Maassen des Menschen nach dem Geschlechte und Alter, mit 
Angabe del' wirklichen Naturgrosse nach dem RheinHindischen Zollstocke und Abhandlung von dem 
Unterschiede der Gesichtztige und Kipfbildung der VOlker des Erdbodens, als Fortsetzung des hiertiber 
von Peter Camper ausgegangenen." On Polyclitus, see Chapter 3 note 13. 

'~ 

56Schadow was trained first under the French artist Jean Pierre Antoine Tassaert (1729-1788) who 
emphasized the grace of shapes more than the simple and natural beauty of the Antique. While still a 
young man, he visited Italy and met Can ova in Rome. See Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (1970): 
vo!. 30, 499-512. On Canova's influence, see Alessandro Barca and John Gibson in the next chapter. 
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such as a mathematical one - must be sought. Comparing the mathematician's and the 

artist's method of depicting forms - the former by fixed rules and the latter according to 

feeling, he believes that freedom and imagination of the artist will be hampered by 

uncertainty which is the reason for the anomalies and degradation in the rnisapplication 

of elegance in numerous mannered and counterfeit works of art. He carries on to 

propose that sculpture, since its nature is less abstract, is also less vulnerable in this 

respect than painting. But for both sculptors and painters, he concludes, a science of 

measurement of the human figure as developed by the ancient writers proves to be 

valuable and necessary. Schadow's knowledge of the ancient writings on proportion is 

extensive and thorough. He cites almost all the important people that have produced 

work on the subject, categorized after their nationalities. 

For the actual proportioning of the figures, Schadow acknowledges his method 

of dividing the head into two parts - (1) the skull or upper part which contains the brain 

and (2) the face or lower part which measures from the top edge of the eye-cavities to 

the bottom of the chin - as first proposed by Leonardo da Vinci. He believes this is a 

more accurate measure than simply taking the face (the distance from the chin to the 

hair) which is varying. He includes three periods of life for comparison - childhood, 

manhood and old age - and discovers that the growth of the upper part of the head 

enclosing the brain is less than that of the various parts of the face (Fig. 50). Schadow 

does not seem to draw any conclusion from this observation, but his separate 

measuring of the skull was a more immediate precursor since Camper to the craze of 

craniometry that was to follow. Coupled with his study on national physiognomy 
Ji' 

(1837) in relation f6 the external form of the head, Schadow's Polyclet truly paves the 

way for the development of physical anthropology which is beyond the intended scope 

of his treatise. 

7.7 M.A. Quetelet and the 'Average' Man 
'~ 
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The scientific contribution of theories of proportion as regards physical 

anthropology was evident in M.A. Quetelet's anthropometric study of statistics. 

Quetelet intends to study the causes which influence human development and to 

measure their influence and the way in which they modify each other. Being quite 

awared that his research challenges the notion of applying scientific methods to the 

study of the human and social system, he says, 

"Some may be disposed to see in it a tendency to materialism; others, 
misunderstanding my ideas, may view them as an attempt to exaggerate the field 
of the exact sciences, and to place the geometrician upon ground which does not 
belong to him; they may reproach me for engaging in absurd speCUlations, and 
with inquiring into measures where things do not admit of being measured. "57 

Quetelet defends his work, however, in the context of statistics and probabilities. He 

argues that in determining the moral and intellectual qualities of man, though it is 

impossible to estimate the absolute degree of a particular quality (for example courage) 

in one single individual, the difficulties disappear when the number of individuals 

becomes very great, especially if it is ratios and not absolute values that are to be 

determined. He lis(~ three ways of using numbers to measure the qualities of man by 

their effects: 

1. These effects may be estimated by direct measures which indicate the degrees of 

energy. 

2. If the effects are almost the same, their frequency may be expressed in a ratio. (For 

example, if two men placed in similar circumstances become intoxicated regularly - one 

every week and ~e other twice a week, their propensity to intoxication is 1 :2). 
~~,. 

3. When both the frequency of the effects and their energy are to be considered, there 

is a serious problem in considering (everything being equal), for example, the 

proneness to theft (or any crime) between two men, because this proneness may not be 

57M.A. Quete1et (1842) : 9. 
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disclosed in any action during observation and facts are not sufficient enough to draw 

any satisfactory conclusion . However, when the sample of observed subjects 

increases, the number of acts or effects is great enough to allow us to neglect the 

different degrees of energy of these acts so that the measurement of the frequency 

emerged will approach a greater degree of accuracy. Quetelet therefore believes that it is 

possible to determine the qualities of an 'average' man, whether of a nation or a race, 

and that the impracticability in this pursuit stems from the insufficiency of data rather 

than the inaccuracy of the method. 

Elaborating on the concept of 'the average man', Quetelet observes that in the 

fine arts, those representations of figures that can move us have some similarities with 

our own nature. The successful artists not only seize upon the characteristic traits of the 

people represented in their particular historical era but also choose their own human 

type from modern times. Blind imitation of the figures by ancient artists who depicted 

them as they then were therefore does not excite the modern spectator because nature, 

as Quetelet believes, is not invariable. The type, or 'the average man', changes with 

time. Thus Quetelet argues that there is no fixed standard of beauty . The truth of 

representation lies between the extremes, the limits of which are defined by nature. As 

regards whether there is a type or standard of the beautiful for the human species which 

is proportionate to the development of intellegience, Quetelet refers to the measurement 

of the facial angle and states his doubt whether there have been enough observations on 

a larger scale or samples taken at different ages to confirm the correlation. Lastly, he 

expresses his belief that even as civilization contracts the limits within which different 

elements relatini : to man oscillate and consequently the deviations from the average 

disappear (so that man approaches one common type), Nature, however, "will always 

be so prodigiously varied, that the talented man will never have to fear lest the source of 

the picturesque be exhausted. "58 

58Ibid.: 108. 
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The significance of Quetelet's work is both methodical and ideological. As 

another 19th century French anthropologist, Paul Topinard, points out, there is a 

profound difference between the artistic and anthropologic canons of proportion.59 

Artists formulate their canons by choosing a small number of subjects to measure which 

conform to their personal sentiments. Quetelet calls this the artist's 'preferred type'. 

The result is an ideal of beauty which is more concerned with discovering a symmetry 

of parts than the precise differences between ages, national or racial types . But 

anthropologists do not distinguish among their subjects; they measure them in large 

quantities because they believe the proportions vary not only with age and sex but also 

with nationality. Thus art is unitary and idealistic, and admits only one canon with one 

human type of simple variations, while anthropology is realistic and accepts multiple 

types and canons. Moreover, artists sometimes contrive to restore the canon to some 

simple formulae, for exmaple, a common module which relates to different bodily 

parts, while the anthropologists on the contrary accept the measures as they are (Fig. 

51) . Topinard includes a table which contrasts the measures based on statistics with 

those (from the atelier) according to Charles Blanc. He discovers that some of the 

bodily parts are either too long or too short (Fig. 52).60 (E. Duhousset has reproduced 

drawings of the human body based on these data (Fig. 53».61 

59Paul Topinard (1891): 123-129. See also Topinard (1878). 

60"1t will now be in,teresting to compare the canon which has just been given with that already stated 
as the canon of the sfudios. The chief differences are as follows: The head, higher than that of Cousin 
and Gerdy, is practically the same as that of Blanc: that is to say, it is contained seven and a half times 
in the statue. The neck, which all artists find too long in the canon of Blanc, is nearly that of Cousin . 
The inferior extremity in its entire length, estimated by the height of the pubis to permit of 
comparison, is notably too long in the system of Blanc. It is , on the contrary, too short in the two 
canons of Cousin and Gerdy; the divisions are bad in the system of the latter. The · span of the arms 
used by artists is absolutely false, for it is equal to the height only once in every ten cases. The 
shoulders and the hips are too large, and the umbilicus is too high. The height of the pubis can only 
be measured approximately , ... This agrees very well with my conclusions, but not with the canon of 
Blanc, which places it'1ower still." English translation from Betram C.A. Windle (1892): 42-43. 

61 Emile Duhousset [n.d.], "Proportions artistiques et anthropometrie scientifique," Gazette des Beaux
Arts: 59-73. See also Duhousset (1902). 
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Quete1et brought the understanding of proportional theory under the new ,light of 

modern mathematical science of statistics and probabilities. He realized the power of 

this tool and is perhaps justified in his concept of type and formulation of the average 

man. But in evaluating his position, there are three difficulties related to the limitation 

of statistics which Quetelet has not resolved. First is the question of the size of sample 

which is always relative. How great should the sample be so that we could know the 

relative accuracy of the distribution? There does not seem to be a definite answer. 

Second is the danger inherent in the assumption of the method. It may be true that as 

the sample gets larger, individual differences become negligible. But there is still a 

possibility that wrong conclusions can be drawn from inadequate observations assumed 

to be enough for the reflection of the true and the accurate. Last is the nature of the 

exercise which Quetelet himself rightly regards as within the order of facts. 62 But facts 

are not values and statistics cannot provide us with their correlation. Some years later, 

Gustav Fechner was to apply statistics to his psychological aesthetic experiments. He 

discovered that, within the sample of his subjects, the majority chose the golden 

rectangle as the most aesthetically pleasing among the quadrangles they were given. 

But can one therefore conclude that the golden rectangle is by its own nature the most 

beautiful? The difficulties posed by the problem of beauty and propOltion unravelled by 

modern science led to the formation of proportional theories that would employ even 

more complex mathematical or scientific reasoning. 

'~~ 

62Ibid. : 96, "Everything which pertains to the human species considered as a whole, belongs to the 
order of physical facts: the greater number of individuals, the more does the influence of individual will 
disappear, leaving predominance to a series of general facts, dependent on causes by which society 
exists and is preserved." 
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EIGHT 

SCIENCE AND AESTHETICS: 

Theories of Proportion as Science of Aesthetics 

8.1 Sensationalist versus Autonomist 

The invention of statistics in the 19th century enabled Quetelet and others, as I have 

shown, to pioneer a new anthropological study of man. But it has also transformed the 

nature of the enquiry of the aesthetic ideal: the classical ideal that used to dwell only in the 

artist's imagination and was held to be exemplary above the ordinary, is now replaced by 

the norm and the statistical mean. This dilemma is eptiomized in Gustav Fechner's work 

on experimental psychology, and in particular his statistical study of the golden 

proportion.! Fechner, now generally regarded as the father of psychophysics, is famous 

for his theory of the calculable measurement of sensation. In his classic book Elements of 

Psychophysics (1860), he formulates his first principle, that the magnitude of the stimulus 

is proportional to the magnitude of the sensation, which can be determined mathematically. 

However, the unit of measure is conditioned by the degrees of sensitivity which depend 

ultimately upon the measurer's own subjective experience. In other words, although 

Fechner proposes the possibility of quantifying the elusiveness of sensation, he also 

recognizes the innate subjectivity in the apparently objective measurements. The statistical 

justification of the golden rectangle as the most beautiful quadrangular shape, therefore, is 

ISee G.T. Fechner (1876). Fechner's work has another relevant aspect to my investigation: his pan psychic 
view of microcosm. Cf. George Perrigo Conger (1922): 88-95. He established the corporeal and spiritual 
link between man and the universe by analogy and produced a theory of resemblance between the earth and 
the human body . In).1is book Zend-Avesta (1851-54) : Vo\. I: 102-103, he relates 'microcosm' and 
'macrocosm' - the "rocb" to our bones, "streams" running through our arteries , light penetrating our eyes, 
and even some fine force coursing in our nerves. He even correlates these analogies with Christian 
doctrines . But Fechner was well aware of the limitation of analogy. Since resemblances are not subject to 
proof, they have to be regarded as a matter of faith. 
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based on subjective aesthetic judgment. The difficulty of objectifying sensation is also the 

cause of contention in aesthetics which oscillates between phenomena and spirit. 

The science of sensation (legitimated as a theory of proportion by Le Camus de 

Mezieres) has given rise to a heteronomous theory of aesthetics which holds feelings or 

emotions as the substance of the appreciation of the beautiful in the arts. This is opposed 

by the the autonomists who argue that the essence of the beautiful is to be sought only in 

the intrinsic nature of the individual art. The battle between the two schools was 

exemplified in 19th century music criticism. Eduard Hanslick, a rival of Richard Wagner, 

was an ardent autonomist.2 His 1854 seminal essay Vam Musikalisch-Schonen (The 

Beautiful in Music) is a theoretical rebuttal of the sensationalists. Hanslick's major 

concern is of course music. But he also makes references to the visual arts. He obviously 

does not know of Le Camus' treatise by making the following remark, "Musical 

dissertations constantly recall the analogy which undoubtedly exists between music and 

architecture, but what architect in his senses ever conceived the aim of architecture to be 

the excitation of feelings, or the feelings the subject matter of his art?"3 The aim of art, 

Hanslick believes, is to produce "something beautiful which affects not our feelings but 

the organ of pure contemplation, our imagination. "4 He further distinguishes between 

'sensation' and 'feeling': the former an act of perceiving some sensible quality such as 

colour or sound; the latter the consciousness of some psychical activity, i.e. a state of 

satisfaction or discomfort. Therefore, 'sensation' but not 'feeling', according to Hanslick, 

is the necessary precondition for the judgment of the beautifuI.5 

2Though Hanslick says that music cannot represent or symbolize emotions, he claims that music can 
represent the dynamic properties of emotions and therefore he could be classified in this limited sense as a 
modified heteronomist. Cf. Morris Weitz's introduction in Hanslick (1957). 

3Hanslick (1957): 13. 

4Ibid. : 11. ' <?"~ 

5There was of course no such distinction made in Le Camus' theory who took the words 'sensation', 
'feeling' and 'emotion' to be the same. 



Hanslick regards architecture, like music, as having no model in nature and 

therefore no prototype for remodelling. The 'music' of nature and the music of man 

belong to two distinct categories. To Hanslick, melody or harmony do not belong to 

nature. They are pure creations by man. Rhythm, however, comes from nature which 

forms a connection between the natural and the man-made. This transition, Hanslick 

believes, is through the science of mathematics. It would be wrong however to assume 

that mathematics plays an important role in Hanslick's aesthetics. As the beautiful in 

music cannot be reduced to numbers, it is totally independent, he thinks, of mathematics. 

He says, 

"Experiments with the monochord, the figures producible by sonourous 
vibrations, the mathematical ratios of musical intervals, etc., all lie outside the 
domain of aesthetics, which begins only where those elementary relations cease to 
be of importance. Mathematics merely controls the intellectual manipulation of the 
primary elements of music, and is secretly at work in the most simple relations. 
The musical thought, however, originates without the aid of mathematics ... 
Mathematics has as little and as much to do with musical compositions as such as 
with the generative processes of the other arts; for mathematics must, after all, 
guide also the hand of the painter and sculptor; it is the rhythmical principle of 
verse; it regulates the work of the architect and the figures of the dancer. "6 

It will not be difficult to deduce from this statement what Hanslick would have said about 

the role of mathematics in architecture and the fine arts. The essence of each art, in 

Hanslick's line of argument, would be constituted by its own particular medium. While 

sound in speech is but a sign, that is, a means for the purpose of expressing something 

which is quite distinct from its medium, sound in music is the end, that is, the ultimate and 

absolute object in view. 

In pursuipg his objection to musical aesthetics being founded upon feelings, 
~ .. " 

Hanslick has more than once remarked that his subject of inquiry as well as his 

methodology are scientific. He comments in the Preface to the seventh edition as follows, 

"I only protest against the intrusion of the feelings upon the province of science .. . I 
am quite at one with those who hold that the ultimate worth of the beautiful must 

6Ibid .: 66. 
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ever depend upon the immediate verdict of the feelings. But at the same time I 
firmly adhere to the conviction that all the customary appeals to our emotional 
faculty can never show the way to a single musical law . "7 

And he continues to argue in the next chapter that musical aesthetics should inquire about 

the object as well as the feelings which music arouses, the latter springing from the 

philosophy of beauty as the offspring of sensation (aisthesis), 

"A satisfactory result, however, is only to be attained by relinquishing a method 
which starts from subjective sensation only to bring us face to face with it once 
more after taking us for a poetic ramble over the surface of the subject. Any such 
investigation will prove utterly futile unless the method obtaining in natural science 
be followed, at least in the sense of dealing with the things themselves, in order to 
determine what is pelmanent and objective in them when dissociated from the ever
varying impressions which they produce. "8 (my italics) 

In order to justify musical aesthetics as a science, Hanslick argues for an objective 

presence of music through the physiology of hearing and music's various therapeutic 

effects. It is not feeling, or the subjective state of mind of the composer, he says, that 

evokes similar feeling in the listener. It is the objective element in beauty which possesses 

a quality of irresistibleness with which music effects its impression on us. Therefore, 

while it is aesthetically correct to speak of a theme as having a sad or noble accent, it 

would be wrong to attribute the cause to the sad or noble feelings of the composer. 

It is rather tricky to differentiate the objective meaning in art as proposed by 

Hanslick versus its subjective interpretation. His critique of colour symbolism is a case in 

point. While recognizing every colour has a specific character, he says nature has 

established a sympathetic connection between it and certain states of mind. Hanslick 

appreciates Goethe's interpretation of colours and refers to Schubart's colour symbolism 

(1806) for the keys it}; music, but he comments that the elements (sounds and colours), 
~t 

when employed for the purposes of art, would be subject to laws quite distinct from those 

7Ibid.: 5. 

8Ibid.: 7. 
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upon which the effect of their isolated action depends. "If yellow is the emblem of 
, 

jealousy, the key of G major that of gaiety, the cypress that of mourning," he follows, 

"such interpretations, and the definite character of our emotions, imply a 
psychophysiological relation. The colour, the sound, or the plant as such are not 
related to our emotions, but only the meanings we ourselves attach to them. "9 
"Music can undertake to imitate objective phenomena only, and never the specific 
feeling they arouse. The falling of snow, the fluttering of birds, and the rising of 
the sun can be painted musically only by producing auditory impressions which are 
dynamically related to those phenomena. In point of strenght, pitch, velocity, and 
rhythm, sounds present to the ear a figure bearing that degree of analogy to certain 
visual impressions which sensations of various kinds bear to one another." 10 

Thus although Hanslick exposes the weakness in expressive theories of aesthetics, he 

could not articulate further the intrinsic character of colour and sound which is fundamental 

in the theories of Superville and Blanc. He opposes to the possibility of formulating a 

language of music based on anything other than abstract musical ideas and might have 

been a precursor to aesthetic theories of self-reference. 

8.2 Alessandro Barca's Musical Proportion of the Orders 

Although Hanslick refutes the importance of mathematics in musical aesthetics, the 

-Pythagorean tradition of musical proportion reappeared under a scientific guise in the 19th 

century which would claim as much objective stance as Hanslick's argument. Alessandro 

Bat·ca's Saggio sopra il bello di proporzione in architettura (1806) was an example. Barca, 

a humanist thinker from Bergamo well versed in many subjects, was elected Humanities 

Professor at the University of ,Padua in 1772 and later on became director of the school of 

architecture. I I It is not clear whether he knew Simonis Stratico 12 who taught medicine 

and also architecture at Padua (Stratico was close to the circle of Francesco Maria Preti, the 
f! 
~" r. 

9Ibid .: 26. 

IOIbid.: 36-7. 

11 "Alessandro Barca" i~''F. P. Fiore (1964): 264-267. 

12Simonis Stratico was pupil of the great mathematician Giovanni Poleni. He edited Joannis Poleni's ed. 
of Vitruvius (1825-1830). See Frascari (1985). 
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Riccati, Andrea Zorzi and Tommaso Temanza who were interested in theories of 
, 

.- proportion).13 But it is very likely that he would have read Francesco Milizia who was 

then the most popular writer on architecture. Barca's writings on proportion include Della 

Geometria di Polifilo (Brescia, 1808) in which he corrects two mistakes of the geometrical 

constructions in Temanza's account of the life of Polifilo l4 and resolves the contradictory 

opinions on the works of Francesco Colonna, author of Hypnerotomachia Polifili (1499). 

His other essay Sull'altezza de' vasi is an investigation on the proportion of vases. IS But 

his most important work is the Saggio (a theory of proportion for the architectural orders 

based on music), published in Bassano in 1806 and dedicated to the architect Jacopo 

Quarenghi .16 

In the Saggio, Barca refutes the traditional theories of Vitruvius, Barbaro, Alberti 

and others which associate music with architecture. He argues that although it is easy to 

establish correspondences in architectural proportion with the simple ratios of musical 

13The theory of proportion developed by Barca and this circle is known as the "medio armonico" and was 
referred to as the new alchemy ("novella alchimia") of musical and architectonic mathematics. See Franco 
Barbieri (1972) and R. Pane (1961). The use of harmonic proportion is demonstrated in Preti's design of 
the nave of Duomo di Castelfranco Veneto where the length, width and height measure 70' , 40' and 50' 
respectively: 2(ab)/(a+b) = 2(70x40)/(70+40) = 50. Other works by Preti include Duomo di Lisbona, 
Duomo di Treviso and Palazzo del Paradiso in Castelfranco Veneto. See Mario Favaro-Fabris (1954). 

14Temanza (1778), "Fra Francesco Colonna, sopraanominato Polifilo." Tommaso Temanza was a scholar
engineer. On his relationship with the Lodoli circle, see Rykwert (1980): chapter 8. 

ISThe study of the proportion of vase is related to harmonics . Vitruvius taught that sounding vessels 
should be placed at various locations of a theatre to amplify the magnitude and clarity of the sounds from 
the stage and to effect harmonious note in unison with them (V, v). Agnolo Firenzuola compares the 
shape of vases to the sha~ of the human body (1892: 145). 

~:" 

16The full title of this treatise is as follows: "Saggio sopra il bello di proporzione in architettural di 
Alessandro Barca. C.R.S . Pensionario dell' academia delle Scienze di Padova nella classe matematica, p. 
prim. prof. in quell'universita, membro dell'antico istituto di Bologna, e di piu altre accademie Bassano. 
1806. A Iacopo Querenghi - patrizio Bergamasco cavaliere gerosolimitano e di S. Valdimiro Architetto 
delle 11. mm. 11. Di tutte le Russie onoI' dell a patria dell'ltalia e dell'arte. L'Autore." Quarenghi was an 
Italian architect living in Russia responsible for many important buildings in St. Petersburg including 
Palazzo Saltykov and Accadernia delle Scienze. See Vanni Zanella (1988). In his letter of January 1, 1808 
to Barca, thanking the lat~ for dedicating the work to him, he mentioned that he did not believe musical 
proportion had any bearing on the beauty of architectural composition (ibid.: 322). He also added that there 
was a certain element of "non so che" in the consideration of beauty. Quarenghi knew Temanza and was a 
friend of Volpato, referring to the latter as his "buon amico" in his letter to the sculptor Antonio Can ova 
in Rome of February 18, 1808 (ibid. : 324). See Canova in note 69 below. 
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consonance in pnme numbers, arbitrary combinations of these simple consonances 
, 

without a given law do not necessarily give harmony; although it is true that the principle 

of simple consonance is an ordering principle for both music and architecture, the 

proportional relationship in the latter has to be simple enough to be perceived. Unlike the 

application of the proportion of vases to architecture, which can be determined quite 

certainly by the arithmetical, geometrical or harmonical means between the length and the 

width, the derivation of similar laws from music, according to Barca, is entirely different. 

Barca's essay is divided into three parts: 'introduction', 'theory' and 'practice'. 

He lists two rules in architectonic composition: first, the terms should be easily 

commensurable; second, they should observe the maximum uniformity of proportions. In 

the introduction, he divides the 'science' of architecture in yet again three parts: 

'construction', 'imitation' and 'proportion'. Architecture, according to Barca, has to be 

constructed solidly. It also has to represent exactly in terms of material and the national 

character, etc. The composition of its elements - entablature, columns and so on - must 

represent itself as the imitation of the original construction in wood. Lastly, it should be 

governed by proportion, which is a certain correspondence of all the principal dimensions 

with the individual parts. 17 Barca then embarks in a discourse on the analogy between 

music and architecture as discussed by Perrault and Briseux. Whereas Perrault denies the 

analogy between hearing and seeing and hence the validity of musical proportion in 

architecture, Briseux admits their correspondence without penetrating into the principle of 

a distinction between abstract and physical proportion. Barca asserts that Perrault's denial 

of the analogy between hearing and seeing is false. In his previous essay "Prima memoria 

di introduzione~d una nuova teoria di musica, " 18 he argues that hearing involves mental 

17Barca (1806): Introduction, "La proporzione architettonica e una certa corrispondenza di tutte le principali 
e meno principali djmensioni di una fabbrica, per cui riesce essa ne) suo tutto non meno che in ciascuna 
sua parte bella e sod~sfacente." 

18"Prima memoria di introduzione ad una nuova teoria di musica," Saggi dell'Accademia di Scienze di 
Padova, vol. 1, 1786; also vol. 11, 1789, Memoria 11. 
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comparisons similar to the process of perception of dimensions. 19 The principle of order 
, 

in music is simplicity of reason, or the easy commensurability of harmony and 

consonances, but this simplicity of reason is insufficient to explain beauty in architecture. 

The difference between the order of simplicity in music and architecture is this: the 

particular and individual compositions in music always conform to the unity of all the 

compositions brought together whereas in architecture different compositions in a 

building, e.g. entablature and column, may have different orders of simplicity which do 

not necessarily constitute a unity for the whole. 

In the theory section, Barca lists three essential conditions of proportion for 

architecture and physical beauty: 'commensurability', 'comparison' and 'unity' 

(commensurabilita, paragone, unita). He defines 'commensurability' in three ways: 

1. as a relation of two dimensions measuring each other exactly; 

2. as a series of subtraction between two dimensions from each other until the difference 

measures both together; 

3. as a series of subtraction from the minor term of the difference of the two dimensions 

until the difference becomes a common measure for both original terms. 

Barca limits the numbers which make up the consonance system to 6, restricting 7 

and 9 from the system since they would destroy the unity with their introduction of double 

harmony. He says that the number 5 gives major and minor thirds which were not 

admitted as consonance in early Greek music but became part of the system since Ptolemy. 

With the basic numbers 1 to 6, Barca therefore obtains 12 ratios of three classes (grouped 

according to the minor terms of 1,2 or 3): 

1st class: 1:1,1:2,1:3,1:4,1:5,1:6 

19Barca (1806): Introduction. 
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2nd class: 2:3, 3:4 (3:2x2), 4:5 (2x2:5), 5:6 (5:2x3), 2:5 

3rd class2o: 3:5 

He then proposes to compare the degrees of simplicity among the different ratios in 

relation to a third ratio by dividing the sum of terms in the third ratio with the sum of the 

two terms in each ratio. For example, the degrees of simplicity between 1:3 and 3:4 to 1: 1 

are (1+1)/(1+3) = 112 and (1+1)/(3+4) = 217, hence 1:3 has a higher degree of simplicity 

over 3:4.21 

The second condition of the beauty of a "paragone" of proportion consists in the 

comparison of architectonic compositions. There are two observations in this comparison. 

The first is that when more than two dimensions are compared, the two more decisive 

terms are compared first before others. The second is that the comparison of different 

compositions verifies itself in the force of construction and is most efficacious in the major 

part of construction. Barca emphasizes that the commenusrability would not be easily 

discovered if the composJtion forms an entirely new system with the terms in the minor 

composi ti on. 22 

The third condition of unita reveals the difference between the unity of musical 

harmony and that of architectonic compositions. A whole harmony of music links all the 

component ratios together so that the full composition shares essentially the identical sound 

20The ratio of 3:5 Ca prelude to the golden proportion) in the Vitruvian sense is 'first class' since they are 
reductions of the perfect numbers 6 and 10. It is apparent in this comparison that Barca's system of 
categorization is concerned more with the mathematical logic than the established tradition of number 
symbolism. 

21Cf. Laugier's system as outlined in Observations sur l'architecture (1765). 

22Barca (1806): 2nd part OJ)" theory, "Che la second a condizione del Bello Fisicio, quella di paragone, in 
quanto e propria di ciascuna composizione partitatmente in architettura in forza dell a costruzione, e facile 
commensurabilita delle sue parti, non conviene poi ricercarla, se la composizione abbia per termini delle 
composizioni minori nei termini de quest'ultime per fOl·mare di tutti essi insieme una nuova 
composizione!" 
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with the partial harmony in the particular compositions. An architectonic composition, on 

the contrary, consists of parts distinct from each other which are perceived separately . 

Their linking depends on construction and the comparison of dimensions without which 

commensurability and order would be impossible. Barca compares the harmony of major 

third and fourth which can be expressed with the numbers 4, 5 and 6 with a facade of 

these dimensions . The number 4 contributes most to the sound of the consonances of 

major third and fifth, 4:5 and 4:6, which cannot be disturbed by the consonance of minor 

third 5:6 . However, in the facade with 4,5,6 as dimensions , they all present themselves 

together in one composition. The distribution of their ratios is entirely extrinsic to the 

unity of the building. The dimensions are linked more strongly in one than the other by 

circumstances. In architectonic composition, unity comes from the immediate effect of 

construction. Because of this distinction, the simplicity of the ratios employed does not 

necessarily guarantee a beautiful architectonic composition. Though beautiful proportion 

in partial compositions does not always render the whole proportion agreeable, the whole 

will not be beautiful without the partial compositions being beautiful and proportional also. 

An example of unity in architectural proportion can be seen in the use of the same ratio in 

the minor compositions as well as in the whole, so that the plinth and base, for example, 

will have the same ratio as the entablature and cornice. Barca thus concludes that the two 

necessary conditions for the beauty of proportion in architecture are simplicity and 

uniformity of ratios . 

In the third section, on the application of theory to practice, Barca proposes a series 

of conjugations among the ratios of two simple numbers to form ratios in three terms 

which could be t sed in the proportion of the orders. For example, 1: 1 with 1:2 would 

give 1: 1:2 or 1 :2:2 and similarly for the rest of 2:3, 3:4, 3:5 , 4:5 and 5:6. He then 

proposes a number of theorems showing how different ratios obtained by arithmetic, 
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geometric or harmonic means can be classified according to their order of simplicity.23 He 

also discusses various methods of proportioning the different parts of an order. For 

example, he says that the height of the entablature can either relate to the height of the 

entire column or to the diameter of the base of the column. The first method, practised by 

Vignola and all modern designers, combines the convenience of constlUction and imitation 

but does not regard the solidity or slenderness of the column to the entablature. Both 

terms in the first method are subject to optical correction while only one term is necessary 

in the second method. 

The essence of Bat'ca's theory seems to consist in the idea of uniformity of ratios 

composed of simple numbers up to 6. He achieves this by conjugating different ratios, or 

by deriving a third term from two according to mathematical means which can be very 

complex. But this mathematical manipulation is not a significant contribution to 

proportional theory. Bat'ca's ingenuity is rather shown in the way he develops new 

relationship in classical orders based on this mathematical power of connection and to 

achieve harmony of composition through unity of ratios. He demonstrates this by 

introducing intermediate ratios between the classical proportions of height to width in the 

Tuscan, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian columns. By doubling the terms in 1:7, 1: 8, 1:9 and 

1: 10 to 2: 14, 2: 16, 2: 18 and 2:20, he then inserts 2: 15, 2: 17 and 2: 19 as possible ratios for 

the orders concerned. Barca prefers numbers 15 and 18 because they work well with the 

diminishing lUle of 1/3 of the column height. By deducting 2 modules from numbers 14 

and 17 for the capital and base, the resulting figures of 12 and 15 are also divisible by 3 

into whole numbers. 

23There are five of these theorems, which I do not comprehend fully . For example, in the first theorem, 
Barca says that in the ratios of the 1st class i:n, if n is uneven, the arithmetic mean divides the ratio in 2 
the first of which is of the 1st class, the simpler; the second then will be of the 2nd class in the case of 
n=3 , and of the third in all other cases. Theorem Two says if in the same ratio, i.e. of the 1st class, n is 
even, the arithmetic me~p divides the ratio in 2, the first of which is always of the 2nd class and the other 
is of the 2nd class as well in the case n=2, though less simple than the first, and of the 4th class in all 
other cases. Theorem Three says the arithmetic division of any ratio of the 2nd class expressed by n:n+ 1 
always gives two other ratios of the same class gradually more composed than the first , etc. The rest of 
the theorems are even more complex. 
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8.3 David Ramsay Hay's Angular Proportion 

Barca's manipulation of ratios to form a system of proportion can be compared to a 

similar theory by David Ramsay Hay who also bases his ideas on musical analogy. Hay, 

a decorative artist and writer on art from Edinburgh, has produced a number of treatises on 

the principle of harmony governing colour, sound and form,24 which are summarized into 

a resume book The science of Beauty as developed in Nature and applied in Art (1856). 

Hay acknowledges Reid and Hutcheson but he owes perhaps most of all to Victor Cousin 

by postulating an idea of absolute beauty and hence a true science (he believes) of the 

subject on fixed principles. He regards this beauty as the result of harmony which (as 

Aristotle defines it) is "the union on contrary principles having a ratio to each other."25 

Harmony, according to Hay, is the union of two opposites: uniformity and variety,26 

which give rise respectively to the symmetrical and picturesque beauty; an equal balance of 

which would result in the highest degree of beauty in nature. An example of this is the 

human figure because, as he explains, 

"when it is of those proportions universally acknowledged to be the most perfect, 
its uniformity Dears to its variety an apparently equal ratio. The harmony of 
combination in the normal proportions of its parts, and the beautifully simple 
harmony of succession in the normal melody of its softly undulating outline, are 
the perfection of symmetrical beauty, while the innumerable changes upon the 
contour which arise from the actions and attitudes occasioned by the various 
emotions of the mind, are calculated to produce every specy of picturesque beauty, 
from the softest and most pleasing to the grandest and most sublime. "27 

24Hay decorated Abbotsford, Sir Waiter Scott's house and the National Gallery in Edinburgh. He probably 
knew of Boullee and D.urand through Joseph Gwilt. See his various written works in the bibliography . 

jrf 
\ r. 

25Hay (1856): 11. 

26Uniformity and variety are the two fundamental ideas on which Hutcheson built his whole theory of 
beauty and harmony . He proposed two basic rules to compute the degree of beauty: (1) that "variety 
increases the beauty in equal uniformity; and (2) that "the greater uniformity increases the beauty amidst 
equal variety." So under the first rule, a square is more beautiful than an equilateral triangle because it 
possesses greater variety (one more side) when both figures are of the same degree of unity (equilateral 
figures) . According tQJ he second rule, an equilateral triangle is more beautiful than any other kinds of 
triangle because with the>;!same degree of variety (all have three sides), it is most uniform (all three sides are 
equal). 

27Ibid.: 12-13. 
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Hay does not demonstrate how uniformity bears an equal ratio to variety nor does he 

mention what that ratio is (it was Adolf Zeising, as I shall try to show next, who attempted 

a synthesis of these two ideas and believed that the governing ratio was the golden mean). 

For Hay, picturesque beauty is not the result of the total absence of symmetry, for 

it must also be obedient to the harmonic law of nature. In fact, even architecture, which 

(he says) belongs to symmetrical beauty, would inevitably blend with the picturesque as it 

ruins. In the same way, the human body maintains a balance between the two types of 

beauty as it ages. Hay believes all harmonious combinations in sound, colour and form 

are composed according to these two principles. But to formulate a proper basis for a 

universal science of beauty, he concludes one must first have recourse to numbers in the 

abstract. He bases his theory on the Pythagorean system of numerical ratio and the 

analogical reasoning that music impresses the mind through the ear in the same way as 

proportion addresses it through the eye. This, of course, has been a subject of debate 

since the 17th century. Hay does not deal with the philosophical difficulties of this 

problem. His argument lS based instead on the concept of analogy derived from Ten 

Kate's treatise on the "Beau Ideal" through Hogarth. Moreover, he derives his philosophy 

from the work of a contemporary chemist George Field, who was interested in the theory 

of chromatics.28 Field believes in the possibility of one universal philosophy (he calls it 

analogical philosophy). His treatise aims to establish a system of science based on the 

principle of trichotomy. He demonstrates this triadic relation throughout nature confirming 

his hypothesis that three is the minimum number of parts capable of a systematic unity (as 

opposed to union or Q;iastem of two parts). To attain a relative position between two 
\ r. 

extremes, Field says, is by means of analogy: 

"Thus dogmatism and scepticism tend alike to destroy religious and philosophic 
consolation and dependence, and bring reproach upon reason and philosophy: they 
are extremes without a mean, perpetually at variance. There is, nevertheless, as 
before remarked, a position to be yet attained between these extremes, in which 

280eorge Field (1839) . Hay mentions Field's work in several of his treatises. 
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things are regarded as relative, and not as absolute; not as positive with 
dogmatism, nor as negative with scepticism, but as universally correlative or 
analogous. "29 

This idea of opposites and their analogous (relative) correlation by a third term also plays 

an important role in Hay's theory. 

Hay draws a distinction, first of all, in the Kantian sense between agreeable 

sensation and the beautiful, referring to the latter as the production of ideal combinations of 

the mind's own creation and independent of any immediate impression made upon the 

senses. He divides next the body's physical and mental powers into the receptive, 

perceptive and conceptive and argues that it is in their operations in successive order that 

we come to discern harmony and discord. Following Field, who might have in turn been 

inspired by Superville, Hay classifies three kinds of lines: the straight, crooked and curved 

which relate plastically to the square, triangle and circle, chromatically to blue, red and 

yellow and musically to the tonic, mediant and dominant.3o To explain these analogies, he 

begins with numbers. Quoting Diogenes Laertius on Pythagoras, Hay regards the monad 

as the beginning of everything since: 

"the part of science to which Pythagoras applied himself above all others, was 
arithmetic; and that he taught 'that from numbers proceed signs, and from these 
latter, lines, of which plane figures consist; that from plane figures are derived 
solid bodies; that of all plane figures the most beautiful was the circle, and of all 
solid bodies the most beautiful was the sphere."'31 

29Ibid.: Vol. I, lix. 

30This system of classification appeared first in Proportion, on the geometric principle of beauty (1843): 
13. Field (1839): the analogy of geometry, Vol. 1,285-; the analogy of forms, Vol, 2,117-122; analogy 
of colours, 143-163; analogy of musical sounds, 167-188. Hay followed a different classification in an 
earlier work, The Natural Principles and Analogy of the Harmony of Form (1842): 15, in which the three 
kinds of lines were the l1orizontal, perpendicular and oblique versus three kinds of curved lines; the circle, 
ellipse and volute. His ffieas were therefore closer originally to the system established by Superville and 
Blanc. 

31Hay (1856): 21. 
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From the Pythagorean tetractys, he forms a series of harmonic numbers 2, 3, 5, 7 which 

are the first four prime numbers besides the monad. Taking the multiples of these 

numbers up to 16, which would exclude 11 and 13, he obtains four series of scales: 

I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

11 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 

III 4 0 5 0 6 O · 7 0 8 

N 8 9 10 0 12 0 14 15 16 

By inverting the numbers to their reciprocals, he manages to fill the blanks to give the 

following: 

I 1 8/9 4/5 3/4 2/3 3/5 417 8115 112 

C D E F G A B H c 

11 1/2 4/9 2/5 3/8 113 3110 217 4115 114 

c d e f g a b h c' 

III 114 2/9 115 3116 1/6 3/20 117 1115 118 

c' d' e' f g' a' b' h' c" 

N 1/8 1/9 1110 3/32 1112 3/40 1114 1115 1116 

c" d" e" f" g" a" b" h" c" , 

Hay demonstrates that these series correspond to the ratios of the musical scales on a 

monochord. Thus the multiples of the fundamental numbers 2, 4, 8 are the tonic notes; 3, 

6, 12, the dominant notes; 5, 10, the mediant notes; 7, 14, the subtonic or notes of the 7th 

degree (the fundamental discord); 9, 18, the supertonic or notes of the 2nd degree. 
f.' 
~ .. " 

Now using these numbers as fractions of angles, Hay applies them to the 

proportion of forms (Fig. 54). This is his second fundamental supposition: that the eye is 

guided in its estimation of space by direction rather than by distance (just as the ear is 

guided in its estimation of time by number of vibrations than by their magnitude). Since 
'~ 

all bodies are reduced to plane shapes on the retina (the simplest is the right-angled 

triangle) referred to by the small angle, Hay postulates that it is through this angle that the 
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laws of harmonic ratio are applied to forms. Moreover, since the right angle is the 
, 

reference for all directions, it constitutes the fundamental angle for the harmonic series: 

Right-angle: 1 (1/2 1/4 1/8); Supertonic: 8/9 (4/9 219 1/9); Mediant: 4/5 (2/5 
1/5 1/10); Subdominant: 3/4 (3/8 3/16 3/32); Dominant: 2/3 (1/3 1/6 1112); 
Submediant: 3/5 (3/10 3120 3/40); Subtonic: 417 (217 117 1114); Semi
subtonic: 8/15 (4/15 2/15 1/15); Tonic: 112 (1/4 1/8 1/16). 

With a geometrical analysis of the front portico of the Parthenon, Hay demonstrates that 

these angles indeed govern the proportion of classical architecture (Fig. 55).32 He further 

shows that they are valid also for Gothic architecture (as in Lincoln Cathedral)33, thus 

implying a universal law of harmony at work despite the stylistic differences. Finally, he 

proves that the same law can be applied to natural forms, the exemplar of which is the 

human head and body (Fig. 56).34 

Hay criticizes Camper's rule as being based more on a physiological than an 

aesthetic principle. His major objection is that Camper defines the facial line by the 

internal structure of the skull instead of by its external appearance. He believes that the 

aesthetic beauty of the human head has more to do with the external than the internal. This 

objection, in a sense, is nullified by his system of harmonic angles for the human body for 

he derives them from the joints and principal points in the skeleton. He says, 

"How is this system to be employed in constructing the representation of a human 
figure? Not, certainly, in applying measurements to the ever-varying external 

32Ibid.: 40-42. 

33Ibid.: 44-45. 

)io! 

34It is perhaps significant in this connection to note that although Hay did not practise anatomy himself, 
he was in close association with the experts in Edinburgh which was an important centre for anatomical 
study in the 19th century. The Science of Beauty was in fact dedicated to John Goodsir (1814-1867) , pupil 
of Robert Knox and later Professor of Anatomy at the University of Edinburgh, who might have aided him 
in the formulation of his theory . Goodsir himself was also interested in the aesthetics of forms . He 
classifies living organisms in relation to crystals (man as a tetrahedron) and speculates that the triangle was 
the ground plan of all organic forms . He had written a paper "On the Diginity of the Human Body" 
(published posthumously in 1868) and had read two papers - "On the Natural Principles of Beauty" - before 
the Aesthetic Society4 established in Edinburgh in 1851 by Hay and others) of which he and Professor 
Philip Kelland (1808-1879), a mathematician who also took interest in Hay's theory, were both members. 
Kelland sanctions Hay's ideas in his paper "Exposition of the views of D.R. Hay, Esq., on Symmetric 
Proportion" read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh. (John Goodsir and Philip Kelland, The Dictionary of 
National Biography: Vol. VIII, 137-139 and Vol. X, 1227-1228.) 
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surface of the body, as has been the practice of those who have hitherto attempted 
to determine its proportions, but to the permanent structure of the bones. "35 

Hay also devises a system of ellipses from these angles to compose the bodily contours. 

He uses the first eleven harmonic numbers to form his series of angles by keeping the 90 

degrees for the female figure and 108 degrees for the male (Fig. 57). 

8.4 Adolf Zeising's "New Teaching" 

Hay's system, though complicated and difficult to use, is nevertheless consistent 

and complete in its logic of formulation. But the philosophical basis of his idea on beauty 

as the union of uniformity and variety was to be more fully explored by the German 

aesthetic philosopher Adolf Zeising36 who justifies the scientific study of beauty and 

proportion in a most comprehensive treatise - Neue Lehre von den Proportionen des 

menschlichen Korper (1854).37 Zeising believes beauty and all forms of creation are 

governed by a law which he states as "the basic principle of all forms seeking beauty and 

totality in nature as well as in art" and adds that "from the beginning all formation of the 

cosmic as well as the individualizing, the organic as well as the inorganic, the acoustical as 

well as the optical for'Ins and 'form ratios' have this higher aim and ideal, but discovered 

only now in the human form as its most perfect realization. "38 

35Hay (1851): 32. Since Hay did not repeat the same argument in his resume work of 1856 and included 
no illustration of the skeleton, he might have detracted from his former position. 

36Zeising's interest was mathematics and philosophy. Boeck, Lachmann and Karl Ritter were his tutors at 
the University of Berlin where he studied philosophy under Rosenkranz and Hinrichs, and philology under 
Po tt, Bernhardy, Stahr,.,and Ritschl. Besides aesthetics, Zeising was also famous for his poems, novels and 
dramas. ~-! 

37The entire title of the book is: "Neue Lehre von den Proportionen des mens ch lichen Korpers, aus einem 
bischer unerkannt gebliebenen, die ganze Natur und Kunst durchdringenden morphologischen Grundgesetze 
entwickelt und mit einer vollstandigen historischen Uebersicht der bischerigen system begleitet von 
Professor Dr. A. Zeising." See also his Aesthetische Forschungell (1855). 

38Zeising (1854): Vorwort, v, " .. . dass in ihm ilberhaupt das Grundprincip aller nach Schonheit und 
Totalitat drangenden G~taltung im Reich der Natur, wie im Gebiet der Kunst enthalten ist und dass es von 
Uranfang an alien Formbildungen und formellen Verhaltnissen, den kosmischen wie den 
individualisirenden, den organischen wie den anorganischen, den akustischen wie den optischen, als 
hochstes Ziel und Ideal vorgeschwebt, jedoch erst in der Menschengestalt seine vollkommenste Realisation 
erfahren hat." 
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8.4.1 On the Scientific Relevance of Aesthetics 

Apart from botany which he has examined in a little more detail, Zeising is not sure 

whether this law might be equally important in all natural sciences. But considering the 

unity and harmony in the whole of nature, he assumes that this law can be made evident in 

spheres where quantity, ratio, form, mixture and combination are involved. These would 

include physiology and anatomy in both the outer and inner construction of the human and 

animal body, the formation of skeletons, branching of veins, tissues and nerves; zoology 

in the progressive perfection of animal form; botany in the lawful completion of various 

parts such as roots, stems, branches and leaves; minerology in the process of 

crystallisation and aesthetic hierarchy of individual form; chemistry in the various effects 

of different mixture-ratios; physics in the various vibration-ratios of light, echoes and 

magnetism; astronomy in the distance, size, revolution time and other ratios of the planets, 

and so on.39 

Though Zeising maintains that the law "weaves everything to a whole; lives and 

works in one and the other,"4o he concedes that individual appearances might differ more 

or less from it to retain their particularity and independence. Thus the law is only the initial 

and ideal type or normal measurement to which the real formation may vary to produce 

individual appearances. He cites Goethe's comment on Geoffroy de Saint-Hilaire's 

"Principles of Zological Philosophy" to support his view: 

"If we see constantly what is regulated so that we think it must be like that; it was 
determined like this from the beginning; and that is why it is stationary. But if we 
look at the deviation, deformation, enormous mis-formation, then we realise it is 
true that the rule is firm and eternal, but at the same time lively; that the being 
cannot chf'nge its form from the same basic rule, but the rule itself can change, yet 

39Zeising also wrote another treatise chiefly on chemical and morphological proportion : Das 
Normalverhliltnis del' t!hemischen und MOlphologischen Proportionen (1856). 

40Zeising (1854): vii, "wo Alles sich zum Ganzen webt, Eins in dem Andern wirkt und lebt." Zeising 
seems to be quoting this from another source which is not acknowledged in his text. 
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at all times has to recognize the inescapable dominance of the law, which' seems to 
be held back by the bridles. "41 

This is even more apparent in works of art because the task of art is to bring the 

idea of the most perfect to presence. Zeising singles out architecture and music as the two 

arts which follow the law most strictly in dealing with the idealization of forms - one with 

geometry and the other with arithmetic. By emphasizing the importance of numbers and 

measures in his aesthetic law, Zeising is well aware of the objection that enjoyment of 

beauty in nature and art operates by sense and feeling which would be destroyed by 

scientific and mathematical consideration. However, he argues that this is an error from 

which more people in recent time have abstained and have convinced themselves that a 

rational examination of the law of beauty not only does no harm to aesthetic enjoyment but 

is also necessary for scientific progress. He quotes Alexander von Humboldt by saying, 

"1 cannot give space to worry which seems to lead to restriction or certain 
sentimental depression of mind: a worry that in every research about inner essence, 
the force of nature will lose something of its magic and charm, mystery and 
sublimity. "42 

In other words, Zeising does not think that scientific investigation would kill the creative 
"-

imagination, force or fantasy in the delight of nature and enjoyment of works of art. On 

the contrary, he believes that, 

"By counting and numbering, measuring and weighing, dissolving and dividing, 
the researcher penetrates deeper and deeper into the secrets of nature; yet the 
interests from nature are in no way killed or cooled, but rather get new animation 
and warmth that have never existed before. "43 

41 Ibid.: viii, note, "Sepen wir immerfort nur das Geregelte, so den ken wir, es miisse so sein, von jeher sei 
es also bestimmt und rresshalb stationar. Sehen wir aber die Abweichungen, Missblikdungen, ungeheure 
Missgestalten, so erkennen wir: dass die Regel zwar fest und ewig, ab er zugleich lebendig sei, dass die 
Wesen zwar nicht aus derselben heraus, aber doch innerhalb derselben sich ins Unformliche umbilden 
konnen, jederzeit aber, wie mit Ztigeln zurtickgehalten, die unausweichliche Herrschaft des Gesetzes 
anerkennen mtissen." 

42Ibid .: x, "!ch kann daher del' Besorgniss nicht Raum geben, zu welcher Beschl'ankung oder eine gewisse 
sentimentale Trtibheit des Gemtiths zu leiten scheinen, zu del' Besorgniss, dass bei jedem Forschen in das 
innere Wesen del' Kraft~die Natur von ihrem Zaubel', von dem Reize des Geheimnissvollen und Erhabenen 
verliere." 

43Ibid.: x, " ... dass mit dem Rechnen und Zahlen, dem Messen und Wagen, dem Auflosen und Zergliedern, 
wodurch die Forscher immer tiefer in die Geheimnisse der Natur eingedrungen sind, das Interesse fUr die 
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8.4.2 Zeising's Concept of Beauty 

Zeising regards the human body as the exemplar of all creation which embodies the 

most perfect form of beauty in classical mythology and poetry. He points out that from 

very early on, symmetry and proportionality have been identified as the essential principles 

of human beauty which also govern beauty in architecture and music. But there exists a 

diversity of opinions in accepting them as indispensable laws of beauty. Zeising says that 

whereas in science, it is the philosophers who struggle with the problem and dispense the 

solution to practitioners, it is the other way round regarding the question of symmetry and 

proportion: while sculptors, painters and architects of all times have a keen interest in this 

subject and have repeatedly examined this problem, the philosophers and aestheticians 

seem indifferent towards it. They even object to the discussion as being inessential and 

fruitless. Zeising lists their objections in four categories:44 

1. Beauty is something too spiritual and interior to be externalized as proportion of space 

and time. It is anchored in its harmony with the interior existence and nature of appearance 

and not in the proportion themselves . Since appearances differ from each other, they 

would require different proportional laws. But what is valid only for one thing cannot be 

considered a law. Therefore, to discover the law of beauty in proportion is like following 

an aim which does not exist from the beginning. 

2. The essence of beauty is its mystery and intangible holiness. To reduce it to numbers 

and measures is destruction and desecration of beauty itself. Though this is possible, it is 

not desirable. 

3. There is no need to reveal proportions at all because the eyes and the ears have 

knowledge without a scale and can tell right from wrong and the appropriate from the 

Natur keineswegs get15atet oder erkaitet, sondern im Gegentheii neu beiebt und zu einer noch nicht 
dagewesenen Warme gesteigert ist." 

44Ibid .: 3-4. 
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inappropriate. These indirect recognitions of beauty are connected most intimately with 
, 

inner feelings and aesthetic sense which should be preferred to any representation based 

merely in sober reason incapable of perceiving beauty. 

4. All attempts to formulate a proportional law so far have failed. Nobody, therefore, 

should waste time and energy on what has not been attainable for many centuries and it 

must be rejected once and for all. 

Zeising defends his views against these four objections as follows: 45 

1. If beauty can be seen and made evident from its interior existence, its exterior existence 

must necessarily assume spatial and temporal dimensions which are reducible to certain 

numbers, measures and proportions of space and time. While it is true that individual 

appearances may have their own proportions, there also exists a range of approximation 

according to which they may be grouped into certain kinds, species or classes. Within 

each group of appearances that have more or less accord in their exterior proportions, what 

they have in common must be reducible to a law which is valid for all - a law that grants 

freedom to develop indIvidual characteristics among the homogenous. To discover such a 

law therefore should not be considered wrong or unattainable but rather as offering the 

only approach to the solution of aesthetic problems. 

2. Beauty is a mystery of course. Indeed part of its charm lies in its mysterious character. 

But the aim of science is to solve this riddle. The whole purpose of aesthetics is to bring 

clarity in the darkness of its enjoyment. It is a wrong idea that beauty gets destroyed by 

being revealed. Lif e a beautiful person, it does not fear the lifting of the veil because it 
~"r. 

will appear more beautiful without it. Instead of weakening and limiting our ability to feel, 

understanding the law of beauty would only strengthen and widen our sense of 

45Ibid. : 4-7. 
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. -
appreciation. In fact, numbers and measures are not as transparent and profane as one 

may think; they also have mysterious relationships . 

3. The eyes and the ears only satisfy our feeling and not our striving for understanding. 

Although they can discern more or less the beauty of forms and appearances, they should 

not be taken as the highest seat of judgment. Otherwise, both a sloppy worker and a 

master could equally claim excellence with regard to the authority of their senses. There 

needs to be a proportional law to stand above senses and feelings. 

4. If research on proportion stops, then no scientific progress would be made. Unsolved 

problems should incite us towards new discovery rather than be seen as sour grapes 

hanging too high. 

Zeising then describes two equally problematic approaches in formulating the law 

of proportion. The first he calls the scientific and philosophical which only states how the 

individual parts of an appearance serve the purpose of the whole without stating their 

specific proportion and measurement. Not only is this relatively easier to do, but it is also 

more susceptible to mistakes because the purpose derived from the construction of the 

individual parts may have nothing to do with the proportion. Zeising recalls Xenophon's 

story "Dinner for a guest" in which the deformity of the facial features of the philosopher 

is justified in every case as more beautiful than that of Kritobulos - a bigger mouth for 

example is more beautiful because it can take bigger bites.46 The second approach he calls 

practical, which states the proportional measures explicitly without giving a satisfactory 

explanation of how they connect with the idea of beauty. They are useful, for instance in 

drawing lessons, Brit one accepts them as being correct only from an exterior point of 

view. Neither of these two approaches can lead to a true proportional law that can prove 

46Ibid. : 8. Zeising also translated Xenophon (Memorabilien 1855, Gastmahl 1865, Dekonomikus 1866). 
See Gastmahl V, 7. 
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itself, on one hand, as the necessary idea of beauty formulated by reason and, on the other , 
hand, as the source and symbol of exact practical and useful measurements. 

Zeising, however, claims to have discovered such a law. It is a basic law, he says, 

which governs the proportion of beautiful appearances and the human body in particular: a 

law which connects the greatest determination with the necessary freedom and elasticity; 

could be proved both geometrically and arithmetically, yet could never be expressed 

completely in finite numbers and therefore is both measurable and incalculable, rational 

and irrational, clear and yet surrounded with charm that could never be fathomed - this is 

the law of the golden-section.47 

8.4.3 The Idea of Proportionality and its Relation to Beauty 

In formulating his system of proportion, Zeising first analyses the idea of 

proportionality and its relation to beauty in general.48 He thinks that while beauty is the 

symbol of all the qualities in an appearance summarized to a unity, proportionality is only 

one of these qualities and indeed has varying degrees of importance in different beautiful 

appearances. It can be dominating or suppressed and can contribute to the enshrining of 

beauty in both a positive or negative way. It keeps the balance of qualities in check so that 

none will exceed its measure before the unity of beauty is destroyed. Zeising compares the 

idea of beauty with the Olympian God Zeus who, according to legend, sat calmly on top of 

Mount Ida and watched over a fierce battle going around it while he kept the fortune of war 

on both sides in balance. He maintains that proportionality is not beauty itself and 

therefore not everything beautiful is proportional, nor everything proportional beautiful. 
r.' 

But it is wrong to consider it either as an inner moment of beauty (like the temple-yard but 

not the temple) or vice versa, something beyond beauty (like the holy of holies that cannot 

be looked at - as the truth hidden behind beauty). 

47Ibid .: 10. 

48Ibid.: 131-133. 
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To ascertain the relation between proportionality and beauty, Zeising embarks on 

an exegesis of beauty.49 He defines beauty as perfection made evident as idea and 

harmony possessing at the same time both unity and infinity, equality and difference. 

Inspired possibly by Hegel, he refers to beauty as existing in the spiritual realm, yet with a 

direct reciprocal relation with nature and real appearances, without which it cannot be 

recognized or brought into existence. In contrast with the idea of other perfections, 

namely the true and the good which exist either as abstraction or by an elimination of the 

world of appearance (the true clings to itself as a pure concept while the good strives 

beyond itself), the idea of the beautiful exists in reciprocity with the world of appearance 

where the viewer and the viewed, subject and object, spirit and nature all flow and mix 

together to become one. Now since beauty flows, as a view is tied to the viewed object, it 

can awaken the spirit either positively and directly with the picture of perfection, or 

negatively with the opposite (which in turn stimulates the subject to produce from itself the 

positive picture of perfection), or both. Depending on whether the view of perfection is 

produced by either of these three means and whether pelfection exists in the object, subject 

or absolute being above the two, Zeising differentiates three kinds of beauty: pure (das 

Rein-Schone), comic (das Komische) and tragic (das Tragische). Pure beauty, according 

to him, is the closest to the sense of the beautiful since it carries the picture of perfection in 

itself and informs the subject accordingly while the comic and the tragic only awaken the 

idea of the beautiful by the affects which the objects have on the subject. This awakening 

is by means of magic power in the former, and beauty which destroys and turns itself into 

non-beauty (Unschone) in the latter. 
f! 
\ r. 

Zeising maintains that a correct understanding of these three types of beauty is 

essential in appreciating the aesthetic importance of proportionality even though it is of 

dominant and emerging importance only in pure formal beauty. In fact, the comic and 

49Ibid.: 133-146. 
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tragic modifications of beauty are based on an elimination of proportionality. Because of 
, 

,- this distinction, Zeising declares that the proportional law he aims to set up concerns 

mainly pure beauty and can be applied to the comic and tragic only if they also possess at 

the same time formal beauty. He classifies the qualities of beauty in three categories: 

formal, sensual and quantitative. Formal qualities such as plane, curve and round, are 

qualities by which the object refers to itself, as isolated from all others, for example light, 

dark, loud, smooth, warm, etc. Quantitative qualities are those by which the objects relate 

to the absolute, such as length, width, height, etc. 

Zeising proposes the formal (das Formell-Schone), sensual (das Sensual-Schone) 

and quantitative (das Quantitativ-Schone) beauty as opposed to the pure, comic and 

tragic.5o But he continues to say that these are none other than what in general are called 

the beautiful, the charming and the sublime. To distinguish further what he means, 

sensual and quantitative are qualities which reside in the object but stimulate affection in 

the subject to such a degree that the object loses itself and devotes completely to the subject 

to produce the charming and the sublime. Like the comic and the tragic, the charming and 

the sublime result from the stimulations of the objects which appear to be beautiful except 

that this stimulation is not affected indirectly by their obvious imperfection but rather 

directly by their likely perfection. Hence they both retain characteristics of pure beauty and 

situate in-between pure and comic beauty as well as pure and tragic beauty. It follows 

from this conclusion that there is also an in-between category of beauty between the comic 

and the tragic . This is the humoristic (das Humoristische) which is most distant from 

formal beauty. It forms also the diametric opposite to the formal in the circular 

arrangement of th&six kinds of beauty (Fig. 58).51 

8.4.4 The Relation of Proportionality and Formal Beauty 

50Zeising does not arti~1fiate the difference between pure and formal beauty. He seems to take them as the 
same in the rest of the treatise, 

5IIbid.: 144. 
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Returning to the question of proportionality and its relation to the six kinds of 

beauty, Zeising explains that it again plays a subservient role in the charming and the 

sublime, even more so in the humoristic since it is the kind of beauty which disdains all 

formal rules. That leaves the task of discovering the exact relation of proportionality to 

beauty in its direct and dominant connection to pure formal beauty .52 According to 

Zeising, formal beauty can be classfied into symmetry/regularity and expression. Between 

these two lies the mediator of necessity and freedom. There are three issues to consider in 

this investigation: infinity, unity and the harmony of both in formal beauty. As regards the 

first question - how an individual limited object appears infinite and unlimited - Zeising 

tackles the problem by referring to the fact that every visible appearance is limited by 

surface, line and point yet the number of these surfaces, lines and points from which the 

viewing subject could consider the object are infinite. Moreover the limiting line which 

encloses the object is also seemingly infinite since there is no start- or end-product as the 

line continuously reverts to itself. Among enclosing figures, the circle is the most perfect 

example of the representation of infinity. 

Regarding the second issue on the unity of formal beauty, Zeising argues that 

every appearance should have a point within its limiting line which acts as a focus of 

calmness and satisfaction. An appearance cannot be beautiful without this one moment of 

perfection - unity. Yet the mere existence of such a point cannot constitute beauty of an 

appearance. It needs both: unity and infinity as represented by the interior and the outline. 

It follows from this reasoning that a balance and reconciliation of these two opposite and 

contradictory conditip ns is necessary, which leads to the third issue about the harmony of 
~ .. r. 

infinity and unity in formal beauty. 

Zeising lists three stages in which harmony can exist between unity and infinity. 

In the first stage, harmony begins from the exterior, the outline of the figure, and works its 

52Ibid.: 146-156. 
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way to the centre. This reduction of the infinite diversity to unity is the principle of 

.- symmetry and regularity, the simplest and most comprehensible moment of beauty. 

However, the relation of the whole to the parts and the relation of the parts among 

themselves remains irreconciliably different. Regular figures of this kind are considered 

beautiful only in their appearances of an inorganic nature. In the second stage, harmony 

starts from the inside, the cardinal point which gives the character of unity to the whole 

figure, the punctum saliens and not the abstract centre of a strict regular figure, and works 

its way to the outline. The extension of unity to infinite diversity is formed by the radial 

lines as in the fibres, vessels, bones and veins of vegetative and animal bodies. In this 

formation, proportionalitiit - proportionality (Zeising prefers this word to 

verhiiltnissmiissigkeit - measure-relationship )53 is involved in such a way that harmony is 

not represented by equality of parts but by equality of relations among unequal parts. 

From the nature of proportion, the character of progression and growth of organic life also 

develops into an impression of a well-ordered and divided whole. The equality of 

relations among unequal parts necessarily points to the same between the whole and its 

parts. In the third stage of harmony, which Zeising calls expressive or characteristic 

beauty, the outside and the inside come together as a whole, with a revelation in the 

exterior of the invisible inner nature of appearance as thinking, feeling and willing. This is 

the highest stage of formal beauty as form points clearly beyond itself. Although it still 

takes its laws from symmetry and proportionality, it is now inspired by a pure spiritual 

form of psychical movement which even governs and conditions the proportional laws. 

However, they must not be exceeded by a certain degree, or as these laws appear to be 

destroyed, their formalr-beauty will also disappear with them. 
~ .. '. 

8.4.5 The Application of Proportionality in Nature and Art 

53Ibid.: 154. 
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Having explained the relation between proportionality and formal beauty, Zeising 

then moves on to demonstrate of what basic law porportionality consists. 54 Whereas in 

symmetry and regularity, the basic law consists mainly of equal division and formation 

which is easy and straightforward, in proportionality, the basic law is concerned with 

unity of unequal parts within a whole. He formulates this law as follows: if the 

differentiation of the whole into unequal parts is to appear proportional, the relation in 

measure of the smaller part to the bigger should be the same as that of the bigger to the 

whole. 

This is the law of golden Proportion. Zeising of course realizes that he is merely 

reinstating what has already been known in mathematics since Euclid, who called it "the 

division of extreme (exterior) and mean (middle) ratio" .55 Yet he continues to show the 

unique mathematical properties of this proposition. He points out the advantages of this 

proposition in that a mediation could always be produced between two arbitrarily chosen 

dimensions and that it is both geometrical and arithmetical since the parts add up to the 

whole. For a math~matically informed reader, Zeising's demonstrations are rather 

elementary. It is in the following sections that he shows his ingenuity in illustrating how 

the law of golden proportion manifests itself in nature and art. 

Zeising's first subject of investigation is the human body.56 He chooses figures 

from famous art works to illustrate that the measures of their individual bodily parts 

actually follow the golden proportion. These include the Apollo Belvedere, the side-view 

of Antinous by Audran (1683), the Venus de Medici according to Giovanni Volpato and 
f' 
~ "." 

54Ibid.: 156-174. 

' ..-;. . 

55Ibid.: 163, "Die math~matiker nennen die hier erorterte Theilung einer gegebenen Linie die Theilung im 
aussern und mittlern Verhaltnisse' oder 'den goldnen Schnitt'." 

56Ibid.: 174-320. 
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Raphael Morghen57, the Venus of Praxitiles from Kugler's Handbook on the history of art 

,- and of Raphael's Eve in the copper engraving of Marc Antonio (Fig. 59) .58 He also 

compares figures constructed according to the proportional systems of Hay, Schmidt59and 

Carus60 with his own system and concludes that the golden proportion does not eliminate 

their theories but on the contrary affirms them by proving that they could all have been 

arrived at from one basic single law which also liberates them from seeming arbitrariness 

and incidents. 

Zeising's system actually consists of taking the whole body length as 1000 units 

(following Quetelet) and subdividing it in a series of golden proportion: first at the navel 

between the crown of the head and the sole of the feet; second at the thorax from the top of 

the head to the navel; third at just below the knee between the navel and the sole of the feet 

(Fig. 60). These intervals are further subdivided according to the golden ratios as 

embodied in the rounded integers of the Fibonacci series: 21, 34, 55, 90 (these should 

more accurately be 21.2862373,34.4418531,55.7280904,90.1699435 and so on to 

keep the total height at exactly 1000). He then shows that the width and length of the body 

can also be established by these measures (Fig. 61). Consequently all body parts, even 

the bones and internal organs, follow some sort of golden subdivisions. 

Zeising really takes it upon himself to demonstrate that not only the human body, 

but also the embryo, crystals, plants and their cells, animals, as well as the distances of the 

t",f 
~~r. 

57Not much information is found on Volpato , who, according to Windle, was an Italian who produced a 
theory of proportion around 1750, Cf. Windle (1892) : 48. Raffaello Sanzio Morghen (1758-1833) was a 
pupil of Volpato, born in Naples, and was invited by Napoleon to work in Paris. 

58Franz Kugler (1851): 1-2. 

59Carl Schmidt (1849). Schmidt based his theory of the proportions of the body on the points of support 
in motion. 

60Carl Gustav Carus was a Dresden physiologist who published Die Proportionslehre del' menschlichen 
Gestalt zum ersten male l1lolphologisch und physiologisch begriindet (1854); also Symbolik del' 
mens ch lichen Gestalt: ein Handbuch zur Menschenkenntniss (1853) , 
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stars, all follow the golden proportion in one way or another (Fig. 62) .61 Lastly, he 
, 

,- shows how this proportional law relates to architecture, music and poetry (Fig. 63).62 At 

the end of the treatise, Zeising includes a scale as a means to find out and verify the golden 

proportion inherent in any object.63 The vertical line is divided in progressing segments 

according to golden proportion and each segment is divided into 18 parts. When an object 

is to be scaled, its lowest point is aligned with the bottom line of the scale and any 

characteristic point in the object falling in a particular scaling segment will correspond with 

another point of the object falling in another scaling segment with the same proportional 

measure (i.e. reading from A to S within that segment) if these two points in the object in 

relation to the bottom line are in golden proportion (Fig. 64). This system has the 

advantage that it does not need a special module but rather develops all individual measures 

from the total length of the object. Therefore it fulfills the ideal that man in his totality is 

the measure of himself. 64 

Zeising's treatise represents the rising scientistic inclination of the 19th century 

when he proposes that aesthetic enjoyment should be subject to rational and scientific 

examination. In his reply to the possible objections against formulating a theory of beauty 

with numbers and proportion, he tries to reverse the trend since the 18th century by 

questioning the authority of the senses and to replace it with a law of proportion the 

objectivity of which he could hardly establish. Indeed realizing already the dilemma 

between phenomena and spirit, Zeising cleverly confines his argument within the 

61See sections in "MaR,jfestationen des Proportionalgesetzes im Gebiet anderer Naturerscheinungen" in 
Zeising (1854): 320-389. 

62Ibid .: Sections on architecture, 389-413 ; music and harmony, 414-444; poetry, science and religion, 
444-450. 

63Ibid .: 451-457. 

64This is also an approa-'tp taken by Alberti (Tabulae Dimensionum Hominis). While Alberti divides the 
body and its parts by the proportions 6: 10 (the Vitruvian 'perfect' numbers), Zeising adopts the Golden 
Section. But it has been noted earlier that 6:10 (or its reduction 3:5) is indeed an approximation of the 
Golden ratio. The major difference between the two authors is that Alberti used 'feet' which is relative to 
the size of the figure being measured while Zeising used an abstract system. 
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reasonable domain of pure and formal beauty. The rest - the comic and tragic, sensual and 

quantitative, and most of all the humoristic beauty - he seems rather helpless in articulating 

any scientific understanding and hence their relevance in the discussion of proportion. His 

major contribution perhaps lies in his induction from formal beauty and proportionality to 

the law of golden ratio: from the idea of infinity, unity and harmony of both in the former 

and the concern with unity of unequal parts in the latter, he derives the idea of relating 

among parts and the whole, which is the essence of the golden proportion. Compared 

with Luca Pacioli's religious derivation of the same law, Zeising's philosophical exegesis 

seems more objective, yet also a lot drier. But they are equally subjective from a scientific 

stand-point. 

Zeising's ideas were well disseminated among artists and scientists of his time and 

he was honoured by admission to the prestigious Royal Leopold-Carolingian Academy of 

Scientists. The law of the Golden Section became the subject of investigation in many 

fields, from fine arts to biology and mathematics. There was of course skepticism among 

the intellectuals, as expressed by Professor Seydel in his exchanges with Zeising in 

Fichte's Zeitschriftfur Philosophie (vol. LI-LIII). But its sanction by Fechner and Riegel 

established the study of the golden proportion as one of the fundamental precept of art and 

aesthetics throughout the 19th and 20th century.65 

8.5 From Positivism to Symbolism 

Zeising's abstract approach in proportion - using an independent scale free from 

any empirical body measure - inspired similar efforts in the 19th century. William 
)I;; 

Wetmore Story (1866)66 proposes a canon which is also based on an independent 

650.T. Fechner (1871): 554ff. , "Zur experimentalen Aesthetik 1." H. Riegel (1875): 105 ff. 

66Story , first trained in 1!\!V at Harvard and later turned to sculpture, was also known as an essayist and 
poet. He went to Italy in 1847 and settled in Rome since 1856. Though without formal training in the 
fine arts, he was highly regarded as a representative 19th century Anglo-american sculptor for his work, 
e.g. the Cleopatra which was well described and elevated by Hawthorne's novel The Marble Faun. Story 
was interested in spiritualism and was in close contact with Robert and Elizabeth Browning whose interest 
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geometrical system. He criticizes theories that employ the body parts as units in attempting 

to discover the relation of parts of the body to each other, and not according to a 

geometrical or scientific standard exterior to and independent of the body. These theories, 

according to Story, are not satisfactory because their units of measure are never precise 

themselves. The problem of using the head as a unit, for example, is the hair which makes 

it difficult to determine the points from which the module is established. Similarly, the 

foot is also problematic because of the discrepancy of opinions about its proper length. 

Story regards the systems proposed by Hay, Gibson67 , Schmidt and Zeising as more 

scientific and theoretical because they endeavour to create a geometric formula independent 

of the figure. They are superior to those based on an arbitrary unit of empirical measure 

and are easier to use. Nevertheless, they are not without fault. Story criticises the system 

proposed by Schmidt and similarly Carus according to the structure of the skeleton as 

hidden from the exterior and hence less readily ascertainable. He also regards the angular 

proportions of Hay as too complicated to use on figures in three dimensions and in action. 

Story generally has a high esteem for Zeising and Gibson and seems to have derived his 

system from the latter. 

Very little has been known on Gibson's theoretical work except from secondary 

sources. He knew John Flaxmann and was probably influenced by the latter's anatomical 

studies in sculpture.68 Since he studied under the great 19th century Italian sculptor 

Antonio Canova, there is reason to believe that his idea on human proportion might be 

derived from the Canova school who, as I mentioned earlier, might be closely connected 

in the subject drew around them an eminent circle of friends including Dickens, the Tennysons, the Bulwer
Lyttons, Thackeray, Tom TroUope, Dr John Elliotson (founder of a mesmeric hospital), the art collector 
James Jackson Jarves and the American sculptor Hiram Powers. Cf. Porter (1972): Chapter VI, 91-99. 

67John Gibson (1790~.ij66) was a sculptor who had studied under Canova in Rome. He also revived 
Greek polychromy. See John Gibson (1870) and T. Matthews (1911). 

68John Flaxman (1829); also with W.W Robertson (1833). Gibson also knew Fuesli, Benjamin West and 
WilIiam Blake. 
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with Barca and the Preti circle on harmonic proportion.69 One of the exponents on 

Gibson's work was Joseph Bonomi the younger who based his theory of proportion on a 

geometrical diagram invented by GibsonJo Bonomi's interest in human proportion, like 

many of his contemporary scientists, was largely motivated by its forensic and 

criminological application. For this reason he invented an instrument to classify a large 

number of subjects (as in prison identification)J! The principle of this machine is based 

on measuring how much the distance of the extended arms of a p'reson exceeds, falls short 

of, or equal to the height of the body (Fig. 65). The results of 84 measurements (6 with 

arms' length equal to their heights, 24 fall short of and 54 exceed the distance) give 

accordingly an intersting ratio of 1 :4:9 (6:24:54) or 12:22:32. Bonomi also reconstructed 

Leonardo's Vitruvian figure according to his measurements (Fig. 66).72 

69 Although I know of no profession by Canova about theory of human proportion, it is very likely that 
he had developed some precepts on the subject. He probably knew Barca and the Preti circle through 
Quarenghi (note 16 above) and certainly knew the Lodoli circle through Poleni whose statue he made in 
1781 for the Pra del Valle in Padua. He had anyway been friendly with Memmo and Quirini . Canova's 
figures may appear to the modern eyes as cool and mechanistic yet were admired enthusiastically for their 
eroticism by 19th century viewers such as Heinrich Heine and Gustave Flaubert. See Peter Gay (1984) : 
382. 

70Joseph Bonomi, the younger (1796-1878), son of the architect Joseph Bonomi, the elder (1739-1808), 
was a sculptor and draughtsman who invented a machine for measuring the proportions of the human body. 
From 1824, he stayed in Egypt for eight years and produced much graphic materials to be used by 
egyptologists . He was the director of the Soane Museum from 1861 to 1878. Joseph Bonomi, Th e 
proportions of the human figure : "The proportions of the human figure . Also a canon of the proportions 
of the human figure founded upon a diagram invented by John Gibson .. . With description, practical 
application, and illustrative outlines by J. Bonomi, London, 1857. There were five editions, the last was 
issued in 1880. This book is founded upon Lib. Ill, Cap. i of the 'De Architectura' of Vitruvius Pollio. 
Bonomi published )!ie Latin text with an English trans. in 1856, under the title "The proportions of the 
human figure." from T. Matthews .. . " 

71See Bonomi (1872). 

72A few months before Bonomi died, he examined the ancient marble relief sculpture (also known as the 
Metrological Slab) now collected in the Taylorian (Ashmolean) Museum at Oxford which he found 
conform exactly to Vitruvius' measurements. The relief contains fragments of the body: the bust of a man 
with extended arms and a footprint. The foot measures exactly with Rondelet's summary of the ancient 
measures in his L'ar&,(/e Batir - 11.75" of the relief sculpture foot v. 11.72" (Bonomi equates the Roman 
foot to 297.75mm although the major metrological authorities such as Doursther and Martini put it closer 
to 296mm. See Rykwert et at (1988) : Glossary, 424.) . Bonomi considered the fragment part of a figure 
executed in relief as a standard of measurement, giving the exact equivalents of the ancient foot, cubit and 
fathom. Cf. Rykwert (1996) : 99-100. 
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Gibson's diagram was however interpreted and applied very differently ,by Story 

who holds that the former divides the entire height of the figure into 19 parts (21 to the 

crown) as in the Egyptian canon: he takes two parts as radius for a circle which is then 

enclosed by a square; cutting this by the diagonal of the square into two halves, Gibson 

takes one half as his geometrical diagram from which all measurements of the body can be 

derived (Fig. 67) - for example, three times the hypothenuse BC gives the height of the 

figure and 5/7 of AC gives the length of the foot; similarly, various divisions of the 

measurements in the diagram governs the proportions of different body parts. Story's 

system is based on a geometrical diagram which consists of a circle circumscribing a 

square and an equilateral triangle (Fig. 68). He refers to the geometry as symbolical of the 

cabalist numbers mentioned in the Pythagorean and Platonic doctrines. The circle 

cOlTesponds to the number 12 because it represents the universe created out of the 12-sided 

dodecahedron (Timaeus XXIX). The square represents solidity, establishment and law -

the symbol of the number 4. The triangle, pyramid or tetrahedron represents the divine 

nature or element of fire and is the symbol of the number 3. 

As in Gibson's diagram, the various measurements from this geometrical scheme 

also govern the proportion of the different body parts . The height of the figure can be 

taken either as 3-1/2 times the diameter of the circle, 4 times the base of the triangle or 5 

times the side of the square. Using r as the radius of the circle, these three terms have 

exact mathematical values cif 7r, 4--.i3r and 5--.i2r, or in decimal forms 7r, 6.93r and 7.07r. 

Story lists four reasons why his scheme is satisfactory: 

1. The diagram rs a mystic symbol of man - the circle is the world; the triangle is the 

trinity or ideal man, Christ, within the world; and the square is his manifestation and 

establishment according to law in the world (Story even illustrates this with the 

Revelations of St. John in describing the symbolism of the new Jerusalem) . 
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2. It is purely geometrical and independent of the figure. The unit of proportion is not 

taken from any part of the body and may be varied for any special effect without disturbing 

other proportions. 

3. It is simple and practical with no arbitrariness in the measurements of straight lines 

contained in the drawing. 

4. The measurements of the body by this system are distinctly marked on the surface of 

the muscles and bones and not hidden in the interior structure. 

Story then illustrates how this system can be applied in the proportion of the body. 

Mysticism and symbolism aside, his method allows any minute difference of 

measurements to be taken up by either of the three geometrical figures. For example, 

figures of 8,7-112 and 7 head-heights can all easily be resolved by 3-1/2,4 or 5. Different 

body parts can also be expressed as fractions of either the diameter, triangular or square 

side. However, this is by no means a simple system. It is difficult, for example, to 

determine which of th~ geometrical figure to use for which dimension, and the results are 

often too tedious and complicated. Story compares the number symbolism in his system 

with that of the Austrian medical scientist F.P. Liharzik (1862),73 restating the latter's 

"law of increase of the human body and the structure of man"74 that the body's increase in 

proportion is founded upon seven fundamental dimensions 75 and regulated according to 

73Besides being a doctor of medicine and chirurgy, Liharzik was also an eye doctor and paediatrician, which 
explains why he attach~d so much importance in the proportional study of baby and of growth. 

~ .,r-

74Liharzik (1862). Liharzik based his figure on the method of averages - measurements taken from some 
three hundred people collected over a period of seven years . His discovery was as follows : the distance 
above the pubis to that below is 81 to 94 parts; the length of the forearm and the hand taken together to 
that of the arm is 91 to 63; the height of the head and neck taken together to that of the body is 33 to 175; 
the length of the foot to that of the forearm is equal; the length of the hand to that of the clavicle is equal, 
with both at six-sevenths of the forearm or two-thirds of the humerus; the distance from the centre of the 
trunk to the extremity of the middle finger is equal to one half the stature. See also Windle (1892): 37-8 . 

'~~ 

75These are: 1. The length of the head from its vertex to the apex of the chin; 2. The length of the neck 
from the apex of the chin to the upper margin of the sternum; 3. The length of the sternum from its upper 
margin to the end of the xiphoid cartilage; 4. The distance of the xiphoid cartilage to the upper margin of 
the pubian symphysis - the navel dividing this distance into two equal halves; 5. The total length of the 
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24 epochs (Fig. 69). These epochs are subdivided into 3 sections: the first embracing 6 
• 

epochs (from birth to the end of the 21st month); the second, the following 12 epochs 

(from the 21st month to the 171st month); and the 3rd, the last 6 epochs from the 171st to 

the termination of the 300th month. Thus there is symbolic significance in the numbers 3, 

6, 12 and 24. Liharzik was influenced by Kricher and seemed to have borrowed the 

latter's ideas in Arithmology in his studies on tetragrammes (magic squares) and numbers, 

where 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 correspond to the planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, 

Mercury and Moon,76 He also knew Zeising's work and acknowledged the latter's ideas 

on golden section in compiling his own body measures according to the 24 epochs (Fig. 

70),77 

Despite Story's admiration for Zeising's objective and scientific approach in 

proportion, his own system represents perhaps a repercussion in the tendency of theories 

of beauty towards the abstract. From Hanslick, Barca, Hay to Zeising, there is increasing 

emphasis on the objective nature of aesthetics which requires theories of proportion to rely 

solely on the internal logic of numbers. This was only natural as a result of a yearning for 

a scientific aesthetics a nd an increasing separation between phenomena and spirit in the 

new scientistic era. But Story as well as his contemporaries - Gibson, Bonomi and 

Liharzik - built onto the abstract theoretical framework such as Zeising's a symbolic 

content. Their work, perhaps a reaction in the dry and tedious application of mathematics 

to the concept of beauty, w~re a spiritual yearning which characterized the rise of the 

esoteric and the occult in the formation of abstract art in late 19th and early 20th century,78 

By the struggle between phenomena and spirit, they also revealed the undercurrents in the 
f! 
~ .. " 

thigh and leg; 6. The vertical elevation of the centre malleole over the sole of the foot; 7. The length of 
the clavicle - which Liharzik considers most important for the construction 'Of man's outward frame. 

76Liharzik (1865): 50. 

77Ibid .: 162-169. Lih~rzik's figures show that the division of the body into major and minor parts 
according to the sole, navel etc. actually approximates the golden section with progression of the epochs 
and is closest to it in the 18th epoch. 

78Cf. Sixten Ringbom (1966): 395 ff. 
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formalism of modern architecture as I shall show in the next chapter how theories of 

proportion play their role in the shaping of this new architecture which on the surface 

defied any spiritual association.79 

79See Rykwert (1982): 44-49. "The Dark Side of the Bauhaus." 
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NINE 

NATURE AND ARCHITECTURE: 

Modern Theories of Proportion 

9.1 Viollet-Ie-Duc 

If the theme of my investigation on the intellectual struggle between phenomena and spirit 

could be personified by an individual in the 19th century who was to have an enormous 

influence on the development of architecture, that individual would have to be Eugene

Emmanuel Viollet-Ie-Duc. He is now regarded as father of the modern school of "structural 

rationalism" by his unremitting research and argument on the rational logic of building, 

mostly summarized in his masterpiece Entretiens sur ['architecture (1872). In the preface to 

the Entretiens, Viollet-Ie-Duc frankly states his objectives as to inquire into the reason of 

every form (for every architectural form has its reason), to point out the origin of the 

various principles ~that underlie them (and to trace the logical consequences of those 

principles), and lastly to call attention to the application which can be made of the principles 

of ancient art to the requirements of the present day. One of these principles is the idea of 

proportion in architecture which he elaborates mainly in his Lecture IX. 

To Viollet-Ie-Duc, the ancient (Egyptian and Greek) system of proportion was 

established only as a method (not rigorously followed and hence retained its artistic merit) 

which was latpr made into a formula by the Romans. Thus while it is useful 
~ .. r. 

(acknowledging the works of Henszlmann (1860) and Aures (1862)) to know the 

proportions which the ancients gave to the orders, he thinks it is more advantageous to 

discover what the generating principles of these proportions were. He believes that they 

could not be ge!1erated by instinct. In his defence for this raison d'etre of proportion, 
~~ 

Viollet-Ie-Duc reverts to the time-honoured analogy between seeing and hearing. Although 

our sight is less discerning than hearing, he says, they resemble each other by not 
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encountering a discord without being offended. "A discord offends my ear: I cannot say 

why, but a teacher of counterpoint will give me a mathematical demonstration that my ear 

ought to be offended. It would be strange certainly, if architecture, which is the offspring 

of geometry, could not demonstrate geometrically how it is that the eye is annoyed by a 

defect in the proportions of a building." I Viollet-Ie-Duc does not regard the empirical 

methods of Vignola and his successors as such demonstration. He refers however to a 

"higher and more demonstrative point of view," which is a quotation from Plutarch on the 

symbolism of triangles.2 

It is hard to understand Viollet-Ie-Duc's reasoning in his jump from Vignola to 

Plutarch but the latter's reference to the Egyptian idea of the triangle (the most perfect figure 

in comparison with the nature of the universe) seems to afford a satisfactory explanation 

why its particular nature of regularity and stability (especially in the equilateral triangle) 

would please the eye most. He demonstrates this with analyses of the Greek colonnade, 

the facade of a basilica, and real examples of the Temple of Corinth, Concord (Agrigentum) 

and Egina. But Viollet-Ie-Duc's contribution is the discovery of the Egyptian triangle from 

the pyramid (the Great Pyramid of Cheops) - the vertical section through the vertex of the 

pyramid and parallel to one of the sides of the base - with a ratio of the height to the base in 

5 to 8, in the proportion of ancient architecture.3 Examples are the portico of the Temple of 

Khons at Carnac, the Parthenon, the Basilica of Constantine, and the Cathedrals of Notre 

Dame and Amiens . According to him, one of the advantages in the 5 to 8 ratio is that it 

)P 

IYiollet-le-Duc (1987): 392. 

2Plutarch (1970): Ch. 56, 207-9, "One might suppose that the Egyptians liken the nature of the universe 
especially to this supremely beautiful of the triangles which Plato also in the Republic (546B) seems to 
have used in devising his wedding figure . The triangle has a vertical of three units of length, a base of four, 
and a hypotenuse of five, which is equal , when squared, to the squares of the other two sides. The vertical 
should thus be likened to the male, the base to the female, and the hypotenuse to their offspring; and one 
should similarly view Osiris as the origin, Isis as the receptive element, and Horus as the perfected 
achievement. " 

3The proportion of 5 to 8 is an approximation of the golden ratio . This perhaps connects Yiollet-le-Duc's 
analyses of the Parthenon and other structures to investigations which seek to demonstrate properties of the 
golden proportion in the same edifices. 
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affords both decimal and duodecimal divisions which facilitate agreeable proportions to a 

range of architectural features by avoiding similarities. The 5 to 8 proportion satisfies the 

eye in such a way that it unites dissimilar relations thus fulfilling the dual conditions of 

proportional beauty - unity and plurality - which the Greeks understood so well in their 

invention of both the Dorian and Ionian styles.4 

Viollet-Ie-Duc refers to the principle of unity and plurality in proportion as an 

organic law which is rigorously followed in nature. Thus in each individual, every increase 

of a part of the whole is made at the expense of the other parts: an animal with no feet will 

be endowed with an excessively developed vertebral system. And since this is the principle 

of creation, man therefore should proceed in the same manner when he creates. Indeed he 

believes the Greeks as well as builders in the Middle Ages did follow this principle in their 

creation which leaves to modern scientific investigation to explain mathematically. Quoting 

Roger Bacon - "We are able to distinguish sophistry from demonstration by verfying the 

conclusion experimentally and practically" - he regards method, examination and 

experiment as the chief components in the Gothic system of architecture.5 In the light of 

recent scholarship, we now understand the limits of validity in Viollet-Ie-Duc's conclusion, 

particularly in his rational interpretation of the Gothic structures.6 But his hypotheses of a 

natural law of proportion and its demonstrability by science and mathematics remain 

powerful in gripping the imagination not only of architects but also scientists throughout the 

19th and early 20th century. 

9.2 Proportion of Growth and Form 

4Viollet-le-Duc (1987): 405-407. The principle of unity and plurality is reflected in the Theism of the 
Dorians and Pantheism of the Ionians. 

~:-

5Ibid. : Lecture X, 458 . 

6Cf. Ackerman (1949). 
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One of the scientists who studied the proportion of nature was D'Arcy Wentworth 

Thompson, Professor of Zoology at St. Andrews University in Scotland, who contributed 

to theory of proportion with his 1917 classic book On Growth and Form in which he 

laboriously compares and explains the physical and mathematical laws underlying the 

growth and attainment of organic forms'? His major thesis, to summarize briefly, is to 

interpret the form of an object as a 'diagram of forces'. This Newtonian language of 

physics as adopted by Thompson in his exposition of a whole range of topics covering 

magnitude, the form of cells, tissues, cell-aggregates, spicules and spicular skeletons, the 

equiangular spiral, the shapes of horns, teeth and tusks, as well as mechanical efficiency 

and theory of transformations, represents a tendency in 20th century theories of proportion 

to refer increasingly to the newly discovered physical and biological laws pertaining to the 

formation of organic life forms. 8 

Despite recent assessment of Thompson's theory as lacking on the evolutionary and 

genetic influence of morphology, his Pythagorean and almost classical view of the 

mechanics of form dev~lopment has lent a great deal to the mathematical and geometrical 

conception of proportion in nature. In this respect, there is much to relate his work to 

Matila Ghyka's Esthetique des proportions dans la nature et dans les arts (1927) (which 

was later to influence Le COl'busier), Theodore Cook's The Curves of Life (1914) and 

Samuel Colman's Nature's Harmonic Unity: A Treatise on its Relation to Proportional 

Form (1912). But while both Ghyka and Colman approach the topic from an aesthetic 

point of view, Thompson with his background in classics, mathematics and zoology, 

succeeds in insinuatjrtg perhaps a greater scientific authority in his study. The last chapter 
\ r. 

7D'Arcy Thompson was of course not the first to write about the beauty of natural forms . He was at least 
preceeded by Ernst H~ckel's Kunstformen der Natur (1899) to whom he also referred frequently in his book, 
particularly about the former's work on Radiolaria. It is important to point out that H~ckel's book also 
influenced the Dutch ar~itect H.P. Berlage in his geometrical and proportional studies. Cf. IV Mostra 
Internazionale de Architettura Disegni Tekeningen Hendrik Petms Berlage, Biennale di Venezia (1986): 218 
and drawings on 219-233 . See Fig. 72. 

8Cf. Prochnow (1934). 
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"On the Theory of Tranformations, or the Comparison of Related Forms" has been widely 

regarded as the most celebrated part of the book. 

Thompson proposes to study variations of related life forms by means of a 

Cartesian co-ordinate grid (Fig. 71). He acknowledges Albrecht Dtirer in his method of 

transformation and also refers to Lavater's study on physiognomy and Camper's deduction 

of the facial angle from Dtirer's drawings. While Dtirer's concern was to subject 

representation of various body and character types to a common geometrical method, 

Thompson's objective was to come up with a mathematical framework which enables him 

to relate not only known forms within a family or class but also to postulate the 

intermediary forms in between which had probably existed during the evolution from one 

particular specy to another. This difference also enables him to extend the planar co-

ordinate system to three dimensions and his method of transformation has found wide 

application in various life sciences including embryology, taxonomy, palaeontology and 

ecology9. 

While Zeising is the 19th century echo of Pacioli's ideas on the golden section, 

Thompson's grid transformation is the modern equivalent of Dtirer's similar technique in 

the proportional study of man. These comparisons reveal, as I mentioned in the case of 

Zeising and Pacioli in the previous chapter, the differences in the understanding of the same 

phenomena which objectifies with the advancement of science, yet with regard to the 

question of beauty, neither positions seem to satisfy the standard of objectivity required by 

the renewed scientific understanding. In the case of Thompson and Dtirer, the problem of 

proportion is transt.ormed into a problem of methodology where the struggle between 
~ •. r. 

phenomena and spirit seems irrelevant, or indeed is over. The significance of proportion as 

an aesthetic tool has surrendered to the utility of science. This perhaps is the implication of 

aesthetic theories which derive their logic from scientific discoveries. 

9D'Arcy Wenworth Thompson (1992): 268 . 
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9.3 From Nature to Architecture 

The influence of nature on proportion and aesthetics provides perhaps a clue to our 

understanding of the changes in architecture at the turn of the 20th century, in particular the 

transformation from the Art Nouveau to the Modern Movement. While Art Nouveau itself 

was conceived in its sole reference to nature and free from any association with historical 

styles, it would not be too inaccurate and is perhaps ironical to say that the lesson of nature 

on proportion and form would lead to the dissolution of the movement. This hypothesis is 

at least confirmed in the ceuvre of the German architect Peter Behrens whose captivating 

and abrupt switch from the organic Art Nouveau style to a severe and geometrical approach 

in design occurred around 1900. It is not clear from Behrens himself what prompted his 

sudden change of heart but we might speculate with sufficient certainty three possible 

causes. 

9.3.1 Berlage and Lauweriks 

The first and most obvious cause for Behren's change of style was the Dutch 

influence. He was alert to developments in contemporary Dutch art and architecture since 

1890 and had corresponded with H. P. Berlage who reacted against the 19th century 

eclecticism. As I mentioned earlier, Berlage was inspired by Ernst Hceckel's study of 

natural form (particularly Radiolaria) in his geometrical and proportional interest (Fig. 72). 

He was influenced moreover by Viollet-Ie-Duc in demanding an architecture with "honest 

awareness" of materials and construction. His winning design for the Amsterdam Stock 

Exchange Competit~n (built between 1898 and 1903) shows the latter's well-known 

proportional system of the Egyptian triangle (with the height to base ratio of 5 to 8) in its 

elevation. Indeed Berlage seems to have adopted the medieval method of design by using a 

square grid for the plan (ad quadratum) and a triangular grid for the elevation (ad 

triangulum) (Fig. 72,~~ Behrens was so taken by this work - the use of numbers and 

geometry (evident later in his own design of the Wiegand House in adopting a similar net of 

triangles for the elevation) - that he invited Berlage to go to Dtisseldorf where he was 
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director of the Kunstgewerbeschule. However, Berlage declined but recommended lL.M. 

Lauweriks instead who subsequently joined Behrens' staff as director of the architecture 

division in 1904. 

Lauweriks had worked for PJ.H. Cuypers where he was also exposed to Viollet-

le-Duc's studies of Egyptian proportional and decorative systems . He was moreover 

influenced by the Theosophical movement which taught that the logical approach of 

mathematics was central to the concept of truth. 10 Frans Zwollo junior (son of the metal 

work artist Frans Zwollo Senior who was a colleague of Lauweriks at the Hagen Manual 

Skill Seminar - Handfertigkeitsseminar - in 1909) reports in his article about the Hagen 

workshop that Lauweriks considers his main task (as director of the seminar) is to develop 

a sense of proportion which could be expanded systematically and according to plan.11 He 

starts with the square as the basic unit which by repetition and addition produces different 

ratios (Fig. 73). More possibilities of proportion can be obtained by drawing diagonals to a 

square or the multiples in two dimensions, or even the spatial diagonal of the cube. 

Lauweriks' idea is that in design, one always starts with a certain unit which is both a 
"-

measured and construction unit, like the cell from which an organism is built up. This 

method governs woodwork in furniture design (Fig. 74) as well as metal or product 

design. 

Lauweriks also developed a proportional tool which consists of a series of structure 

sheets in the form of geometrical drawings based on the repetitive patterns of circles and 

squares. Building plans and elevations could then be delineated from these pattern sheets. 

A good example i&,.;a church project by Lauweriks' pupil Christian Bayer in 1909 (Fig. 75). 
~t 

Edwin Brierley observes that the central part of the church is formed by two concentric 

IOThe Theosophical Society was founded by Helena (Madame) Blavatsky (1831-91) in 1875. It is 
interesting and also im~s>rtant to note that its formation was announced in public on September 7, 1875 in 
Blatvatsky's rooms at 46 Irving Place, New York, after a lecture to an invited audience, on "The Lost Canon 
of Proportion of the Egyptians" by O.H. Felt. See C.J. Ryan (1975): 52. 

11 Nic Tummers (1972): Erganzende Beitrage, 99-106. 
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squares of 4 and 6 divisions each, having 20 square modules surrounding 16 sqaure 

modules in a total of 36 modules, thus forming the series 4:5:6 which is a key relation to 

the entire planning of the building.12 Parallel to this modular formation of the church 

complex is Lauweriks' analogy of the rhythmic principles of repeated division found in 

nature, such as the formation of cells. Brierley also points out the connection between 

Lauweriks and Le Corbusier over the Thorn-Prikker House as evidenced in The Modular 

where Corbusier refers to the villa as owned by "someone called Thorn Brick(?), a 

Dutchman." 13 He speculates that the 'gardener' who explained the complexities of the 

proportion of the house to Corbusier was none other than Lauweriks himself. 

9 .3.2 Desiderius Lenz 

. The second source of influence for Behrens' interest in geometry and proportion 

was the Beuron Monastery and Father Desiderius Lenz.14 The influence of Lenz on 

Behrens perhaps can be seen in the use of simple numbers for the proportional system of 

Wiegand House (Fig. 76) - 1 :3:5 - and his interest in the symbolic geometry of ancient 

civilisation, Egyptian culture in particular. 15 Kenneth Frampton proposes that it was ---. 

Lauweriks who introduced Lenz's aesthetic theories to Behrens. 16 However, it is also 

certain that Behrens had actually been to the monastery and probably met Lenz himself, 

which is evident in Fritz Schumacher's (a contemporary of Behrens and Director of 

Building in Hamburg) observation of Behrens in 1909 as follows, 

"He was captivated with the belief in the mystical power of numbers and kept it like 
a secret which he thought had to be protected from his fellows. At least I have 
witnessed him once when sat with him in a train for a few hours and finally realized 

12Edwin S. Brierley (1987): 28-31. 

13Le COl'busier (1977): 26. 

140n Lenz, see Dreesbach (1957, 1958), Schwind (1932) and Siebenmorgen (1983). 

".~ 

15Pritz Neumeyer (197~) : 3-24, "Zwischen Monumentalkunst und Moderne-Architekturgeschichte eines 
Wohnhauses. " 

16Kenneth Prampton (1980): 99. 
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that he came from the monastery of Beuron, which was said to possess medieval 
precepts of beauty. He spoke mysteriously about a gain which he had to keep quiet 
about." 17 

Lenz published a book in 1865 titled Zur Aesthetik der Beuroner Schule in which he 

outlines the aim of all high art in the characteristic use of geometric, arithmetic and symbolic 

forms out of nature. 18 He praises Greek and Egyptian art, regarding them as the model of 

christian art since they recognise the objective basis of art in the simple basic forms and 

numbers - the 'enlivened' aesthetic geometry (belebte Geometrie) which gives life and spirit 

to art. He criticises contemporary art - inspired by the study of nature influenced 

particularly by Darwin - for its blind imitation of nature and disregard of the classical ideal, 

which becomes subjective and individual, governed by taste and fashion rather than by 

strict principles of form. This also revolutionizes the Akademie l9 (according to Lenz) 

which has never instituted a clear and mature relationship to nature and classical art. He 

says that the Akademie does not teach measuring nor rules of proportion but only follows a 

few measures from Vitruvius (when everything appears right); and no one there could make 

sense of Schadow's 'Polyclet' measures in feet and inches. 2o There is no basic figure as a 

universal key for all meas,ures and no idea about the unity of proportion. Artists in the 

Akademie, Lenz thinks, only concentrate on individual details rather than unity of the 

17F. Schumacher, Selbstgespriiche (1949): 220, quoted in Fritz Neumeyer (1979): 23, note 40, "Er war 
befangen in einem Glauben an die mystische Kraft der Zahlen und hlitete das wie ein Geheimnis, das er vor 
seinen Genossen schlitzen mlisse. So wenigstens habe ich ihn erlebt, als ich einmal einige Stunden im 
Zuge mit ihm zusammensaB und schlieBlich merkte, daB er aus Kloster Beuron kam, das im Geruch stand, 
mittelalterliche Schonheitswzepte zu besitzen. Er sprach geheimnisvoll von einer Ausbeute, liber die man 
Schweigen bewahren mlisse'/' 

18p. Desiderius Lenz O. S. B. (1927). Lenz was influenced by Hegel as he attended the aesthetics and 
philosophy lectures by Hegel's pupil Moritz von Carriere at the Academy of Arts in Munich. 

19The Academy of Arts in Munich, where Lenz studied for six years. 

20Schadow's unit of measure is the Rhenish foot which is div ied into 12 instead of 10 inches. This is 
derived from the foot of an u!\.Usually big man measured 10 inches. The scale of 12 divisions also facilitates 
more easily the use of the compass. The inch is further divided into 8 parts . Schadow also chooses the 
height of the full-grown man to be 5 feet 6 inches. The proportion of the head is chiefly governed by two 
measures : distance between outer corners of the eyes and length of the face . A child has these two measures 
as 3 and 3-1/2, a man, 3-112 and 5 while a woman 3-112 and 4-112. Gottfried Schadow (1883). 
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whole. Their art, therefore, leads to 'appearance-nature' (Schein-natur) and not 'true 

nature' (wahren Natur). 

Lenz quotes Goethe's saying that Greek art has reduced human characters to twelve 

basic kinds. He also proposes eight types based on the progression of age: 'Child', 

'younger boy', 'boy', 'juvenile', 'man', 'mature man', 'old man' and 'very old man'. 

Anything lying in between these are inessential, like the semitones in music which cannot 

be expressed in simple numbers. He even extends this analogy to colours and geometry, 

citing the example of the progression of polygons insribed within a circle as more easily 

comprehensible in the simple ones until the octagon. Lenz hence concludes from this that 

in nature, the simplest is the best - in numbers, measures, sounds, colours, figures and 

forms.21 The closer it is to the origin, the more capable it is to express holiness. It is not 

difficult to proceed from this in understanding why Lenz extolls the superiority of Egyptian 

and Greek art as evident in their temple construction and vase paintings which he believes 

are based on two common means: "logic" and "law of even-measures" (Gesetz des 

Ebenmafies), or in Lenz's other words, the "vivid necessity of the parts" (lebendige 

Notwendigkeit der Teile) and the "love of the parts among themselves" (Liebe der Teile 

untereinander). He regards the Egyptians and Greeks are able to translate these concerns 

into aItistic mathematical consciousness. 

Lenz's aim is to revive the ancient rules of art embodied in Egyptian and Greek art. 

In his critique of the history of Christian art, he praises Giotto for bringing the simple and 

geometrical back to painting yet he criticises him and his school for having only felt the 

value of antique prjpciples and not recognized clearly and firmly their causes and 
~ .. '. 

mechanism. He also cites Michelangelo (as a hero in his own time) but warns that he 

should not be followed closely because of his 'unstable arbitrariness' and lack of clear 

principles in his art. Lenz also points out that the real force of principles is belief which the 

21Lenz (1927): 12. 
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ancients possess but has gradually dissipated throughout the generations.22 The principles 

concerning the construction of the human body consequently disappeared. The problem 

with the continuity of this lost knowledge is that each generation, instead of building on and 

perfecting what the ancients started, always began anew in their own endeavours and 

therefore could never match what the ancients achieved. These principles nevertheless still 

survive in Christian architecture like the basilicas. Lenz does not elaborate the details of 

these geometrical laws. He concentrates instead on the studies of plants - in the 

construction of their parts . 

According to Chasse, Lenz formulated a geometric canon of human proportion 

which was inspired by Egyptian art and transformed into theological dogma (Fig. 77, 78, 

79). But his superiors at Beuron repeatedly forbade him to publish his thesis and the 

manuscripts mysteriously disappeared. 23 Despite rejection at home, Lenz was highly 

regarded by the Papacy and Kaiser Wilhelm II for his work at Monte Cassino. The latter 

praised him for reviving religious art just as the medieval Benedictines (Lenz's r; ., 
, 

predecessors) had revived the art of music with the creation of Gregorian chant. Lenz also 

had considerable influence on the Symbolist artists . Both Paul Serusier and Maurice Denis 

went to Beuron and were in touch with Lenz as well as Father Verkade. The latter had been 

a Nabi and a disciple of Gauguin before his conversion to monastic life. 24 

9.3.3 August Thiersch 

The third source of influence on Behrens' ideas of proportion was the Thiersch 

family. Jacques Paul has analysed the influence of August Thiersch's theory of proportion 

on Miet hrough hiZ: son Paul Thiersch, when both of them worked at the same time for 

22Ibid.: 19. 

23Charles Chasse (1980): 100-103. 

24See Charles Chasse (1960). 
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Behrens.25 The Thierschs were a well-known family of artists and intellectuals in MUnich. 

Paul's great grandfather was Friedrich von Thiersch (1784-1860), a famous philologist, 

hellenist as well as an educator who reformed the Bavarian educational system in the early 

19th century. 26 His two grandsons, August and Friedrich, were both professors of 

architecture in the Technische Hochschule of Munich. Friderich was a successful 

architect;27 August remained an academic and wrote.28 The latter produced two interesting 

treatises: the first, Optische Tiiuschungen auf dem Gebiete der Architektur (Optical illusion 

in the domain of architecture) is an inquiry of the problem of curvatures in Greek temples, 

and the second, Proportionen in der Architektur (Proportions in Architecture: Jacob 

Burckhardt adopts some relevant sections in the third edition of his Civilisation of the 

Renaissance in Italy), demonstrates the principle of analogy (proportion) in the similarity of 

figures. 29 

In Proportionen in der Architektur, August Thiersch recognizes most of the 

arguments in the study of proportion. He says that there are principles in architecture 

which govern the beauty of buildings but they are not to be extracted through science. 

Opinions about how these principles are to be formulated vary: they either come from the 

immediate aesthetic sensation or are conceived and justified by the intellect. The only 

certainty about proportion is that the parts of a building must stand in an appropriate 

relationship among each other and with the whole. How these relationships are defined, 

25Jacques Paul (199D:48-51. See also the closing chapter of R. Fahrner (1970). 
)1':' 
\ r. 

26See Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 38 (1971): 7-17. Paul Thiersch's grandfather was Heinrich Wilhelm 
J osias Thiersch (b. 1817), the eldest son of Friedrich von Thiersch and a famous theologian. He wrote with 
his son August Thiersch the book Die Physiognomie des Mondes - versuch einer Deutung Derselben im 
Anschluss an die Arbeiten von Miidler, Nasmyth und Calpenter (1883) . 

27See Horst Karl Marschall (1982), also Hermann Thiersch (1925) and Winfried Werdinger (1977). 

28 See Hermann ThieJ;§ch (1923). 

29August Thiersch (1893) : 38-77, "Die Proportionen in der Architektur." in Josef Durm's Handbuch del' 
Al'chitektul', vol. 4, no . 1. Through Burckhardt, Thiersch's theory reached a wide academic audience, 
including Burckhardt's pupil Heinrich WOlfflin who wrote Zul' Lehl'e von den Propol'tionen (1889). 
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whether through numbers or simple geometrical figures, is the objective of Thiersch's 

treatise. Although both musical harmony and perception of colours are governed by fixed 

ratios of numbers, it is an error, he thinks, which many theories make, to conclude that the 

eye thus favours a simple relationship of measures in grasping dimensions and shapes. For 

the eye, Thiersch argues (and he is following Perrault in this regard), unlike the tympanic 

membrane of the ear which is capable of detecting the slightest variation in tone, is 

completely neutral to a slight variation in the proportional dimensions. 

Thiersch even refutes Viollet-Ie-Duc's proposal to reduce the triangles of 

composition used by the ancient master-builders to three kinds only: the Egyptian, the right

angled and the equilateral. He says that if the principle of beauty were to lie in these 

elements, architecture would then be condemned to monotony. There are different types of 

beauty - massive or slender - as in organic nature. Moreover, the possibility of the style of 

buildings is still not exhausted. The principle of beauty, therefore, must be one that enables 

forms to be established in endless variety and under very different conditions. Thiersch 

cites Zeising's work on the golden section (the constant proportion for all natural forms) to 

be a principle close to hiS line of thinking. But he advocates a more general principle: "It is 

the constant proportion above all and the similarity of the figures which Euclid teaches in 

the sixth Book of his Elements. "30 By examining the excellent works of the past, Thiersch 

discovers a constant fundamental figure in each case which repeats itself within the overall 

design of the building (Fig. 80). He believes it is this inner relationship - the similarity of 

the individual to the whole - which gives the harmonic beauty of propOltion in architecture. 

Thiersch exa;nines architecture of the past under five categories: 1. Doric, 2. Ionic, 
~ . .r. 

3. Roman, 4. Early Christian and Medieval, 5. Renaissance to Contemporary (examples 

include the Parthenon in Athens and Schinkel's museum in Berlin), and discovers various 

proportions for an individual or a specific type of building. In Doric temples, for example, 

30Ibid. : 39: liEs ist die stetige Proportion iiberhaupt und die Aehnlichkeit der Figuren, wie sie Euklid im 6. 
Buch seiner Elemente behandelt." 
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he discovers that the width and the height of the cella are equal. The ratio of the width and 

the height of the cella-front, which is in proportion to the whole temple front, is 2 to 3. The 

column height is twice while the architrave is one-third the intercolumination. But in 

summary, what Thiersch deduces from each example is that there is a certain basic 

proportion (from the configuration of the main form to the smallest individual detail), 

indicated by a diagonal either in plan, section or elevation, which governs the whole 

composition. He calls this die Aehnlichkeit der Figuren (the similarity of figures) and even 

cites Vitruvius' concept of symmetry (which he thinks is probably a restatement of the same 

principle) to support his theory (Fig. 81). He finds further support from Euclid - the 

principle of analogy contained in the sixth book of the Elements. Thiersch also recognizes 

the word proportio as the Ciceroni an translation of the Greek word analogia and he holds, 

therefore, that Vitruvius' explanation of the term with commodulatio confirms the idea of a 

fixed basic measure in which the parts and the whole are related. Towards the end of the 

essay, he also cites Alberti, referring to him as both theoretic an and practitioner, as an 

example to support the argument that his principle has been followed in theory and practice 

up to the Renaissance. ~ Thiersch skips the 17th and 18th century and includes only two 

contemporary German projects to conclude his investigation of the problem - von Klenze's 

Propylae in Munich andSchinkel's Museum in Berlin (Figs. 82, 83) . 

In conclusion, Thiersch reiterates the concept of variety and similarity as a principle 

from organic nature seen in the repetitions of forms in trees and leaves. Architecture he 

regards as an imitation of nature and thus it follows the same principle in its formation as a 

complete organism. The source of delight is based in the mind as well as the eye and 
i:' 

therefore, bare similarity is tedious and monotonous. It must be supplemented with the 

principle of contrast because the aesthetic judgment of the eye is satisfied through the 

analogy of beauty in poetry. There is also rhyme in architecture. Both the relationships of 

beauty in tone and in form can be summarized by the concept of harmony. And the 

harmony in the art 61 building is the analogy of the parts with the whole. In the end, 

Thiersch warns that no rule of art can replace the need of genius - the industrious 
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application of the rhyme dictionaries does not make a poet, yet the poet must also observe 

the rules of rhyme. Similarly, he exhorts that observation of the proportional principles 

does not necessarily make a talented builder, yet it is beneficial to the genius in satisfying 

both the aesthetic feeling and the intellect. 

My study on the influence of Berlage, Lauweriks, Lenz and Thiersch on Peter 

Behrens (and subsequently on Corbusier and Mies) reveals perhaps only a small fragment 

of a possibly much deeper and significant part of an unwritten history of early 20th century 

architecture. It demonstrates that proportion plays a rather important yet relatively 

unknown role at a time when its significance seems to have been overshadowed by the 

stylistic battle between Modernism and Classicism. While both Art Nouveau and Classical 

theories of architecture relied on nature for inspiration, nature was also the ultimate cause 

for the transformation of these novel forms and details in the designer's strive to invent yet 

another new language. The idea of proportion which at the turn of the century was studied 

in its embodiment and manifestation in nature did exactly that to Art Nouveau (a style 

originally conceived in total imitation of nature) - as shown in the case of Behrens. It 

remains for me to demonstrate next the limits of this idea once it becomes a declared item on 

the architect's theoretical agenda - as in Le Corbusier's Modular and Van der Laan's 

Theory of Plastic Numbers. 

9.4 Le Corbusier's Modulor 

The starting point for Le Corbusier's investigation of the Modular is the idea that 

nature is ruled by mathematics. He acknowledges this in the beginning of his book as the 
f! 

very lesson he learn'( between the ages of fifteen and twenty.3! His objective then was to 

renew the decorative elements by direct study of nature - plants, animals and the changing 

3!Le Corbusier (1977) : 25. 
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sky (Fig. 84).32 Corbusier is also prone to excuse himself from the domination of 

academicism by making no pretense that he comprehends the mathematical arguments and 

algebraic formulae in Ghyka 's book on proportion in nature and in art.33 His reflection on 

an exchange with the mathematics professor Andreas Speiser is quite illuminating in his 

articulation of the role of mathematics in science as opposed to art. COl'busier recognizes 

that masterpieces of art express the laws of nature while proceeding from these laws 

themselves. Thus art is governed by mathematics and also by the artist, who translates his 

feeling and discernment about nature: himself both the victim and interpreter of his own 

fate. Referring to Speiser's demonstration of the mathematical qualities in the composition 

of an Egyptian ornament (Fig. 85), Corbusier says that a plastic artist is bound to hit upon 

the same design because it forms part of a very short series of solution. The key to these 

solutions, he believes, is geometry which is conditioned by its own spirit contained in both 

man and the law of nature.34 

The idea that there is an intrinsic sensitivity about geometry and mathematics in man 

Corbusier later (1945) articulated as "L'Espace Indicible" (Inexpressible Space) whereby he 

resolves that space is the key to aesthetic emotion: 

"The flower, the plant, the tree, the mountain, all these are upright, living in an 
environment. If the true greatness of their aspect draws attention to itself, it is 
because they seem contained in themselves, yet producing resonances all around. 
We stop short, conscious of so much natural harmony; and we look, moved by so 
much unity commanding so much space; and then we measure what we see. 
Architecture, sculpture and painting are, by definition, dependent on space, tied 
down to the necessity to come to terms with space, each by its own means. The 
essential point I wish to make is that the key to aesthetic emotion is a function of 
space... A kind of harmony is created, exact like a mathematical exercise, a true 
manifestation of the acoustics of plastic matter. "35 

32Corbusier includes a sketch drawing of a twig he did those days in the mountains of the High Jura with a 
special footnote explaining why he had to draw the branches incorrectly (with intervals diminishing towards 
the bottom) only because of the shortness of his sheet of paper. 

33Ibid.: 29. 

34Ibid. : 30. 

35Ibid. : 31. 
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He then carries on to speak about the 'magnification' of space attempted by the Cubist 

artists and the idea of the 'fourth dimension' which he interprets as "the moment of 

boundless freedom brought about by an exceptionally happy consonance of the plastic 

means employed in a work of art. "36 The artist achieves this not by the effect of the chosen 

subject but by a "triumph of proportioning" in everything - the physical properties of the 

work as well as the fulfilment of the artist's intention which owes its being to intuition. 

"Then a fathomless depth gapes open, all walls are broken down, every other presence is 

put to flight, and the miracle of inexpressible space is achieved. "37 

It is clear from this rather philosophical introduction to the Modular that Corbusier 

never acknowledged the epistemological significance of proportion as a means to achieve 

beauty. As an artist, he speaks of the intrinsic capability of man to create harmony by 

intuition yet he would pursue nevertheless the rationality behind it in order to establish a 

system applicable by others. This contradictory mentality between genius and rule perhaps 

explains a fundamental mathematical fallacy in the Modular. As a proportional system, it 

relies on three geometrical notions: the double square, the place of the right angle and the 

golden section. Corbusier's conception from the beginning is to take a man-with-arm-

upraised, 2.2m in height, and put him inside two squares of 1.1 m by 1.1 m each, 

superimposed in such a way that a third square is placed astride the first two according to 

the regulation of the right-angled triangle (Fig. 86). He gives a very palpable account of 

how he discovered the rule of the right angle, 

"One day, under the oil lamp in his [Corbusier himself] little room in Paris, some 
picture postcards were spread out on his table. His eye lingered on a picture of 
Michelangelq:8 Capitol in Rome. He turned over another card, face downward, and 
intuitively projected one of its angles (a right angle) on to the fa9ade of the Capitol. 
Suddenly he was struck afresh by a familiar truth: the right angle governs the 
composition; the lieux (lieu del/angle droit: place of the right angle) command the 

36Ibid.: 32. On 'fourth ~Jllension' as a hyperspace philosophy, see Charles Howard Hinton (1906) and 
Claude Fayette Bragdon (1913) & (1910). For a more recent study on the 'fourth dimension' in modern art, 
see Linda Dalrymple Henderson (1983). 

37Ibid.: 32. 
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entire composition. '~his was to him a revelation, a certitude. The same test wbrked 
with a painting by Cezanne. But he mistrusted his own verdict, saying to himself 
that the composif of works of art is governed by rules; these rules mll¥ be 
conscious method , pointed and subtle, or they may be commonplace rules, tritely 
applied. They may also be implied by the creative instinct of the artist, a 
manifestation of an intuitive harmony, as was almost certainly the case with 
Cezanne: Michelangelo being of a different nature, with a tendency to follow 
preconceived and deliberate, conscious designs. A book brought him certainty: 
some pages in Auguste Choisy's book on the History of Architecture devoted to the 
trace regulateur (regulating lines). So there were such things as regulating lines to 
govern composition?"38 

It seems against Corbusier's nature to seek academic authority to verify his own intuitive 

discovery. But Choisy's book did influence him greatly regarding demonstration of 

proportion and regulating lines in historical buildings. 

Most of the examples Corbusier cites in the chapter on regulating lines in Vers Une 

Architecture are probably taken from Choisy. These include the Porte Sainte-Denis (after 

Blondel), the fac;:ade of the Arsenal of the Pirreus, the sectional study by Dieulafoy on the 

Achremenian cupolas and the elevational study of Notre Dame in Paris (Figs. 87, 88, 89, 

90).39 Only the study on Michelangelo's Capitol in Rome and the Petit Trianon in Paris 

seem to be Corbusier's original contribution. Although Choisy seems to pay more attention 

to construction in his book, he nevertheless recognizes some of the metaphysical qualities 

of the geometry and numbers as employed by people of the past cultures. He mentions, for 

instance, the symbolism of the 3-4-5 right-angled triangle as a sacred figure for the 

Egyptians, which Plutarch has explained in his book on Osiris.40 He also speaks about the 

'power' (puissance) of numbers according to the Pythagorean doctrine exercised in Greek 

architecture. This belief in number power, Choisy says, leads the Greeks to choose figures 

38Le COl·busier, op. cit. : 26-7. 

39The corresponding citatio*, by Choisy are respectively Vol. n, 746 (Porte Sainte-Denis); Vol. I, 389 (the 
Arsenal of the Pirreus); Vol. t 137 (Dieulafoy's study on the Achremenian cupolas) and Vol. n, 404 (Notre 
Dame) from Auguste Choisy (1987). 

40Ibid.: Vol. I, 53 . See note 2 above. 
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for building according to certain hierarchy: they choose square numbers first and then odd 

over even numbers.41 

Corbusier, however, does not give credit to these ideas when he comes to formulate 

the Modular. He is either too obsessed with the a priori notions that he takes them for 

granted or he regards them simply as a working tool towards the ultimate creation and 

hence has no intrinsic value or importance on their own. Indeed, he seems to fit both 

conjectures : on one hand, he regards the regulating lines as an inevitable element of 

architecture which brings satisfaction to understanding; on the other hand, he denies them 

the intrinsic quality of beauty (they serve only as a means to an end). He says, 

"The regulating lines are not, in principle, a preconceived plan; they are chosen in a 
particular form depending on the demands of the composition itself, already 
formulated, already well and truly in existence. The lines do no more than establish 
order and clarity on the level of geometrical equilibrium, achieving or claiming to 
achieve a veritable purification. The regulating lines do not bring in any poetic or 
lyrical ideas; they do not inspire the theme of the work; they are not creative; they 
merely establish a balance. A matter of plasticity, pure and simple. "42 

The proportional grid which Corbusier comes up with (Fig. 86) is a mathematical 

falsification . The resulting rectangle that contains the right-angled triangle does not equal to 

two squares. I have done the proof on Fig. 91. The mathematician, R. Taton, who 

advised Corbusier in his development of the grid, has already pointed this out in 1948. 

Corbusier, in addition to his disdainful dismissal of the difference, even made a mistake by 

reducing it to half, thus exaggerating its insignificance. He quotes Taton, saying, "But the 

mathematician adds: your two initial squares are not squares, one of their sides is larger by 

six thousandths than the other. "43 The difference, in fact, should be twice as much: twelve 

thousandths or 1.2o/,9.' instead (Fig. 91) . A 1.2% error in measurement may not make much 
~," 

41Ibid. : Vo!. I, 390-1. Choisy does not know exactly the rationale behind this hierarchy but he gives two 
reasons cited by Vegetius in his treatise on military science to be taken as facts rather than causes: first, the 
Greeks believe odd numbers please the Gods; second, square numbers would please even more because they 
are sums of consecutive,odd numbers as, for example, 4=1+3, 9=1+3+5,16=1+3+5+7 etc. 

~~ 

42C 'b ' . . 345 or USler, op. Clt.. - . 

43Ibid.: 234. 
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difference in a painting or a piece of furniture. But it certainly is serious on a building of 
, 

significant scale, let alone urban and planning projects for which the Modular is also 

intended. Corbusier continues with his justification - "In everyday practice, six 

thousandths of a value are what is called a negligible quantity, a quantity which does not 

enter into account; it is not seen with the eye. "44 - and finally he even turns this around to 

be a celebration, saying, 

"But in philosophy (and I have no key to that austere science), I suspect that these 
six thousandths of a value have an infinitely precious importance: the thing is not 
open and shut, it is not sealed; there is a chink to let in the air; life is there, 
awakened by the recurrence of a fateful equality which is not exactly, not strictly 
equal.. . And that is what creates movement. "45 

Corbusier could have disregarded the double square business and he would be 

perfectly all right. So the resulting rectangle does not equal two squares, what's wrong? 

The figures are still in a Fibonacci series and they still correspond magically to the 

significant points on the 6-foot-human body; or, he could have adopted the true solution to 

his original proposition, which Hanning already pointed out to him in a letter in 1944 (Fig. 

92), and he might have come up with a better system in the absence of the golden 

proportion; or he could have retained both the double squares and the golden ratio but let 

the angle be a little less than a right angle, as I have shown in Fig. 93. But no. The double 

square, the golden proportion and the right angle are so important to Corbusier that he 

would rather have a "comma" in his scheme than to give up either of these formal notions. 

This dilemma between conceptual form and application reveals perhaps the struggle 

which architects or designers constantly face in translating ideas into reality. It is also very 

telling of the naturei~.of proportion as an aesthetic ordering device versus a paradigm of 
\ r. 

scientific truth and hence their approach and evaluation. As the former, the Modular is 

indeed a valid system of dimensioning with undeniable ingenuity which Albert Eistein duly 

44Ibid.: 234-5. 

45Ibid.: 235 . 
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acknowledged as "making the good easy and the bad difficult". As the latter, it is but a 
, 

folly . Corbusier's own intention for the Modular is after all more of the former than of the 

latter: it is a method, an aesthetic ordering device -

"My dream is to set up, on the building sites which spring up all over our country 
one day, a 'grid of proportions', drawn on the wall or made of strip iron, which 
will serve as a rule for the whole project, a norm offering an endless series of 
different combinations and proportions; the mason, the carpenter, the joiner will 
consult it whenever they have to choose the measures for their work; and all the 
things they make, different and varied as they are, will be united in harmony. That 
is my dream. "46 

But a means remains only a means. And a tool is subject to change and replacement. Not 

only has Corbusier's dream not come true, but the average architect today, let alone the 

contractor and workman, hardly knows how to use the Modular as a proportional tool. 

9.5 Van der Laan's Theory of the Plastic Number 

The contemporary Dutch architect-priest Hans Van der Laan develops a sytem of 

proportion called the Plastic Numbers which intends to improve the inadequacy of the 

Golden Section for three-dimensional application. His system, therefore, is a logical 

development and critique of Corbusier's Modular. Van der Laan entered the monastery at 

Oosterhout and became acquainted with its architect, Paul Bellot (a Parisian architect trained 

at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and later converted as a Benedictine monk of Saint-Pierre de 

Solesmes), who had worked for Perret and was influenced by Desiderius Lenz on his ideas 

about proportion and Christia,n art.47 Bellot was obsessed with the Golden Section which 

(according to Van der Laan) was his major source of inspiration in his design of the abbey 

46Ibid.: 37. 

47Bellot's contribution in architecture was perhaps his use of parabolic brick arches (for which he earned the 
soubriquet 'poet of brick') and polychromy. His work, besides the abbeys at Oosterhout and Quarr, includes 
also churches in Argentina and Canada (St Joseph's oratory in Montreal) which flourished in French Canada 
as the 'Bellotist' arch~ctural movement until the 1950s. He was ignored however in Europe until 
rediscovered by Nikolaus Pevsner in his essay, "Quarr and Bellot" (1967). Recent interest in Bellot revived 
with an exhibition and book compiled under the direction of Maurice Culot at the the Institut Fran<;:ais 
d'Architecture in Paris throughout the summer of 1996: Dom Bel/ot, moine-architecte 1876-1944 (Paris: 
IFAlNorma, 1996). 
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church at Quarr (Fig. 94).48 Van der Laan probably inherits this interest of the Golden 
, 

Section from Bellot. He advances however one step further to derive a system of measures 

based on the volumetric series from a unit cube. 

Van der Laan sees the golden section as a two-dimensional system of proportion 

because it is generated from a planar series of unit measurements whose geometrical ratios 

approximate towards the value of 0 as expressed by the quadratic equation 1 +x=x2. The 

Plastic Number, embodied in the series of numbers 1, 1, 1,2,2,3,4,5,7,9, 12, 16,21, 

etc. where the sum of consecutive terms gives the fourth term, can be expressed in the 

cubic equation 1 +y=y3. The values of y cannot be expressed by numerical formula and in 

this case has only one real root which equals approximately 1.3247.49 The progression of 

the series from line, plane to volume can be expressed graphically as by Padovan (Fig. 95). 

Van der Laan, however, explains his inductive reasoning differently as he regards the 

mathematical expression as too abstract to reveal the concrete architectonic qualities of the 

numbers. 

Van der Laan sta[ts from the formal architectonic qualities of space and element in 

his investigation of measuring continuous quantities with discrete units. 50 He refers to this 

as the architectonic size, an intermediate system between the continuous one in nature and 

the abstract one in linear measure. Experimenting with classifying 36 progressively sized 

square cardboards into different orders of sizes, he develops the notion of 'ground-ratio', 

the threshold ratio between two perceptibly different orders of sizes. In abstract linear 

measure, the threshold ratio is double, since the difference between the next larger order of 

size and the unit - thef.-smallest indivisible quantity - cannot be less than the unit itself. The 
~t 

48Richard Padovan (June, 1986): 28. 

49The other two roots are'~fnjugates of complex numbers -0.6624+0.5623i and -0.6624-0.5623i. 

50Dom H. Van der Laan (1983). Van der Laan's ideas are also well explained in Padovan's three articles in 
The Architect: "A Necessary Instrument?" (April, 1986): 54-57, "Measuring and Counting." (May, 1986): 
54-58, "Theory and Practice." (June, 1986): 28-32. 
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threshold ratio in plane measure has three terms which constitute the golden proportion 
, 

since the difference of the largest two terms equals the smallest - the unit. The ground-ratio 

for the architectonic size of three dimensions involves four terms in which the sum of the 

smallest two gives the fourth one. This series will be extended into a minimum of 6 terms 

if the difference between two consecutive terms equals the smallest. Moreover, taking the 

inter-measure (derived measure) between groups into consideration, the system of six 

measures (authentic measure) can further be extended into eight such that the difference 

between the largest and its derivative - the double of the fifth - equals the smallest (Fig. 96). 

Now this series of eight terms with the derivatives embodies the three mathematical 

progressions - arithmetic, geometric and harmonic - all within itself.51 

Van der Laan groups these eight measures consecutively into four pairs of majors 

and minors and names them, starting with the smallest, element, piece, part and whole. In 

a continuous series, these eight measures would have corresponding numbers in cycles 

larger and smaller than themselves. The small difference between the harmonic and 

arithmetic means among any eight measures is made up by the smallest unit - the minor 

element - of its next lower cycle. Hence there are always three cycles - the particular cycle 

with its upper and lower threshold series - of eight measures to use in a proportional 

segment. Starting with 100 as the major whole of the middle cycle, Van der Laan derives 

the following numerical values for the proportional system: 

systems elements pieces parts wholes 

I 100 132.5 175.5 232.5 308 408 540.5 716 

11 14 18.5 24.5 32.5 43 57 75.5 100 

51 Van der Laan (1983): 80, "Since each measure is equally unaffected by the same reduction or enlargement 
it occupies the arithmetic mean between the inter-measures on either side; but since the reductions and 
enlargements of consecutive measures are proportional to the measures themselves the inter-measures occur 
at the harmonic mean be.ijVeen them. However because the six measures of the system form a geometric 
progression each is the geometric mean between preceeding and succeeding measures . So in the series 
supplemented by inter-measures we find an embodiment of the three means between which the ancients 
always made a careful distinction." But this embodiment of the three means is not unique to the Plastic 
series, the Fibonacci series also embodies the three means in a similar way. See note below. 
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III 2 2.5 3.5 4.5 6 8 10.5 14 

These are only the authentic measures. With the derived measures, the system embodies a 

wide range of values which can be applied to constitute any architectonic space. Van der 

Laan's systems of measures have no unit. As abstract numbers they can be adapted to any 

unit and scale. An advantage is that they are flexible. Indeed almost any number can be 

chosen to generate a proportional series. But the disadvantage is that they have no specific 

reference and the numbers can easily become arbitrary. 

Van der Laan has undoubtedly arrived at an original system, one that is induced 

without external reference but based solely upon the architectonic qualities of numbers in 

three-dimensional reality. It also has a rigorous mathematical basis. But as a system of 

proportion to be used and applied in concrete situations, it cannot be described as simple 

and easy. Half of the measures are not whole numbers. Although Van der Laan insists that 

the system is based on the three-dimensional reality of proportion, when it comes to 

application, it is not clear how the choice of measures would conform to the three-

dimensional nature fro!ll which they are derived. This is already obvious in the square 

cardboard experiment: it is the two-dimensional planar size which determines the apparent 

order of sizes. Even in architectural design it is very often the two-dimensional 

relationships, as for example, the composition of elements on plan or facade, that prevail in 

both the conception and perception. That is also why Cm-busier can successfully translate a 

two-dimensional painterly quality into his architectural composition. If a three-dimensional 

measure system is to work, it must prescribe the measures in three dimensions accordingly 

and not haphazardl}l as in two dimensional composition. However, this would of course 
~," 

severely restrict the freedom of the design process, as every two-dimensional composition 

must also take its three-dimensional implication into consideration_ Padovan criticizes the 

Modular and other systems that are based on geometric progressions as unable to generate 
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symmetrical equal measures .52 But the syncopated rhythms of the two tiers of window 
, 

elevation in Van del' Laan's own design of the Abbey Church at Vaals demonstrates the 

more problematic asymmetry within this system of superpositions (Fig. 97). He refers to 

Van der Laan's intention to bind the walls together as unbreakable wholes when the 

rhythms of the two tiers coincide only at the ends of the wall. The fact is that the parts 

within this whole have become chaotic as the openings and piers of the two levels do not 

coordinate. Vertical integration of the elevation is sacrificed for the sole convenience of 

horizontal numerical coordination. It seems that the supposedly architectonic measures 

have produced a most unarchitectonic composition. 

My final criticism of this theory is its absence of relation to the human body. 

Corbusier tried very hard to formulate his system of measures according to the human 

body. He even redefined his series by switching his adopted human height to 6 feet after 

discovering that the new series facilitated both the metric and imperial scales. Although this 

can be interpreted as a malleability of his attitude towards the human scale, it nevertheless 

shows at the same time his conviction that the mathematical convenience of the system must 

also be backed up by its coordination with the body measures. It must not be forgotten of 

course that Corbusier's whole enterprise in the Modular is to establish a system of 

measures for standardization whereas Van der Laan opts for flexibility in the adoption of 

scale. Without reference to the human scale, the Plastic Number remains rather abstract. 

The looseness of embrace between building and body is also reflected in Van der Laan's 

f' 
~.r. 

52Padovan says that the Plastic Number has an advantage in this regard because it embodies an harmonic as 
well as a geometrical progression. He is either unaware of or has perhaps forgotten that the Fibonacci series 
also embodies the harmonic mean as in the Plastic series, i.e. the double of a term is the harmonic mean of 
two higher consecutive terms. The mathematical proofs are as follows: 

For the Plastic series of four terms a, b, c, d, a+b=d, b/a=c/b=d/c=p, 1 +p=p3, the harmonic mean between c 
and d is 2cd/(c+d)=2c(a+b )/(c+a+b )=2ap2(a+ap )/(ap2+a+ap )=2ap2( 1 +p )/(p2+p+ 1) . Since 
p2( 1 +p )/(p2+p+ 1 )=p2+p~/p2+p3= 1, hence the harmonic mean of c and d is 2a. 

~,~ 

For the Fibonacci series of three terms a, b, c, a+b=c, b/a=c/b=~=1+~=~2, the harmonic mean between b 
and c is 2bc/(b+c)=2b(a+b)/(b+a+b )=2a~(a+a~)/(a+2a~)=2a2~( 1 +~)/a( 1 +2~)=2a~(l +~)/(1 +2~) . Since 
~(l +~)/(1 +2~)=~(1 +~)/0(l +~)=l, hence the harmonic mean of band c is 2a. 
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ideas on clothing. He has written about the relationship between architecture and clothing 
, 

and designed vestments for the clergy at Vaals. Van der Laan's garments are simple 

rectangles of woven cloth which drape over the body in layers.53 It is perhaps this lack of 

the human relation that makes Van del' Laan's architecture austere and cold, its symmetric 

and eurhythmic qualities almost mechanistic.54 If the Modular, for all its mathematical 

fallacy, is an acceptable aesthetic ordering device, the Plastic proportional system, with its 

rigorous mathematical reasoning, perhaps would stand better as a scientific paradigm. It 

seems that the dilemma in proportional theories would be a balance between these two 

aspects. 

530regory Yotolato (1~90) : 20. 

54Yan der Laan defines symmetry as the comparison of corresponding measures of different forms and 
eurhythmy as the mutual proportions among its three dimensions. 
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,-
TEN 

CONCLUSION 

I have outlined a study of proportion as a chapter in the history of ideas . I 

acknowledge that this outline is by no means complete. But as my aim is to describe the 

interaction between science and beauty within the concept of proportion in the history of art 

and architecture, I believe what I have covered is adequate to present this account clearly, 

which follows the hypothesis that theories of proportion from the 16th to the 20th century 

reflect the intellectual conflict between phenomena and spirit. I accept Eric Voegelin's 

account of this division as having had its beginning in the second half of the 16th century 

with the rise of modern mathematics and physics, and ultimately resulted in the scientism of 

the 19th century. 'Scientism' understood in this context refers to the bias accorded to the 

mathematized study of natural phenomena as the only means of comprehending reality, 

even to the extreme of denying the reality of spiritual substance itself. My thesis therefore 

illustrates the evolution of the struggle over the question whether a science of beauty is 

possible with regard to proportion. With hindsight, it may seem evident that Kant was 

right, that there is no science of the beautiful. But for the artists and scientists who 

laboured to produce their theories, Kant's view was never a foregone conclusion, I Their 

work serves to explain not only the crisis condition in art and architecture today but 

contribute also to the understanding of the history of human civilisation which is put at peril 

by scientism. i! 
• .,r. 

I Indeed, it is still 'Itiilt a foregone conclusion to some scientists today working on a scientific explanation of 
beauty, among whom is a plastic surgeon in Los Angeles, Stephen Marquardt, who made the media 
limelight (reported by the Sunday Times Magazine) with his invention of the mask (composed of 
geometrical lines based on the golden section and pentagon) which he purported to be a scientific formula 
for the ultimate beauty of the face. Tania Unsworth (1996). 
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, 
I begin with a philosophical review of the etymological meaning of the word 

'proportion' as contained in the Greek concept of analogy. The schism between 

phenomena and substance was already present in Plato's and Aristotle's discussion of 

proportion. Although Plato accords importance to numbers as representation of nature, he 

believes nature is only a metaphor for reality which resists a thoroughgoing 

mathematization. Aristotle even discards this programme of numerical symbolism and 

attributes significance to the proportionality itself. Despite their differences, both regard 

proportion as the mediating link between the phenomenal and spiritual realms. This idea 

enables Thomas Aquinas to combine Greek analogical philosophy with Christianity in 

justifying reason and faith. He believes moreover that proportion governs all cognitive 

faculties including our sense of beauty. The polarisation of beauty between phenomena and 

substance distinguishes also (according to Aquinas) two senses of proportion: quantitative 

and qualitative, or the measurable and the intuitable. This dialectic of medieval aesthetics 

constitutes the basis of understanding of the development of proportion since Aquinas. 

A selective etymological study of the word 'proportion' in art and architecture 

reveals however confusion of the concept since Vitruvius. It is all mixed up with other 

classical precepts of beauty of which three are more closely related to one another: 

eurythmia, symmetria and proportio. Panofsky interprets eurythmia as the optical 

refinements of works of art; Pollitt explains it as the quality of good form and shape. While 

most people agree that symmetria is the commensurability of parts in a work of art, 

individual commentatoi relates it differently to eurythmia. Caesariano considers symmetria 
I 

arises from ed/:.ythmia; Barbaro refers to it as beauty of 'order' as opposed to beauty 

(eurythmia) of 'disposition' (the action-effect correlation of ordinatio-symmetria, 

dispositio-eurythmia, economia-decor is a common view now shared among Vitruvian 

scholars). Claude Perrault, however, takes both terms to mean the same - 'convenance' or 

'proportion' - and articulates further the modern meaning of symmetry (axial) from the 

Vitruvian concept. Finally, proportio is the least explained term. Panofsky interprets it as 

norm-realization versus norm-definition (symmetria). In summary, it seems possible to 
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redefine these concepts as follows: symmetria is the aesthetic criterion for both eurythmia 

and proportio. Eurythmia (concerning appearance of form, hence perceptual) is proportion 

that attains symmetria (commensuration of parts, hence conceptual) while proportio is the 

technical postulate to attain symmetria. This reinterpretation is helpful for us to understand 

the transformation of proportion as proportio under the rational and utilitarian culture since 

the 16th century. 

The confusion in the use of language prompts me to review Vitruvius' theory which 

(he professes) is structured also linguistically: a division of discourse for the signifier and 

the signified, or ratiocinatio (theory) andfabricalopus (practice). Vitruvius perhaps lay the 

foundation for understanding art and architecture according to the dialectic between 

phenomena and spirit. The problem of signification in the arts and their philosophical 

comparison led to the 19th century verdict that architecture, because of its phenomenal 

nature, is irrelevant in the work of the spirit. One example of signification in Vitruvius that 

is crucial for understanding the relation between proportion and beauty is the use of the 

body metaphor: first as a simile for the structure of general knowledge and theory (I, i), 

then as an exemplar for the proportioning of buildings (Ill, i). Both ideas were echoed by 

Alberti and interpreted by various authors since the Middle Ages. But the origin of a canon 

of human proportion goes back to the Greeks, as early as (or even earlier than) Polyclitus. 

While different commentators develop their own versions of the Vitruvian man, the first 

treatise which devotes itself solely to the study of proportion is Luca Pacioli's De Divina 

Proportione (1509) who paraphrases Vitruvius' ideas on architecture and proportion of the 

body. Pacioli's real contribution, however, is his exposition of the golden section (though 
f! 

he did not call it ris such). The golden section is an important topic because it constantly 

recurs in modern theories of proportion. Pacioli's symbolical interpretation of the 

proportional idea is significant in the way that it represents a fusion of both spiritual and 

phenomenal understanding of mathematics at the turn of the 16th century, before it 

disintegrates with '(ge rise of empiricism. 
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The shift of emphasis from the spiritual to the phenomenal aspect of proportion was 

propagated by a desire to confirm theory with practice: seeking correspondence between 

ancient canons and antique works. This undertaking culminates with Dtirer's Vier Biicher 

von menschlichen Proportion en (1528), in which he compiles methods of representing the 

human body by measurement and geometry. Dtirer acknowledges his inspiration from 

Vitruvius but it is probable that he was also influenced by Alberti, Pacioli, Leonardo and 

Gauricus. But unlike the other authors who incorporate symbolic, religious or 

physiognomic meanings in their work, Dtirer remains abstract and elaborate in his 

geometrical constructions, representing the first objective and practical approach in the 

study of proportion. His treatise reflects the potential with which mathematics is to reform 

the idea of art. In his study of body and character types, Dtirer provides a framework and 

mechanism which inspire later generations in the scientific investigation of emotions and 

organic forms. His concern with proportion is really methodological for he does not 

believe in a single ideal beauty. His work, therefore, marks the beginning of the rational 

utilitarian culture made possible by the progress in science. 

The impact of empiricism on beauty and proportion is evident in another 16th 

century theorist, Vincenzo Danti, who follows his teacher Michelangelo in criticizing 

Dtirer's cold and mechanistic approach. He proposes instead an anatomical theory which 

derives its rationale from organic functions and principles . By incorporating 

Michelangelo's teaching on the judgement of the eye, Danti adopts a more flexible and 

subjective approach and hence epitomizes the crisis of faith in classical theory of human 

proportion. Inpuenced also by Benedetto Varchi, he borrows Aristotle's idea of poetry to 
~ .. " 

formulate a theory of imitation in art. For to imitate, according to Danti , is to make the 

imperfect perfect - determined by the proportion of its ingredients which is likewise judged 

by the knowledge of the use and cause. Thus anatomy is the only means to know the 

perfect proportion in the human body. To free the artist from the fixation of measures and 
' ~~ 

geometry, he argues for a qualitative proportion, suggesting grace as an interior criterion of 

judgement for 'the beauty of the mind'. Danti combines both the empirical knowledge of 
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anatomy with the subjective principle of poetry. His theory therefore can be interpreted as 
, 

an attempt to resolve the conflict which was already apparent between science and art. 

The struggle between phenomena and spirit is less defined perhaps in theories of 

proportion influenced by disciplines which are more ambiguous as regards their scientific 

nature, such as astrology and physiognomy. These include works by Leonardo, Gauricus 

and Giambattista della Porta who develop their theories of beauty from either humoral, 

temperamental or physiognomic considerations. The correlation of beauty to the two 

extremes - heavenly influences on one hand and character traits on the other - shifts the 

emphasis from the physical to the spiritual body. This is exemplified in Lomazzo's theory 

of motions which relates the visible external features of the body to its internal soul. 

Influenced by the Neo-Platonism of Marsilio Ficino, his idea of beauty consists chiefly of a 

spiritual grace conferred by divinity. He adopts Dtirer's proportional system but interprets 

it with Michelangelo's precepts, attributing the essence of a figure to its moto (motion) and 

furia (spirit). He borrows further from Agrippa and relates everything ultimately to the 

divine inspiration of God. Although Lomazzo considers that beauty cannot be governed by 

rules, he establishes artistic models - seven canonic masters with their planetary 

characteristics and proportions - as resolution between the artist's knowledge of character 

types and his ability of application which is regulated by the principles of istoria and 

decorum. 

The ideological basi's of Lomazzo's theory - his pseudo-scientific interpretations of 

beauty - is moral since it depended on the concept of decorum, which became central to 

17th century art Weory and the depiction of characters in the fashionable history paintings. 
~ ,r. 

Charles Le Brun first codifies the expressive techniques of painting by assimilating the 

scientific studies of pathognomy of Cureau de La Chambre and the mechanistic induction of 

passions by Descartes. His contribution is a geometrical interpretation of expressions of 

the head which ultimately leads to the theory of the facial angle of Pierre Camper. Le 
'~ 

Brun's work is significant in that it marks the beginning of utilizing modern science in 

I theory of art - the beginning also of a scientistic culture which would blur again phenomena ;I] 
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and spirit by its extreme rationality. The impact of these changes - the codification of types 
, 

according to the moral principle of decorum assisted by modern science - gives rise to the 

notion of character in 18th century theory of art and architecture. From Gabriel Germain 

Boffrand, Robert Morris, Le Camus de M6zieres, Quartremere de Quincy to Jacques-

Fran<;ois Blondel, character is the foundation for beauty and proportion which evokes our 

feeling and sensation. Their theories (as discussed in Chapter 6.2) were really attempts to 

revive the classical doctrine of universal harmony by empirical science and philosophy. 

The moral implication in the study of character had its impact also on religion and 

philosophy as reflected in the extensive physiognomical treatise of Lavater and his debate 

with Lichtenberg. Thus the concern for depicting the inner spirit with the outward 

expression is transformed into a philosophical problem - the question of beauty and 

proportion is to be answered by the concept of taste. 

Taste, a contentious topic in art, began to assume importance in the theoretical 

discussions after the quarrel between the 'Ancients' and the 'Modems' at the end of the 

17th century, as it was epitomized by the debate between Claude Perrault and Fran<;ois 

Blonde!. The former even replaces the classical theory of proportion and beauty by a 

theory of arbitrary beauty and taste. This relativistic attitude in aesthetics reflects the 

philosophical positions of Pascal (emphasis on custom and feeling), Hume (empiricism of 

sensation) and Hutcheson (uniformity and variety based on Shaftsbury) and finds echoes in Q. 

the proportional theories of William Hogarth and Edmund Burke. The former (possibly 

inspired by Lomazzo) attempts to fix the concept of taste with the serpentine line and the 

triangular glass; the latter, influenced by the former and believing taste operates with fixed 

,,' 
principles like pnyiscal sciences, proposes custom and utility as the cause of proportion and 

beauty. The analysis of taste culminates with Kant's critique of judgment who interprets it 

as a transition from sensual enjoyment to moral feeling (much as judgment itself a transition 

between understanding and reason). But his removal of taste from the sphere of 

knowledge (acceg:sible only to theoretical and practical use of reason) removes also the 

more general experiential concept of taste (and the aesthetic judgment in law and morality) 
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from the centre of philosophy which, according to Gadamer, is the reason why human 
, 

sciences rely on the methodology of the natural sciences in self-analysis. 2 Gadamer 

suggests that art should be considered as experience which grants itself the possibility of 

knowledge (hence truth) as valid as that measured by science. He refers to Hegel's lectures 

on aesthetics which recognize artistic experience as mediated by historical consciousness, 

so that aesthetics becomes a history of world-views and therefore, a history of truth .3 

Hegel's theory of art indeed is a critique of Kant's: by elevating the beauty of art above the 

beauty of nature and genius of mind above the concept of taste. For Hegel, art represents 

the Idea. It portrays the human spirit, first in a bodily form, later in a more spiritual form. 

Thus by articulating the concept of beauty (as in man) by the progression from the concept 

(the soul) to the reality (the body) and finally to the Idea (the whole person), Hegel draws 

the conclusion that art reveals the absolute as spirit. His spiritualization of art therefore 

intensifies the polarization between phenomena and substance. 

The philosophical struggle in beauty as shown in the concept of taste explains the 

increasing division between science and art since the 18th century, with interesting 

reciprocity of ideas among artists and scientists in theories of proportion. Pierre Camper 

develops the facial angle from Le Brun's geometrical study of the head which foreshadows 

interests in craniology and Darwin's theory of evolution. His reduction of expression to a 

line finds equivalent in the architectural theories of Boffrand, Le Camus de Mezieres and 1.-

F. Blondel (who all regard lines signify the character of buildings) . Humbert de Superville 

even formulates a theory of absolute signs from three basic types of lines: the horizontal, 

descending and ascending oblique, which relies on a physiological principle of subjective 
Ji':' 

judgment on clTaracter. Charles Blanc adopts the same idea in his theory of the grammar of 

drawing, a French version of the German idealist philosophy set to instruct the public on 

'~ . 

2Gadamer (1975) : 38. Gadamer examines 'Taste' as one of the four leading humanistic concepts. The other 
three are 'Bildung' (Culture), 'Sensus Communis' and 'Judgment' . Ibid.: 10-39. 

3Ibid. : 87 . 
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aesthetics. The common concern of all is an induction by geometry of expressions and 
, 

characters to build up a language of art. This was further developed into theories of 

expression by the Impressionist and Post-impressionist artists. Degas, influenced by 

Lavater, is concerned with depicting expressions with modern feelings . Seurat, inspired by 

Charles Henry, applies ~cience of colours and light in his paintings. He borrows Henry's L 
theory of rhythmic angles and uses the golden proportion in his compositions. 

A group of scientists also tried to establish a theory of expression in art by anatomy 

of the external appearance of the body. Robert Knox, following Julien Fau, opposes the 

use of geometry in figure representation but exhorts a careful study of the external forms . 

Pierre Gerdy, adopting Jean Cousin's and Gerard Audran's system of human proportion, 

proposes a theory of interpretation of the physiology of the organs from the external 

muscular details. Charles Bell verifies his discovery of the effects of the nervous system 

on expressions by artistic representations of the great masters in painting and sculpture. He 

deduces (by a revised method of measuring the facial angle) that the distinguishing 

characteristics of the head depends on its various functions, especially that of expression 

which is a decisive factor for the beauty of a countenance. Bell's work contributes to the 

experimental research on expression by Duchenne and Darwin. It demonstrates, like the 

work of Knox and Gerdy, that a concern with beauty is the cause of progress of the 

respective sciences. This is also the case with Gottfried Schadow and M.A. Quetelet. The 

objective of Schadow's theory is a more definite knowledge of beauty - a reaction to the 

relatively vague ideas of taste, style, grace etc. - and hence his resort to mathematics and 

measurements. His study of proportion and national physiognomy paves the way for 
;2 

craniometry and~!physical anthropology. Quetelet applies the mathematical methods of 

statistics and probabilities to the studies of human and social system, in order to derive the 

idea of an 'average' man. He does not believe in a fixed standard of beauty but takes it to 

vary not only among age, sex and race, but also with time. This concept of anthropological 

beauty, shared l5y his contemporary Paul Topinard, is therefore prescribed by a 



» 

methodology - anthropometry - which seems to suggest that phenomenal operation is 

capable of generating its own spirit. 

The aesthetic ideal generated by statistics - the norm or the concept of the 'average' -

now competes with the classical ideal of beauty (held to be exemplary above the ordinary). 

This dilemma is demonstrated by Gustav Fechner's experimental psychology: his statistical 

study of the golden section and theory of measurement of sensation. Despite the apparently 

objective quantification of sensation, the measurements ultimately are based on subjective 

experience. This difficulty is also the cause of contention between the heteronomous and 

the autonomist theories of aesthetics, revealed in the 19th century music criticism of 

Richard Wagner and Eduard Hanslick. The former regards feelings or emotions as the 

substance of beauty, while the latter argues that beauty is intrinsic to the individual art. 

Hanslick attempts to articulate an objective meaning in art as distinct from its subjective 

interpretation which he believes is only possible by the method of natural science. This ' 
( 

ID'e aps is a precursory view of a self-referential aesthetics which would rely on the sole 
I 

objectification of phenomena independent of any spiritual interpretation . Although 

---Hanslick refutes the importance of mathematics in muscial aesthetics (he regards it as a 

regulating tool secondary to abstract musical ideas), the time-honoured analogy of musical 

harmony to proportion remained vital in the theories of Alessandro Barca and David 

Ramsay Hay. Both regard numbers as essence of beauty in proportion. The former 

proposes simplicity and unity as two necessary conditions of beauty of proportion in 

architecture by a novel mathematical manipulation of ratios . The latter, adopting the 

philosophical view of beauty as uniformity and variety, devises a system of fractional ratios 
p 

(corresponding ~lo musical scales) which can be interpreted and applied as harmonic angles 

of proportion. 

The German aesthetic philosopher Adolf Zeising also assumes beauty as the union 

of uniformity and variety which is governed by a law most evident in sciences concerned 
~~ 

with quantities and ratios . Emphasizing again the importance of numbers in aesthetics, he 

deduces through an elaborate philosophical argument that this is a law of proportionality . 
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Although Zeising regards beauty as spiritual, he believes it has direct reciprocal relation 
, 

with the phenomenal world. But among the various types of beauty, he refers to pure (or 

formal) beauty only to be relevant to the idea of proportion, consisting of infinity, unity and 

harmony of both in its concept. Taken with the idea of proportionality as uniting the 

unequal parts within the whole, he arrives at the conclusion that the proportional law 

governing pure and formal beauty is the law of the golden section. Zeising's detailed 

illustration of the golden proportion in the human as well as other life forms is inspiring for 

other mathematical schemes of proportion. But his philosophical explanation exposes the 

limitations of proportion (in a quantitative sense) as an encompassing concept of beauty 

since it fails to cover those types which defy formal rules: the comic and tragic, sensual and 

quantitative, and most of all the humoristic beauty. Zeising uses an independent scale free 

from any empirical measures of the body for his proportional system which could be 

considered more abstract and theoretical. William Wetmore Story adopts a similar approach 

of an independent scale derived from a geometrical diagram of John Gibson, but he invests 

a rich symbolism in the construction and figures comparable to the proportional theory of 

F.P. Liharzik (based on the growth of man according to different epochs). This seems to 

be a reaction against the extreme rationalization of phenomena in beauty and proportion at 

the turn of the 20th century. 

The rationalization of beauty in modern architecture began with Viollet-Ie-Duc who 

believes there is a rigorous and logical principle corresponding to every work of absolute 

beauty. Advocating application of ancient practices in modern times, he regards the essence 

of proportion (from the Egyptians and Greeks) consists of using triangles - equilateral, 
f! 

right-angled and most all the Egyptian triangle (with the ratio of 5 to 8 between height and 

base). He demonstrates application of these geometries (particularly the last kind) with 

historical examples. Viollet-Ie-Duc refers his theory of proportion to be based on an 

organic principle in nature which is demonstrable by science and mathematics. This 

inspiration of pi6'portional beauty from nature is shared by many theorists including Ernst 

Hceckel (whose work on Radiolaria inspired H.P. Berlage's interest in geometrical 
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proportion), Matila Ghyka (whose treatise influenced Le Corbusier's Modulor), Theodore 

Cook, Samuel Colman and D'Arcy Thompson. Thompson interprets the form of an object 

as a 'diagram of forces'. Adopting Dtirer's method of grid transformation, he proposes a 

geometrical study of growth and variations of related life forms. Like Quetelet's statistical 

modelling, the importance of aesthetics is overtaken by the methodology - the concern for 

the means now replaces the concern for the end. The problem of proportion again is 

confined within operation of phenomena. 

The inspiration of nature on the study of beauty and proportion is also a key to 

understanding the changes in architecture at the turn of the 20 century, particularly the 

transformation from Art Nouveau to the Modern Movement, as shown in the ceuvre of 

Peter Behrens whose assimilation of proportional ideas led to his abrupt switch from 

organic curves to a severe geometrical vocabulary. He was probably influenced in this 

regard by Berlage and Lauweriks, Desiderius Lenz and August Thiersch. Berlage and 

Lauweriks were both influenced by Viollet-le-Duc's studies of Egyptian proportions and 

decorations. Lenz, influenced also by Egyptian and Greek art, proposes an 'enlivened' 
, 

geometry of simple forms and numbers to give life and spirit to art. Thiersch rejects, 

however, Viollet-le-Duc's reduction of proportional compositions to three kinds of triangles 

only and formulates instead a theory of similarity of figures - analogy of parts to the whole 

- for the proportioning of buildings. Their influence on Behrens was crucial to the 

development of Modern Architecture because through Behrens, the idea of proportion 

became central also to the works of Le Corbusier and Mies Van der Rohe who concurrently 

worked as apprentices in the former's lstudio. Corbusier's theory of the Modulor contains a 
~\ 

mathematical fallacy which reflects his contradictory attitude between genius and rule 

towards proportion. By maintaining the geometrical ideals of the double square, the golden 

section and the place of the right angle, he allows a 'comma' in his proportional scheme: his 

interest is more application than scientific validity. Hans Van der Laan develops a theory of 

the Plastic Numb~r from the three dimensional projection of the golden section. Although 

mathematically correct, it remains a rather clumsy system to use and its adoption does not 
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seem to guarantee aesthetically pleasing design. If the Modulor is an aesthetic ordering 

device, the Plastic Number is a scientific paradigm. Theories of proportion are torn 

between these two models: to satisfy the demands of both theory and practice, science and 

art, and phenomena and spirit. 

The last two studies thus bring my investigation to an end. The question which I 

begin with remains: is a science of beauty possible? The history of proportional theories 

examined in this thesis shows that there is no simple and straight-forward answer. Much 

as beauty is an elusive concept, the problem of science as a tool to probe beyond 

phenomena into our inner spirit is an equally baffling exercise. There seem to be limitations 

as well as incentives to employ proportion as the means (and also the end) of artistic 

production. A debate held as late as 1957 by the Royal Institute of British Architects over 

the motion that "Systems of proportion make good design easier and bad design more 

difficult" (an allusion to Einstein's comment on Corbusier's Modulor) did not have an 

overwhelming ~i~ o~J~s~ - 60 to 48 (or a proportion of 5:4) against - serves to illlustrate 

the point.4 Indeed, science is not totally helpless in this process but we must be aware of 

its effective extent through rationalization. For the very idea of proportion itself is about 

ascertaining: to know by comparison. If beauty is part of the absolute truth which science 

seeks to unravel, then proportion is perhaps that much scientific as science could help us 

understand the problem of truth itself.5 

4"Report of a debate on the motion 'that Systems of Proportion make good design easier and bad design 
more difficult' held at the R.I.B.A. on June 18," R.l.B.A. lournal (September, 1957): 456-463 . This debate 
was chaired by the then RIBA president, Kenneth M. B. Cross and introduced by Nikolaus Pevsner. 
Speakers included Maxwell Fry (for), Misha Black (against), Tatton Brown (for), Peter Smithson (against), 
and Rudolf Wittkower and John Summerson from the floor. 

'~ 

5Cf. a recent study by Bryan Avery (1994) on the angular relationships of preception of the eye which 
shows yet again the geometrical properties of the golden proportion. But to extrapolate from these 
relationships to their effect upon the composition of works of art or architecture will be the crux of the 
problem. 
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8. Diirer's Vergleicher (Comparer) 
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9. Diirer's study of the head with geometrical lines 
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11. Dtirer's Wahler (Selector) 
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15. Diirer's Ander Fiilscher (Second Falsifier) and umgekehrten Fiilscher 
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17. Facial abnormality shown in disordered grid lines by Dlirer 
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18. Three types of head by Giambattista dell a Porta in De Humana Physiognomonia (ed. 
by Nicolo Pezzana, 1668) 
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19. Dlirer's three types of head with straight, convex and concave front-profiles 
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20. Dilrer's human figure in motion 
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Su glC!;lclitt Itlevli wie iCQ bi/i 06~mtdt angeficlit altlf' tilt rcVtm ~t\M1f12a61 affo wIT i~g 
I)C~ 11acf) bcr fel'tm mitbem fin Iloniicf) ricf)tenibo mit Dem Qau&t Qinll(rfl~ nct)ge/'onb 
imb bann feQcn roic e6 fozn<ln ;ufcQcn I'9lbem if1a(fo~u tQon/':51l)m Ne'oicrung bee ne~ 
benflcf)tigmn angeficQ/j mit all jrem !nf2art/t7t1 lid fie Qin1>m anffba6 bnller ecf aUff tin 
owercQ linLr.". 'onnb bnllcn mftbem follern ccf &el'bcm fin ricQt (iell&erflcf)! 9amacIi 
m)/i aUffbcmoocm cer bifct bierung dn oroercf) 6arlinim·~.V· gegen l>erllnbern.r.I).;roi 
fCQen bi{m ;roct)m ;rotrcf) &adinim mulT'n oom Ilnb bnbm llie ;roe9 caber ncbenftcQti 
gm Il(mmg boer Olt ocgtiffm roerbmn/9arnacQ mac£) auffbcr fC9trn b(6 nebmfic~til 
gm angcflcf)~ oroifdim bfdrooaroercf) rinf !las b&crficQ geroent angeficQt fUrflcf)tig inn 
fciner bUl)teiroic !la6 fel oefdi!90m i~lb(m tQualfo/~ct)fj ;wi{cf)m bm ;rocl)m irocrcQ (i~ 
nien mitawcl)cn an/frccQtm linfm.a. b.ll!e 6u9ten llC6f\1rfiditigcn ang<1icli~/bnb 5eucIi 
baron Die anbernauffrccf)tmlini. c.ll.c.~ g.Q.iJ. Wit fie fo!6efcIi1l'&enn /!nb/batowi{cf)c 
Iladi ber o!ct)ten allc Nng gctct)lt(inb. 
~amacf)ocudi niit bcm 'obertragauF bem f(ntfidic auffgericl)tc angqtc!;t mft;wmli 

varfinicnUe bing l2eru6er In bie'oicrunS) !le~ fUrficf)ttgc angefidift Itlon ~Qol2e!lee l2auoli 

b(r~in.l/ilug&!(\'II1a/Cll/o:n/mLlnMinJ!ja(6 billtl(\6 notti!J 1f1/2iujj bi{m gcrreu~tZ blltcQ 
fdln9btnen linien nnirbc~u tmber ricf)t roo bu llie gc~alt linicl! a!!fr bing im angeficf)t 
anber~ ~ann fol oicl}m folt 19arul1lb mmfebm im c9n;iel}cn berge~alt be6 angefief)fi 
ItJO a!! bin3 ~in (a!!en/SUnnb oU glq)cflcrroel)V roie man bifebing bzaucf)t im auffgerlcf)~ 
ten angcflcf)t / alfo bUlUcf)t man fie aucQ im tmberficf) biegenn r:2!ber folcf)6 bc~ flmr;u 
tJer~CCli/~a& iCQ !;1inacQ &c91ur!Cl) angeficQt auffgmcQt tmnb niber gcbucftauffgerijfm/ 
~& mogcn aucQ bife~roc9 mbmficQtigc 1mb fUrficf)tigc angeficf)t ba&auffgcricQt Imnb 
gcbucft auffcin 1'9tm gcromNrocrben Iba6 begibt flcQ in bellcn cin Ilcrenblung lla&ltlur 
baim auffrc9ifm /lcmbt~u (dim /;.D.H~tl)llU{cn aDerbi, niber gcbmcftcn gmnbt DU be~ 
ben tC91en bicncn/ltJie fi ~ ge~tllon llem auffgericQtcn bnl> gepucftcn angcflcf)tfa!!m; In 
folcf)cr bemcfung ber grunllti~groife fun~ all &:ctt1cflm bann bi/i'bing ;cVgcnn ficQ gar 
gerccf)tiglicQ bar9nn an6Dnb alfo mag man !;1anlllcn mit a ([Cr!Cl) jU! &c{dl!9bncn angc1 
(icQt man& Ilnb roc9b6 /bnll nita!!cin mit Dem arw{iefltif!mbcr mit bcm gan~oi le9b. 

c;:nnll5u glf9cQcr roc9~ roie man bas12aubtin (In nibcr gebmcfti: gmnll (eilt alfo mag 
aucQ roD e& not tgut ber gan~ !e9b inn ein nibcr gCbmcftcn grut;Jb gdegtrorrbm /:lbcr ec 
man ba6 tout (ot man fO! ba6 bilD &iegm IlnnD in fin mf)tcn voifen ~c([en roie man bas 
~a&en roiliGann er~llon a ([0) oHm bl1nb mbm mit aUffmf)tm (lar (inim Qera(l farm 
in bm nibcrgc~ltlcftm grunb. 
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22. DUrer's body plans 
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23. Zodiacal man illustrated by Limburg Brothers (active 15th c.) for Jean de France, Duc 

de Berry (1340-1416), in his Tres Riches Heures about 1416 
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24. Silvestro Giannotti's (1680-1750) carving of an array of stellar demigods around the 
central figure of Apollo - the inventor of medicine - on the ceiling of the astrollornical 
theatre of the Archiginnasio at Bologna 



25. Der VerzweiJelnd.e (The Desperate Man) by Dtirer 
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26. Melencolia I.by Dlirer 



27. Drawing of grotesque heads by Leonardo 
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28. Porta's animal association with historical figures 

,-

PI1Conis froncis iimulachrum hie delignacur a dextris. 



29. Porta's ox-man and lion-man 
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30. Human figures with planetary correlation by Agrippa 
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31. Charles Le Brun, Agony in Garden, painting, private collection, circa 1657 
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32. Charles Le Brun' . s geometncal study of ph . YSlognomy 



33. Lavater, Physiognomische Fragmente 
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34. Hogarth's serpentine line and the triangular glass 
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Written with a view of fixing the fluCtuating ID EA S of 

TA S T E. 

BY WILLIAM HOGAR'TH. 

So vary'd he, and of his tortuous train 
Curl'd many a wanton wreath, in fight of Eve, 
To lure her rye.------- Milton. 

L 0 N DON: 

-f.. Printed by J. R E EVE S for the A U er HO R, 
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35. Camper's Facial Angles 
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36. Profile of mouldings by Blondel 

~:ST.\t\I.E.'{F:,\T TOSCA); DE VIG"OI.E. 



37, Synoptic Table (from Humbert de Superville, Essai sur les signes inconditionnels dans 
l'art) 
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38. Superville's classification of trees: pine, oak and fu 
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39. Superville's classification of architecture: Gothic, Chinese and Greek 



40. Blanc's three types of human face 

41. Blanc's division of architecture showing concordance between Chinese architecture and 
facial features of the Chinese 

! I I I 
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42. Degas' study on proportion 

DEGAS, Study for figure in Gathering Apples~notebook 2, page 15 
DEGAS, Gathering Apples (reconstruction of original composition) 



43. Degas' study on proportion 
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44. Seurat, Une Baignade 



45. Seurat, Le Chahut 



46. Seurat, Le Cirque 



47. Fowler's Phrenological Head, frontispiece in O.S. Fowler, The Practical Phrenologist, 
Boston, n.d. 
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48. Anatomy of the exterior forms of the human body (from P.N. Gerdy, Anatomie des 
formes exterieures du corps humain ) 
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49. Charles Bell's measuring of the skull 
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50. Schadow's proportion of the body (from the Po/yclet) 
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51. Human Proportion according to Topinard (drawn by Paul Richer) 
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52. Topinard's measures versus Charles Blanc's measures 
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CANON DB f.'!lgM~B, EUI\OPEBN In ADULTB (Taille = 100). 
': " ':~~ ~ I~; . ~ : . 

Tlllo, du ver~~' !1U menlon. • • . • . 
, (;ou, du ~t\flto~' !da fossetle sleruale. 

.,." Tronc, qf9~tt6 ·fossetla au siege • • . 
: ~ , ,~~ffibf~~;~RHE~< d~ si~go au sol. . . • 

. ~j tl ~ .. ,~~r . .;. ~ ~~~k1\fWl~? : : :,' .; .. -

13.3 
q.2 

35.0 
q7 : 5 

= 100 

. (Jl.'rt!gend~d~'!~:p$~r~, · IlU fronlispice : 
? ;:'/ ~llDon 'llouiropoHulll'ique de l'llommo moycn, curol'ccn cl ndultc . 

. ,of ', . ' (proportions do M. Topinnrd, dcssin de M; Paul fiicbcl.) 

Uras, de I'acromion a ]'olccrilllo. . . . . 19. El 
AvallL-bras, de I'olecrano a l'apopllYso sty-

IO·ide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11t.0 
Main . . • . . • . . . , . . . . . 11. El 

Cuisse, du siege au cenLre du genou. 20.0 
.I.ambo, du genou a la iuallcole. . . " 23.0 
Epaisseur du pied, de la mulh~o]e au sol 4.5 

Longueur du pied . . 
lIauLeur de l'acromion 

de I'ombilic . 

fJlVEIIS 

du bord supcrieur du pubis 
de l'epine ilia!]lle .... . 
du o grand trochanter . . . . 

Largeur nlUximllm des cpaulos . . . 
des crclos iliaques. 
des hhllches. 

Distanco des deux lIlalllolons 

15.0 
!!2.El 
60 .0 
50.5 
56.5 
52.5 
23 . 0 
16.6 
lB.!! 
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10~.1t 

CANON DES A'l'ELIEHS (Ch . 131allc). 

Vertex it naissanco des cheveux. 
Cheveux 11 racine du nez. • . . 
Hacine du lIez 11 sa base .... 
Baso du nez 11 dessous dll 1lI01lloll, . 

~lenlon 11 fossetto slernale . . • . 

Foss~lto slol'llale 11 bard infcrieur 
des muscles pecLoraux. . . 

P.ccloraux a nombril. . , . . 
Nombril 11 racine de la verge. 

Verge 11 dessus (Iu genou .. 
Genou. , .... 
Dossous du genoll 11 cou-de

pied ...•.. 
Cou-uo-pied 11 sol ...._ 

I/~ ue Lete. 

1/2 leLe. 

I face. 

I Lde 1/2 
1/2 face. 

1 luLe 1/2. 
1/2 face. 

Taille = 100. 

3.3 ( 
3.3 13 3 
3.3 . 
3.3 . 

6.6 

:~:~ ) 30.0 

10.0 ) 

2~:~ l 50.0 
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1/4 ue Lctc. S .1 37 '~:Ii 
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~lo1l1bro suptiIieur. \ ) l~oigneL . . . ' . ' 
(COUSIll.) ) I 0ll;nel. . . . . . 

. \ ~I ain ...... . 

I I De I'cpaulo aucouuo .. 
Membro sllptiricur. Couu~ 11 haut du 

(Gel'uy.) pOlgnel ..... 
'~ . Poignel elmuin .. 

I.Granue envergul'e . . . . . 
Divcrs. Largeur maximulll des epaules. 

L10s hanches. 

l0Lo l/~. 15.6 .:~ 
I,.i 

I teLo. 1~.5 1t0.6.1 
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53. E. Duhousset's reconstruction according to the artistic (Blanc) and scientific (Topinard) 
canons 
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54. Hay's proportional system of angles 
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55. Hay's proportional analysis of the Parthenon 
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56. Hay's proportion of the human head 
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57. Hay's proportion of the human body 
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58. Six kinds of beauty in a circle according to Zeising 
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Erhnhen Hci z ~n(1. . 

Tragisch 1<' 0 III i s ch 

IIlll1lorisli~ch , 



59. Zeising's reproduction of Raphael's Eve in the copper engraving of Marc Antonio 

UAI'IIAEL'S HA, 

'I.~: I~I .~I ; , PropOl'liOlbl,!hrt! . 19 



60. Zeising's proportion of the human body according to golden section 
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61. Zeising's body measures in width and length according to golden section 
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62. Zeising's demonstrations of golden proportion in plants and crystals etc. 

'1r--------..A 

h 

r. 

• . ,/11, 

o 
...... _ .. .. ....... JI . 

....... _ .. .. . ' r 

_IL 

Al : IU = IV : AU 
10: OU = OU: IU 
Ab : be ~ be : Ae 
be : cl = cl : bl 
Im : 1110 ~ mO: 10 
Op: pr = pr : Or 
pr: rH = rU : pU 

ab ; be = be ; ac 

be ; cd = cd ; bd 

ac ~ eel 

ab ; be = be ; cd 

eb ; ba ~ bit ; ca 
re ; ee = ee ; re 
ed : de - de ; ee. 



63. Zeising's demonstrations of golden proportion in art and architecture 
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64. Zeising's measuring scale 
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65. Bonomi's instrument for measuring proportion 
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66. Bonomi's reconstruction of Leonardo's Vitruvian man 
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67. Gibson's geometrical diagram 

A 



68. Story's geometrical diagram 
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69. Liharzik's proportional figure 

FafoJ Zlh ]Jag: 1'z2. 
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70. Liharzik's proportional data according to 24 epochs 

Goldener Schnitt. 

M ii n n li c h e s G e s chI e c h t. 

-
'" ... =l ~o 

Von der Sohle Vom '" o:~ 
Q 

0: ~ Q) d '<"3 

~ ..c:: c Major l\Iinor 
~ Schwertknorpel '" u 0 '" zum 

<i 'do ...... 0. 
0 '" 0.,.." 

.... 
Schwertknorpel zum Scheitel 0. >z< >z< .5 ' 0 

. >Z< ~ 

Neugeboren I 30-902 I 19-098 I 50 I 30 I 20 

1 1 35-125 21-7083 ·56 '°/,; 34
2
/'2 22"/12 

2 3 39-348 24-3186 63"/'2 38'/,~ 25'/,~ 

3 fi 43'571 26:9289 70°/'2 42":,~ 28 

4 10 47'794 2D'5392 77'/'2 46"/'2 . 30"/12 

5 15 52-017 32'1495 84
2
/'2 53'°/'2 33'/'2 

6 ' 21 56-2,1 34:76 91 55 36 
7 28 5D'D483 37-0517 D7 595/'2 373/'2 
8 36 63'6565 39-3435 103 646/'2 386

/ U 

D 45 67-3648 41'6352 109 698/'2 399/12 

10 55 7l'073 43-927 115 74 41 

11 66 74'7813 46'2187 121 78"/'2 42
3/'2 

12 78 78-4895 48-5105 127 836/'2 . 436
/12 

Von der Sohle Vom Nabel . zum Na.bel zurn Scheitel 

13 Dl 82-JD78 50-8022 133 7711
/ 12 55'/12 

J4 105 8b-906 53-094- 139 82'/'2 56 8
/ 12 

15 120 89-6143 55-3857 145 
, 

860/'2 583
/ 12 

16 136 93'3225 57-6775 151 91 2/,2 59'°/12 

17 153 D7-0308 59-9692 157 95 7/'2 61"/'2 
18 171 100-739 62-261 163 100 63 
HJ lDO 101-9752 63-0248 165 101 2/12 63'°/,·2 
20 210 103-2114 63-7886 167 102'/,2 648/'2 
21 231 I 104-4476 64-5524 169 1036/'2 65°/'2 I 

~2 253 105-6838 605·3162 171 104"/'2 66'/'2 
23 276 106-92 66_08 173 W5,u/,2 672/'2 

I 
21 300 108-1562 66·8438 175 107 68 

I 
I 



71. D'Arcy Thompson's transformation grid 

Fig. 14b. ArgyropeleeuI olfersi. Fig. 147. Surnoplyx diaphana. 

Fig. 148. Seams sp. Fig. 149. Pomaeanlhlls. 

Fig. 150. Polyprioll. Fig. 151. Pseudopriaeanlhlls all us. 
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72. Berlage's elevation of the Amsterdam Stock Exchange in a geometrical grid 



73. Lauweriks' proportional unit 

Abb. 1 

oB§~§ 
I : I I: Z I: J I : '; I : 5 

Abb. 6 

Abb. 2 CD Ea ~ m I 
., 

CTIJEEB§-;§I {.- _,_<- '1 -,,' --'r,) 
~ 

3 : 1 =' :3 3 : 2 =1 : 3 3:3=1 : 1 J: < 

Abb 3 0) ~ ~ ~ ~ 



74. Lauweriks' system for furniture design 

Abb. 9 Abb. 10 
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75. Church design by Christian Bayer according to Lauweriks' system of proportion 
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76, Elevation of Wiegand House by Peter Behrens 

Strallenfronc im Raster 3 : 5 

,>('XX,X x. X>--< ><: 
iX X/i'" / X ''>. / '" 7 , "'x'/ ':/1 
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G:menfront im Raster 3 : 5 
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77. Proportional diagram according to Lenz 



78 . Proportional diagram according to Lenz 
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Lenz, Entwurf zu einem 
Beuroner Herz-J esu-Bild, 1872 
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79. Proportional diagram according to Lenz 
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80. Thiersch's 'figures of similarity' in building compositions 

Triumphuogen des S~Plilllills S,,"V~rlls in Rom. 

Hndrinlls-Thor in A lhen . 

Triumphuogen Ut::; COJljlnlllill in Rom. 

\ 
i 

\ 

\ 

I 



81. Thiersch's die Aehnlichkeit der Figuren among building components 

Vom Po[t:idon.Tt:mpel zu p;i.num . 

. Vom Parthenon zu Athen. 



82. Analysis of von Klenze's Propylae in Munich by Thiersch 

PropyJiten in J\'iunchcn . 

I 
I 
I 

,I, ., 
': 

83. Analysis of Schinkel's Museum in Berlin by Thiersch 

Mu(eum in Berlin . 

; I 

I 

~ i : 



84. Le Corbusier's drawing of a twig (from the Modular) 

85. Speiser's Egyptian ornament (from the Modular) 



86. Corbusier's diagram for the Modulor 

1 

f 

a square 

its golden section 

right angle set on the axis 
of the original square gives 
point'i' 

The Modular grid 

From Le Carbusier, The Modular 

the line g-I IS divided 
into two equal parts 

or 

the result is two conti
guous squares, each equal 
to the initial square2 • 



87. Porte Sainte-Denis (after Blonde!) in Choisy's Histoire 
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88. The fac;ade of the Arsenal of the Pirceus in Choisy's Histoire 

E. 

f' 
~." 



89. The sectional study by Dieulafoy on the Achremenian cupolas in Choisy's Histoire 

90. The elevational study of Notre Dame in Paris in Choisy's Histoire 

r 

p 



91. My proof of the en'or in Corbusier's Modulor grid 

A G E H B 

Since .6.CDE and .6.EDF are similar, 
./ 

CD : DE=ED :DF / I 
/ I / 

Therefore, / \ I 

m : n...J9/2 = n...J9/2 : n...J5/2 
/ 

\ I 
/ I 

m = n...J9/2 x 2/n...J5 x n...J9/2 
n / \ 

/ \ I 
I 

= 9n/2...J5 I \ I 

= 9n...J5110 D K F J C 

= 2.012n m 

Hence one of the initial square is twelve thousandths larger than the other. 

The percentage error is.11. 



92. Hanning's diagram 

f' 
~.,. 

a 

a 

Corbusier's sketch of Hanning's diagram : 

the true solution to the original proposition 

From The Modulor 

a 

a 



93. My diagram of maintaining two squares with Lgfi slightly less than a right angle 
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94. The abbey church at Quarr designed by Paul Bellot 

,J(.;I 

~." 
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3 

-, 

2, aer ial vit!w of Qllarr A !J/J~II frolll tI" , .o /llh (lh, ' "'; ,, [, '111 i,< j ll .<1 
off Ihe [op of Ihe pie//lrt') . a, sU/llh "["I'II/illll . ·1,11,,' 111""1.'," ,·}'"ir. 
looking lusi /0 the shurl (111.1 ,,,tu 11 1/1" ' . ,{,h ~ I"i'-/': , illll'"r"''' 
from Bdll i 11111 , 'i~ (I 1'i1'i"'lllll fJ ll'cd piliI..' w l() /lr . 

pl~n of Qu~rr Abbey 

key 
I, porch 
2. congregation 
], monk,' choir 
4. unctuuy 
5, ch. pel 
.' 

3 



95. Padovan's diagram of progression from line, plane to volume 

In a one·dimensional 
world a proportional 
system would be based 
on the double, since 
the unij, being 
indivisible, could only 
be added to ijself (5); in 
a two dimensional 
world, 

" 

" the system would 
be based on the 
Flbonacci series (6); I 
but iri our real three I 
dimensional world, the . 
system must be based 
on the three ! 

dimensional Plastic 
'-------=";-'-"""'-----'----..--Il --~ 6 Number (7) 



96. Van der Laan's diagram of the plastic theory of proportion 
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97, The abbey Church at Vaals designed by Van def Laan 

1 plillh 2 111131cJolh 4 (opoI;)1 
5 space 10f (e remooy 6 congregahon 
7 fTl()11~· cNm 8 .1t11Ulll 9 alge 
IOllJllCepl 

• 11'1 • 16 

' " 

Abbey Church, Vaals by 
Hans van der Laan, 
1956-57: each element 
relates to each other 
according to the 
principles of the Plastic 
Number. The diagram 
shows schematic plan 
of altar (16), liturgical 

-- . ~ ... . 1), 
.~ ... 

'.~' 21 i 
i 

I 
whole church (19); 'I \' 
decided that the altar , 
must be placed within \ 
the monks' choir stalls 
(20); isometric of nave 
walls at Vaals showing I 
van der Laan's use of 
syncopated rhythms in I' 

mUlti-storey elevations 


